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Unit-1 : Sanskrit Grammar : An Introduction

1.1 Objective
1.2 Introduction
1.3 Definition of Grammar
1.4 Utility of the Study of Sanskrit Grammar
1.5 Different Schools of Sanskrit Grammar
1.6 Some Important Works of Sanskrit Grammar
1.7 Summing up
1.8 Discussion of a Question
1.9 Suggested Readings
1.10 E-learning Material Links

1.1 Objectives

After going through this unit you will be able to

 Assess the antiquity of Sanskrit Grammar
 Define the characteristics of Sanskrit Grammar
 Understand the utility of studying Sanskrit Grammar
 Correlate the ideas of various schools of Sanskrit Grammar.
 Know about the important grammatical works in Sanskrit.

1.2 Introduction
Grammar occupies an important place in the realm of

knowledge that makes India always proud of. The famous Vedic
saying mukhaÅ vyŒkaraÄaÅ sm¾tam stands as a strong proof in
favour of establishing the gravity and importance of Sanskrit
Grammar even in ancient India. This statement speaks that
Grammar i.e. vyŒkaraÄa was placed as the face of the
Vedapuru¦a. Actually Grammar was regarded as one of the six
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ancillary texts that offered help to understand the meaning of the
Vedic mantras. It is important to note that in the Vedic mantra
the seers tried to establish the important role of these anciallary
works in the field of protection as well as interpretation of the
meanings and applications of the Vedic doctrine by equating those
branches of knowledge as various limbs of the body. In doing
that those seers have placed Grammar or vyŒkaraÄa as the mouth
which obviously invokes the gravity of this branch of knowledge.
The study on Sanskrit Grammar seems to be a passion of the
scholars of high erudition. This branch of knowledge still
provokes the fertile brain and not only in India, even many
scholars from western countries also show their interest in digging
the gems of this field. So the study of this branch is very important
for every student who wants to go forward academically in the
field of Sanskrit.

1.3. Definition of Grammar
You have already come to know that Sanskrit Grammar had

been regarded as a very strong branch of knowledge in India
from time immemorial. Like other branches of knowledge,
Grammar also has its own jurisdiction and subject matter. It is
important to note that another term used for signifying Sanskrit
Grammar is ÜabdŒnuÜŒsana. The etymological analysis of the
term vyŒkaraÄa or ÜabdŒnuÜŒsana can provide us with the nature
of the general subject matter of this field. The term vyŒkaraÄa
comes from the  root k¾  to mean scatter with the prefixes vi and
Œ and the suffix lyu¢. Thus the etymological meaning of the word
comes as vyŒkriyante vyutpadyante arthavattayŒ pratipŒdyante
ÜabdŒ yeneti vyŒkaraÄaÅ or vividhŒprakŒreÄa Œkriyante ÜabdŒ
aneneti vyŒkaraÄaÅ. This clarifies that the field of knowledge
by the study of which the meaning of a word comes out correctly
on the basis of the root, suffix, prefix etc. attached with it, is called
vyŒkaraÄa or Grammar. Thus this branch of knowledge
exclusively signifies a detailed exposition of words. PataÛjali- the
composer of the MahŒbŒ¦ya has used the term vyŒkaraÄa in his
book several times. The term ÜabdŒnuÜŒsana also points out a
similar type of meaning. The etymological expression regarding
the meaning of the term ÜabdŒnuÜŒsanam goes as Üabdasya
anuÜŒsanaÅ ÜabdŒnuÜŒsanam. This means that the scripture
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which governs the rules and regulations related to words is called
ÜabdŒnuÜŒsanam. Again vyŒkaraÄa is termed as a succeeding
branch of knowledge as it explains the words applied in other
branches, basically the branches of Vedic knowledge. Thus is
said, vyŒkaraÄam nŒma iyamuttarŒ vidyŒ. All these words are
used by PataÛjali in his - MahŒbhŒ¦ya - the great commentary to
Paninian sµutras. Like other branches of knowledge in India,
vyŒkaraÄa has also been attached to a concept of its divine origin.
In the  Taittir¶yasaÅhitŒ it is incorporated that earlier the words
were  not systematically arranged or explained on the basis of
the roots or suffixes. Once gods came to Indra and requested
him to explain and arrange the words on the basis of the
constituent roots and suffixes etc. Indra accepted the prayer of
gods and under his supervision subsequently, the words are seen
to be etymologically analysed and arranged. This is believed to
be the beginning of the use of the etymologically analysed words
(vyŒk¾tŒ vŒk) in the human world. PataÛjali in the first chapter of
his MahŒbhŒ¦ya, which is titled as the PaspaÜŒ has established
the definition of vyŒkaraÄa as,  lak¦yalak¦aÄe vyŒkaraÄam. Here
the term lak¦ya signifies the words used in the  language and the
term lak¦aÄa signifies sµutras or the aphorisms of PŒÄini which
govern the process of construction and application of the words
of language by laying down definite rules or norms. Thus it can
be deduced from these explanations that the primary goal of
vyŒkaraÄa is to explain and establish the etymological
construction of  the words used in Sanskrit language with the
help of the norms and rules established by  PŒÄini in his
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. VyŒkaraÄa is regarded as a source of valid
knowledge even in  the field of philosophy. The famous kŒrikŒ
of the NyŒya-VaiÜe¦ika philosophy in this regard speaks.

ÜaktigrahaÅ vyŒkaraÄopamŒnako¦ŒptavŒkyŒd
vyavahŒrataÜca/
vŒkyasya Üe¦Œdviv¾tervadanti sŒnnidhyata¬
siddhapadasya v¾ddhŒ¬//

This expression establishes the idea that Grammar is always
regarded as a strong source of the meaning of a word. This also
generates the idea that one can understand the  meaning of a
word easily if one has the knowledge of Grammar. It is to be
mentioned  here that in the field of Sanskrit Grammar the
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expression trimuni vyŒkaraÄam is an oft quoted statement. This
statement carries an important issue regarding the concept of
Sanskrit Grammar. The term trimuni signifies the existence of
three stalwarts in this field. The first among them is PŒÄini who is
commonly called the sµutrakŒra for  composing the famous sµutras
of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. The second in the group of three is Vararuci
or KŒtyŒyana- the vŒrttikakŒra who has offered substantial
grammatical materials towards the process of understanding the
implications of the Paninian sµutras and the third one in this genre
is PataÛjali - the bhŒ¦yakŒra who has made the process of
understanding the sµutras of PŒÄini easier by offering his great
commentary on the rules of  PŒÄini. Conventionally the term
Paninian Grammar refers to the works of these three great
grammarians taken together. It is true that subsequent study and
research in Sanskrit  language gave rise to works which started
differing from the norms of PŒÄini in many  ways which were
afterwards grouped under the title of non-Paninian works. Some
non-Paninian works also received world wide acclaim but the
centre point in the field of Sanskrit Grammar still remains the
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ – the immortal work of the great scholar PŒÄini.

Check Your Progress
1. What is the equivalent term used for Sanskrit Grammar?
2. Write down the etymological meaning of the word

vyŒkaraÄa.
3. What is the significance of the expression trimuni

vyŒkaraÄam?

1.4 Utility of the Study of Sanskrit Grammar
It is a well known maxim that without notifying the necesity

of a particular task even a  duffer does not start his job–
prayojanamanuddiÜya mando’pi na pravartate. In case of
Sanskrit Grammar aslo,  its utility as well as necessity was felt and
as an outcome of such an idea, Grammar received the status of a
separate branch of knowledge  and its study was recognised as
mandatory for deciphering the actual meaning of the Vedic hymns.
The necessity of the study of Grammar was felt by the scholars of
ancient India in various ways. PataÛjali has forwarded valuable
information in this regard. In the very first chapter of the
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MahŒbhŒÜya he utters the famous line that denotes the necessity
of the  study of Grammar. Cf., rak¦ohŒgamalaghvasandehŒ¬
prayojanam. This statement establishes the fact that the study of
Grammar was necessary for the protection of the Vedic language.
The necessities of the study of Grammar are rak¦Œ, µuha, Œgama,
IaghukaraÄa and asandeha. The term rak¦Œ or protection implies
the protection of the Vedic mantras. Only a person having the
knowledge of Grammar can protect the Vedic words from verbal
erosion. The term µuha is completely a technical one. The Vedic
mantras are not used in all genders or in all numbers. So the
number and the gender require a change in connection with the
speaker during the utterance of that concerned mantra. This
process of changing the gender or number as demanded by the
situation is called µuha. It is obvious that only a man with sound
knowledge in Grammar can convert the mantras with necessary
changes in a correct way. So the study of Grammar is regarded
necessary. The term Œgama generally refers to the Veda. It is
stated in various places of the Veda (Œgama) that a Brahmin
should study the Veda along with its six ancillary parts. Among
these six parts of the Veda, Grammar is regarded as the most
prominent one. So it should be studied as an important task in
one’s life. The fourth necessity of the study of Grammar is regarded
as laghukaraÄa i.e. expression in brief. The Vedic words should
be known to a BrŒhmaÄa and with the help of Grammar only
the words can be known in a concise way. So Grammar must be
studied. The fifth necessity of the study of Grammar is asandeha
i.e. clearance of doubt. A man with the knowledge of Grammar
can be free from any type of verbal confusion. Thus the confusion
regarding the meaning of the term sthµulap¾¦at¶ in the expression
sthµulap¾¦at¶mŒgnivŒruÄ¶manadvŒh¶mŒlabheta can be
ascertained only with the help of the right way of compounding
the constituent words which can be possible for a person with
the knowledge of Grammar alone. So Grammar must be studied
with great care and attention. Moreover, the study of Grammar
helps to know the use and meaning of a correct word and Indian
tradition believes that even the knowledge of only one correct
word can take the knower straight up to heaven. Cf., eka¬ Üabda¬
samyak jÛŒta¬ svarge loke ca kŒmadhuk bhavati. Thus Indian
scholars took up the view that the knowledge of Grammar leads
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one towards the path of heaven and in doing this it also destroys
the sin that arises from the use of wrong words. So the study of
Grammar extends a great help in the field of knowledge of a
language. It is worthy to note here that though the necessity of
the study of Grammar originated within the jurisdiction of the
Vedic field, it got extension with the passage of time and it has
been established as the most prominent means for undertaking
any type of linguistic study. This is applicable even in modern
days. Besides, the knowledge of Sanskrit Grammar can enrich
the philological aptitude which helps in understanding many
grammatical issues of some other type of language also. Even for
undertaking the scheme of study into other branches of
knowledge, the expertise and aptitude in Grammar helps one to
grasp the theme and its analysis in a much easier way.

Check your Progress
4. What is the meaning of the term rak¦Œ ?
5. How does the knowledge of Grammar help to remove

confusion regarding the meaning of the words of Vedic
mantras?

6. Why Sanskrit Grammar is compared to the mouth of the
Vedapuru¦a?

Stop to Consider
Learners are requested to go through the following points

minutely to have a better understanding.
(a) VyŒkaraÄa: In the whole realm of Indic knowledge

vyŒkaraÄa is considered as a principal branch of knowledge. So
the maxim goes as  mukhaÅ vyŒka¾aÄaÅ sm¾tam.  Even the
dhvani theorists have asserted the importance of vyŒkaraÄa in
the field of suggestion. In the definition of dhvani propounded
by �nandavardhana as kŒvyasyŒtmŒ dhvaniriti budhai¬... etc.,
the term budhai refers to the grammarians and this signifies the
importance of Grammar and the grammarians in the field of
suggested sense also.

(b) ÝabdŒnuÜŒsana: This term, as notified earlier, refers to
Grammar because Grammar or vyŒkaraÄa is believed to govern
the rules of words or Üabda in general. Here the term Üabda refers
to the words used in both the Vedic and the classical language.
So the rules of Grammar laid down by PŒÄini are not only
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connected to the words of classical Sanskrit but those also deal
with the norms related to the Vedic words. To relate the words
used in the Vedic language, the most frequent term used by PŒÄini
is chandas.

(c) Relation between word and meaning: This is a very
important issue taken up by the scholars of Sanskrit and it has
made the base of the grammatical speculations, a much studied
concept of Indian wisdom. A major portion of the Indian
epistemology goes around the speculation regarding the
connection between a word and its sense projected mostly in a
metaphysical manner. The relation between a word and its
meaning is considered as eternal in Indian tradition and this has
led to the origination of the famous concept like Üabdabrahma.

SAQ
1. What is the meaning of the term vyŒkaraÄa? ( within 100

words).
...................................................................................

2. What does the statement mukhaÅ vyŒkaraÄaÅ sm¾tam
mean? ( within hundred words)
.........................................................................................

3. How did the Vedic words remain protected by the knowledge
of Grammar ? (within 200 words)
.........................................................................................

4. What are the terms used to denote vyakŒraÄa in Indian
wisdom ?What do they signify ? (within 150 words)
...................................................................................

4.5. Different Schools of Sanskrit Grammar
You have already got the information that the study of

Grammar helps a person in many ways. In India the study in the
field of Grammar originated almost simultaneously with the Vedic
works. Various remarks and explanations regarding the study of
Grammar as well as its practical use can undoubtedly lead one to
deduce such a conclusion. Moreover, the presence of the
PrŒtiÜŒkhyas can support this with authenticity and practical
application. It is a noteworthy fact that PŒÄini the great grammarian
also has mentioned the name of many of his predecessors in the
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶.  This fact supports the view that the study of Grammar
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started and continued much before PŒÄini who is supposed to
inherit many grammatical and linguistic issues from those earlier
stalwarts whose names he has mentioned in respective contexts.
The most interesting fact in this regard is that though it is believed
that many grammarians were there before PŒÄini but the
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ is the first available book on Sanskrit Grammar where
the rules and regulations regarding the Sanskrit language have
been incorporated and presented in a very systematic manner.
This book, thus achieved the place of the highest honour in the
field of Sanskrit Grammar and ancient India can always be proud
of its origin in this land. From the study of PŒÄini’s book it appears
that PŒÄini wrote the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ at the time when Sanskrit was
used as a spoken language through out India. PŒÄini’s study also
furnishes the information regarding the formation of various words
used differently in different parts of India of his time. So this book
offers an overall picture of Sanskrit that was used in India of
PŒÄini’s time and any study in this field can not proceed without
the touch of PŒÄini’s observation and explanation. But after PŒÄini,
some other grammarians also started their study and research in
the field of Sanskrit Grammar and subsequently they have
contributed their valuable views and observations in their
respective works which also stand as major contribution in the
field of Sanskrit Grammar. In many places these grammarians are
seen to present their opinions which do not tally with those of
PŒÄini in various occasions but modern research in Sanskrit
Grammar can not be completed without going through these
works too. This fact leads to the origin of two major schools of
Sanskrit Grammar viz. the Paninian school and the non-Paninian
school. It is very important to note that in many occasion both
these schools offer the same type of explanations or observations
but the difference in some of the major linguistic issues has led to
originate the general division between these two.

The name of some of the popular ancient grammarians of
Sanskrit are enumerated through an oft quoted verse which
runs as

indraÜcandra¬ kŒÜak¾tsnŒpiÜali ÜŒka¢Œyana¬/
pŒÄinyamarajainendrajayantya¦¢ŒdiÜŒbdikŒ¬//

Another popular verse is also found in this context with a
few variations. Cf.,
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aindraÅ cŒndraÅ kŒÜak¾tsnaÅ kaumŒraÅ ÜŒka¢Œyanam/
SŒrasvataÅ cŒpiÜalaÅ ÜŒkalaÅ pŒÄin¶yakam//

These verses furnish the names of the ancient Indian
grammarians as Indra, Candra, KŒÜak¾tsna, �piÜali, ÝŒka¢Œyana,
PŒÄini, Amara and Jainendra and these also mention the existence
of some ancient schools of Sanskrit Grammar like KaumŒra,
SŒrasvata and ÝŒkala. Modern scholar and grammarian S.K.
Belvelkar has enumerated different schools of Sanskrit Grammar
in his book Systems of Sanskrit Grammar. Here he mentions the
schools of Sanskrit Grammar as PŒÄin¶ya school, CŒndra school,
Jainendra school, ÝŒka¢Œyana school, Hemacandra school,
KŒtantra school, SŒrasvata school, school of Bopadeva, Jaumara
school, and Supadma school. Besides these, he also mentions
some sectarian schools of Sanskrit Grammar in this work. For
your convenience some important informations about the schools
of Sanskrit Grammar are given here.

(a) PŒÄin¶ya School: This is the most prominent school of
Sanskrit Grammar and it started with the work of PŒÄini i.e. the
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. About the time of PŒÄini, there remain various
opinions which sometime contradict one another. The date of
this great scholar falls between 500 B.C. to 350 B.C. The term
ÜŒlŒtur¶ya is often used in connection with PŒÄini which supports
the view that ÝŒlatura was the native place of PŒÄini which is
now outside the geographical territory of India. Another term
dŒk¦iputra is seen to be attached to PŒÄini in various places which
correlates the fact that his mother was DŒk¦¶. In the
KathŒsaritsŒgara, PŒÄini and KŒtyŒyana are placed as
contemporary scholars. In a verse the information about PŒÄini’s
death from the attack of a tiger is found but its  authenticity in
connection with the grammarian PŒÄini is doubtful.

(b) CŒndra School: The reference of this school in the
VŒkyŒpad¶ya of Bhat¾hari and in the commentary of the
Meghadµuta of KŒlidŒsa by MallinŒtha establishes the antiquity of
this school of Sanskrit Grammar. This school started with the
grammarian Candra or Candragomin. The 5th century A.D. is
decided as the time of this grammarian. It is accepted in the
parlance of Sanskrit Grammar that this grammarian was a follower
of Buddha.
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(c) Jainendra School: This school started with the work of
Jina or MahŒv¶ra and this is regarded as a contemporary of the
CŒndra school of Grammar. Two  versions of the
JainendravyŒkarana  are found in which the shorter one consists
of about 3000 sµutras and the longer one adds another 700 aphorisms
. The Grammar of this school actually shows the Paninian norms
along with the vŒrttikas in condensed form. So it lacks the quality
of an original work.

(d) ÝŒka¢Œyana School: Researchers are of opinion that though
this school started with the grammarian named ÝŒka¢Œyana, yet
he is different from the ancient grammarian with the same name.
The existence of this school is proved from the availability of
the work ÝabdŒnuÜŒsana and once this work used to attract a
good number of readers. ÝŒka¢Œyana is seen to be influenced by
PŒÄini but in many cases he establishes difference of opinion. In
many places he is seen to follow Candragomin also.

(e) Hemacandra School: This school started with the work
of Hemacandra who composed his
SiddhahemacandrŒbhidhasvopajÛaÜabdŒnuÜŒsana commonly
known as ÝabdŒnuÜŒsana, with a view to showing his patron
KumŒrapŒla the shortest way of knowing Sanskrit Grammar. The
time of this grammarian is finalized as the vikrama year 1145 ( A.D.
1088/ 1089) and he in his Grammar, has amalgamated almost all
the previous opinions of other grammarians prevailed before
him . Hemacandra shows his inclination towards the ÝabdŒnuÜŒsana
of ÝŒka¢Œyana.

(f) KŒtantra School: This is undoubtedly regarded as the most
prominent non-Paninian school of Grammar. This is also known as
KalŒpa school. Ýarvavarman is the founder of this school of Sanskrit
Grammar. The chief objective of composing the work of this school
was to establish a much easier grammatical system than that was
used by PŒÄini in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. Because of the effective patron-
age and rapid circulation, the work of Ýarvavarman got a huge popu-
larity even in the places like Kashmir and Ceylon. The time of this
school is taken and almost finalized as the 1st century A.D.

(g) SŒrasvata School: This school of Grammar is believed
to start with the vŒrttikas of AnubhµutisvarµupŒcŒrya. It was believed
that the vŒrttikas came down to this grammarian from the goddess
Sarasvat¶ directly which remained as the cause of the generation
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of the title SŒrasvata. The possible date of this school is considered
to be the 13th century A.D. The most important and interesting
feature of this school of Grammar is that here the whole subject
is dealt with only in 700 sµutras. This school of Grammar attained
popularity for its easy and simple way of presentation also.

(h) School of Bopadeva: This school started with the
Mugdhabodha of Bopadeva. Here, in many places the rules differ
from those of PŒÄini. But the simple way of presentation and
brevity had made this work pleasing and appealing. Bopadeva is
quoted by MallinŒtha in his commentary on the
KumarŒsambhava of  KŒlidŒsa and the time of this grammarian
is taken as the 13th century A.D.

(i) Jaumara school: The name of this school is originated
from the name of the renowned grammarian Jumaranand¶ but
the name of the founder of this school is often taken as
Kramad¶Üvara. The name of the work of Kramad¶Üvara comes as
the SaÅk¦iptasŒra and it establishes a Grammar with the norms
of PŒÄini in an abridged form. The most important feature of this
Grammar is that Kramad¶Üvara has taken most of the examples
and illustrations from the Bha¢¢ikavya.

(j) Supadma School: This school started with the work of
PadmanŒbhadatta which is known as SupadmavyŒkaraÄa. The
time of this grammarian is taken as the last part of the 14th century
A.D. In most of the cases the grammarian is seen to follow the
rules of PŒÄini and he has also furnished a short explanation to
the sµutras of PŒÄini in his work. PadmanŒbha has written a
commentary to his Grammar which is named as SupadmapaÛjikŒ.

From this discussion above it appears that with the work of
PŒÄini in hand, the subsequent grammarians came forward either
to follow or to explain or to criticize and sometimes also to change
the norms laid down by PŒÄini in their respective works on
Sanskrit Grammar. With followers in this line these opinions and
ideas gradually turned into either a system or a school.

Check Your Progress
7. What is the broad division of the schools of Sanskrit Grammar?
8. Who is the founder of the CŒndra school?
9. What is the name of the work of Hemacandra?
10. Who is the founder of the KŒtantra school?
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11. What is the name of the school established by
PadmanŒbhadatta?

Stop to Consider
Schools of Sanskrit Grammar : It is very much important

to know that a school of study originates on the basis of the
opinions which the followers of a particular idea disseminate and
subsequently transfer it to the posterity with the addition of their
own comments on it. The genesis of school of Sanskrit Grammar
goes back to PŒÄini and his followers starting from Vararuci or
KŒtyŒyana. Then came the grammatical postulations of PataÛjali
in this line and the journey goes on. The treatises of Sanskrit
Grammar like the KŒÜikŒ of JayŒditya- VŒmana, the
PrakriyŒkaumud¶ of RŒmacandra, the VŒkyapad¶ya of Bhatt¾hari,
the ParamalaghumaÛju¦Œ of NŒgeÜa, the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ of Bha¢¢ojidik¦¶tŒ, the
LaghusiddhŒntakaumud¶ of VaradarŒja fall under the genre of
the Paniniyan school of Sanskrit Grammar. Similarly, the non-
Paninian school of Sanskrit Grammar also took up a shape in its
line and the strongest in this series is known as the KŒtantra
Grammar or the KalŒpavyŒkaraÄa. Some other prominent works
of this school are the CŒndravyŒkaraÄa of Candragomin, the
JainendravyŒkaraÄa of Devanand¶, the
MugdhabodhavyŒkaraÄa of Bopadeva, the SupadmavyŒkaraÄa
of PadmanŒbhadatta, the PrayogaratnamŒlŒ of Puru¦ottama
VidyŒvŒg¶Üa etc. But whatever be the case, in each and every
school of Sanskrit Grammar, the pivotal force of analysis depends
on the opinion of PŒÄini  only. If his opinion is accepted and the
study is taken up in his line, it falls under the genre of Paninian
school whereas, if PŒÄini’s view is rejected or diluted and a new
approach is established, the work goes under the banner of the
non - Paninian school. These two types of school dominate the
field of Sanskrit Grammar till date.

SAQ
1. What do you understand by the term Paninian Grammar ?

(within hundred words)
...................................................................................
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2. How has the division of school of Sanskrit Grammar been
established? ( within hundred words)
...................................................................................

3. Explain PŒÄini's position in the field of Sanskrit Grammar. (
within two hundred words)
...................................................................................

4.6. Some Important Works of Sanskrit Grammar: You have
already got an idea regarding the important schools of Sanskrit
Grammar and also you have come across the names of some of
the works belonging to these schools. Though there are various
works of Sanskrit Grammar, all of those could not attain equal
fame or acclamation. The reason behind such an idea remains
mainly in the degree of acceptability in connection with originality
in the process of analyzing the data. Many books lack originality
and stay as the mere repetition of the earlier books. On the
contrary, some works again received huge recognition and
unanimous acceptance because of their genuineness and easy
way of presentation. It is very important to have an idea about
some of these books. So information regarding the important
works of Sanskrit Grammar are being furnished below.

(a) A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶: It is already known to you that the greatest
contribution towards the field of Sanskrit Grammar is given
through the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ of PŒÄini. As the name suggests, this work
is divided into eight chapters, each chapter being subdivided into
four pŒdas. It is a collection of almost four thousand aphorisms
for the importance of which PŒÄini has attained the name
sµutrakŒra. The work begins with the sµutra, v¾ddhirŒdaic (1.1.1)
where, according to PataÛjali the term v¾ddhi stands as an
auspicious one. The last sµutra here is a (8.4.68). It is a assumed
that before the beginning of the main aphorisms, PŒÄini has taken
resort to the famous mŒheÜvarasµutras which are actually the
alphabet system followed by PŒÄini in his Grammar. It is already
stated that PŒÄini has also composed some important sµutras
regarding the Vedic language. The technique of using the
pratyŒhŒra and that of the anuv¾tti has made this work
comparatively a concise one, which would have been a
voluminous work otherwise. The dhŒtupŒ¢ha and the gaÄapŒ¢ha
sections have added an extra value to the importance of this work.
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This book stands as a great source of data in the field of any type
of linguistic and grammatical study regarding Sanskrit. The
position of the sµutras also has their own significance. This book
has gained popularity world wide and many western scholars
have also contributed a good number of ideas and informations
on the basis of the study on the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶.

(b) MahŒbhŒ¦ya: The MahŒbhŒ¦ya or the huge commentary
is attributed to the great grammarian PataÛjali. The second century
A.D. is taken as the time of PataÛjali. The magnificence of this
work lies in the fact that here PataÛjali has discussed the sµutras of
PŒÄini in a narrative style along with the examples and counter
examples in almost each case. This book also explains the
meaning of the vŒrttikas extended by KŒtyŒyana. Most striking
feature of this book is that here PataÛjali has not hesitated even
to criticize PŒÄini and KŒtyŒyana. The MahŒbhŒ¦ya  is divided
into eighty five (eighty four according to some) sections named
ŒhÄika. The first chapter which is introductory in nature is named
as PaspaÜŒ . The MahŒbhŒ¦ya is not only important from the
grammatical point of view but it has also generated a logical and
philosophical genre of the linguistic phenomenon of Sanskrit.
Moreover, PataÛjali has connected here different dimensions of
human life while discussing the grammatical feature of the Sanskrit
language. Thus the book has become a source of versatile study
regarding Sanskrit Grammar and the language as well. Various
scholars have offered their contribution towards the study of this
book through their respective works. The most prominent one
among these is the Prad¶pa of Kaiya¢a.

(c) KŒÜikŒ: The KŒÜikŒ of JayŒditya and VŒmana is a
commentary work on the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ of PŒÄini. The time of
JayŒditya and VŒmana falls in the seventh century A.D. This book
is included in the v¾tti type of work as along with explanations
regarding the words used in the sµutras of PŒÄini as well as the
illustration required for it, the KŒÜika also offers many
supplementary portions which JayŒditya - VŒmana considered
very important attachment to the sµutras of PŒÄini. The paraphrases
offered by JayŒditya and VŒmana in the course of their discussion
are regarded as very important in the process of understanding
the application of the Paninian rules even by the later
grammarians. Besides formulating the discussion regarding the
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grammatical issues of the Sanskrit language on the basis of the
works of PŒÄini, KŒtyŒyana and PataÛjali,  the KŒÜikŒ also offers
the name of other grammarians the reference of whom is not
available even in the MahŒhhŒ¦ya. Because of its seminal
contribution to the field of Sanskrit Grammar, the KŒÜikŒ has also
generated a good number of grammatical works based on its
subject matter. The most important are the two commentaries
going by the name KŒÜikŒvivaraÄapaÛjikŒ or the NyŒsa ascribed
to Jinendrabuddhi and PadamaÛjar¶ written by Haradatta.

(d) VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶: This work is
attributed to Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦ita who has dealt with all the five texts
of Paninian school of Sanskrit Grammar in this book, viz., the
sµutra text, the dhŒtu text, the gaÄa text, the uÄŒdi text and the
liÆgŒnuÜŒsana text. The book is divided into two sections namely
PµurvŒrddha and UttarŒrdha. The nine topic of discussion in the
Pµurvarddha part are  saÅjÛŒ, paribhŒ¦Œ, sandhi, subanta,
avyaya, str¶pratyaya, kŒraka, samŒsa and taddhita. The two
topics tiÆanta and k¾danta along with the uÄŒdis, sµutras related
to the Vedic language, liÆgŒnuÜŒsana and the gaÄapŒ¢ha are
dealt with in the UttarŒrdha section. The book is composed in
the prakriyŒ style i.e. it has distributed the sµutras of PŒÄini under
the scheme of chapter wise division. The chapters in the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ or simply the
SiddhŒntakaumud¶ are called PrakaraÄas and there are 148
PrakaraÄas in this book. Thus the book has become voluminous
both in size and content. The striking feature of this book is that
Bha¢¢oji has explained almost all the sµutras of PŒÄini here and
along with the discussion regarding the opinions furnished by
PŒÄini, KŒtyŒyana and PataÛjali, Bha¢¢oji has also offered his own
explanation wherever he felt it necessary. This book has
established itself as a great help to understand the rules of PŒÄini
and it is composed by Bha¢¢oji with a view to making the  process
of understanding the sµutras of PŒÄini easier even for the learners.

(e) VŒkyapad¶ya: The VŒkyapad¶ya of Bhat¾hari is a seminal
work in the realm of Sanskrit Grammar. Through this book the
philosophy of Sanskrit Grammar has been established in a broad
spectrum which has generated an added charm and attraction to
the subject in general. There are differences of opinion regarding
the  date of Bhat¾hari but it is assumed to be in between 450 and
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540 A.D. The VŒkyapad¶ya is written in verse form and the sections
in which the subject matter of the work is divided are named as
KŒÄÎa. The three KŒÄÎas of this work are the  BrahmakŒÄÎa, the
VŒkyakŒÄÎa and the PadakŒÄÎa. There are some sub-sections in
the third KŒÄÎa referred to as SamuddeÜa. The V¾ttisamuddeÜa
part of the third section is very important from the philosophical
point of view. Here Bhat¾hari has offered a detailed philosophical
discussion on samŒsa or compounds used in Sanskrit language.
The first verse of the  VŒkyapad¶ya contains the basic idea which
is connected to the concept of  Üabdabrahma.

(f) CŒndravyŒkaraÄa : This work is attributed to
Candragomin and takes the name from the writer only. The aim
of this work was to bring an improvisation on the norms of Sanskrit
Grammar established by PŒÄini, KŒtyŒyana and PataÛjali. The
writer also tries to reconstruct the rules in a more concise way
than it is done by PŒÄini. There are 3100 sµutras in this work and it
is divided into six chapters. The work is often referred to as
asaÅjÛaka as Candragomin has not used the term samjnŒ here
but he has filled up the gap by using the term nŒman. An
important feature of this grammatical work is that here the sµutras
related to the Vedic Sanskrit are omitted though some of the Vedic
roots are added in the portion called dhŒtupŒ¢ha. Secondly,
Candragomin has cut down the number of the pratyŒhŒrasµutra
as used by PŒÄini in his Grammar. The terminology used in this
book slightly differs from that of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. Along with the
main body of this work, Candragomin has attached here an uÄŒdi
section and dhŒtupŒ¢ha part. The grammarian was a follower of
Buddhism and his time is fixed by the scholar as the fifth century
AD. Bhat¾hari has mentioned this work in the VŒkyapad¶ya.

(g) SiddhahaimaÜabdŒnuÜŒsana: It has already been
stated that the complete name of the work of Hemacandra is
SiddhahemacandrŒbhidhasvopajÛaÜ-abdŒnuÜŒsanam but it is
commonly known as the SiddhahaimaÜabdŒnuÜasŒna. The
book, like the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ is divided into eight chapters, each
chapter being subdivided into four pŒdas. But it differs in the
number of the sµutras from that of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. In the Grammar
of  Hemacandra the numbe rof sµutra is 4500. According to some
scholars the term siddha used in the  title of this work has been
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used to show respect to SiddharŒja JayasiÅha- the king of Gujrat.
In this work the last chapter deals with the PrŒk¾ta language. The
work of Hemacandra is an amalgamation of the rules and norms
available in the works of his predecessors. Critics also point out
that in some places of the work of Hemacandra, mere imitation
of the rules of ÝŒka¢Œyana is  seen for which it is labelled by some
scholars as a work of imitation. It is important to note here that
Hemacandra has also composed one commentary on his
ÝabdŒnuÜŒsana which goes by the name
ÝabdŒnuÜŒsanav¾hadv¾itti.

(h) KalŒpavyŒkaraÄa: The KalŒpavyŒkaraÄa or
KŒtantravyŒkaraÄa is the most prominent and famous work on
Sanskrit Grammar after PŒÄini. Ýarvavarman is the writer of this
Grammar and this Grammar is also known as KaumŒra. This is
written with a view to overcoming the difficulties and confusions
arising out of  some of the sµutras of PŒÄini. So many scholars
welcome this Grammar and take it as an easier and simpler one.
In this Grammar the pratyŒhŒras are omitted and it has discarded
the alphabet system followed by PŒÄini. Ýarvavarman rather, took
the alphabet system which was generally used in the PrŒtiÜŒkhyas.
Moreover, we do not find here the rules related to the Vedic
language as well as  the rules showing the difficult and exceptional
cases. In this work Ýarvavarman has forwarded almost all the
important features of the linguistic phenomena of  Sanskrit only
in 855 sµutras but the addition of the k¾t section makes the number
as 1400. The sµutrŒpa¢ha part is divided into four sections named
sandhiprakarana, nŒmaprakaraÄa, ŒkhyŒtarprakaraÄa and
k¾tyaprakaraÄa. This school of Sanskrit Grammar has two
branches going by the names vŒraruca and durga. DurgasiÅha,
from whose name the title of the later branch originated is another
renowned Sanskrit grammarian and he has composed a  very
famous and effective commentary on the KŒtantravyŒkaraÄa.

(i) MugdhabodhavyŒkaraÄa: Bopadeva’s Mugdhabodha
has achieved fame and  recognition in the field of Sanskrit
Grammar for its novelty and easy style. This work falls under the
genre of non-Paninian Grammar. Bopadeva belonged to
thirteenth century A.D. This work shows in a much simplified
manner, the  intricacies of the linguistic feature of the Sanskrit
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language. Bopadeva in his  book has incorporated some changes
in the pratyŒhŒras of PŒÄini for his own convenience and smooth
explanation. He has discarded many rules of PŒÄini specially those
regarding the Vedic language. It is important to note here that
Bopadeva has tried to minimize the number of sµutras in this
context by the  inclusion of one important rule bahulaÅ
brahmaÄi. In case of the technical terms also, Bopadeva shows
his genuineness by not following those of PŒÄini word by word.
Moreover, in many occasion Bopadeva is seen to explain his views
with the help of examples taken from the names of gods like the
words Hari, Hara, Ýiva etc. This book is very popular among the
learners of Sanskrit Grammar. The important commentary works
composed on this book of Sanskrit Grammar are the
MugdhabodhapariÜi¦¢a, Subodhin¶ etc.

(j) PrayogaratnamŒlŒ: This work is mentioned in the
context of the schools of Sanskrit Grammar, because it occupies
a place of great importance in the parlance of Sanskrit Grammar
in general and in the field of non-Paninian school in particular.
The writer of this work is MahŒmahopŒdhyŒya Pandit Puru¦ottama
VidyŒvŒg¶Üa. This work was written in 1568 A.D. This grammarian
achieved fame in the kingdom of the king NaranŒrŒyaÄa and he
was offered the  place of high esteem in the royal court. This
work is divided into vinyŒsa and it starts with the chapter of the
grammatical terminology entitled SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa. The work
begins with the aphorism
akŒrŒdik¦akŒrŒntavarÄamŒlŒnuvartate. In many places the
writer is seen to differ from the rules of PŒÄini and this work
stands as the sole evidence of KŒmarµupa school of Grammar.
The book is divided into nine chapters and the number of the
sµutras found here is 2843. In the North-East part of India this
Grammar is studied with great respect and interest.

Check Your Progress
1. How many sµutras are there is the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶?
2. What is the striking feature of the work VŒkyapad¶ya?
3. To which century PataÛjali did belong?
4. Name the grammatical work that can be taken as a

representative of the KŒmarµupa school of Grammar.
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5. How many prakaraÄas are there in the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶?

Stop to Consider
Sµutra: Sµutra is a technical term and represents a special form

of writing style. The works of ancient India are mostly written is
sµutra style. PŒÄini is referred to as the sµutrakŒra in the field of
Sanskrit Grammar. The definition of sµutra goes like this –

alpŒk¦aramasandigdhaÅ sŒravadviÜvato mukham/
astobhamanavadyaÛca sµutraÅ sµutravido vidu¬//
This means a short statement which is free from any sort of

ambiguity, which is meaningful, multidimensional, devoid of any
sort of falsity and which is magnificent- is termed as a sµutra by
the scholars in this field. As for example, v¾ddhirŒdaic (1.1.1). It
is worth notifying here that PŒÄini’s sµutras are always projected
with a pattern which contains three numbers. In this pattern the
first number stands for the chapter of the book A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶, the
second one represents the concerned pŒda and the third one
stands for  the number that the particular sµutra carries in that
pŒda. So the pattern 1.1.1 tells that  the sµutra referred to here
belongs to the first chapter’s first pŒda of the A¦tŒdhyay¶ and it is
the first sµutra of that section.

SAQ
1. How do you judge the importance of the work called

MahŒbhŒ¦ya? (within two hundred words)
...................................................................................

2. What is the special importance of the book Prayoga -
ratnamŒlŒvyŒkaraÄa? (within one hundred and fifty words)
...................................................................................

3. Assess the importance of the VŒkyapad¶ya in the field of
Sanskrit Grammar. (within two hundred words)
...................................................................................

1.7 Summing Up
Thus the present unit has discussed the origin, development

and the importance of  Sanskrit Grammar in a general context.
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Actually the gravity of studying Grammar was pointed out early in
the Vedic period for which it has been given the status of VedŒÆga.
But with the work of PŒÄini the study in this field got a new
dimension. After PŒÄini, there came various grammarians along
with their views which sometimes are seen to follow PŒÄini but in
some points they also went with differences. This generated the
ground for the division of Sanskrit Grammar into two schools viz.,
Paninian and non-Paninian. Thus this unit is expected to provide
you with the  informations regarding the important issues of various
works belonging to the arena of Sanskrit Grammar which will help
you to proceed forward to the contents of the next two units.
Besides, it will make you acquainted with some of the important
technical edges of Sanskrit Grammar.

1.8 Discussion of a Question
Discuss the importance of the study of Grammar.

Or
What is the purpose of having the knowledge of Grammar?
Ans: Grammar or vyŒkaraÄa occupies a place of great

importance in the field of Indian wisdom. It is considered as one
of the six VedŒÆgas, the other five being Ýik¦Œ, Kalpa, Nirukta,
Chandas and Jyoti¦a. VyŒkaraÄa has been placed as the mouth
of the Vedapuru¦a which has confirmed the importance and the
priority of this field of study specially in the Vedic world.

The importance of vyŒkaraÄa lies in the field that without
the knowledge in this field one cannot protect the usage of the
Vedic words. The knowledge of  Grammar can protect the Vedic
usages from any type of linguistic corruption. VyŒkaraÄa only
can give the knowledge toward the proper use of the Vedic
mantras. In the world of the Veda all the mantras are not composed
with all types of forms that is to be applied at the time of chanting.
The vibhaktis and the vacanas used in a  particular mantra are to
be changed according to the nature of the speaker. This  change
can be done only by a man who possesses the knowledge of
Grammar. Moreover, to get the meaning of the Vedic words the
knowledge of Grammar remains a great help. For shortening also,
the knowledge of vyŒkaraÄa is very much necesary. Again, if
someone has the knowledge of Grammar, one can overcome
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any type confusion coming out in the process of application of the
Vedic words.

Thus the knowledge of vyŒkaraÄa is a strong tool for any
type of academic advacement. It generates higher precision and
strong linguistic base in the mind of  the learner. With this
knowledge, the learner can go ahead in any type of academic
discourse. Even in the field of dhvani or suggestion, the
knowledge of Grammar can provide a better understanding.
1.9 Suggested Readings
1. A¦¢adhyŒy¶ of PŒÄini (etd.), Sumitra M. Katre, Motilal

Banarsidass, Delhi, 1989
2. CŒndravyŒkaraÄa of Candragomin, Vol.I, (etd.) K.C.

Chatterjee, pub. by Dr. S.M. Katre, Poona.
3. JainendravyŒkaraÄa with MahŒv¾tti, (etd.) M.M. Vidhyeswari

Prasad, H.N. Bagchi for E.J. Lazarus & Co. Benares, 1918.
4. An Account of the Different Systems of Sanskrit Grammar,

Shripad Krishna Balvalkar, Oriental Publisher, Amritsar, (2nd
edition), 1980

5. ÝabdaÜŒstrer ItihŒs, Kalijiban Devasarma, Ramkrishna Mission
Institute of Culture, Calcutta, 1995.

1.10 E-learning Material
https://learnsanskritonline.com>lessons
https://www.chinfo.org.>index. php

Sample Questions
1. Write a note on the etymological meaning and scope of

VyŒkaraÄa.
2. Why was the study of Sanskrit Grammar considered to be

very important even in ancient India?
3. Write down what you know about the schools of Sanskrit

Grammar.
4. Discuss some of the important works of Sanskrit Grammar.
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Unit - II
SaÅjÛaprakaraÄa of the SiddhŒntakaumud¶ :

A Discussion

Contents
2.1 Objective
2.2 Introduction
2.3 The Meaning of the term sutra and its Importance in Paninian

Grammar
2.4 A note on SaÅjÛaprakaraÄa of the

VaiyakŒraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶
2.5 Explanation of some saÅjÛŒsµutra

2.5.1 halantyam (1.3.3)
2.5.2 Œdirantyena sahetŒ (1.1.7)
2.5.3 upadeÜe’ janunŒsika it (1.3.2)
2.5.4 µukŒlo jrasvad¶rghapluta¬ (1.2.2)
2.5.6 taparastatkŒlasya (1.1.70)
2.5.7 svaÅ rµupaÅ ÜabdasyŒÜabdasaÅjÛŒ
2.5.8 yena vidhistadantasya

2.6 The Definition of some Technical Terms
2.6.1 udŒtta¬
2.6.2 anunŒsika¬
2.6.3 savarÄa¬
2.6.4 v¾ddhi¬
2.6.5 upasarga¬
2.6.6 padam
2.6.7 guru

2.7 Some Lines from Bha¢¢oji’s vrtti and their Explanations
2.7.1 pratijÛanunŒsikyŒ¬ pŒnin¶yŒ¬
2.7.2 pratyŒhŒre¦vitŒm na grahaÄam
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2.7.3 sa navavidhopipratyekamanunŒsikŒnanu-
nŒsikattvabhyŒÅ dvidhŒ
2.7.4 iti sthŒnŒni
2.7.5 yatno dvidhŒ

2.8 Discussing a Question
2.9 Summing Up
2.10 Suggested Readings
2.11 E-learning Material Link

2.l.Objectives
This unit introduces you to the first chapter of the

VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶, commonly known as the
SiddhŒntakaumud¶ of Bha¢¢ojid¶ksita. The tile of this chapter in
the book is SaÅjÛaprakaraÄa i.e the chapter dealing with the
aphorisms related to the definition of the grammatical terms. Here
some of the technical terms of Sanskrit Grammar are discussed
on the basis of Paninian sµutras laid down in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. After
going through this unit you will be able to

 understand the meaning of a saÅjÛŒsµutra
 get to know how many saÅjÛasµutras are explained in the

SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa
 have the idea on the importance of saÅjÛŒsµutra in

Paninian Grammar.
 connect Bha¢¢oji’s opinion in case of the saÅjÛŒsµutra.
 understand the implications of some important saÅjÛŒs.
 comprehend the meaning of some of the important

statements of Bha¢¢oji in the regard.

2.2 Introduction
In the Graduation level you have already come to know about

Bha¢¢oji and his works. It is known to you that one of the important
works of Bha¢¢oji is the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶,
commonly called the SiddhŒntakaumud¶. The SaÅjÛaprakaraÄa
is the first chapter of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶.  Here
the author has explained some of the important saÅjÛŒsµutras of
PŒÄini, along with his own v¾tti or explanation. Bha¢¢oji himself
has declared in the very first verse of the SiddhŒntakaumud¶
that he has composed the book on the basis of his study on the
opinions furnished in the works of his predecessors. So if
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Bha¢¢oji’s view is understood the student of Sanskrit Grammar can
also get the idea of other grammarians in this field. Moreover, the
language of Bha¢¢oji is simpler and he tries to explain the meaning
of the sµutras ( aphorisms) from the standpoint of a beginner . So it
is easier to learn the sµutras of PŒÄini from Bha¢¢oji’s viewpoint.
Besides this, another important characteristic feature of the book
of Bha¢¢oji is that here the author has enlisted the aphorisms on
the basis of the specific topic mentioned in the subtitle in the
beginning of the respective chapter. So the sµutras taken in the
SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa are all saÅjÛŒsµutras and so they deal with the
definition of some of the specific technical terms used in the world
of PŒÄinian Grammar. For this it is very much important to go
through the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa of the SiddhŒntakaumud¶ for a
student of Sanskrit, specially a beginner. Moreover, the study can
offer many ideas on Indian Linguistics or grammar as a whole. So
from this angle the present unit has necessity and importance as
well.

2.3 The Meaning of the term sutra and its Importance in
Paninian Grammar

The term sutra bears a lot of importance in the arena not only
of Sanskrit Grammar but also in other field of Sanskrit. Almost all
the ancient works of Sanskrit are found to be written in the sµutra
style. The term sµutra  etymologically refers to a thread which
remains as the symbol of connection. But the term is used in a
technical sense in case of the ancient works of Sanskrit language.
The term sµutra technically stands for the smallest way of expressing
an idea. The definition of sµutra is furnished by the experts in this
field. According to this definition a sutra is brief, containing least
number of syllables (alpŒk¦aram), it remains beyond doubt
(asandigdham), it is grave in meaning (sŒravat), it contains
multidimensional sensitivity (viÜvato mukham), it provides true
sense (astobham) and of unique meaning (anavadyam) . Some
of the ancient works written in sµutra  are the Brahmasµutra of
BŒdarŒyaÄa, VaiÜe¦ikasµutra of KaÄŒda, the SaÅkhyasµutra of
V¾haspati etc. PŒÄini, the great grammarian composed his magnum
opus the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ in sµutra style. There are almost 4000 sµutras
in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. This work on Sanskrit Grammar as well as the
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Sanskrit language, is a wide acclaimed one and it is taken for
research even by many of the modern scholars of language in
general and of grammar in particular. The book starts with the
famous sµutra, v¾ddhirŒdaic (1. l. l). In the whole A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶,
PŒÄini amalgamated six varieties of sµutra, viz. saÅjÛŒ, paribhŒ¦Œ,
vidhi, niyama, atideÜa and adhikŒra. The saÅjÛŒsµutra denotes
the rules delineating with the technical terms used in Sanskrit
Grammar in general and Paninian Grammar in particular. The
second variety i.e. paribhŒ¦Œsµutra represents the governing rules
and those are effective throughout the whole body of the,
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. The vidhistitras formulate the general grammatical
operations. The niyamasutra denotes the rules of control. The
atideÜasµutra and adhikŒrasuta are totally technical ones for the
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. With such a huge variety and big volume of the sµutras
of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶, PŒÄini made a niche in the world of Sanskrit
Grammar and he can attain the status of a systematic linguist in the
genre of world linguistics. Bha¢¢oji was a follower of Paninian
school of Grammar and he arranged the  sµutras of PŒÄini according
to a specific topic in his SiddhŒntakaumud¶ but the arrangement
was not on the basis of the categorical division of sµutra established
by PŒÄini. Almost Bha¢¢oji has explained all the sµutras of PŒÄini in
the SiddhŒntakaumud¶. So it is very natural to come across
different variety of s µutras in a particular chapter of the
SiddhŒntakaumud¶. PŒÄini has formulated more than 100
saÅjÛŒsµutra in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ and all of those of offer the
definition at least one technical term used in the whole sµutra work
of PŒÄini. As for  example, the very first sµutra of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ is
a saÅjÛŒsµutra. The sµutra, v¾iddhirŒdaic denotes the term v¾ddhi
in Paninian Grammar. The sµutra, iko guÄav¾ddh¶ (1.1.3) is a
paribhŒ¦Œsµutra and this is discussed by Bha¢¢ojid¶ksita in the
ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the Siddhantakaumudi. It is important to
note that though PŒÄini is regarded as the successful sµutrakŒra,
his sµutras are made  clear and compensated by he vŒrttika of
KŒtyŒyana and the bhŒ¦ya of PataÛjali. So runs the famous
expression in case of Sanskrit Grammar, trimuni vyŒkaraÄam
which means Sanskrit Grammar is dominated by three stalwarts of
this field i.e. PŒÄini, Katyayana and PataÛjali. Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦ita after
going through the sµutras of PŒÄini, the vŒrttikas of KŒtyŒyana and
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the great bhŒ¦ya of PataÛjali, has composed his
Vaiyakaranasiddhantakaumudi and this fact has been stated by
him in the very first verse of the book. It is also true that sometimes
the views of the scholars contradict one another and in this case it
is the tradition to  support the views of the later grammarian as the
norm goes like, yathottaram mun¶naÅ prŒmŒÄyam
(MahŒbhŒ¦yapradipoddyota). In the SiddhŒnatakaumud¶ also,
the same tradition is kept and all types of sµutras of PŒÄini are
explained here on the basis of the explanations forwarded by the
vŒrttikakŒra and the bhŒsyakŒra. Thus the need and importance
of the SiddhŒnatakaumud¶ can be ascertained.

Stop to Consider
1. VŒrttika: VŒrttikas are the guiding principles for

understanding a sµutra. It supplements the explanation on what is
stated, what is supposed to be stated but actually not stated and
also what is stated in a difficult or ambiguous way in a sµutra. The
definition of a vŒrttika runs as:

uktŒnuktaduruktŒnŒÅ cintŒ yatra pravartate/
taÅ granthaÅ varttikaÅ prŒhu¬ varttikajÛŒ¬ man¶¦iÄa¬//

vŒrttikas are available in the field of grammar and philosophy.
KŒtyŒyana is the famous vŒrttikakŒra on Paninian Grammar and
KumŒrilabha¢¢a is an established varttikakara in the field of Indian
philosophy.

2. BhŒ¦ya: BhŒ¦ya is the commentary on the issues stated in a
sµutra. It facilities the process of understanding the meaning of a
sµutra by explaining the meaning of the terms used in it with the
supplementation of new words to fill up the gape. The famous
definition of a bhŒ¦ya runs as:

sµutrŒrtho varÄyate yatra varÄaih sµutrŒnusŒribhi¬/
svapadŒni ca varÄyante bhŒ¦yaÅ bhŒ¦yavido vidu¬//

SAQ
1. What are the striking features of the book VaiyŒkaraÄa

siddhŒntakaumud¶ ? (within 100 words)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
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2. Write a note on saÅjÛŒ (without 100 words)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

3. What is the importance of the SamjÛaprakaraÄa chapter in the
book VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakumud¶. (within 150 word)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

The bhŒ¦ya composed by the great grammarian PataÛjali is
called the MahŒbhŒsya or the great commentary because of its
magnanimity and worthiness.

3. The introductory verse of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakumud¶
is –

munitrayaÅ namask¾tya taduki¬ paribhŒvya ca/
vaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumudiyam viracyate//

2.4 A note on SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa of the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶
You have already come to know that the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa is

the first chapter of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ and the
sµutras defining the technical terms of Sanskrit Grammar are
discussed here with Bha¢¢oji’s v¾tti. There are altogether thirty (30)
sµutras discussed in the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa. Besides these, the
MŒheÜvarasµutras are also enumerated in the very beinning of this
chapter. The first sµutra with which the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa starts is
halantyam (1.3.3) and it ends with the sµutra d¶rghaÅ ca (1.4.12).
Before Bha¢¢oji starts with the  saÅjÛŒsµutras in this chapter, he has
enumerated fourteen MŒheÜvarasµutras which  actually constitute
the alphabet system followed in the Grammar of PŒÄini. These
fourteen sµutras are very important as they are the kernel of the
pratyŒhŒra system followed in Paninian Grammar and this stays
as one of the major reasons behind the brevity of style of PŒÄini
reflected in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. It is believed by the grammar that these
fourteen sµutras have been derived from the sound of the dhakkŒ
of Lord Ýiva played at the end of his tŒÄÎava dance. These
fourteen sµutras are also called sivasµutras and in the MahŒbhŒ¦ya,
these are referred to as ak¦arasamŒmnŒya. These small aphorisms
are enlisted in the following order –

aiun; rlk; eon; ai auc; hjvrt; In: nmnnnm; jhbhn; gh dh dhs;
jvgdds; khphchththcttv; kpy; sssr; hl.
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Here, first four sµutras show the vowel sounds of SaÆskrit
language and the rest represents the consonants. The placement
of these sounds proves PŒÄini’s novelty in his thought and
intelligence as this makes the plan of using pratyŒhŒra possible
in the whole body of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. At the end of every sµutra
there remains a consonant stop. These are not taken into
consideration in the proces of any type of gramatical function.
You will find the reason later in this unit only.

Check Your Progress
1. What is the complete title of the book of Bha¢¢ojid¶¦¶tŒ?
2. What is meant by the MŒheÜvarasµutra?
3. How many MŒheÜvarasµutra are there?

2.5 Explanation of some saÅjÛŒsµutra
2.5.1 halantyam (1.3.3) : This sµutra consists of two words viz.
hal and antyam and it is explained by Bha¢¢oji twice in his
SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa. In both the cases the intension is different. The
first sutra states the that last (antyam) consonant letter of the
fourteenth MŒheÜvarasµutra will be dropped. The explanation will
be hala¬ (of the fourteenth sµutra hl) antyam it. Thus l of hl is
dropped. The second halantyam declares that the last consonant
sound of each MŒheÜvarasµutra will be dropped. The explanation
of this sµutra runs as updadeÜe antyaÅ hal it syŒt. Thus from
Bha¢¢oji’s view it is clear that to make the process of creating
pratyŒhŒras, the idea of dropping the last consonant of the sµutra
hl comes first and then the idea of dropping all the last consonant
in case of each MŒheÜvarasµutra is fixed. So from this sµutra it is
decided that when we speak about the MŒheÜvarasµutra like a i
u Ä, we must consider the three sounds i.e. a, i, and u but not the
last Ä. The last drops are used only to make a pratyŒhŒra.

2.5.2  Œdirantyena sahetŒ (1.1.7)
This is the famous Paninian sµutra regarding the constitution

of the pratyŒhŒra. The term Œdi refers to the sound of which no
other sound preceeds but only follows. yasya pµurvaÅ nŒsti
paramasti sa Œdhi¬. In a similar way the term antya refers to the
sound which has only preceding letters but does not have any
following sound. By deriving the word antyam as  ante bhava¬
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antya¬, we can decipher that the the sound that stands as the last
one in the series of the MŒheÜvarasµutras is  treated as the antyam.
The two terms Œdi and antya signifies the existence of  the letters
stays in between. The term it refers dropping. In the instrumental
case caused by the presence of the term saha the term it becomes
itŒ. Thus the sµutra means that if any letter of the MŒheÜvarasµutra
is attached with an itvarÄa which  ultimately drops, then it signifies
own self as well as the letters those stay in between. Thus the
definition of hl and also of the pratyŒhŒra in general is justified.
So the letter a of MŒheÜvarasµutra a i u Ä when is attached to the
last dropping letter c of the sµutra, ai au c, there arises the famous
pratyŒhŒra of Paninian Grammar i.e. a c that signifies the
collection of the vowel sounds of the Sanskrit language. When
we speak about a c the letters a, i, u, ¾, ,l , e, ai, o, au are taken
for grammatical consideration but the dropped letter Ä and c are
left.

2.5.3 upadlese janunasika it (1.3.2 )
The constituent words in this rule are upadeÜe, ac,

anunŒsika¬ and it. The term upadeÜa means ŒdyoccŒraÄam.
The prefix upa refers to beginning and the root diÜ is used to
refer pronunciation ( uccŒraÄam). Generally the term upadeÜa
refers to the MŒheÜvarasµutra. ac refers to the vowel sounds of
Sanskrit language. AnunŒsika  signifies the letters which are
pronounced through mukha and nŒsikŒ This is decided by the
sµutra– mukhanŒsikavacano’ nunŒsika¬ (1.1.8). The term it refers
dropping (lopa¬). Thus the meaning of the sµutra arises as the
nasal vowel sound that remains in the MŒheÜvarasµutra etc. is
dropped. This is to be remembered here that so long the dropping
of a consonant was talked about. But this sµutra lays down the
norm regarding the dropping of a vowel sound in the field of
Paninian Grammar. Thus the nasal vowel existing in the root,
word, sµutra etc., that comes under the concept of upadeÜa is
dropped according to the present rule. As for example, the a of
the MŒheÜvarasµutra lÄ  is a nasal vowel. So it is dropped. By this,
the r pratyŒhŒra is justified which is used in the sµutra,
uraÄrapara¬ (1.1.51)
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2.5.4  µukŒlo’ jrasvad¶rghapluta¬ (1.2.2)
This rule establishes the definition of the technical teams like

hrasva, d¶rgha and pluta. The words involved in this sµutra, are
µukŒla¬, ac and hrasvad¶rghapluta¬. The term kŒla¬ refers to
the time of pronunciation. The word hrasvad¶rghapluta¬ is a
compounded word and it means hrasvaÜca dirghaÜca plutaÜca
ete¦ŒÅ samdŒhŒra¬. The singular number is because of
sautraprayoga¬ as runs the maxim, chandovat sµutrŒÄi bhavanti.
The letter µu used in the sutra represents the amalgamation of u,
µu and u3. Thus according to Bha¢¢oji the implication of the n
sµutra is uÜcaµusca u3Üca va¬ vŒÆ kŒla iva kŒlo yasya so’ c kramŒt
hrasvadirghaplutasaÅjÛa¬ syŒt. More clearly it can be said that
the vowel sound which has the equal time of pronunciation as
involved in the pronunciation process of the sound u is called
hrasva. Similarly, the vowel which involves the same quantity of
time in the pronunciation process as involved in the case of µu is
called d¶rgha and the vowel that involves the equal duration as
in the case of the. vowel u3 is called pluta. It is believed that
PŒÄini while composing this rule heard the sound of a cock for
which he has attached the vowel µu in the sµutra but not the letter
a though it is the first letter in the list of Sanskrit alphabet.

2.5.5 aÄuditsavarÄasyacŒpratyaya¬ (1.1.69)
The term aÄ used in this sµutra refers to the pratyŒhŒra that

starts from the letter a of a i u Ä  and ends with the letter n of the
sµutra, l Ä. This is to be remembered here that in the Paninian
field of grammar, only in this sutra the pratyŒhŒra an is
constructed with the second Ä of the MŒheÜvarasµutra. It is said
by the VŒrttikakŒra in this regard

pareÄaivŒÄ grahŒ¬ sarvve pµurvveÄaivaÄ grahŒ matŒ¬/
¾te’ ÄuditsavarÄasyetyetadekaÅ pareÄa tu//

The term udit means u it yasya sa¬ and it thus refers to ku cu
¢u tu pu. The term apratyaya should be attached to aÄ. It means
the aÄ which is not a suffix. The term savarÄa is a technical one.
It refers to the homogenous sound the concept of which is
established by PŒÄini with the help of the s µutra,
tulyasyŒprayatnaÅ savarÄam (1. 1.9). According to this rule the
sounds which have the same place of articulation as well as
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common effort (prayatna) are termed as savarÄa. Thus the present
sµutra states that aÄ which is not a pratyaya etc. and the udit take
within its jurisdiction, the concerned homogenous sounds. So the
letters included in the pratyŒhŒra  aÄ refer to the homogenous
sound and the udit, i.e., ku cu tu tu pu cover the homogeneous
sound. Thus the letters a, i, u, ¾, l, e, o, ai,, au, h, y, v, r, l and ku,
cu, ¢u, tu, pu take all the savarÄa. So we find the guÄa operation
in gaÆgeÜa ( gaÆgŒ + ¶Üa) like devendra (deva+indra) by the
strength of the rule adguÄa¬ ( 6.1.87). Similarly ku refers to k, kh,
g, gh and Æ. The application of the term apratyaya in the sµutra is
very important. The construction of the word apratyaya¬ as
prat¶yate vidh¶yate iti pratyaya¬, na pratyaya¬ apratyayah
signifies that which is not the vidheya i.e. not pratyaya or Œgama
or ŒdeÜa. So the inclusion of the term apratyaya means the particle
aÄ which is neither a suffix nor a substitute will come under the
context of the present sµutra, otherwise, it will remain outside this
rule. As for example, in the sµutra, sanŒsansabhik¦Œ u¬ (3.2.168),
the u is assigned as a substitute. So no homogenous sound is
included here. Thus according to the rule we find the u in case of
jigh¾k¦u¬, bhik¦u¬ etc.

2.5.6 taparastakŒlasya (1.1.70)
This rule defines the characteristic feature of a taparavarÄa.

The constituent words of this rule are tapara¬ and tatkŒlasya.
The term tapara¬ is explained by Bha¢¢oji in two ways viz, ta¬
paro yasmŒt sa and tŒt paraÜca. The term kŒla here refers to the
duration of time involved in the process of pronunciation. The
meaning of the sµutra is, if a letter has t subsequently or any letter
that stays after t. it implies only that sound but not the concerned
homogeneous sound. Bha¢¢oji says in this connection, ta¬ paro
yasmŒt sa ca tŒtparaÜcoccaryamŒÄa¬ samakŒlasyaiva saÅjÛŒ
syŒt. Thus the application of at, it, ut etc, in the Paninian sµutra
implies only a, i u respectively, but not the homogenous sound
like a ¶ u etc. This can be explained with the help of a sµutra. In the
very first rule of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶, PŒÄini says vrddhirŒdaic. Here
the constituent words are v¾ddhi, at and aic. The particle Œt is
tapara¬, so at refers to only Œ but not the other homogenous
sounds like a etc. Again the t in the Œt also comes before aic
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making it a tapara letter. So in case of aic no sound with three or
more mŒtrŒ should be taken under consideration here. Thus
according to this sµutra only Œ,ai and au are taken as v¾ddhi letter.

2.5.7 svaÅ rµupaÅ ÜabdasyŒÜabdasaÅjÛŒ (1.1.68)
It is a very important rule regarding the system of Paninian

Grammar. It states that in the functioning process of grammar,
the form of the word is taken under consideration, not the
meaning except the technical definition stated in the rules of
grammar. Bha¢¢oji in this connection said, Üabdasya svaÅ rupam
saÅjÛ¶, sabdaÜŒstre yŒ saÅjÛŒ tŒÅ vinŒ. It is very important to
note here that a word has two dimensions viz. its form and its
meaning. The present rule implies that when a linguistic operation
or a linguistic activity is denoted through the use of a word in the
sµutra, we must consider the form of the word only, but the
meaning of the word does not come under this regulation. But if
there is any definition or the like in the rules of grammar by using
a specific word, in that case, the meaning is to be taken under
consideration. This can be explained with the help of an example.
The rule, agnerÎhak (4.2.33) implies that the suffix Îhak is to be
added to the word agni. In this rule the application of the word
agni obviously implies the form of the term consisting of the
letters a, g n and i but not its meaning i.e. practical  form of fire.
But this is not the case in connection with the grammatical
definitions laid down by PŒÄini. As for example, in the rule,
upasarge gho¬ ki¬ (3.3.92) it is stated that if an upasarga precedes
the suffix, ki is added after ghu by which we come across the
formation like pradi¬, vidhi¬ etc. In this rule the term ghu is a
technical term used in grammar, which is defined by the sµutra,
dŒdhŒghvadŒp (l. 1.20) the meaning of which is that the root dŒ
and dhŒ are called ghu technically. Thus whenever in the rules of
grammar the term ghu is stated as a technical term. it implies the
roots dŒ and dhŒ but not the form consisting of gh and u. It is
worthy to point out here that the construction of the word
ÜabdasaÅjÛŒ in the present rule is to be done with the help of a
saptam¶tatpuru¦a compound viz., Üabde saÅjÛŒ ÜabdasaÅjÛŒ
generating the meaning that which implies the grammatical
definition.
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Stop to Consider
ãUÜ÷ Ñ This is a very important pratyŒhŒra used in the grammar

of PŒÄini. It means all the consonant sounds used in the Sanskrit
language.

¥¿÷ Ñ This is another important pratyŒhŒra used by PŒÄini in
his grammar. This pratyŒhŒra represents all the vowel sounds of
the Sanskrit language.

¥Ü÷ Ñ This pratyŒhŒra of Paninian grammar represents all the
letters of the Sanskrit language. Thus ¥Ü÷ is the representative of
Sanskrit alphabet system.

SAQ
1. What do you mean by pratyŒhŒra ? (within 30 words)

......................................................................................

......................................................................................
2. What does the term vidhi represent in the Paninian
Grammar? (within 50 words)

......................................................................................

......................................................................................
3. What do you mean by rµupa of a Üabda ? (within 30
words)

......................................................................................

......................................................................................

2.5.8 yena vidhistadantasya (1.1.72)
This is the famous Paninian rule on tadantavidhi vidhiyate

aneneti vidhi¬ i.e. grammatical function. The term vidhi has come
from the root dhŒ with the prefix vi and suffix ki. The term yena
is instrumental (trt¶yŒ) and this is due to karaÄa. With the force
of this case the term refers only to adjective (viÜe¦aÄa). From the
previous rule, svaÅ rµupaÅ etc., the word svam has to be  attached
here as anuv¾tti and it is used here in the sixth case ending. tad
ante yasya tadanta¬. Thus the rule states that in the process of
grammatical analysis, the particle by which an operation is stated,
also takes under its field of application  the terms in which the
sign of the original operation stays at the end. But this is not the
case in connection with the rule regarding samŒsa (compound)
and pratyaya (suffix). Bha¢¢oji says in this connection that
viÜe¦aÄaÅ tadantyasya saÅjÛŒ syŒt svasya ca rµupasya,
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samasapratyayavidhau prati¦edha¬. But this sub rule again has
exception, Cf. ugidvarÄagrahaÄavarjam. The application of the
rule can be shown with the help of an example. In the sµutra,
¶dµudeddvivacanaÅ pragrhyam (1.1.11) the word prag¾hya stands
as an uddeÜya and  the ¶t-µut-et part is projected as vidheya. So by
the strength of the present sµutra  this vidheya part includes the
tadantasaÅjÛŒ. So the dual number of ¶danta which means the
grammatical particle where it stays at the end (it ante yasya),
udanta (µut ante yasya) which means the grammatical particle
where ut stays at the end and edanta (et ante yasya) which means
the grammatical particle where et stays at the end are called
prag¾hya. This we find in the case of mun¶mau (¶danta), vi¦Äµu
imau (µudanta), pacete imau (edanta)

Check Your Progress
4. What do you mean by the pratyŒhŒrasµutra?
5. What do you mean by the term h l ?
6. Explain the term tapara¬.

2.6 The Definition of some technical terms
You have come to know that the SaÅjnŒprakaraÄa of the

VaiyakŒraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ deals with the rules of PŒÄini
which depicts some important technical terms used in the field
of Paninian Grammar. The rules explained in this chapter not
only make us understand the meaning of some sµutras of the
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ but those also make us acquainted with the definitions
of some important technical terms of Paninian Grammar the
knowledge of which is mandatory in understanding the
application of other types of Paninian rules. Some technical terms
are discussed here by which you can also understand the meaning
of some other saÅjÛŒsµutra that involves the definition of the
concerned technical terms.

2.6.1 udŒtta¬
This is a particular type of vowel sound specially used in the

Vedic language. The use of such sound ceased in the classifical
Sanskrit language. PŒÄini has formulated the definition of udŒtta
letter in his A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ and Bha¢¢oji has discussed the sµutra in
the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa of his SiddhŒntakaumud¶. The sµutra of
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PŒÄini defining this technical term is uccairudŒtta¬ (1.2.29). The
constituent words in  this rule are uccai¬ and udŒtta¬. The term
uccai¬ refers to the upper part of  the place of articulation of the
sounds. There are different places of articulation of  the sounds
viz. kaÄ¢ha (gutter), tŒlu (palate), mµurdhŒ (cerebrum), danta
(teeth) etc. These places have upper and lower portions. Thus
the vowel sound which is  pronounced in the upper portion of
the place of articulation is called an udŒtta sound. The term ac
meaning vowel comes here as an anuvrtti from the sµutra, µukŒlo’
jrasvad¶rghapluta¬. The particle uccai¬ does not refer to the
height of pitch. It is an ideclinable (avyaya) and it bears the
potentiality to denote the  substratum (adhikaraÄa). Bha¢¢oji
explains this as tŒlvŒdi¦u sabhŒge¦u sthŒne¦u µurdhabhŒge
ni¦panno’ judŒttasaÅjÛa¬ syŒt. As for example, in the
application of the Vedic mantra, Œ ye... (1.19.8) etc. the particle
Œ is udŒtta by the rule nipŒta¬ ŒdyudŒtta¬ (phitsµutra 80) and
the e  is also udŒtta here by the application of a couple of rules.
The counterpart of udŒtta sound is  anudŒtta and it is defined
by PŒÄni as n¶cairanudŒtta¬ (1.2.30)

2.6.2 anunasikah
It is a special variety of sound used in the Sanskrit language.

The definition of this sound is formulated by PŒÄini in the
following way, mukhanŒsikŒvacano’ nunŒsika¬ (1.1.8).
Grammarians are of various opinion about the construction of
the compounded word mukhanŒsikŒ used here. Bha¢¢oji takes
the  construction as mukhasahitanŒsikŒ. uccŒryate asau
vacana¬  means that what is pronounced is called a vacana i.e.
varÄa or sound. Thus the definition of anunŒsika speaks that
the sound which is pronounced through the nose asociated with
the mouth i.e. the speech apparatus inside the mouth is called an
anunŒsika letter. It is to be remembered that there are three types
of general pronunciation of Sanskrit sounds viz. some are
pronounced through the mouth only, some are through the nose
only and some are through both the mouth and . the nose. Thus
the letters k, c, ¢, t p are pronounced through the mouth only, the
letter anusvŒra is pronounced through the nose only and the
letters Æ, m, Æ Ä n, are pronounced through the nose as well as
the mouth. So these sounds are called the anunŒsika sound. It is
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to be noted here that even a vowel sound also becomes anunŒsika
in Sanskrit language under certain conditions as we find in the
case, upadeÜe’ janunŒsika it.

2.6.3 savarÄam
The definition of savarÄa has been postulated by PŒÄini with

the help of the rule, tulyŒsya prayatnaÅ savarÄam (1.1.9). The
term tulya refers to equality. The word Œsya used in the sµutra
refers to the place of articulation, Œsye bhavam Œsyam. According
to Bha¢¢oji it is talvadisthanam. The term prayatna means the
action involved in the process of pronunciation of sound.
prayatna is of four types viz., sp¾¦¢a, i¦atsp¾¦¢a, viv¾ta and
saÅv¾ta. Thus the definition of scxvarnu is that when the place
of articulation like tŒlu etc. and the prayatna in case of the sound
appear to be similar, they are called savarÄa i.e. homogenous
sound. Bha¢¢oji explains this in the following way,
tŒlvŒdisthŒnamŒbhyantaraprayatnaÜcetyetaddva-yaÅ yasya
yena tulyaÅ tanmitha¬ savarÄasaÅjÛaÅ syŒt. The construction
of the term tulyŒsyaprayatnam used in the sµutra can be done as
ŒsyaÅca prayatnaÜca Œsyaprayatnau, tulyau Œsyaprayatnau
yasya varÄjatasya tulyasyaprayatnaÅ parasparaÅ
savarÄsaÅjÛakaÅ  syato. The concept of savarÄa can be
explained with the help of an example. In the construction of
deva + Œlaya both the a and Œ have the same place of articulation,
as well as the same prayatna. So these two are called savarnas
and by the strength of the rule, aka¬ savarÄe d¶rgha¬ (6.1.101),
the combination gives rise to the formation of devalaya. It is
important to note here that the concept of savarÄatva does not
apply in case of a vowel and a consonant together. Thus goes the
Paninian rule nŒjhalau ( 1.1.10). It states that ac i.e. vowel sound
and hl i.e. consonant are not treated as savarÄa.

2.6.4  V¾ddhi¬
The concept of v¾ddhi has been formulated by PŒÄini with

the help of the very first sµutra of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ v¾ddhirŒdaic
(1.1.1). This means that Œt i.e. Œ and aic i.e. ai and au are called
v¾ddhi. Thus the term v¾ddhi signifies both the operation and
the letters . In the sµutra the t  of Œt is very important. It implies
that only Œ and ai,au should be regarded as v¾ddhi but not any
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homogenous sounds. This is in force because of the rule,

taparastatkŒlasya. Œt is tapara and aic is tŒtpara. The term aic is a

pratyŒhŒra constructed on the basis of the MŒheÜvarasµutra, ai au c. It
denotes two vowel sounds viz., ai and au. The rule that speaks about

the definition of v¾ddhi bears great importance in the field of Paninian

Grammar. This sµutra is formulated in the very beginning of the book

of PŒÄini as the term v¾ddhi is regarded as an auspicious term and it is

a customary rule of Sanskrit that every literary work should start with

an auspicious word.

2.6.5 upasarga¬
The term upasarga denotes Sanskrit prefix. PŒÄini has

formulated the definition of upasarga with the help of the sµutras,
prŒdaya¬ (1.4.58), upasarga¬ kriyŒyoge ( 1.4.59) and gatiÜca (
1.4.60). Bha¢¢oji has discussed all these s µutras in the
SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa of his VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒnt-akaumud¶. The
definition of upasarga can be explained in the following way.
The particles pra etc. when are attached to a verb are called
upasarga. They are also known as gati. The term prŒdaya¬ refers
to twenty prefixes viz. pra, parŒ, apa, sam , anu, ava, nir, dur,
abhi, vi, adhi, su, ud,ati, nis, prati,pari, api, upa, Œ. These
prefixes are attached before the root to signify a definite sense.
As for example, the root gam signifies the sense of going but
when the upasarga, Œ is attached before it, the form becomes Œ-
gam and it signifies the act of coming. It is very much important
to remember the fact that though in the classical Sanskrit language
the prefixes are always attached before the root, this rule does not
hold good in the case of the Vedic language. There is no hard and
fast rule in this case. In the Vedic language the upasargas are seen
to be attached even after the verb or with the intervention of more
than one word.

2.6.6 padam
Pada is defined by PŒÄini with the help of the sµutra,

suptiÆantaÅ padam (1.4.14 ). This means that the particle with
sup and tiÆ at the end is called a pada in Sanskrit Grammar.
pada is defined in various ways by different scholars. Philosophers
defined padas in connection with Üakti (potentiality) and says,
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ÜaktaÅ padam. But PŒÄini has taken it technically. The term sup
refers to the declensional endings (Üabdavibhakti) like su-au-jas
and the term tiÆ signifies the endings used in conjugation.
(dhŒtuvibhakti) like tip-tas-jhi. As for example, nara¬, muninŒ,
latŒnŒm are padas as they are employed with the sup i.e.
Üabdavibhakti at the end. Similarly, the terms gacchati,
abhavi¦yat, grhana etc. are padas as those are employed with
the tiÆ i.e. dhŒtuvibhakti.

SAQ
1. What are the features of ¥ÙéÎæÙ and SßçÚUÌ sound? (within 50

words)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

2. What linguistic activity is done by the ©UÂâ»ü? (within 75 words)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

3. Discuss the concept of ÂÎ as furnished in other fields of study.
(within 50 words)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

2.6.7 guru
The definition o1- guru is formulated in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ with

the help of the sµutra, saÅyoge guru (1.4.11). To understand this
concept you must know the concept of laghu which is the
counterpart of the guru. In the field of Sanskrit Grammar the
hrasva varÄa is called laghu. But if a laghuvarÄa stays before a
conjunct consonant                                      (saÅyuktavarÄa) it is
called guru. As for example, in case of the root Üik¦, bhik¦  etc.
the i of Üi and bhi are guru as they precede the conjunct consonant
k¦. Again by the subsequent rule, d¶rghaÅ ca (1.4.12) a dirgha
letter is also called guru. The examples are Œ, ¶, µu, e, ai, o, au.  It
is to be noted here that a guru or dirgha letter always possesses
two mora (mŒtrŒ).

Check Your Progress
1. What is the technical meaning of the term asyam?
2. Give an example of a subantapada.
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3. What is the meaning of the term samyoge in the sutra samyoge
guru?

2.6 Some lines from Bha¢¢oji’s vrtti and their Explanations.
It is already stated that Bha¢¢oji has offered his view in

connection with various sµutras of PŒÄini in the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa
of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶. Sometimes he has taken
some of the views of his predecessors while incorporating his
own opinion. Some important lines which Bha¢¢oji has
incorporated in his v¾tti to the sµutras of the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa are
discussed here.

2.7.1 pratijÛŒnunasikyŒ¬  pŒÄin¶yŒ¬
This famous line is incorporated by Bha¢¢oji in connection

with the Paninian sµutra, upadeÜe’ janunŒsika it (1.3.2). It is stated
by this sµutra that the nasal ac i.e. vowel becomes it (dropped) in
connection with upadeÜa. The term upadeÜa refers to the
pronunciation that declares the unknown feature and which
cannot be known in any other way. Technically upadeÜa means
ŒdyoccŒraÄam. Now the question arises which vowel sound will
be treated as nasal in the field of Paninian Grammar. To give a
solution to such a confusion, it is said that pratijÛŒnunŒsikyŒ¬
pŒÄin¶yŒ¬. This statement establishes the norms that the vowel
sounds which have been stated as nasal by the grammarians like
PŒÄini and  his followers, should be taken as nasal in the process
of grammatical function. And those sounds will be elided or
dropped. The term paÄin¶yŒ¬ means panininŒ  proktŒ¬. The
function of this statement is effective in case of the a of l Ä. So
this a is elided and ultimately the famous rapratyŒhŒra is fixed
which is connected with the rule uraŒrapara¬. (1.1.51)

2.7.2  pratyŒhare¦vitŒÅ na grahaÄam
This statement is found in connection with the sµutra, upadeÜe’

janunŒsika it. The meaning of this statement is that in connection
with the pratyŒhŒra the itvarÄa is not included. The concept of
the pratyŒhŒra is stated in the sµutra, Œdirantyena sahetŒ. It is
stated by the sµutra, halantyam that the last consonant letter of
each MŒheÜvarasµutra  is dropped and thus the pratyŒhŒra like
ac, hl originated and served the purpose of PŒÄini. The present
statement clarifies that in the cases of pratyŒhŒra the last
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consonant letter of the MŒheÜvarasµutra which are known as
itvarÄa should not be included. Thus in the pratyŒhŒra, ac we
do not include the it varÄa Ä of the sµutra, a i u Ä; k of the sµutra,
¾lk and the c of the sµutra, ai au c. So by the pratyahara ac only
the vowel sounds are understood.

2.7.3 sa navavidho’pi pratyekamanuÄasikŒnunŒ-
sikattvabhyŒm dvidhŒ:

This statement declares the varieties of the vowel sound
accepted in the world of Paninian Grammar. The first division of
the vowel sound is found by the s µutra, µukŒlo’
jhrasvad¶rghapluta¬. Thus, vowel sounds can be hrasva, d¶rgha
and pluta. These three types of vowel can again be udŒtta,
anudŒtta and svarita. These three types of vowel being
multiplied by three varieties become nine (9) in number as hrasva-
udŒtta, hrasva-anudŒtta, hrasva-svarita, dirgha-udŒtta, dirgha-
anudŒtta, d¶rgha-svarita, pluta-udŒtta, pluta-anudŒtta, pluta-
svarita.  Again by the sµutra, mukhanŒsikŒvacano’ nunŒsika¬,
the vowel sounds are grouped as nasal and non- nasal. Thus the
earlier nine types of vowel will form a group of nasal and a group
of non-nasal. With such grouping the total number of the vowel
sounds becomes eighteen (9 nasal +9 non-nasal.).

2.7.4  iti sthanŒni
This statement speaks about the place of articulation of the

sounds used in the Sanskrit language. The rule
tulyŒsyaprayatnaÅ savarÄam states that to be a savarÄa i.e. a
homogenous sound, there must be the equality of the place of
articulation between the sounds. So the necessity of the concept
of the place of  articulation arises to decide the group of
homogenous sound. Thus the particular places are fixed on the
basis of the pronounciation of the sounds. The places are  fixed
in this way akuhavisarjan¶yŒnŒÅ kaÄ¢ha¬, icuyaÜŒnŒÅ tŒlu,
¾¢ura¦ŒnŒÅ mµurddhŒ, ltulasŒnŒÅ dantŒ¬,
upµupadhmŒn¶yŒnamo¦¢hau, ÛmÆÄnŒnŒÅ nŒsikŒ ca, edaito¬,
kaÄ¢hatŒlu, odauto¬, kaÄ¢ho¦¢ham, vakŒrasya danto¦¢ham,
jihvŒmµul¶yasya jihvŒmµulam, nŒsikanµusvŒrasya. Thus the places
like kaÄ¢ha (gutter), tŒlu (palate) etc. are fixed for particular
sounds.
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2.8 Discussing a Question
Q. Discuss the importance of the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa of the
VaiyŒkaranasiddhŒntakaumud¶.
Ans: The SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa is the first chapter of the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ of Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦¶ta. This
prakaraÄa actually brings out those Paninian aphorisms that  bear
the definitions of the technical terms used in the grammar of
Panini. Each school of Sanskrit Grammar has used some specific
technical terms of which some are typical to that particular school
only. As for example, it can be stated that the terms like dhŒtu,
pada, upasarga are used in the works of grammar belonging to
various schools. On the contrary, the terms like nad¶, ghu are
generated for specific grammatical range.

It is important to note here that in the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa of
the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶, Bha¢¢oji has taken up some
of the saÅjÛŒsµutras of the  A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ and rest have been
discussed in other chapters of his book. The chapter starts with
the MŒheÜvarasµutra which actually furnishes the list of Sanskrit
alphabests. The letters are placed in such a way that PŒÄini could
apply the necessary pratyŒhŒras in his sutras.

Some important saÅjÛŒsµutras of PŒÄini discussed in the
SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhantakaumud¶  are,
ŒdirantyenŒ saheta, µukŒlo’jhrasvad¶ghapluta¬,
mukhanŒsikŒvacano’ nunŒsika¬, tulyŒsyaprayatnaÅ
savarÄam, bhµuvŒdayo dhŒtava¬ etc. Scholars offer criticism on
Bha¢¢oji for not addressing all the saÅjÛŒsµutras in this chapter.

It is a noteworthy fact that the SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa of the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ serves a base to have an idea
about the important technical terms used by PŒÄini in his book.
The explanation forwarded by Bha¢¢oji in his  v¾tti also adds
special importance to the chapter as a whole.

2.9 Summing Up
Thus in the present unit you have got the meaning of the

rules of PŒÄini which are practically the definition of the technical
terms of Paninian Grammar. The knowledge f these terms is very
important for understanding the other types of rules of PŒÄini.
Now, you are also acquainted with the explanation of Bha¢¢oji
dik¦ita forwarded in connection with the saÅjÛŒsµutra found in
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the first chapter of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶. In this
unit some important technical terms are also explained in the
light of Bha¢¢oji’s v¾tti. This will help you to understand the
definition of the term as well as its application in Paninian
Grammar. The statements found in the v¾tti of Bha¢¢oji and their
explanation will also help  you to know various technical norms
used in the grammar of PŒÄini. This will assist you to understand
the subject matter of the next unit also.

2.10 Suggested Readings
1. The Siddhantakaumudi of Bha¢¢oji dik¦ita, vol. I, (etd.), Sr¶Üa

Chandra Vasu, Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1962.
2. VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ with Hindi Explanation

(etd.), Ramchandra Jha, Krishnadas Academi, Venaras, 1987

2.11 E-Learning Material Link
https:/ www.scribd.com>doc>introduction
https:/www.learnsanskrit.org>panini>structure
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UNIT - III
ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of SiddhŒntakaumud¶ :

A Discussion

Contents
3.1 Objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 The Meaning of the term paribhŒ¦Œ and its Importance in

Paninian Grammar
3.4 A note on the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the

VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶
3.5 Explanation of some paribhŒ¦Œsµutra

3.5.1 ikoguÄavrddh¶ (1.1.3)
3.5.2 Œdyantau ¢akitau (1.1.46)
3.5.3 ¦a¦¢h¶ sthŒneyogŒ (1.1.49)
3.5.4 sthŒne’ ntaratama¬ (1.1.50)
3.5.5. tasminnitinirdi¦¢e pµurvasya (1.1.66)
3.5.6 tasmŒdityuttarasya (1.1.67)

3.5.7 anekŒlÜit sarvasya (1.1.55)
3.6 Last Three paribhŒ¦Œs of the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa

3.6.1 paranityŒntaraÆgŒpavŒdŒnŒmuttarottaraÅ bal¶ya¬
3.6.2 asiddhaÅbahiraÆgamantaraÆge
3.6.3 ak¾tavyµuhŒ¬ pŒÄin¶yŒ¬

3.7 Some lines from Bha¢¢oji's v¾tti and their Explanation.
3.7.1 yatrŒnekavidhamŒntyaryaÅ tatra sthŒnata ŒntaryaÅ
bal¶ya¬
3.7.2 sarvasya ityasyŒpŒvŒda¬
3.7.3 svaritatvayuktaÅ sabdasvarµupamadhik¾taÅ bodhyam

3.8 Summing Up
3.9 Discussion of a Question
3.10 Suggested Readings
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3.11 E-Learning Material Link

3.1 Objectives
This unit introduces you to the second chapter of the

VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ of Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦ita. The title of this
chapter is ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa. Here, Bha¢¢oji has discussed some
of the meta rules of Sanskrit Grammar which are available in the
A¦tŒdhyŒy¶ of PŒÄini and also in the works of other grammarians
of Paninian school. After going through this unit you will be able
to

 understand the meaning of a paribhŒ¦Œs»utra
 know how many paribhŒ¦asµutras are explained in the

ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa
 get the idea about the importance of paribhŒ¦Œs»utra in

Paninian Grammar.
 connect Bha¢¢oji’s opinion in case of the paribhŒ¦Œs»utra.
 understand the implications of various types of paribhŒ¦Œs

of Sanskrit Grammar.
 comprehend the meaning of some of the important

statements of Bha¢¢oji in the field of Paninian paribhŒ¦Œ.

3.2 Introduction
In the previous two units you have already studied some of

the important issues of Sanskrit Grammar as a whole and also the
saÅjÛŒsµutras of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ of
Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦ita. The present unit will discuss the paribhŒ¦Œsµutras
enlisted by Bha¢¢oji in the ParibhŒ¦Œprakarana of the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶. ParibhŒ¦Œs are the governing
maxims and they control all other types of rules not only in
Grammar but also in other field of study. The field of Paninian
Grammar that primarily aims at explaining the construction of
various types of Sanskrit words shows great dependence on
paribhŒ¦Œs. So it is very much important for a student of Sanskrit
Grammar to have an idea of the mode of operation of the
paribhŒ¦Œsµutra. It is important to point out that the works of
non- Paninian Grammar had also formulated a good number of
paribhŒ¦Œs and those are applicable within their independent
jurisdiction. Even the Vedic Grammar also shows the use of
ParibhŒ¦Œs in the construction of the Vedic words. These facts
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establish that the concept and use of paribhŒ¦Œ or the meta rules
were very old. You have also come to know in the previous unit
that Bha¢¢oji’s VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶, commonly known
as SiddhŒntakaumud¶ is a great work in the field of Sanskrit
Grammar where the writer has explained almost all the aphorisms
of PŒÄini in the light of his idea based on the study of the works
of KŒtyŒyana and PataÛjali. The second chapter of the book is
ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa and Bha¢¢oji has explained here some of the
very important paribhŒ¦Œsµutras of PŒÄini. The knowledge of these
sµutras will help you to understand various issues of Paninian
Grammar as a whole and the construction of different Sanskrit
words in Particular.

3.3 The Meaning of the term paribhŒ¦Œ and its Importance
in Paninian Grammar.

The term paribhŒ¦Œ is derived from the root bhŒ¦ to speak
with the prefix pari before it. The upasarga pari is used in the
sense of ‘‘all encompassing’’. Thus the combined term paribhŒ¦Œ
literally means a statement possessing an all encompassing effect.
But it is also used to mean interpretative canons. Sometimes the
word paribhŒ¦Œ denotes the technical term. But in the context of
Paninian Grammar the term signifies the specific category of the
aphorisms that is used generally to interpret the functional rules
(vidhisµutra) laid down by PŒÄini in his A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. PataÛjali in
his MahŒbhŒ¦ya says that paribhŒ¦Œ being placed in one place
can illuminate the whole body of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶  like a lamp.
"paribhŒ¦Œ punarekadeÜasthŒ sat¶ k¾tsnaÅ ÜŒstramabhijvalayati
prad¶pavat (in context of the sµutra, samartha¬ padavidhi¬). The
term paribhŒ¦Œ implies the authoritative statements of the scholars
which are considered to be indispensable for determining the
actual meaning of the operational rules i.e. vidhisµutras. So
paribhŒ¦Œsµutras can be taken as the code of interpretation of
Paninian rules. PadmanŒbhadatta says that the relevant as well as
cohesive statements of the teachers who have mastery over the
process of deriving meaning of a word can be termed as
paribhŒ¦Œ, "sŒ ca padŒrthavivecakŒcŒryŒÄŒÅ yuktiyukta vŒk."
It is important to note that paribhŒ¦Œs were there even before
PŒÄini as PŒÄini is supposed to take many paribhŒ¦Œs from the
works of his predecessors. The paribhŒ¦Œsµutras of Paninian
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Grammar are so important that without the aid of these aphorisms
the real meaning of many sµutras can not be unearthed. For this
reason paribhŒ¦Œ is often compared to a lamp that not only
illuminates itself but also makes the surroundings visible through
its light.

Scholars have formulated the divisions of paribhŒ¦Œs in
different ways. NŒgeÜa, in his ParibhŒ¦enduÜekhara clearly
mentions about the existence of two types of paribhŒ¦Œs in Sanskrit
Grammar. According to him some paribhŒ¦Œs are directly
mentioned by PŒÄini in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ as sµutras and some are
though not mentioned by PŒÄini himself deduced from the
analysis of Paninian aphorisms. Scholars are of opinion that there
are three types of paribhŒ¦Œs viz. vŒcanik¶ jÛŒpakasiddhŒ and
nyŒyasiddhŒ or nyŒyamµulŒ. The VŒcanik¶paribhŒ¦Œ  refers to
those which are treated by PŒÄini in his A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ or by other
scholars in their respective works. JÛŒpakasiddhŒparibhŒ¦Œ refers
to those maxims or rules which are suggested or implied by the
sµutras of PŒÄini. The nyŒyasiddhŒ or nyŒyamµulŒparibhŒ¦Œ are
the canons established by scriptures or human behaviour. In the
context of Paninian Grammar the term paribhŒ¦Œ primarily refers
to the paribhŒsŒ¦µutras which come under the six varieties of sµutras
laid down by PŒÄini in his A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. But this term also stands
for the interpretative canons stated or used by grammarian like
KŒtyŒyana and PataÛjali in various occasions.

Stop to Consider:
ParibhŒ¦Œ : Though the word paribhŒ¦Œ generally refers to a
technical term, in Sanskrit Grammar, specially in PŒÄinian
Grammar, this term indicates a special type of sµutras called
paribhŒ¦Œ sµutra. The genre of this type of sµutra is a wide one
and these are considered as meta rules or the rules over the rules.

SAQ
1. What are the types of Paninian sµutras? (within 25 words)
...............................................................................................
...............................................................................................
...............................................................................................
2. What are the specialities of paribhŒ¦Œsµutras? (within 50 words)
...............................................................................................
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...............................................................................................

...............................................................................................

Check Your Progress
1. What is the meaning of the term paribhŒ¦Œ?
2. How many paribhŒ¦Œs are there in Sanskrit Grammar?

3.4 A note on the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the
VaiyŒkaraÄasidhŒntakaumud¶

It is already known to you that the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa is the
second chapter of the book VaiyŒkaraÄasdhŒntakaumud¶. This
chapter deals with the paribhŒ¦Œsµutras of Paninian Grammar. It is
true that all the paribhŒ¦Œsµutras of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ are not discussed
in the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the SiddhŒntakaumud¶. Bha¢¢oji
has taken for his discussion in this chapter only thirteen (13)
paribhŒ¦Œsµutras of PŒÄini and he has added four other paribhŒ¦Œs
here which are very important in the process of the construction
of Sanskrit words. It is important to point out the fact that Bha¢¢oji
has explained the paribhŒ¦Œsutras of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ in his
SiddhŒntakaumud¶, in various contexts. But he has chosen to
explain in the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa only those paribhŒ¦Œs of PŒÄini
which are essential for euphonic combination (sandhi). The
paribhŒ¦Œsutras discussed by Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦ita in the
ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa are as follows:

a. iko guÄav¾ddh¶ (1.1.3)
b. acaÜca (1.2.28)
c. Œdyantau ¢akitau (1.1.46)
d. midaco 'ntyŒtpara¬ (1.1.47)
e. ¦a¦¢h¶ sthŒneyogŒ (1.1.49)
f. sthŒne’ ntaratama¬ (1.1.50)
g. tasminnti nirdi¦¢e pµurvasya (1.1.66)
h. tasmŒdityuttarasya (1.1.67)
i. alo’ ntasya (1.1.52)
j. Æicca  (1.1.53)
k. Œde¬ parasya (1.1.54)
l. anekŒlÜit sarvasya (1.1.55)
m. svaritenŒdhikŒra¬ (1.3.11)
Besides these paribhŒ¦Œsµutras of PŒÄini, Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦ita has
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also discussed in this chapter three other paribhŒ¦Œs which are
regarded as very essential for understanding Paninian rules. Those
are:

(a) paranitŒntyaraÆgŒpavŒdŒnŒmuttarottaraÅ bal¶ya¬
(b) asiddhaÅ bahirŒÆgamantaraÆge
(c) ak¾tavyµuhŒhŒ pŒÄin¶yŒ¬

Check Your Progress
1. Why Bha¢¢oji has discussed a very small number of paribhŒ¦Œs
in the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa Of the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ ?

Stop to Consider:
ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶:

It is a very small chapter containing only thirteen paribhŒ¦Œs. But
the importance of this chanpter is great. Without proper
knowledge of the sµutras discussed here, one cannot proceed to
grasp the sandhisµutras that follows in the subsequent chapters.

3.5 Explanation of some paribhŒ¦Œsµutras
3.5.1. iko guÄav¾ddh¶ (1.1.3): This is the first paribhŒ¦Œsµutra
of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ and Bha¢¢oji starts his ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa with
this sµutra. Here two constitutent words are ika¬ and guÄav¾ddhi.
The term ikha¬ is used in the sixth case ending and the term
guÄav¾ddh¶ is employed with the first case ending and dual
number.

The sµutra states that in Paninian Grammar where guÄa and
v¾ddhi are prescribed by uttering the words guÄa and v¾ddhi
respectively, there remains the term ika¬. Thus it can be deduced
that in such cases guÄa and v¾ddhi operations are done in place
of i,u,r and l. It is important to note that though the terms v¾ddhi
and guÄa can be attached in the present rule from the previous
two rules v¾ddhirŒdaic and adeÆguÄa¬ respectively by the
strength of anuv¾tti, the attachment of these two terms in the
present sµutra emphasizes the fact that the inclusion of the ika¬ is
to be done only when guÄa and v¾ddhi operations are prescribed
by a rule in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ with the help of enumeration of the
two words guÄa and v¾ddh respectively. The application can be
shown with the help of some examples. There are Paninian
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canons like miderguÄa¬ (7.3.82), m¾jerv¾ddhi¬  (7.2.114). In the
first case the operation guÄa is prescribed in case of the root mid
and it is specifie with the enumeration of the term guÄa in the
sµutra. Similarly in the second case, the operation v¾ddhi is
prescribed in case of the root m¾j and it is specified with the
physical existence of the term v¾ddhi. So in both the cases the
term ika¬ is to be added by the strength of the present paribhŒ¦Œ
rule. Thus the words medayati etc. from the root mid and
mŒrjavam etc. from the root m¾j can be constructed. The strength
of this paribhŒ¦Œ can be determined with the help of a
pratyudŒharaÄa. The rule tyadŒd¶nŒma¬ (7.2.102) prescribed
that a will come in case of tyŒd etc. The letter a is a guÄa letter
but then also this rule cannot come under the jurisdiction of the
presnt paribhŒ¦Œsµutra as the term guÄa is not mentioned in the
sµutra. So the question of the inclusion of the term ika¬ does not
arise here. Accordingly, a is substituted in place of the last letter
of the word tyŒd etc. Thus the sµutra, iko guÄav¾ddh¶ establishes
its mode of operation in the whole body of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶.

3.5.2 Œdyantau ¢akitau (1.1.46)
This is the third paribhŒ¦Œsµutra of the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of

the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶. This rule is related to the
principle of augmentation (Œgama). The term Œdyantau refers
to Œdi and antya, Œdisca antyaÜca Œdyantau. It means the
beginning and the end respectively. Again the term ¢akitau is
formed in the following way - ¢aÜca kaÜca ¢akau, ¢akau itau
yayostau ¢akitau. It thus refers to the augment that ends with the
dropping letter either ¢ or k respectively. So the present sµutra
means that the augment which has an indicatory t is to be added
initially i.e. before the sthŒn¶ concerned and the augment ending
in k is to be fixed finally i.e. after the sthŒn¶ proposed. More
clearly, when an augment is prescribed by an operational rule in
the  A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ it will have to be placed before the sthŒn¶ if it has
an indicatory ¢ whereas if the augment has an indicatory k, it is to
be placed at the end of the sthŒn¶. This can be discussed with the
help of an example. The operational rule
ŒrdhadhŒtukasyeÎbalŒde¬ (7.2.35) states that the augment i¢ is
to be connected with a balŒdi-ŒrdhadhŒtuka affix starting with
a consonant except y. Here the augment has an indicatory ¢. So it
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is a ¢it Œgama. Here the words balŒde¬ and ardhadhŒtukasya
possess sixth case ending and thus construct the sthŒn¶. So by
the strength of the present paribhŒ¦Œsµutra the augment is to be
placed before balŒdi-ŒrdhadhŒtuka. As a result, we come across
the construction of  the words like bhavi¦yati etc. Similarly with
the placement of the augment yuk  at the end of the sthŒn¶ as it
ends with the indicatory k, according to the  operational rule
ÜŒcchŒsŒhvŒvy ŒvepŒm yuk (7.3.37), we come across the words
like ÜŒyvayati, pŒyayati.

3.5.3 ¦a¦¢h¶ sthŒneyogŒ (1.1.49)
This is a very important paribhŒ¦Œsµutra of PŒÄini which

Bha¢¢oji has taken for discussion in the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of
the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ as the fifth meta rule. The
rule consists of two terms viz. ¦a¦¢h¶ and sthŒneyogŒ. The term
¦a¦¢h¶ refers to the terms having the sixth case ending. The word
sthŒneyogŒ is a compounded term. It signifies the sixth case
ending which has to be connected with the term, sthŒne, i.e.
sthŒne  yogoyasyŒ¬. Thus the complete meaning of the rule stands
as, when a genitive case is used in  a sµutra of PŒÄini and no
specific sense is denoted by that, it is to be connected with the
expression ‘in the place of.’ The term sthŒna means prasaÆga
i.e. context. It is said that there are one hundred meaning of the
genitive case which are in practice. Cf. loke tŒvadekaÜataÅ
¦a¦¢hyarthŒ ŒrthŒ, yaunŒ, maukhŒ¬ srauvŒÜca. But when the
genitive case used in the Paninian aphorism does not denote any
such specific sense, it will signify the meaning of ‘in place of’
according to the present rule. Thus such an application of the
sixth case ending is completely  linguistic and related to the
grammatical norms of PŒÄini. The execution of this rule can be
elaborated with the help of an example. The operational rule of
PŒÄini ikoyaÄaci (6.1.77) states the application of the grammatical
element yaÄ in case of ik  if a vowel follows in the process of an
euphonic combination. As the term ika¬ possesses the sixth case
ending in the sµutra, the present paribhŒ¦Œ will play its guiding
role. So by the strength of this governing rule, the meaning of
this operational rule appears as yaÄ comes in place of ik  in
connection with sandhi or euphonic combination when a vowel
follows. It is very much important to note here that if any definite
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or specific sense is denoted by the  application of the sixth case
ending in a Paninian rule, the present paribhŒ¦Œ will not be
applied in any case. Thus in the sµutra, µudupadhŒyŒ goha¬ (6.4.89)
the term upadhŒyŒ¬ is expressed with the sixth case ending and
it denotes the ‘part-whole’ relation that exists between the root
guh and its penultimate letter. In this context the present
paribhŒ¦Œ has nothing to do with the application of the concerned
operation. All this is clearly mentioned by VŒsudevad¶k¦ita in his
BŒlamanoramŒ commentary.

3.5.4. sthŒne’ ntaratama¬ (1.1.50)
This interpretative cannon of PŒÄini has great impact on a

good number of aphorisms laid down in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. This
rule is a combination of two terms viz sthŒne and antaratama¬.
The word sthŒna is already explained in the  previous sµutra. It
implies prasaÆga or occasion. The term antara though has several
meanings yet in this sµutra it signifies similarity. The suffix tamap
denotes superlative degree. So the word antaratama¬ means
the most similar one. Like the elements of the practical world,
even the linguistic elements also bear some kind of lexical
similarity between sounds. Sanskrit Grammar establishes four
types of proximity between the substitutend and the substitute,
viz., the proximity by place, by meaning, by quality and by
quantity. Proximity by place denotes the similarity of the place of
articulation. The proximity by quality implies the equality in terms
of prayatna i.e., effort of articulation, the proximity by  meaning
refers to the similarity of meaning and the proximity in terms of
quantity or pramŒÄa signifies the equality in respect of duration
effective in the process of pronunciation. In the BŒlamanoramŒ
it is clearly stated 'atra sthŒnasabdena tŒlvŒdisthŒnaÅ
vivak¦itaÅ, guÄasabdena prayatna¬, pramŒÄaÜabdena
ekadvimŒtrŒdiparimŒÄam. The present paribhŒ¦Œ denotes that
when linguistic phenomenon or element is prescribed by any
operational norm, the  most similar substitute comes. The meaning
can be explained with the help of examples. The aphorism
ikoyaÄaci states that in the process of euphonic combination, if
a vowel follows, yaÄ is substituted in place of ik. More clearly it
can be said that y, v, r, l comes in place of i, u, ¾, l respectively.
Now in the case of iti + Œdi, y comes in place of i by the force  of
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the rule ikoyaÄaci as both the sounds i and y share the same place
of articulation i.e. palate. Thus the construction of the  word ityŒdi
occurs. Similarly, we see the application of the proximity by
meaning  in the aphorism t¾jvatkro¦¢u¬ (7.1.95). The replacement
of the word kro¦¢u by kro¦¢¾ is done on the basis of the criterion of
the proximity of the  meaning. Here both the terms kro¦¢u and
kro¦¢¾ imply a jackal. In the application of the operational rule
cajo¬ ku ghiÄÄyatoh (7.3.52), the proximity of quality i.e. prayatna
is taken into consideration. So by this sµutra c which is non-aspirated
and unvoiced is replaced by the sound k which posesses the same
effort in the process of articulation. Thus we find the words pŒka¬
from the root pac, rŒga¬ from the root rŒÛj etc. Again the
application of the proximity regarding the quantity can be seen in
the rule adaso’ serdŒdudoma¬ (8.2.80). This rule states that u is
substituted for short vowel and µu will be the substitute for a long
vowel. As a result, the construction of the words amum, amunŒ,
amµu is seen. The important point to be noted here is that the term
sthŒne could have been taken in the present sµutra by the strength
of anuv¾tti from the previous rule sthŒne'ntaratama¬ . But PŒÄini
has deliberately used the term sthŒne in this sµutra to establish the
fact that when various types of proximity are present, the proximity
on the basis of the place of articulation must be taken into
consideration. In the KŒsikŒ it is stated clearly, sthŒne iti vartamŒne
puna¬ sthŒnegrahaÄŒt yatrŒnekavidhamŒntaryaÅsambhavati
tatra sthŒnata evŒntarya bal¶ya yathŒ syŒt.

3.5.5 tasminn inirdi¦¢e pµurvasya (1.1.66)
This is the seventh paribhŒ¦Œsµutra of the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa.

In the NyŒsa it is called a paribhŒ¦Œ that can wipe out the
confusion regarding some particular placement of the substitute.
Because of the presence of the word nirdi¦¢a in the aphorism,
this rule is also called nirdi¦¢aparibhŒ¦a. This meta rule establishes
the significance of the use of the locative in the sµutras of PŒÄini.
The word tasmin in the present sµutra symbolizes the word
expressed in the seventh case ending in the Paninian rules. The
term nirdi¦¢e here signifies immediate sequence. This term
originates from the root diÜ with the prefix nir  attached before it.
The prefix nir refers continuity and the root diÜ  is used to signify
the meaning of pronunciation Cf., niÜabdo nairantaryapara¬,
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diÜiruccŒraÄakriya¬. Thus the accumulated word nirdi¦¢e means
continuous pronunciation i.e. utterance without any break or
interruption caused by any intervening letter. This is clearly
manifested in the v¾tti of Bha¢¢oji where he has used the term
va¾ÄŒntareÄŒvyŒvahitasya to give the meaning of the word
nirdi¦¢e. The important point to be noted here is that in Grammar
the intervention between two letters can be of two types - one is
by the presence of sound and the other by time. In the present
context, only the intervention by the presence of letter is barred
but the intervention by time is not taken into consideration here.
Thus the presence of the word nirdi¦¢e in the present
paribhŒ¦Œsµutra proves PŒÄini's deliberation to establish the fact
that it will refer to the case where no intervention due to the
presence of any letter is found. Bha¢¢oji wants to establish this
idea in his v¾tti and he is successful in his venture. Thus the
meaning of the present interpretative canon arises as, if a word is
applied in the rules of PŒÄini in the seventh case ending, the
proposed operation will occur before the term having the locative
case. The application of this rule can be explained through an
example. The prescriptive rule ikoyaÄaci states that in the process
of euphonic combination yaÄ comes in place of ik when a vowel
follows. The term aci  in the sµutra is employed in the seventh
case ending. So the grammatical operation that is the substitution
of yaÄ in place of ik  will take place just before an ac by the
strength of the present paribhŒ¦Œ¦µutra. So when the terms iti
and Œdi are connected in the process of euphonic combination y
will come in place of i, that stands immediately before a which is
a vowel. Accordingly, the combined word ityŒdi etc. are formed
in Sanskrit.

3.5.6. tasmŒdityuttarasya  (1.1.67)
This paribhŒ¦Œs µutra comes just after the previous

nirdi¦¢aparibhŒ¦Œ in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. The term nirdi¦¢e comes in
this rule by the strength of anuv¾tti from the previous sµutra. So
this rule can also be termed as a nirdi¦¢aparibhŒ¦Œ. The word
tasmad used in this rule symbolizes a word with the fifth case
ending used in the aphorisms of PŒÄini. The inclusion of the term
nirdi¦¢e in this sµutra establishes the fact that in the process of
application of this interpretative canon the intervention by letter
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can not be there like the previous one. This rule too can wipe out
the confusion regarding a particular type of placement of the
proposed substitute. The meaning of the sµutra runs as, if a word
in ablative is employed in a sµutra of PŒÄini, the proposed
grammatical operation will occur just after the word having the
fifth case ending. PaÛcam¶nirdeÜena kriyamŒÄaÅ kŒryaÅ
varÄŒntareÄŒvyavahitasya parasya jÛeyam. This can be
explained with the help of an example. The operational rule
tiÆÆatiÆa¬ (8.1.28) states that a finite verbal term after a non-
verbal one becomes unaccented. In this rule the term atiÆa¬ is
employed with the fifth case ending. So with the help of the
present paribhŒ¦Œsµutra it can be decided that the grammatical
operation established by the vidhisµutra  will occur immediately
after the linguistic particle signified by the term atiÆa¬. Thus by
the functioning process of this rule we come across the formation
of the Vedic application like agnim¶le purohitam. The important
point to be noted here is that if the place of these words are
interchanged the present paribhŒsŒ does not apply. The term
uttarasya in the sµutra signifies this norm. In the Tattvabodhin¶
commentary of the SiddhŒntakaumud¶  this fact is clearly stated
Cf. uttarasyeti kiÅ ‘iÆÆatiÆa’ iti nighŒta uttarasyaiva yathŒ syŒt,
‘agnimile’, neha cile agnim.’

3.5.7 anekŒlÜit sarvasya ( l. 1.55)
In this paribhŒ¦Œsµutra  the term sthŒne is to be applied from

the previous sµutra  sthŒne' ntaratama¬. The word anekŒl in this
rule signifies the substitute that consists of more than one letter.
Al is a pratyŒhŒra that represents letter. na eka¬ aneka¬ that
means not one. The term Üit in the sµutra stands for the substitute
with an indicatory Ü letter. So the present paribhŒ¦Œ  rule states
that a substitute consisting of more than one letter and also the
substitute with the indicatory Ü letter come in the place of the
whole sthŒn¶. That means such substitutes stay in place of the
complete sthŒn¶, not in any part of it. This rule thus acts as an
exception to the application of the rule alo'ntasya (1.1.52). The
application of the present interpretative canon can be documented
through an example. The aphorism bruvo vaci¬ (2.4.53) states
that vac is substituted in place of the root bru when an
ŒrdhadhŒtuka affix is applied. The substitute vac consists of letter
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more than one. So it is an anekŒl. According to the present sµutra
this substitute comes in place of the whole sthŒn¶ bru generating
the formation of the word like vaktŒ. Again in the sµutra, jaÜÜaso¬
Üi¬ (7.1.20), it is formulated that Üi is substituted in place of jaÜ
and Üas  i.e. nominative and accusative plural respectively. Here
the substitute Üi is Üit and by the strength of the present
paribhŒ¦Œsµutra this substitute will occur in the whole place of
jaÜ  and Üas but not in any part of those. Thus we come across the
formation of the words like kuÄÎŒni.

Stop to Consider
§·÷¤ = It is a pratyŒhŒra consisting of the letters §, 3, «¤ and Üë. This
is an important pratyŒhŒra and is thoroughly used in the
A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ by PŒÄini.

SÍæÙ = It is a technical term used in Grammar. The term refers to
mean Âýâ¾÷U» i.e. ‘in the context of’. As Grammar deals with the
parts of language, the term SÍæÙ signifies the verbal context not a
spatial existence.
SAQ
1. Why Bha¢¢oji has taken up such a small number of

paribhŒ¦Œsµutras in the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ ?  (within 100 words)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

2. What role do the paribhŒ¦Œsµutras play in the application of
other type of sµutras? (within 50 words)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

3. Name two other paribhŒ¦Œsµutras of PŒÄini which are not taken
up by Bha¢¢oji in his ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa. (within 25 words)
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

Check Your Progress
1. What is the meaning of the term ika¬  in the s µutra
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ikoguÄav¾ddh¶ ?
2. What does the use of the superlative degree in antaratama¬

suggest in the rule sthŒne ’ntaratama¬ ?
3. Derive the term sthŒneyogŒ.
4. What is the implication of the term tasmin in the sµutra

tasminnitinirdi¦¢e pµurvasya and of the term tasmŒd in the
sµutra, tasmŒdityuttarasya.

5. What is the meaning of the term anekŒl in the sµutra, anekŒlÜit
sarvasya ?

3.6 Last Three ParibhŒ¦Œs of the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa
The three paribhŒ¦Œ taken up by Bha¢¢oji in the concluding

portion of the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the SiddhŒntakaumud¶ are
not the interpretative canons formulated by PŒÄini himself as sµutra
in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶. These canons are derived from application of
various sµutras of PŒÄini and those are found indispensable in the
process of explaining the meaning and application of many
canons established by PŒÄini. So though these three paribhŒ¦Œs
are not direct part of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶, yet their importance is very
high in the field of Paninian Grammar. So Bha¢¢oji has enlisted
those in the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of his
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶. These paribhŒ¦Œs are explained
one by one here.

3.6.1 paranityŒntaraÆgŒpavadŒnŒmuttarottaraÅ bal¶ya¬
In the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ the sµutras are marked differently on the

basis of various criteria. The present paribhŒ¦Œ establishes the
strength of different categories of sµutras over the other group. Let
us now discuss the meaning of the words used in this maxim.
The term para here signifies a later rule i.e. a sµutra that comes
after the concerned sµutra in the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ . The term nitya is
used to signify the element that prohibits the occurrence of another
element which is supposed to come otherwise. The word
antaraÆga refers to the grammatical operation the cause of
application of which lies within or they stay before the cause of
the bahiraÆga function. The word apavŒda refers to the
grammatical rule that sets aside the concept or function that is
fixed by a general rule. The present paribhŒ¦Œ states that a
parasµutra or a subsequent rule is stronger than a preceding rule,
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nitya rule is stronger than a parasµutra , an antaraÆga rule is
stronger than a nitya rule and an apavŒda rule or exceptional
function is stronger than an antaraÆga rule. Thus this popular
maxim lays down the norms to be followed at the time of
confusion arising out of the apparent occurrence of more than
one rule. This can be explained with the help of examples.
According to the operational rule a¦¢Œbhya auÜ (7.1.21), the
nominative and the accusative plural of the word a¦¢an takes au.
In the process of grammatical function three rules appear to be
useful here. Those are alo'ntasya, Œde¬ parasya, and anekŒlÜit
sarvasya. Among these three rules the last one is the parasµutra
i.e. subsequent rule. So by the strength of the present paribhŒ¦Œ
the rule anekŒlÜit sarvasya stands operative in this case . As a
result the particle au comes in the whole place of jaÜ and Üas and
we find the construction of the term a¦¢au. Again in the second
case we can show that the process of construction in the stage
tud + ti, involves two sµutras viz. pugantalaghµupadhasya ca
(7.3.86) and tudŒdibhya¬ Üa¬ (3.1.77). In this case though the
first rule is a subsequent sµutra it can not be employed as the
second one is the nityavidhi. Thus by the strength of the present
paribhŒ¦Œ,  the latter rule prevails and we find the word tudati
here. In the same way the other two functions can also be shown.

3.6.2. asiddhaÅ  bahiraÆgamantaraÆge
This interpretative canon is a very popular one in the field of

Paninian Grammar. VyŒÎi- the famous grammarian has
incorporated this canon in his ParibhŒ¦ŒsµucanŒ. NŒgeÜa has also
used this canon in his work on Grammar. The term aÆga refers
to a condition or nimitta. Thus etymologically the term antaraÆga
means where the conditioning factor is inside and the term
bahiraÆga means where the condition stays outside. According
to DurgasiÅha, antaraÆga is that which stays before the base
whereas a bahiraÆga is that which remains outside the base. The
present paribhŒ¦Œ states that in Sanskrit Grammar the application
of the antaraÆga operation makes the bahiraÆga operation
ineffective. This can be shown with the help of an example. By
the application of the sµutra,  vŒha µu¢h ( 6.4.132), in the word
viÜvavŒha, samprasŒraÄa µu¢h is enjoined in place of v of vŒha
when Üas follows. After that by the sµutra, etyedhatyµu¢hsu (6.1.89),
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au occurs in place of a and u. Thus viÜva-vŒha+Üas is changed
into viÜva- µu¢h-aha+Üas. Accordingly, the word viÜvauha¬ is
formed. The important point of this process is that the cause of
the samprasŒraÄa here is, the suffix Üas where as the elided suffix
Ävi which occurs by the sµutra, vahaÜca (3.2.64) stays as the cause
of guÄa operation in relation to the short penultimate letter
(upadhŒ) by the force of the rule, pugantalaghµupadhaÜyaca .
The Ävi suffix takes place before the joining of the suffix Üas and
it stays in between Üas and vŒha. So the guÄa operation in
connection with the short penultimate letter remains here as the
antaraÆga function but the suffix Üas remains outside the suffix
Ävi. Accordingly, the u, which comes as a result of the operation
samprasŒraÄa that arises in connection with the suffix Üas, can
be termed as bahiraÆga. So according to the present paribhŒ¦Œ
the bahiraÆga samprasŒraÄa remains ineffective in connection
with the operation guÄa which is an antaraÆga function here.

3.6.3. ak¾tavyµuhŒ¬  pŒÄin¶yŒ¬
This is the last paribhŒ¦Œ of the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the

VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶. Bha¢¢oji has appended his
opinion in the v¾tti  to this grammatical canon. This is also a
jÛŒpakaparibhŒ¦Œ treated in Paninian Grammar. VyŒÎi has
incorporated this canon in his work. The word vyµuha¬ refers to
a resolution or decision. It also refers to a determination in a
specified manner. The Tattvabhodhin¶ commentary has taken the
word ak¾tavyµuha¬ in the sense of that which is unsuccessful . It
explains the term µuha as a function which has its causes to be
destroyed. The word pŒÄin¶yŒ¬ refers to the followers of PŒÄini.
The meaning of the present paribhŒ¦Œ is that the scholars of
Paninian school do not bring into effect, the grammatical operation
when the causes of the concerned function will be destroyed or
go away. According to Bha¢¢oji's v¾tti, ‘nimittaÅ vinŒÜonmukhaÅ
d¾¦¢vŒ tatprayuktaÅ kŒryaÅ na kurvant¶tyartha¬. So this
interpretative canon signifies that the scholars of Paninian school
of Grammar never undertake a grammatical function which does
not last.

3.7 Some lines from Bha¢¢oji's v¾tti and their Explanations.
It is important to point out that Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦ita has offered his
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v¾tti or explanation on the aphorisms of PŒÄini in the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶. While explaining Paninian
rules he has incorporated many important issues of Paninian
Grammar either through quotations from his predecessors or with
the help of his own views. So there are many important statements
of Bha¢¢oji which demands explanation. Some of these statements
found in the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the SiddhŒntakaumud¶ are
discussed here for your information as well as convenience.

3.7.1 yatrŒnekavidhamŒntyaryaÅ tatra sthŒnata
ŒntyaryaÅ bal¶ya¬

This is a very common maxim used in the field of Sanskrit
Grammar. Bha¢¢oji has incorporated this canon in connection with
the interpretative canon of PŒÄini, sthŒne'ntaratama¬. It is already
stated that the term antara stays to signify similarity. Similarity
between letters or sound may be of four types, viz., similarity of
sthŒna (uccŒraÄasthŒna), artha, prayatna and mŒtrŒ. The
examples of all these types of similarity and the process of their
function have already been discussed earlier in this unit. The
present rule states that when there arises the context of more
than one type of similarity in a single locus, the similarity of sthŒna
i.e. place of articulation prevails as it is the strongest of all types
of similarities in case of language. This can be explained with the
help of examples. The sµutra, adeÆguÄa¬ (1. 1.2) states that the
letters a, e and o  are the guÄa letters. For selecting the guÄa
substitute for the letter i, one cannot take a  though it shares the
same mŒtrŒ i.e. proximity of quantity with the letter a. In this
case the substitute will be e as the place of articulation of the
letter i is tŒlu (palate) and that of the letter e is kaÄ¢ha-tŒlu
(gutturo-palate). Thus we find the word formation like cetŒ from
the root ci, stotŒ from the root stu. The present canon thus
establishes the supremacy of the proximity regarding the place
of articulation and this rule shows its application throughout the
whole body of the A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶.

3.7.2 sarvasya ityasyŒpavŒdŒ¬
This line has been attached by Bha¢¢oji in connection with

the rule, Æicca ( 1. 1.53 ). But this statement stands as an exception
to the application process of the paribhŒ¦Œ rule anekŒlÜit
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sarvasya. The rule 1. 1.53 states that the substitute which possesses
an indicatory Æ comes in the place of the final letter of the locus
detected by the concerned rule. The rule anekŒlÜit sarvasya states
that the substitute with more than one letter takes the whole place
of the sthŒn¶, but the force of the sµutra 1.1.53. bars this rule in
case of the substitute which has Æ as the indicatory letter. Thus
we get the norm that a substitute, if it has the indicatory Æ, even
if it bears more than one letter comes in the place of the final
letter of the concerned sthŒn¶. Thus in the formation of the word
mŒtŒpitarau (a dvandva compound between mŒt¾  and  pit¾),
the suffix ŒnaÆ comes by the operational rule ŒnaÆa¾to dvandve
(6.3.25). Here the substitute ŒnaÆ is Æit. It is though anekŒl, by
the force of the sµutra, Æicca, it comes in the place of the last letter
of the sthŒn¶. So in the case of dvandva compound between the
word mŒt¾ and pit¾, Œ comes in the place of the last letter of mŒt¾
i.e. ¾  here. As a result we find the compounded word like
mŒtŒpitarau. The term apavŒda in the statement refers to
exceptional norms.

3.7.3 svaritatvayuktaÅ Üabdasvarµupamadhik¾taÅ
bodhyam

This statement of Bha¢¢oji is found in connection with the
paribhŒ¦Œsµutra, svaritenŒdhikŒra¬ (1.3.11). This rule states that
the word or grammatical particle which possesses a svarita accent
in a sµutra of PŒÄini, will occur in the  subsequent rule or rules.
The term adhikŒra in the Paninian domain of Grammar refers to
an adhikŒrasµutra or a governing rule. The present statement
clarifies the meaning of the rule 1.3.11. by saying that in the
process of grammatical  analysis from Paninian point of view,
when there remains the svarita accent, the word or the specific
portion with that accent is to be taken to other grammatical rules
also. The important point to be noted here is that Paninian
aphorisms are not marked with any type of accent. Only from
the commentaries it can be known whether svarita accent is
present. If it is present the concerned rule becomes applicable.

SAQ
1. What are the various types of Œntarya ? (within 50 words).
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........................................................................................

........................................................................................

........................................................................................
2. Discuss the nature of apavŒda and adhikŒra type of sµutras

(within 50 words).
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

3. Write a note on the three types of svara used in the Vedic
forum. (within 50 words).
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Check Your Progress
1. Explain the terms para, nitya, antarÆga and apavŒda in

connection with Paninian rule.
2. Discuss the significance of a svarita accent in Paninian rule.

3.8 Summing Up
Thus the present unit has discussed the importance of the
paribhŒ¦Œ rule in the field of Paninian Grammar. Actually
the rules of PŒÄini are governed by the meta rules or the
interpretative canons. Without the help of these rules the
aphorisms of the A¦tŒdhyŒy¶ can not be properly interpreted.
Bha¢¢oji's VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶  is a great work
in the field of Sanskrit Grammar and it is composed with a
view to explaning the grammatical rules of PŒÄini in an easy
way so that even the beginner can understand that. This work
offers a chapter wise division of the sµutras of PŒÄini and the
explanation of the sµutras incorporated in the v¾tti of Bha¢¢oji
has clarified many confusing issues. Though this explanation
does not always come up with new concept or unknown
topic, yet the presentation is unique and the easy method is
very much effective. The same idea can be conceived in the
case of the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the SiddhŒntakaumud¶.
In this unit some paribhŒ¦Œsµutras are explained in the light of
Bha¢¢oji’s v¾tti and their importance in the field of Paninian
Grammar is projected here. The application of almost all the
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important sµutras is shown with the help of the formation of
Sanskrit words. This will help you to understand the
practicality of the aphorisms of PŒÄini.

3.9 Discussion of a Question
Q. Why is the ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa attached as the second

chapter of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶?
Ans: The ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa is the second chapter of the
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ of Bha¢¢ojid¶k¦ita. Here
Bha¢¢oji has discussed a very small number of paribhŒ¦Œsµutra
of PŒÄini. But all the sµutras taken up for discussion here, are
very important for the knowledge of application of all other
types of sµutras of PŒÄini. PŒÄini's vidhisµutras or the operative
canons follow certain general norms some of which are
established by the paribhŒ¦Œsµutra. So the paribhŒ¦Œsµutra
bears the character of meta rules or governing rules having
wider range of application. Actually paribhŒ¦Œsµutra of
PŒÄini’s Grammar can be considered to be one of the
important techniques used by PŒÄini in his grammatical
methodology. So the discussion of the paribhŒ¦Œsµutra in the
initial part of a book of Grammar is very important. This can
be regarded as the reason behind Bha¢¢oji's plan to keep the
chapter regarding the paribhŒ¦Œsµutra just after the chapter
of the saÅjÛŒsµutra in his book.

It is very much important to note here that though
Bha¢¢oji has dealt with thirteen paribhŒ¦Œs of PŒÄinian
Grammar here, all can be placed as very important specially
for the operative cannons regarding sandhi or euphonic
combination. This is clarified by another grammarian NŒgeÜa
in his book. Other paribhŒ¦Œsµutra of the  As¢ŒdhyŒy¶ are taken
up for discussion by Bha¢¢oji In the following chapters of his
VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶.

Thus it can be said that though in volume the
ParibhŒ¦ŒprakaraÄa of the VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒn
takaumud¶’is very small, but it shows its strength in essence
specially in connection with the SandhiprakaraÄa that follows
immediately in the book. So it may not be wrong to say that
judging the importance of the nature of the paribhŒ¦Œsµutra,
Bha¢¢oji has taken this chapter in the initial part of his book
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just after the chapter of SaÅjÛŒprakaraÄa

3.10 Suggested Readings
1. The SiddhŒntakaumud¶ of Bha¢¢oji D¶k¦ita, vol 1, (etd.), Ýr¶Üa

Chandra Vasu, Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1962.
2. VaiyŒkaraÄasiddhŒntakaumud¶ with HIndi Explanation,

(etd.), Ramchandra Jha, Krishnadas Academi, Venaras, 1987

3.11 E-learning material link
https:/www.scribd.com doc introduction
https:/www.learnsanskrit.org panini structure
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Unit IV

An Introduction to the Prakrit Language

Contents
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Objectives
4.3 Three stages of Indo-Aryan language
4.4 Three stages of Prakrit
4.5 Derivation of the word Prakrta
4.6 Schools of Prakrit Grammarians
4.7 Different types of Prakrta dialects
4.8 General character of Prakrit
4.9 Vararuci: Author of PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa:

4.9.1 Reference to Vararuci
4.9.2 Indentification of Vararuci with KŒryayana
4.9.3 Date of Vararuci

4.10 Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa
4.11 Commentators of PrŒk¾ta PrakŒÜa
4.12 Summing up
4.13 Sample Questions
4.14 Suggested readings

4.1 Introduction
The method and the system of PŒÄini have been taken over

also to the Pra¾it grammar by Indian grammarians. They consider
Prakrit only as a literary language derived from Sanskrit. Therefore,
Prakrit grammar was a kind of continuation of Sanskrit grammar
in which rules for derivation of Prakrit words from Sanskrit were
given. So, it is a big question as to whether Prakrit grammar is
younger or older than Prakrit literature. Some scholars opiene
that, since literary Prakrit had never been a living tongue, the
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persons who composed verses in the dramas or in the lyrics have
learnt this language from grammar. Some other scholars have
believed that there must at first have existed a literature before a
grammar of some language could be written. The position with
regard to Prakrit is not different from that with regard to Sanskrit.
It can not be ruled out that there must have  existed literary
productions in Prakrit before the first Prakrit grammar was written.
The popular dialects, that were originally used only in folk-songs
began to be  employed later also in advanced in which all sorts
of literary dialects, the different Prakrit developed. They are the
product of evalution exactly as Sanskrit and not  artificial creations
of the grammerians. The Buddhist dramas of the first century A.D.,
an old Prakrit was used what is termed as ‘old Prakrit’. At that
time, Prakrit could not have been fixed in grammar.

Prakrit or the PrŒk¾ta-bhŒ¦Œ indicates the common or ordinary
speech, or the language of the common people. The word Prakrita
literally “non-artificial”, pints to the difference between this
language and the literary or ceremonial language that was thought
to be artificial. It is generally believed that Prakrit is merely a
corrupt form of the Sanskrit language. This view has been found
to be erroneous. Prof. D.C. Sircar, an eminent professor of Calcutta
University, thinks that the common speech of the Vedic Aryans
which apparently differed in some respects from the literary
language of the SaÅhitŒs is no doubt the origin of the  so-called
Prakrit language. The ordinary speech of a people is liable to
gradual change in course of time. The language of the common
people of the early Vedic age changed continually and after
several centuries assumed the form which we call Prakrit. Sanskrit
is the reformed, literary and elegant form of the same language at
an early stage of its development. They refined language was
based on the  speach of the cultured people, standardized by
grammarians, the school of PŒÄini (5th century B.C.) of GandhŒra
having been especially responsible for its final and stereotyped
form. Great religious teachers like Gautama Buddha and
VardhamŒna MahŒv¶ra, and also their followers, preached their
doctriness in the ordinary speech of the people. It may be pointed
out that Prakrit was also the court language in early times. The
polished and literary form of Prakrit is known from the epigraphic,
classical and grammatical literature. The Pali, which is the
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scriptural language of the H¶nayŒna Buddhists and Ardha-
MŒgadh¶, which is the language of the early Jain Sutras are also
similar literary dialects based on Prakrit.

4.2 Objectives
The general objective of this unit to give an impression of the

Prakrit language.
After go through this unit you will be able
- to familiar with the Indo-Aryan language.
- to know the various stages of Prakrit.
- to understand the different dialects of Prakrit
- to acquire the knowledge of the contents of the PrŒk¾ta-

PrakŒÜa
- to get some idea regarding the commentators of PrŒk¾ta-

PrakŒÜa

4.3 Three periods of Indo-Aryan language
According to Philologists, the Indo-Aryan language (IA) may

be conveniently divided into three periods, viz, Ancient or Old
Indo-Aryan (OLA), Medieval or Middle Indo-Aryan (MIA) and
Modern or New Indo-Aryan (NIA).

Stop to Consider
Indo-Aryan languages

Indo-European (IE) is a term used to designate a group of
languages. The term Indo-European is used to denote a
hypothetically reconstructed languages. Such languages are -
Sanskrit, Avestan, old Persian, Albanian, Armenian, Greek,
Latin, Russian etc. Sanskrit or linguistically the Old Indo-Aryan
(OIA) belong to the Indic group of the Indo-Iranian sub-branch
of the Indo-European family of languages. The Indo-Iranian
or Aryan branch of the Indo-European family of language
comprises three groups of languages, e.g. (i) Iranian, (ii) Indo-
Aryan and (iii) Dardic.

(a) The speech of the Ancient or Old-Indo-Aryan period is
represented in literature (i) by the language of the ¡Rgveda;
(ii) by that of later Vedic books; (iii) by those spoken dialects
on which the poetic diction of the Epics were based; and (iv)
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by the more highly polished (SaÅsk¾ta) literary language of
PŒÄini, PataÛjali, and thereafter of KŒlidŒsa and the others
down to the present day.

(b) The Medieval or Middle Indo-Aryan period is repsented in
literature by Pali and Prakrits. It comprises all the dialects of
the age beginning with the time when certain phonetic
changes and grammatical variations had produced  a language
different from OIA, down to the time (may be considered
1100 A.D.) when further phonetic changes and break up of
the old grammatical tradition had led to the growth of a new
type of language similar to that of the modern Indo-Aryan
dialects which represented the New Indo-Aryan period. This
period has to be pieced together from a variety of records,
referring to different localities and different times. These
records comparise incriptions as well as literary works. Of
the inscriptions the most famous are the Edicts of AÜoka.

(c) The beginning of the New or Modern period has not been
fixed with precision. It lines between the latest sort of Prakrit,
or ApabhraÅÜa such as  that described by Hemacandra in the
twelfth century A.D., and the earliest poetry of the old
vernaculars. The living ApabhraÅÜa dialects represent the
earliest stage of the modern Indo-Aryan languages.

SAQ
Discuss the Indo-Aryan language periods.
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Check your Progress
Question - 1 What is Indo-Aryan Languages? (500 words)
Question - 2 Discuss the three period of Indo-Aryan Language

4.4 Three stages of Prakrit
The Prakrit period is divided into three stages, viz, Old Prakrit (or
PŒli), Middle Prakrit, and late Prakrit or ApabhaÅÜa.
(a) The Old Prakrit stage includes - (i) Inscriptions from the

middle of the 3rd century B.C. down to the 2nd century A.D.
The dialect varies with time and place. (ii) Pali of the H¶nayŒna
canon and other Buddhist works, as the MahŒvaÅsa and the
JŒtakas. In the JŒtakas, or Birth stories of the Buddha, the
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verses (gŒthŒs) preserve a more archaic form of language than
the prose. (iii) The language of the oldest Jaina Sµutras (iv)
The Prakrit of early plays, such as those of AÜvaghosa of which
fragments have found in central Asia.

(b) The Middle Prakrits stage includes (i) MahŒrŒ¦¢¾ Prakrit; (ii)
the other Dramatic Prakrits, Saurasen¶, MŒgadhi etc, as found
in the plays of Kalidasa and his successors, and in the
grammarians; (iii) the dialects of the other Jains Books; (d)
PaiÜac¶, in which the B¾hatkathŒ is said to have been
composed which is known only from the statements of
grammarians.

(c) Late Prakrit or ApabhraÅsas were not much used for literary
purposes. They represent the stage reached by ordinary
colloquial speech when the Prakrit type of speech as found
in the plays was already archaic, and had been refined and
stereotyped by the grammarians.

4.5 Derivation of the word Prakrta
Prakrta derived from the word ‘Prak¾ti’ which have two senses

of meaning: (i) the more precise meaning of something belonging
to or derived from a  Prak¾ti, that is from the original form of
anything; (ii) the looser meaning of this term is ‘natural, ordinary,
vulgar, provincial’.

PrŒk¾ta is the common name given to the various dialects
which sprang up, in early times of India, from the corruption of
the Sanskrit. As the word is used by the grammarians, it signifies
‘derived’, thereby to denote its connection with the  original
Sanskrit.

There are two views that has been found amongst the scholars
regarding the origin of Prakrit. A section  of scholars think that
PrŒk¾ta was the original language and Sanskrit came from that –
Âýæ·¤÷ ·ë¤Ì×÷ Âýæ·ë¤Ì×÷ According to Vakpatiraja, author of the GaÎÎavaho,
Prakrit is the source of all the languages. He states that just like
the rivers originated from an ocean and merged with the ocean,
in same away all the languages originated from the Prakrit and
merged with that of the original Prakrit-

â×Üæ¥æð §×¢ ßæØæ çßâ¢çÌ °žææð Ø ‡æð´çÌ ßæØæ¥æðÐ

°¢çÌ â×éÎ÷Î¢ ç¿¥ ‡æð´çÌ âæØÚUæ¥æð ç‘ß¥ ÁÜæ§¢H

Prakrta grammarians and Rhetoricians explain PrŒk¾tam as
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derived from the Prak¾it, i.e. SaÅsk¾tam - ÒÂý·ë¤çÌÑ ¥æ»Ì×÷ Âýæ·ë¤Ì×÷Ó

Hemachandra defines prŒk¾tam thus - ÒÂý·ë¤ÌðÑ â¢S·ë¤Ì¢ Ì˜æ Öß¢ ¥æ»Ì¢ ßæ

Âýæ·ë¤Ì×÷ÑÓ According to MŒrkandeya, PrŒk¾tam is - ÒÂý·ë¤çÌÑ â¢S·ë¤Ì¢ Ì˜æ Öß¢

Âýæ·ë¤Ì×é“æÌð ÌÎ÷Öß¢ Ìˆâ×¢ ¿ðçÌ çmÏæÓ For him, Sanskrit is the main source
and Prakrta is originated from that; as per morphology, there are
two types of Prakrit Ìˆâ× and ÌÎ÷Öß. Trivikramadeva states that -
Âý·ë¤ÌðÑ â¢S·ë¤ÌæˆâæŠØ×æÙæÌ÷ çâhæ“æ ØhßðÌÐ Âýæ·ë¤ÌSØæSØ ÜÿØæÙéÚUæðçÏÜÿØ Âý¿ÿ×ãðU,

According to Narasimha, PrŒk¾ta is - ÒÂý·ë¤ÌðÑ â¢S·ë¤ÌæØæÑ Ìéçß·ë¤ÌèÑ Âýæ·ë¤çÌ

×ÌæÓ.

SAQ
Write a note on the derivation of the term Prakrta
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................

4.6 Schools of Prakrit Grammarians
Scholars have recognised the existence of two Indian schools

of PrŒk¾it grammarians belonging respectively to the west and
the east. The former is sometimes called the school of VŒlm¶ki
and the latter that of Vararuci. The western group comprises the
grammarians like Hemacandra, Trivikrama, SiÅharŒja,
Laksm¶dhara, Appayadiks¶tŒ, Ýubhacandra and ÝrutasŒgara; This
school belongs to the Sµutras traditionally ascribed to the author
of the RŒmŒyaÄa and its commentaries the PrŒk¾ta-vyŒkarana
by Trivikrama (13th Century A.D.), the SaÎbha¦a-candrikŒ by
Lak¦m¶dhara (16th century A.D), and the PrŒk¾ta-rµupŒvatŒra by
SiÅharŒja. The earlier known PrŒk¾it grammar of the Western
School is the eighth chapter of the Siddha-hema-sabdŒnuÜŒsana
by the: Jain polymath Hemachandra (1088-1172 A.D.) of Gujarat.

The other school, i.e., the eastern school comprises the
grammars of Vararuci, BhŒmaha, Puru¦ottama, Kramad¶svara,
RŒmaÜarmŒ and MŒrkaÄÎeya, PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa of Vararuci is the
mounmental work of this school. Each group is distonguished
by its salient and dominant linguistic peciuliarities, by the
inheritance of the contents as well as by the adoption of the former
Sµutras in their respective treatises, and by the definite mention of
their predecessors with their opinions sometimes included therein.
Even in the employment of their grammatical terminology there
is little uniformity between these two groups. Sir George Abraham
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Grierson perhaps was the first man to call these two groups by
these two names.

Here is a list of the important grammarians belonging to these
two schools:

A. The Western Schools
Authors Works
1. VŒlm¶ki Some sµutras are only attributed.
2. NamisŒdhu Reference only found
3. Hemacanda PrŒk¾ta-vyŒkarana
4. Trivikrama PrŒk¾ta-vyŒkarana
5. SiÅharŒja PrŒk¾ta-rµupŒvatŒra
6. Lak¦m¶dhara ¦aÎbhŒ¦ŒcandrikŒ
7. Appayyadiks¶ta Prak¾tamanid¶pa
8. BŒlasarasvat¶ ¦aÎbhŒ¦ŒvivivÄa
9. Ýub¬acandra SŒbdacinatŒmani
10. ÝrutŒsagara AudŒryacinatŒmani

B. The Eastern School
Authors Works
1. SŒkalya Kapila Reference only found
2. Bharata Reference only found
3. Vararuci PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa
4. Karmad¶Üvara PrŒk¾tŒdhyŒya
5. Puru¦ottama PrŒk¾tŒnuÜŒsana
6. RamaÜarman PrŒk¾ta-kalpataru
7. MŒrkaÄÎeya PrŒk¾ta-sarvasva
8. J¶va GoswŒm¶ PrŒk¾ta-pŒda
9. RŒvaÄa LankeÜvara PrŒk¾ta-rŒmadhenu

Check your programme
Question - 3. Dicuss the school of Prakrit Grammarians

4.7 Different types of Prakrta dialects
Different grammarians has included many varieties under the

name of Prakrit. Vararuci has treated only four types of Prakrta
dialects. They are - MahŒrŒstr¶ PaiÜŒc¶, MŒgadh¶ and Üaurasen¶.
Of these, the first is considered by him as the most important.
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Some scholars think that the MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶, the Üarurasen¶ and
MŒgadh¶ are the Dramatic Prakrit and the Ardha-MŒgadh¶ , the
Jain-MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶, the Jain-Üaurasen¶ and the ApabharaÅÜa are to
be treated as Jain canon. Hemchandra deals not only with
MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶, Üaurasen¶, MŒgadh¶, Ardha-MŒgadh¶, PaiÜŒc¶ and
ChulikŒ-PaiÜŒc¶, but also with ApabharaÅÜa. But the conventional
number of the varities may have been actually higher about in
his time. The SŒhityadarpaÄa (14th century) refers to the
Üaurasen¶, MaharŒ¦¢r¶, MŒgadh¶, Ardha-Magadhi, PrŒchyŒ,
�vantikŒ, DŒk¦inŒtyŒ, SŒkŒr¶, VŒlm¶ki, DrŒviÎ¶, Abh¶r¶, and
ChŒÄdŒl¶ varieties of Prakrit language. The PrŒk¾ta-laÆkeÜvara
ensumerates Ud¶c¶, MahŒrŒstr¶, MŒgadh¶, MiÜra-�rdha-MŒgadh¶,
SŒkŒbh¶r¶, SrŒvasti, DrŒvid¶, Audr¶yŒ, PŒschŒtyŒ, PrŒchayŒ VŒhl¶kŒ,
RantikŒ, DŒk¦inŒtyŒ, PaiÜŒc¶, �vant¶ and Saurasen¶. The PrŒk¾ta-
ChandrikŒ refers not only the main varicties of PrŒk¾ta, but also
refers the 27 varieties of ApabharaÅsa.

(a) MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶ : MahŒrastri was regarded as the Prakrit Per
excellence. This  name refers to MahŒrastra, the modern
Maratha country. The name Maharastra is however not much
earlier than the 5th-6th century A.D. It is  suposed to have
represented the Decan, i.e., the land to the south of the
Madhyadesa which is said to have been represented by the
Üaurasen¶ PrŒk¾it. Prakrit grammars gave the rules for this
first. For other there were some special rules, and then "the
rest is like Maharastrii." DaÄÎin remarks that
"MahŒrŒ¦¢rŒÜrayŒm, bhŒ¦Œm Prak¾¦¢am PrŒk¾tam vidu¬"
Bararuci in his PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa, describe the standard literary
Prakrit which was known to later writers as the MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶
variety of Prakrit form the chapters I to IX.
By convention, MahŒrŒ¦¢ri is the language of poetry and
Ýaurasen¶ that of prose. In the Drama, ladies who speak
Ýaurasen¶, sing their songs in MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶. The MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶ lyrics
were famous for beyond the limits of Maharastram. The same
language is used  or the Prakrit epics such as the GaµuÎavaho.

(b) Ýaurasen¶ : Ýaurasen¶ was the prakrit of the Madhydesa
taking its names form Saurasena the country round Mathura.
The basis of the Ýaurasen¶ Prakrit is said to be Maharastri.
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However, some suggested that MahŒrŒ¦Œ¢r¶ is a later phase
of Ýaurasen¶. Grammarians therefore deal only with those
points on which the former differs from the latter. This is the
ordinary Prakrit of a Sanskrit drama. It is spoken by
respectable ladies and the Vidu¦aka (in the Karpura-maÛjar¶,
even by the king speaks this Prakrit). This Prakrit is the nearest
to classical Sanskrit. It forms an intermediate stage between
Sanskrit and Hindi.

(c) MŒgadh¶ : MŒgadh¶ is the Prakrit of the East. MŒgadh¶ literatly
indicates the language of Magadha (South Bihar). Its
geographical centre was in the ancient Magadha not far from
the land of modern MŒgadh¶, a dialect of Bihar. According to
the Indian dramatic convention, MŒgadh¶ is to be spoken by
persons working in the King’s harem (rŒjanta¬-purachŒrin),
while the dialect known as Ardha-MŒgadh¶ is to be used by
the servants, princes and Üre¦¢hins. The basis of MŒgadh¶ is
said to be Ýaurasen¶ and orthodox grammarians only deal
with the points wheron the former differs from the  latter.
This Prakrit differs conspicuously from the others in its
phonetics. â is replaced by àæ, and ÚU by Ü.

(d) PaiÜc¶: PaiÜŒc¶ is said to be the language of the PiÜŒcas or
goblines. It is believed to have referred to the corrupt Aryan
speech adopted by or prevalent among the neighbours of
the Indo-Aryans who were usually imbued with Aryan culture
and sometimes also with Aryan blood. In some cases, PaiÜŒci
characteristics are noticed in the inscriptions of Northwest
and South India. They may be due to Iranian and Dravidian
influence on Indo-Aryan speech. The name PaiÜŒci is
sometimes applied to PŒli. According to some scholars, the
PaiÜŒci dialects are probably local varieties of Pali which was
much mixed with the differet forms of Indo-Aryan speech
and in certain respects had drawn upon PaiÜŒci. The source
of PaiÜŒci is said to be  Ýaurasen¶. Hemchandra describes a
variety of the Paisaci dialect, which is called the CµulikŒ PaiÜŒci.

(e) ApabhraÅÜa: ApabhraÅÜa has been used in India for
anything diverging from Sanskrit as the standard of correct
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speech. It is a speech used for spoken languages as distinct
from literary ‘Prakrits’, including non-Aryan as well as Aryan
languages. It is also used as a literary form of any such
vernacular. The only literary ApabhraÅÜa described in detail
by the grammarians is the NŒgara ApabhraÅÜa which
appears to have belonged to Gujarat. The tendencies of
ApabhraÅÜa in phonetics and grammar, help to bridge the
gap between typical Prakrit and the modern languages.

  SAQ
Discuss different types of Prakrit dialects
......................................................................................
......................................................................................

4.8 General character of Prakrit
Prakrit was still a synthetic language. The ancient grammar

had been somewhat simplified. The number of case forms and
verbal form to dwindle. Though simplified, yet the remaining
Prakrit grammar is of the same type as Sanskrit grammar. There is
a strong tendency to reduce all declension to one type, that of a
stems, and conjugate all verbs according to one scheme. The
Dative disappears. Nominative and Accusative plurals tend to
concide. The imperfect, perfect and numberous Aorists had gone
by the time of the Middle Prakrit stage. The Dual number was
found unnecessary. The �tmanepada hardly survived after the
old Prakrit stage and never in its original meaning.

Apart form the simpliication the main changes arising in Prakrit
are phonetic. Conjunct consonants are mostly assimilated. For
example- rakta became ratta; sapta became satta etc. Some of
the sounds of the old language disappear: eg. «¤ (¾), °ð (ai), ¥æñ

(au), Ø (ya), àæ (Üa),á (¦a), Ù (na) and Visarga (:), Final consonants
are avoided. Not more than two consonants can follow a short
vowel, nor more than one follow a long vowel.

Prakrit words are identical with Sanskrit and the majority could
readily suggest a Sanskrit equivalent to anyone with a living
colloquial knowledge of the classical language. The different
Prakrits were mutually intelligible among the educated. A speaker
of Sanskrits, whose mother tongue was the spoken form of any
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one of the Prakits, would readily understand any of the literary
Prakrits.
Question - 4 : Write a note on the General Character or
Prakrit

Check your progress
4.9 Vararuci: Author of PrŒk¾ta -- --  PrakŒÜa

Vararuci was the most popular grammarian of the eastern
school of Prakrit grammarians. He appears to have been the first
grammarians who reduced the PrŒk¾ta dialects to a system. His
work PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa is a most popular grammar in the field of
Prakrit language. Vararuci was traditionally known to have been
one of the Nine Gems of the court of the King VikramŒditya
(Candragupta II, 376-414 A.D.). MŒrkaÄÎeya, in one of his
introductory verses of the PrŒk¾ta Sarvasa, mentions the name
of Vararuci who is regarded a the oldest extant Prakrit
grammarians belonging to the eastern school. Besides,
MŒrkaÄÎeya’s reference, there are some sort of indication in the
KathŒsaritsŒgara where it is stated that he was an inhabitant of
MŒgadha.

Stop to Consider
Nine Gems: The nine poets India enriched the court of
VikramŒditya (Candragupta II, 376-414 A.D.), which is collectively
termed as ‘navaratna’ or ‘nine gems’. The poets are - Dhanvantari,
K¦apanaka AmarasiÅha, ÝaÄku, VetŒlabha¢¢a, Ghatakarpara,
KŒlidŒsa, VarŒhamihira and Vararuci.

ÒÒÏ‹ß‹ÌçÚUÿæÂ‡æ·¤æ×ÚUçâ¢ãUàæ¢·é¤ßðÌæÜÖÅ÷UÅUƒæÅU·¤ÂüÚU·¤æçÜÎæâæÑÐ

�ØæÌæð ßÚUæãUç×çãUÚUæð ÙëÂÌðÑ âÖæØæ¢ ÚUˆÙæçÙ ßñ ßÚUL¤ç¿Ùüß çß·ý¤×SØHÓÓ

4.9.1 Reference to Vararuci
Vararuci is a mysterious figure in the field of early Indian

literature. Rajasekhara  (900 A.D.) in his KŒvyam¶mŒÅsŒ, mentions
the name of Vararuci along with  Upavar¦a, Var¦a, PŒÄini, PiÆgala,
VyŒdi and PataÛjali who after passing from  PŒ¢alipurta got fame
as ÜŒstrakŒras. It is to be noted that Vararuci is a author to whom
a KŒvya is ascribed in Patanjali’s MahŒbhŒsaya (VŒrarucam
KŒvyam). The SµuktimuktŒval¶ states that the name of Vararuci’s
poem was  KaÄ¢hŒbharaÄa. In the anthologies like SubhŒs¶tŒval¶
and SaduktikarÄŒm¾ta, some verses of Vararuci have been cited.
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Besides PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa, several works are ascribed to him, of
which, a monologue play UbhayŒbhisŒrikŒ as well as a lost work
called CŒrumat¶ , CaurapaÛcŒÜika, Bengal version of
Vikramacarita, RŒk¦asakŒvya, some gnomic verses (nitinatna),
a work on grammatical gender (LiÆgŒnuÜŒsana),
VŒrarycasaÅgraha and an alaÆkŒraÜŒstra may be mentioned.
The following works are traditionally ascribed to Vararuci. They
are- Taittir¶ya; PrŒtiÜŒkhya, Nirukta-Samuccaya, Prayagovidhi,
KŒtantra-UttarŒrdha, KoÜa, Upasarga-Sµutra, Patra-Kaumud¶,
Vidyasundara-Prasanga-KŒvya and SŒra-Samuccaya. But it is
doubtful whether all these were written by him. He is also called
a VŒrtikakŒra and the verse which is responsible for this is -

ÒÒßæ€Ø·¤æÚ¢U ßÚUL¤ç¿¢ ÖæcØ·¤æÚ¢U ÂÌ†ÁçÜ×÷Ð

Âæç‡æçÙ¢ âê˜æ·¤æÚ¢U ¿ Âý‡æÌæðùçS× ×éçÙ˜æØ×÷HÓÓ

4.4.2 Identification of Vararuci with KŒtyŒyana
Vararuci is sometimes identified with the VŒrtikakŒra KŒtyana

to whom also several works have been ascribed. Of these works,
the SarvŒÄukramaÄ¶ of the ¡Rgveda, Ýrauta-Sµutra of the White
Yajurveda, G¾hysµutras with 18 appendices, the PrŒtiÜŒkhya of
the Yajurveda and a work on sm¾ti being most important the
PrŒtiÜŒkhya of the Yajurveva and a work on sm¾ti being most
important and well known. One PrŒk¾tamanjari is also attributed
to him, but scholars differ in their opinion about the authorship
of this work.

Vararuci is often confused with KŒtyŒyana and some times
KŒtyŒyana also confused with Vararuci. As a matter of fact, in the
introductory verses of PrŒk¾tamaÛjar¶, the author, every now
and then, interchanges Katyayana and  Vararuci, one for the other.
However, from the history of Indian literature it seems probable
that these two persons are different. Ksemendra (10th century
A.D.), the author of B¾hatkathŒmaÛjar¶, informs that Vararuci
and KŒtyŒyana are the  same person. Similarly, in the
KathŒsaritasŒgara, it is stated that Vararuci is also called
KŒtyŒyana. In the Haracrarita cintŒmaÄi, it is told that, he shall
be  called Vararuci, because whatever is excellent shall please
him (rocate hi varam yasmŒn nŒmnŒ vararuc¬i sudh¶¬).
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4.9.3 Date of Vararuci
of the two, Vararuci is regarded as the author of the PrŒk¾ta-

PrakŒÜa. The date of Vararuci varies from 56 B.C. to the 7th
century A.D. But that he cannot be later than the 7th century
A.D., is aproved by the fact that the grammarian Vararuci is
mentioned by the chinese Buddhist Hiuanthsang who travelled
in India in the  first half of the seventh century A.D. P.D. Gune
wants to place him tentatively in the 3rd century A.D. A.B. Keith
in his History of Sanskrit it literature, fixed his date as the 3rd
century A.D. According to Jecobi, he is contemporary with
Kalidasa.

  SAQ
Write a note on the life and works of Vararuci
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

4.10 Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa
Vararuci seems to be the first Prakrit grammarian who has

reduced the popular dialect, i.e. Prakrit to a system. He is a Pioneer
in this line and other grammarians have generally followed his
system by adding many more information gathered either from
literature or from their experiences. Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa
consists of twelve chapters called paricchedas. Among the twelve
chapters, the  first nine chapters, containing a total of 424 rules,
are devoted to MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶, while the tenth chapter with 14 rules
is devoted to PaiÜŒc¶, the eleventh chapter with 17 rules to MŒgadhi
and the twelth chapter with 32 rules is devoted to Ýaurasen¶ PrŒk¾it.
Vararuci has not mentioned the name MahŒrŒ¦¢r¶, except the Sutra
Ýe¦am mahŒrŒ¦¢r¶vat (XII.32) in the chapter of Ýaurasen¶ which is
regarded by E.B. Cowell, the translator of PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa, as
not genuine, since BhŒmaha has no commentry on it. The names
of any other dialects and  subdialects of Prakrit other than those
four already mentioned, are not found in his work.

PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa consists of 487 sµutras and it is composed in
the sµurtra style. In the first chapter, Vararuci gives the directions
regarding the change of vowels from Sanskrit to Prakrit, which is
termed as ajvidhi. Prakrit retains all the Sanskrit vowels except
ri, ai and au. In this chapter, ‘Œderata¬’ is the first Sµutra, which is
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regarded as the AdhikŒrasµutra. Here, ‘for the first’ is implied in
all the sutras to the end of this chapter and ‘a’ is implied until it is
itself enjoined as a substiture for another vowel. In the second
chapter, there is a discussion on the transformation of simple
consonants, which is termed as ayukta-vidhi . Here,
‘ayuktasyŒnŒdau’ is the adhikarasutra, which will be implied in
the succeding sµutras. In the Prakrit language n is everywhere
changed to Ä, k, g, c, j, t, p, y, u, may be optionally elided; but t
and p when not elided generally pass into d and v, kh, gh, th, dh,
bh, generally become h; th always becomes dh; ph usually remain
unchanged but may became bh; Ü and ¦ becomes s and r often
becomes l.

The third chapter deals with the rules of conjuncts syllables,
which is termed as yukta-vidhi. In this chapter ‘yuktasya’ is  the
adhikŒrasµutra which is implied in all the sutras to the end of this
chapter. The fourth chapter discusses about the  rules of
miscellaneous topic which is called saÆkirÄa-vidhi. The fifth
chapter deals with the rules of declensions of the noun words,
which is termed as  viÜe¦ysya, subanta-vidhi. Prakrit nouns may
be divided into five declension, viz., those ending in a and a,
those in i and i, those in u and µu; those ending originally in ¾ and
those ending originally in only consonants. The sixth chapter
discusses about the rules of the declensions of the pronouns
words, which is called sarvanŒma-subanta-vidhi. The PrŒk¾ta
pronouns follow the inflexsion of nouns but also add some
peculier forms of their own. Here, ‘savŒderjasaetvam’ is the
adhikŒrasµutra. The seventh chapter deals with the rules of
conjugations, which is termed as tiÆanta-vidhi. The eight chapter
deals with the rules of verb substitutions, which is regarded as
dhŒtvŒdÜa-vidhi. The ninth chapter discusses about the
indeclinables or particle-words, which is stated as nipŒta-vidhi.

The tenth chapter discusses the characteristic features of
PaiÜŒci dialect which is regarded as PaiÜŒci-vaiÜistyam. The source
of this dialect is the Saurasen¶ (prak¾ti¬, Üourasen¶). PaiÜŒci is the
language of PiÜŒcas, may be a caste or a  non-anryan tribe
(piÜŒcŒnŒÅ bhŒ¦Œ paiÜŒci). The eleventh chapter deals with the
MŒgadh¶ dialect, which is termed  mŒgadhi-vaiÜi¦¢yam. The
Magadhi is the dialect of the MŒgadha (mŒgadhanam bhŒ¦Œ
mŒgadh¶) and its source is Ýauraseni (prak¾ti¬ Üaurasen¶). The
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twelveth chapter deals with the Sauraseni dialect of Prakrit, which
is termed as Ýaurasen¶-VaiÜi¦¢yam. Ýaurasen¶ is the language of
Ýµurasena area, i.e. Madhya Pradesh (ÜµurasenŒnŒÅ bhŒ¦Œ
Üaurasen¶). The source of this dialect is Sanskrit (prakrti¬
saÅsk¾tam).

  SAQ
Discuss the contents of the PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa (600 words)
......................................................................................
.......................................................................................

4.11 Commentators of PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa
There are five to seven commentaries are found on PrŒk¾ta-

PrakŒÜa till date. Briefly they are as follows-

1. KŒtyŒnaya’s PrŒk¾tamaÛjar¶
Of all the commentators of Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa, the

name of KŒtyŒyana come first, His date is uncertain, and because
he is identified with Vararuci, he is often placed in the same
century with him. His commentary entitled PrŒk¾tamÛjar¶ is in
verse, and it is evident from his commentary that he knew
BhŒmaha. The examples of both the commentators mostly tally,
although Bhamaha has given many more examples, than the
Prakrtamanjar Katyayana has  commented upto the ninth chapter.

2. BhŒmaha’s ManoramŒ - v¾tti
In fact, BhŒmaha is the first and the oldest commentator of

Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa after PrŒk¾tamaÛjar¶. He is an
inhabitant of Kashmir. The upper limit of his time is fixed at the
third quarter of the 7th century A.D. It is doubtful whether two
BhŒmahas-the commentator of Vararuci’s PrŒkrita grammar and
the author of KŒvyŒlaÆkŒra, are identical. BhŒmaha’s Prakrit prose
commentary, entitled ManoramŒ, is found upto the eleventh
chapter and it is lacking in the twelfth. His interpretations are not
always on at par with the sutras of Vararuci.

3. VasantarŒja’s SaÛj¶van¶
The most exhaustive and elaborate commentary on the sµutras

of Vararuci available uptill now, is the commentary
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PrŒk¾tasaÛj¶van¶ of VasantarŒja who is also mentioned by
MŒrkaÄÎeya as one of his sources. This commentary is of great
help to the student of Prakrit Philology for the wealth of
informations it bears. He has commented upto the first nine
chapters. His work, though a commentary, was once regarded as
an idependent work. The age of Vasantaraja cannot be determined
with centainity. It is only guess that he might have belonged to
the last quarter of the fourteenth or to the first half of the fifteenth
century A.D.

4. SadŒnanda’s Subodhin¶
Like VasantarŒja, Sadananda, another commentator of

Vararuci’s grammar, has also commented upto the 8th chapter.
His commentary, entitled Subodhin¶ has a striking similarity with
that of VasantarŒja, but it is shorter than the SaÛj¶van¶. Besides his
commentary on PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa, we know nothing about his life,
age and other personal history.

5. NarŒyaÄa VidyŒvinoda’s PrŒk¾ta PŒdatikŒ
NŒrŒyaÄa VidyŒvinoda’s PrŒk¾ta PŒda¢ikŒ is a very little known

commentary of Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa. For a long time, this
¢ikŒ has been known as  a commentary on the Prakrit grammar
of Kramad¶Üvara. But Prof. S.R. Banerjee has edited this tika and
Proof that this ¢ikŒ belongs to only Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa.
One of the important features of this ¢ikŒ to be mentioned is his
indebtedness to the SaÛj¶van¶ of VasantarŒja which is an eleborate
exposition and elucidation of Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa; and
this PrŒk¾tapŒda¢ikŒ is nothing but a synopsis or a summarised
version from VasantarŒja’s commentary. He might have flourised
between the last quarter f the 16th and the first quarter of the
17th century A.D.

6. RŒmapŒnivŒda’s comentary
RŒmapŒÄivŒda belongs to the second and third quarters of

the 18th century A.D. He is a little known author and composed
a commentary on Vararuci’s PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa. RŒmapŒÄivŒda has
only commented the first eight chapters. He has quoted two sµutras
of PaiÜŒci (Üa-¦a-sŒnŒÅ sa¬ and ralayor la¬) which are not found
in Vararuci as commented by Bhamaha, nor can these be traced
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in any extant Prakrit grammars. RŒmapŒÄivŒda has classified the
Prakrit words  into three group-tatsama, tadbhava and deÜi, and
he includes PaiÜŒci under tadbhava.

7. RaghunŒtha’s PrŒk¾tŒnanda
The commentary of RaghunŒtha, known as PrŒk¾tŒnanda, is

important because of the fact that it is a later recast of Vararuci’s
Prakrit grammar, RaghunŒtha re-arranges the sµutras of Vararuci
on a line which resembles the system of LaghusidhŒntakaumud¶
with regard to Panini. PrŒk¾tŒnanda is divided into two sections
each of which is divided into a number of sub-sections indicated
by iti. The last three sections of Vararuci’s grammar are altogether
omitted by him.

SAQ
Write a note on the commentators of the PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

4.12 Summing up
A study of the Prakrit language, it shown that Prakrit is the

common name given to the various dialects which sprang up in
early times of India, from the corruption of the Sanskrit. Indian
grammarians consider Prakrit as a literary language derived from
Sanskrit. Prakrit grammar was kind of continuation of Sanskrit
grammar in which rules for derivation of Prakrit words from
Sanskrit were given. Vararuci, the author of PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa, has
treated only four dialects of Prakrit. In this unit, you are acquinted
with this fact of the Prakrit language. You are also aware of the
various uses of Prakrit as well as different types of Prakrits. You
have also got some informations regarding the commentators of
the PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa and the contents of the PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa.

4.13 Sampel Questions
Answer the following questions: (of about 500 words)
1. Discuss the three periods of Indo-Aryan language
2. Write a note on the various dialects of Prakrit
3. Briefly discuss the contents of the PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa.
4. Give an idea about the commentators of the PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa
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5. Write short notes on:
MahŒrŒs¢r¶, Ýaurasen¶, aj-vidhi, SaÅjukta-varÄa-vidhi.

4.14 Suggested Readings
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Woolener, Alfred. C: Introduction to Prakrit, Motilal
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Sircar, Dinees Chanda: A Grammar of the Prakrit language,

Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1943
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Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1985
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Unit-V
PrŒkr¢a-PrakŒÜa: First three Chapter

Contents
5.1 Introduction
5.2 Objectives
5.3 PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa : First Pariccheda.
5.4 PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa : Second Pariccheda.
5.5 PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa : Third Pariccheda.
5.6 Summing up.
5.7 Suggested Readings.

5.1 Introduction
It is already Stated that the mediaeval or middle Indo-Aryan

Peroid is represented in literature by PŒli and the Prakrits. Vararuci
is the oldest extant PrŒk¾ta grammarian of the estern school. His
PrŒk¾ta work PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa, is a very famous as well as fore-
most PrŒk¾ta grammar. This grammer constist of twelve chapters.
In this unit, the first three chapters termed as Pariccheda has been
dealt with. The first chapter is on vowel, which is named as
saravidhŒnam or ajvdhŒnam. In this chapter the changing pat-
tern of vowels of the PrŒk¾ta words have been delinated. In the
second chapter, the changing pattern of simple consonants have
been suggested. The chapter is known as the chapter on
ayuktavidhi. The third chapter is on conjuncts, which is known
as yuktavidhi. In this chapter the changing pattern of the conjuncts
consonants have been described.

 The chapters are arranged in this unit with the original Sµutras.
With their Padaccheda or separate of words, With a V¾tti and
with some examples of the Sµutras. The v¾tti is known as
ManoramŒ composed by BŒmaha.
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5.2 Objectives
The objectives of this unit is to help you in

. familirarzing the first three chapters of the PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa

. knowing some of the major sµutras related with the PrŒk¾ta
language.

. acquiring the knowledge about the changing pattern vow-
els, consonents and conjunct consonants.

. acquiring the knowledge of various form of PrŒk¾ta words.
5.3 PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa : First Pariccheda :
ÂýÍ× Ñ ÂçÚU‘ÀðUÎ Ñ

(SßÚUçßÏæÙ×÷ï)

v. ¥æÎðÚUÌ Ñ H

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ -¥æÎðÑ Ð ¥ÌÑÐ

ßëçžæ Ñ -¥çÏ·¤æÚUæðùØ×÷ïÐ ØÌ÷ §Ì ©UÎ÷ïŠßü×÷ï ¥Ùé·ý¤ç×cØæ× ¥æÎðÚUÌÑ SÍæÙð ÌÎ÷ï ÖßçÌ §çÌ °ß¢ ßðçÎÌÃØ×÷ïÐ

¥æÎð §çÌ °ÌÎ÷ï ¥æÂçÚU‘ÀðUÎâ×æŒÌðÑ Ð ¥Ì §çÌ ¿ ¥æ·¤æÚU çßÏæÙæÌ÷ïÐ ¥Ì §çÌ Ì·¤æÚU»ýãU‡æ¢ âß‡æüçÙßëžØÍü×÷ïÐ

This is ¥çÏ·¤æÚUâê˜æ. There are two  ¥çÏ·¤æÚU words -¥æçÎ and  ¥ÌÑ the
word Ò¥æÎðÓ will be covered till end the first chapter and the word
Ò¥ÌÓ will be covered upto the sµutra  Ò¿ÌéÍèü¿ÌéÎüàØæðSÌéÙæÓ.

Stop to Consider
¥çÏ·¤æÚUâê˜æ - There are six types of  âé˜æ ù are found in the

grammar. These are  â¢™ææ, ÂçÚUÖæáæ, çßçÏ, çÙØ× ¥çÌÎðàæ and ¥çÏ·¤æÚU.
¥çÏ·¤æÚU is a superintending aphorism, which goes no meaning of
itself where it is mentioned, but gives its meaning in the number
of aphorisms that follows.

âß‡æü-âß‡æü means cognate, homophonic; a letter belonging
to the some technical categrory of letters possessing an identical
place of utterance and internal effort ÌéËØæSØÂýØˆÙ¢ âß‡æü×÷ïÐ for ex-
ample, the eighteen varieties of ¥ due to its short, long and pro-
tracted nature, are savarÄa to each other.

w. ¥æ â×ëfØæçÎáé ßæÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¥æÐ â×ëçh-¥æçÎáéÐ ßæÐ

ßëçžæ Ñ â×ëçh-§çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé àæŽÎðáé Âýæ·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæ×÷ï ¥æÎðÑ ¥·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ¥æ·¤æÚUæð
ÖßçÌ çß·¤ËÂðÙÐ ¥˜æ ¥æÎðÑ ¥·¤æÚUSØ §çÌ àæŽÎmØ¢ Ò¥æÎðÚUÌÑÓ §çÌ ¥çÏ·¤æÚUâê˜ææÌ÷ï

¥çÏ·¤æÚUL¤Âð‡æ ÂýæŒÌ×÷ïÐ ØÍæ-

â×ëçhÑ = âç×hè/âæç×hè [âæ×ëçh >âæç×çh>âæç×çÏ> âæç×çŠÏ>âæç×çh> âæç×hè]

Âý·¤ÅU×÷ï = Âæ¥Ç¢U/Â¥Ç¢U

¥çÖÁæçÌ = ¥æçãUÁæ§ü/¥çãUÁæ§ü
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×ÙçSßÙè = ×æ‡æ¢çâ‡æè/×‡æ¢çâ‡æè

ÂçÌÂÎæ = ÂæçÇUß¥æ/ÂçÇUß¥æ

âÎëÿæ×÷ï = âæçÚU‘À¢U/âçÚU‘À¢U
ÂýçÌçáçh = ÂæçÇUçâhè/ÂçÇUçâhè

ÂýâéŒÌ×÷ï = Âæâéžæ¢/ Ââéžæ¢

ÂýçâçhÑ = Âæçâhè/Âçâhè

¥EÑ = ¥æâæð/¥Sâæð

Stop to consider
ßæ-ßæ is a team often used in the Sµutras PŒÄini and others, to

show the optional application (çß·¤ËÂ) of a rule ÒÙ ßðçÌ çßÖæáæÓ.

x. §ÎèáˆÂ·÷¤ïßSßŒÙßðÌâÃØÁÙ×ëÎXæÚðUáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - §Ì÷ïÐ §üáÌ÷ï -Â€ß-SßŒÙ-ßðÌâ-ÃØÁÙ-×ëÎX-¥XæÚðUáéÐ

ßëçžæ Ñ - §üáÌ÷ï ¥æçÎáé ·ð¤áéç¿Ì÷ï àæŽÎðáé Âýæ·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæ×÷ï ¥æÎðÑ ¥·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð §·¤æÚUSØ
¥æÎðàææð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ

§üáÌ÷ï = §çâ [§üçáÌ÷ï > §çáÌ÷ï > §çâÌ÷ï > §çâ]

Â€ß×÷ï = çÂ€·¢¤

SßŒÙÑ = çâçß‡ææð

ßðÌâÑ = ßðçÇUâæð

ÃØÁÙÑ = çß¥‡ææð

×ëÎX = ç×§¢»æð
¥XæÚU Ñ = §¢»æÜæð

y. ÜæðÂæðÚU‡ØðÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ÜæðÂÑ Ð ¥ÚU‡ØðÐ

ßëçžæÑ- = ¥ÚU‡ØàæŽÎð ¥æçÎ-¥·¤æÚU‡Ø ÜæðÂæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

¥ÚU‡Ø×÷ï = ÚU‡‡æ¢ [ÚU‡Ø×÷ï>ÚU‡æ×÷ï>ÚU‡‡æ×÷ï> ÚU‡‡æ¢]

z. ° àæÄØæçÎáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - °Ð àæÄØæ-¥æçÎáéÐ

ßëçžæ Ñ àæÄØæ §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé ¥æçÎ-¥·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð °·¤æÚUSØ ¥æÎðàææð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

àæÄØæ = âð…Áæ [àææðÄØæ>âðÄØæ>âðÁæ>âð…Áæ]

âæñ‹ÎØü× = âé¢ÎðÚ¢U
©Uˆ·¤ÚUÑ = ©U€·ð¤ÚUæð

¥æpØü× = ¥‘ÀðUÚ¢U

ÂØü‹Ì×÷ï = ÂðÚU‹Ì¢

˜æØæðÎàæÑ = ÌðÚUãUæð

ßËÜè = ßðËÜè
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{. ¥æð ÕÎÚðU ÎðÙÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ- ¥æð/ ÕÎÚðU/ÎðÙ

ßëçžæÑ ÕÎÚU §çÌ àæŽÎð Î·¤æÚðU‡æ âãU ¥æçÎ-¥·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ¥æð·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ÎðÙ §çÌ Î-
àæŽÎSØ ÌëÌèØæ -çßÖ€ÌðÑ °·¤ß¿ÙSØ M¤Â×÷ïÐ àæŽÎæðùØ¢ ÒâãUØé€Ìð ¥ÂýÏæÙðÓ §çÌ âé˜æð‡æ

ÒâãUæÍðüÓ ÌëÌèØæ Ð ØÍæ-

ÕÎÚU×÷ï = ÕæðÚ¢U [ Õ÷ï + ¥ + Î + ¥æð]

SAQ

1. Explain the followings sutras :

(a)  ¥æ â×ëhØæçÎáé ßæÐ

(b)  ÜæðÂæðùÚU‡ØðÐ

(c) ¥æð ÕÎÚðU ÎðÙÐ

2.Write the Prakrit equivalents of the following :

Âý·¤ÅU×÷ï Â·÷¤ïß×÷ï, âæñ‹ÎØü×÷ï ß„Uè, ¥XæÚUÑÐ

|. Üß‡æÙß×ç„U·¤ØæðßðüÙÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - Üß‡æ-Ùß×ç„U·¤ØæðÑÐ ßðÙÐ

ßëçžæÑ - Üß‡æ -Ùß×ç„U·¤æ §çÌ àæŽÎÎ÷ïßØSØ ß -·¤æÚðU‡æ âãU ¥æçÎ ¥-·¤æÚU‡Ø SÍæÙð
¥æð·¤æÚUÑ SØæÌ÷ïÐ ØÍæ-

Üß‡æ×÷ï = Üæð‡æ¢ [Ü÷ï + ¥ + ß = ¥æð]

Ùß×ç„U·¤æ = ‡ææð×ç„U¥æ

}. ×ØêÚU×Øê¹ØæðÄßæü ßæÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-×ØéÚU×Øé¹ØæðÑ Ð ÄßæÐ ßæÐ
ßëçžæÑ- ×ØêÚU ×Øê¹ §çÌ °ÌØæðÑ Øê-àæŽÎðÙ âãU ¥æÎðÚUÌÑ ¥æð-·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌ çß·¤ËÂðÙÐ Äßæ

§çÌ Øê-àæŽÎSØ ÌëÌèØæ çßÖ÷ï·¤ÌðÑ °·¤ß¿ÙSØ M¤Â×÷ïÐ ØÍæ-

×ØêÚUÑ =  ×æðÚUæð/×ª¤ÚUæð [×÷ï + ¥ + Ø÷ï + ª¤ = ¥æð]

×Øê¹Ñ =  ×æðãUæð/×ª¤ãUæð

Check your progress

Question : 1 Explain the following sµutras with examples.

(a) ° àæÄØæçÎáé

(b) ×ØêÚU×Øê¹ØæðÄØæ ßæÐ

~. ¿ÌéÍèü¿ÌéÎüàØæðSÌéÙæÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¿ÌéÍèü¿ÌéÎüàØæðÑÐ ÌéÙæÐ

ßëçžæÑ-¿ÌéÍèü-¿ÌéÎüàæè §çÌ °ÌØæðÑ Ìé-àæŽÎðÙ âãU ¥æçÎ ¥-·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ¥æð-·¤æÚUæð

ÖßçÌ çß·¤ËÂðÙÐ ßæ §çÌ Âêßüâê˜ææÌ÷ï ¥ÙéßëçžæÑÐ ØÍæ-
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¿ÌéÍèü =  ¿æðˆÍè/¿©UˆÍè [¿÷ï + ¥ + Ì÷ï + ©U = ¥æð]

¿ÌéÎüàæè = ¿æðgãUè/¿©UgãUè

v®. ¥ÎæÌæð ØÍæçÎáé ßæÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ¥Ì÷ïÐ ¥æÌÑ Ð ØÍæ-¥æçÎáéÐ ßæÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ¥Ì §çÌ çÙßëžæ×÷ï, SÍæ‹Ø‹ÌÚU-çÙÎðüàææÌ÷ïÐ ¥ÍæüÌ÷ï §ÌÑ ÂÚU×÷ï ¥-·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð

§çÌ àæŽÎSØ ÂýØæð»Ñ Ù ÖçßcØçÌÐ ¥çS×Ù÷ï âê˜æð SÍæ‹ØæÑ ÂçÚUßÌüÙ¢ ¥çSÌÐ Ò¥æÌÑÓ

§çÌ ácÆUK‹ÌÂÎ¢ SÍæçÙ M¤Â×÷ïÐ

ØÍæ-§çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé ¥æÌÑ SÍæÙð ¥ÍæüÌ÷ï ¥æçÎ ¥æ-·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ¥·¤æÚU ¥æÎðàææð
ÖßçÌ çß·¤ËÂðÙÐ ØÍæ-

ØÍæ = ÁãU/ÁãUæ

ÌÍæ = ÌãU/ÌãUæ

ÂýSÌæÚUÑ = ÂˆÍÚUæð/ÂˆÍæÚUæð

Âýæ·ë¤Ì×÷ï = Â©U¥¢/Âæ©U¥¢

ÌæÜßë‹Ì·¤×÷ï = ÌÜßð‡ÅU¥¢/ÌæÜßð‡ÅU¥¢
©Uˆ¹æÌ×÷ï = ©U€¹¥¢/©U·÷¤ï¹æ¥¢

¿æ×ÚU×÷ï = ¿×Ú¢U/¿æ×Ú¢U

ÂýãUæÚU = ÂãUÚUæð/ÂãUæÚUæð

¿æÅéU = ¿ÇéU/¿æÇéU

Îæßæç‚ÙÑ = Îß‚»è/Îæß‚»è

¹æçÎÌ×÷ï = ¹§¥¢/¹æ§¥¢

â¢SÍæçÂÌ×÷ï = â¢ÆUçß¥¢/â¢ÆUæçß¥¢
ãUæçÜ·¤Ñ = ãUçÜ¥æð/ãUæçÜ¥æð

Stop to Consider

SÍæçÙ-SÍæçÙ is the original word or part of a word such as a syl-

lable or two of it or a letter of it, for which a substitute (¥æÎðàæ) is
prescribed, cf. ÒSÍæçÙßÎæÎðàææðùÙæçËßÏæñÓ for this purpose the rule of

PŒÄini is  ÒácÆUè SÍæÙðØæð»æÓ.

vv. §ˆâÎæçÎáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ -§Ì÷ïÐ âÎæ-¥æçÎáéÐ

ßëçžæ Ñ -âÎæ §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé ¥æçÎ ¥æ-·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð §-·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌ çß·¤ËÂðÙ Ð

ØÍæ-
âÎæ = â§/â¥æ

ÌÎæ = Ì§/Ì¥æ

ØÎæ = Á§/Á¥æ
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vw. §Ì °Ì÷ï çÂ‡ÇUâ×ðáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-§ÌÑÐ °Ì÷ïÐ çÂ‡ÇU-â×ðáéÐ

ßëçžæÑ-çÂ‡ÇU×÷ï §çÌ °ß¢ â×ðáé (âÎëàæðáé) àæŽÎðáé ¥æçÎ §·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ° -·¤æÚUSØ
¥æÎðàææð ÖßçÌ ßæÐ ØÍæ-

çÂ‡ÇU×÷ï = Âð‡Ç¢U/çÂ‡Ç¢U

çÙ¼ýæ = ‡æðgæ/ç‡ægæ

çâ‹ÎéÚU×÷ï = âðÎé¢ÚU (âð‹ÎêÚ¢U)/çâ¢ÎêÚ¢U (çâ‹ÎêÚ¢U)

Ïç�×ËÜ×÷ï = Ï�×ðËÜ¢/Ïç�×ËÜ¢

ç¿ã÷UïÙ×÷ï = ¿ð´Ï¢/ç¿¢Ï¢
çßc‡æéÑ = ßð‡ãêU/çß‡ãêU

çÂcÅU×÷ï = Âð_ï¢U/çÂ_ï¢U

vx. ¥Ì÷ï ÂçÍãUçÚU¼ýæÂëçÍßèáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¥Ì÷ïÐ ÂçÍãUçÚU¼ýæÂëçÍßèáéÐ

ßëçžæÑ-ÂçÍÙ÷ï-ãUçÚU¼ýæ-ÂëçÍßè-¥æçÎáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æçÎ §-·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ¥-·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ
ØÍæ-

ÂçÍÙ÷ï = ÂãUæð [ÂÍÙ÷ï>ÂãUÙ÷ï>ÂãU>ÂãUæð]

ãUçÚU¼ýæ = ãUÜÎ÷ïÎæ

ÂëçÍßè = ÂéãUßè

vy. §ÌðSÌÑ ÂÎæÎðÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-§ÌðïÐ ÌÑÐ ÂÎæÎðÐ
ßëçžæÑ-ÂÎSØ ¥æÎæñ ßÌü×æÙSØ §çÌ àæŽÎSØ ØÑ Ì·¤æÚUÑ ÌS×æÌ÷ï ÂÚUSØ §·¤æÚUSØ ¥·¤æÚUæð

ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

§çÌ ÂàØÌ ¥‹ØæÍæß¿Ù×÷ï = §¥ ©U¥ãU ¥‡‡æãUæß¥‡æ×÷ïÐ

ÂÚ‹Ìé ÂÎSØ Âà¿æÎ÷ï Öæ»ð çSÍÌSØ §çÌ àæŽÎSØ ÂýâXð ¥SØ âê˜æSØ ÂýØæð»Ñ Ù ÖßçÌÐ

ØÍæ- çÂýØ §çÌ = çÂ¥æð çžæÐ

vz. ©UçÎÿæéßëçp·¤ØæðÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-©Ì÷ïÐ §ÿæé-ßëçp·¤ØæðÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ-§ÿæé ßëçp·¤ -àæŽÎmØSØ ¥æçÎ §·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ©U·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

§ÿæé = ©U‘ÀêU>[©Uÿæé>©U‘ÀéU>©U‘ÀêU]

ßëçp·¤Ñ = çß‘ÀéU¥æð

v{. §üÌ÷ï çâ¢ãUçÁã÷UïßØæðpÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-§üÌ÷ïÐ çâ¢ãUçÁã÷UïßØæðÑ Ð ¿Ð

ßëçžæÑ-çâ¢ãUçÁãUßØæð Ñ ¥æÎð §·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð §ü·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

çâ¢ãU = âè´ãUæð, çÁãUßæ = ÁèãUæÐ

âê˜æð ¿-·¤æÚUSØ ÂýØæð»æÌ÷ï ·ð¤áéç¿Ì÷ï ¥‹Øðáé ÂÎðáé ¥çÂ §üˆß¢ ÖßçÌÐ ©UÎæãUÚU‡æ¢ ØÍæ-
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çßESÌÑ = ßèâˆÍæðÑ, çßŸæ�ÖÑ = ßèâ¢ÖæðÐ

v| §ÎèÌÑ ÂæÙèØæçÎáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-§Ì÷ïÐ §üÌÑ Ð ÂæÙèØæçÎáéÐ
ßëçžæÑ- ÂæÙèØ §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé ¥æÎð §ü·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð §·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ÂæÙèØ×÷ï = Âæç‡æ¥¢Ð

¥Üè·¤×÷ï = ¥çÜ¥¢Ð

ÃØÜè·¤×÷ï = ßçÜ¥¢Ð

ÌÎæÙè×÷ï ï = Ì¥æç‡æ¢Ð

·¤ÚUèá ï = ·¤çÚUâæðÐ
çmÌèØ×÷ï ï = Îé§¥¢Ð

ÌëÌèØ×÷ï ï = Ì§¥¢Ð

»ÖèÚU×÷ï ï = »çãUÚ¢UÐ

v}. °‹ÙèÇUæÂèÇU·¤èÎë»èÎëàæðáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - °Ì÷ï Ð ÙèÇU-¥æÂèÇU-·¤èÎë·÷¤ï -§üÎëàæðáéïÐ
ßëçžæÑ- ÙèÇUæçÎáé ¥æÎð §ü·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð °·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ -

ÙèÇU×÷ï ï = ‡æðÇ÷UïÇ¢U / ‡æðÇ¢U

¥æÂèÇUÑ ï = ¥æ×ðÜæð

·¤èÎëàæÑï ï= ·ð¤çÚUâæð

§üÎëàæÑ ï = °çÚUâæð

v~. ©UÌ ¥æðÌ÷ï ÌéÇUM¤ÂðáéÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ©UÌÑï Ð ¥æðÌ÷ïÐ Ìé‡ÇUM¤ÂðáéÐ

ßëçžæÑ- Ìé‡ÇU §çÌ °ß¢ M¤Âðáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æÎðÑ ©U·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ¥æð·¤æÚUÑ ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

Ìé‡ÇU×÷ï ï = Ìæð‡Ç¢U

×é€Ìæ ï = ×æðžææ

Âéc·¤ÚUÑï ï = Âæð·÷¤ï¹ÚUæð

ÂéSÌ·¤Ñ ï = ÂæðˆÍ¥æð
ÜéŽÏ·¤Ñ ï= Üæðh¥æð

·é¤ç^ïU××÷ï ï = ·¤æðç ï̂U×¢

Check your Progress

Q. 2. Explain

(a) ¥Ì÷ï ÂçÍãUçÚU¼ýæÂëçÍßèáé
(b) ©UÌ ¥æðÌ÷ï Ìé‡ÇUM¤Âðáé

w®. ¥‹×é·é¤ÅUæçÎáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ¥Ì÷ïÐ ×é·é¤ÅUæçÎáéÐ

ßëçžæÑ- ×·é¤ÅU §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æÎðÑ ©U·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ¥·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
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×é·é¤ÅU×÷ïï = ×©UÇ¢U

»éL¤ ï = »L¤ (»L¤¥¢)

‚æéßèüï ï= »L¤§ü
ØéçÏçcÆUÚU ï= ÁçãUç_ïUÜæð

âæñ·é¤×æØü×÷ï ï = âæð¥×ËÜ¢Ð

wv. §ˆÂéL¤áð ÚUæðÑ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - §Ì÷ïÐ ÂéL¤áðÐ ÚUæðÑ

ßëçžæÑ- ÂéL¤á àæŽÎð Øæð L¤Ñ ÌSØ ÂÚUSØ ©U·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð §·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
ÂéL¤á ïÑ = ÂéçÚUâæðÐ

ww. ©ÎêÌæð ×Ïê·ð¤Ð

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ©UÌ÷ïÐ ª¤ÌÑÐ ×Ïê·ð¤

ßëçžæÑ- ×Ïê·¤àæŽÎð ¥æÎðÑ ª¤·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ©U·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

×Ïê·¤×÷ïï = ×ãéU¥¢Ð

wx. °‹ÙêÂéÚðUÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - °Ì÷ïÐ ÙêÂéÚðUÐ

ßëçžæÑ- ÙêÂéÚUàæŽÎð ª¤·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð °·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ÙêÂéÚU×÷ï ïï = ‡æð©UÚ¢UÐ

wy. «¤ÌæðùÌ÷ïÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - «¤ÌæÑ Ð ¥Ì÷ïÐ

ßëçžæÑ- ÂÎðáé ¥æÎðÑ «¤·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ¥·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

Ìë‡æ×÷ï ïï = Ì‡æ¢Ð

ƒæë‡ææ ïï = ƒæ‡ææÐ

×ëÌ×÷ï ïï = ×¥¢Ð

·ë¤Ì×÷ï ïï= ·¤¥¢Ð
ßëáÖÑ ïï =  ßâãUæðÐ

wz. §ÎëcØæçÎáéÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - §Ì÷ïÐ «¤çá ¥æçÎáéÐ

ßëçžæÑ- «¤çcæ ¥æçÎáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æÎðÑ «¤·¤æÚUSØ §·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

«¤çáÑ = §âè
ßëáèÑ ï = çßâè

»ëçcÅÑU ï = ç»_ïUè

ÎëçcÅÑUU ï = çÎ_ïUè

âëçcÅUÑ ï = çâ_ïUè

oëXæÚUÑ = çâXæÚUæð
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×ë»æV Ñ = ç×¥¢·¤æð

w{. ©UÎëˆßæçÎáéÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ©UÌ÷ïÐ «¤Ìé ¥æçÎáéÐ

ßëçžæÑ- «¤Ìé §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé ¥æÎðÑ «¤·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ©U·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

«¤Ìé ïï = ©UÎêÐ

×ë‡ææÜÑ ï= ×é‡ææÜæð

ÂëçÍßèU = ÂéãUßè

Âýæßëá÷ïU ï= Âæ©Uâæð
×æÌë·¤Ñ ï = ×æ©U¥æð

w|. «¤ ÚUèçÌÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - «¤Ð çÚU-§çÌÐ

ßëçžæÑ- ß‡ææü‹ÌÚðU‡æ ¥Øé€ÌSØ ¥æÎðÑ «¤·¤æÚUSØ çÚU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

«¤‡æ×÷ï ïï = çÚU‡æ¢
«¤hÑ ïï = çÚUhæð

«¤ÿæÑ ïï = çÚU‘ÀUæð

Check your progress

Q.1 Explain

(a) ©UÎëˆßæçÎáé

(b) «¤ ÚUèçÌ

w}. ßëÿæð ßðÙ L¤ßæüÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ßëÿæðÐ ßðÙÐ L¤Ñ Ð ßæÐ

ßëçžæÑ- ßëÿæàæŽÎð ßàæŽÎðÙ âãU «¤·¤æÚUSØ L¤·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌ Ð ØÍæ-

ßëÿæÑ ïï = L¤·÷¤ï¹æð/ß‘ÀUæð

w~. °Ì §mðÎÙæÎðßÚUØæðÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - °ÌÑ Ð §Ì÷ïÐ ßðÎÙæÎðßÚUØæðÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ- ßðÎÙæ ÎðßÚUØæðÑ ¥æÎðÑ °·¤æÚUSØ §·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ßæ §çÌ ¥ÙéßëžæðÑ »ýãU‡ææÌ÷ï

€ßç¿Î÷ï

ßð¥‡ææ, Îð¥ÚUæð §ˆØçáÐ ØÍæ-

ßðÎÙæ ïï = çß¥‡ææ/ßð¥‡ææ
ÎðßÚU ïï = çÎ¥ÚU/Îð¥ÚUæð

x®. °ðÌ °Ì÷ï

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - °ðÌÑ Ð °Ì÷ïÐ

ßëçžæÑ ¥æÎðÑ °ð·¤æÚUSØ °·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
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àæñÜ ïï = âðÜæð

àæñˆØ×÷ïU ïï = âð‘¿ü

°ðÚUæß‡æÑïU = °ÚUæß‡ææð
·ñ¤ÜæàæÑïU ïï = ·¤Üæâæð

˜æñÜæð·÷¤ïØ×÷ïïU ïï= ÌðËÜæð€·ü¤

xv. ÎñˆØæçÎŒß§Ð

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ÎñˆØ-¥æçÎáéÐ ¥§Ð
ßëçžæÑ ÎñˆØ ¥æçÎáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æÎðÑ °ð·¤æÚUSØ ¥§ §çÌ §Ø×÷ï ¥æÎðàææð ÖßçÌÐ ÌÍæ-

ÎñˆØ ïï = Î§‘¿æð [Î + ¥§ + ‘¿ + ¥æð]

¿ñ˜æÑ ïï = ¿§žææð

ÖñÚUßÑïU ïï= �æ§ÚUßæð

SßñÚU×Ñ ïï= â§Ú¢U

ßñàææ¹ÑïU ïï= ß§âæãUæð

xw. ¥æñÌ ¥æðÌ÷ïÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ¥æñÌÑ Ð ¥æðÌ÷ïÐ

ßëçžæÑ ¥æçÎ ¥æñ·¤æÚUSØ ¥æð·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

·¤æñ×éÎè ïï = ·¤æð×é§ü

ØæñßÙ×÷ï ïï = ÁæðÃß‡æü

·¤æñSÌé×ïU ïï = ·¤æðˆÍéãUæð

xx. ÂæñÚUæçÎŒß©UÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ - ÂæñÚU-¥æçÎáéÐ ¥©UÐ

ßëçžæÑ ÂæñÚU §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æñ·¤æÚUSØ ¥©U §çÌ ¥Ø×÷ï ¥æÎðàææð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ÂæñÚUÑ ïï = Â©UÚUæð

·¤æñÚUßÑï ïï = ·¤©UÚUßæð
ÂæñL¤áïU ïï = Â©UçÚUâæð

SAQ

1. Explain the following Sµutas:

(a) §ÎèÌÑ ÂæÙèØæçÎáéÐ

(b) §ÎëcØæçÎáé
(c) ßëÿæð ßðÙ L¤ßæüÐ

2. Write Sanskrit equivalents of the following:

Üæð‡æ¢, ×æðãUæð, ¿æðˆÍè, ÁãU, ÂéãUßèÐ
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5.4. PrŒkr¢a-PrakŒÜa :

Second Pariccheda

çmÌèØÑ ÂçÚU‘ÀðUÎÑ
(Øé€ÌçßÏæÙ×÷ï)

v. ¥Øé€ÌSØæÙæÎæñÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀUðÎ- ¥Øé€ÌSØÐ ¥ÙæÎæñÐ

ßëçžæÑ - âê˜ææðùØ×÷ï ¥çÏ·¤æÚUÑ Ð §Ì ©UžæÚ¢U ØÌ÷ï·¤æØZ ÖçßcØçÌ ÌÎ÷ï ¥Øé€ÌSØ ÃØ†ÁÙSØ

¥ÙæÎæñ ßÌü×æÙSØ ·¤æØü¢ ÖßçÌ °ß¢ ßðçÎÌÃØÌ÷ïÐ âê˜æðùçS×Ù÷ï ¥çÏ·¤æÚUM¤Âð‡æ ¥Øé€ÌSØ

¥ÙæÎè ¿ §çÌ àæŽÎmØ×÷ï ©UÂÜ�ØÌðÐ Ò¥Øé€ÌSØÓ §çÌ àæŽÎSØ ¥çÏ·¤æÚUÑ ¥SØ ¥ŠØæØSØ

â×æçŒÌÑ ÂØü‹Ì¢ ÖßçÌ Ð ÌÍæ Ò¥ÙæÎæñÓ §çÌ ÂÎSØ ÂýØæð»Ñ Ò¥æ Á·¤æÚUçßÏæÙæÌ÷ïÓ ¥ÍæüÌ
Ò¥æÎðØæðü ÁÑÓ (w.xv)

§çÌ âê˜æSØ Âêßüâê˜æ (w.x®) ÂØü‹Ì×÷ïÐ âê˜æð Ò¥Øé€ÌSØÓ ÂýØæð»æÌ÷ï ¥˜æ Ù ÖßçÌ - ¥ƒæüÑ

ïï= ¥‚ƒææðÐ Ò¥ÙæÎæñÓ §çÌ ÂýØæð»æÌ÷ï ¥˜ææçÂ Ù ÖßçÌ ·¤×Ü×÷ï ïï= ·¤×Ü¢Ð

w. ·¤»¿ÁÌÎÂØßæ¢ ÂýæØæð ÜæðÂÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ- ·¤-»-¿-Á-Ì-Î-Â-Ø-ßæ×÷ïÐ ÂýæØÑÐ ÜæðÂÑÐ
ßëçžæ Ñ ·¤æÎèÙæ¢ ÙßæÙæ¢ ß‡ææüÙæ×÷ï ¥Øé€ÌæÙæ×÷ï ¥ÙæÎæñ ßÌü×æÙæÙæ¢ ÂýæØæð ÕæãéUËØðÙ ÜæðÂæð

ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

·¤ß‡æüSØ - ×é·é¤ÜÑ ïï= ×©UÜæð [×÷ï + ©U + ·÷¤ï + ©U + Ü÷ï + ¥]

Ù·é¤Ü Ñ ïï= ‡æ©UÜæð

»ß‡æüSØ - âæ»ÚUÑ ïï= âæ¥ÚUæð

Ù»ÚU×÷ï ïï= ‡æ¥Ú¢U
¿ß‡æüSØ - ß¿Ù×÷ï ïï= ß¥‡æ¢

âê¿è ïï= âê§ü

…æß‡æüSØ - »ÁÑ ïï= »¥æð

ÚUÁÌ×÷ï ïï= ÚU¥Î¢

Ìß‡æüSØ - ·ë¤Ì×÷ï ïï= ·¤¥¢

çßÌæÙ×÷ï ïï= çß¥æ‡æ¢
Îß‡æüSØ - »Îæï ïï= »¥æ

×ÎÑ ïï= ×¥æð

Âß‡æüSØ - ·¤çÂÑï ïï= ·¤§ü

çßÂéÜ×÷ï ïï= çß©UÜ¢

Øß‡æüSØ - ßæØéÑ ïï= Õæª¤

ÙØÙ×÷ï ïï= ‡æ¥‡æ¢
ßß‡æüSØ - Áèß×÷ï ïï= Áè¥¢

çÎßâÑ ïï= çÎ¥âæð
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âê˜æð ÂýæØÑ §çÌ ÂÎSØ ÂýØæð»æð ÖßçÌÐ ÂýæØæð »ýãU‡ææÌ÷ï Ø˜æ ŸæéçÌâé¹×çSÌ Ì˜æ °Ìðáæ¢ ß‡æüÙæ¢

ÜæðÂÑ Ù ÖßçÌ Ð ØÍæ-

âé·é¤âé××÷ï ïï = âé·é¤âé×¢
çÂýØ»×Ù×÷ï ïï = çÂ¥»×‡æ¢

x. Ø×éÙæØæ¢ ×SØÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-Ø×éÙæØæ×÷ï Ð ×SØÐ

ßëçžæÑ - Ø×éÙæàæŽÎð ×·¤æÚUSØ ÜæðÂæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

Ø×éÙæ ïï = Á©U‡ææÐ

y. SÈ¤çÅU·¤çÙ·¤áç¿·é¤ÚðUáé ·¤SØ ãUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-SÈ¤çÅU·¤ -çÙ·¤á-ç¿·é¤ÚðUáéÐ ·¤SØÐ ãUÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - SÈ¤çÅU·¤Ñ, çÙ·¤áÑ, ç¿·é¤ÚUÑ-°áé àæŽÎðáé ¥Øé€ÌSØ ¥ÙæÎæñ-çSÍÌSØ ·¤·¤æÚUSØ

ãU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

SÈ¤çÅU·¤Ñ ïï = È¤çÜãUæð
çÙ·¤áÑ ïï = ç‡æãUâæð

ç¿·é¤ÚU Ñ = ç¿ãéUÚUæð

z. «¤ˆßæçÎáé Ìæð ÎÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-«¤Ìé-¥æçÎáéÐ ÌÑ ÎÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - «¤Ìé §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé Ì·¤æÚUSØ Î·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

«¤Ìé ïïÑ = ©UÎêÐ
ÚUÁÌ×÷ï ïï = ÚU¥Î¢

¥æ»ÌU Ñ = ¥æ¥Îæð

çÙßëüçÌÑ ïï = ç‡æÃßéÎæð

âé·ë¤çÌU Ñ = âé§Îè

{. ÂýçÌâÚUßðÌâÂÌæ·¤æâé ÇUÑÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÂýçÌâÚU -ßðÌâ-ÂÌæ·¤æâéÐ ÇUÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ÂýçÌâÚUÑ, ßðÌâÑ, ÂÌæ·¤æ-°áé àæŽÎðáé Ì·¤æÚUSØ ÇU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ÂýçÌâÚUÑ ïï = ÂçÇUâÚUæð

ßðÌâÑ ïï = ßðçÇUâæð

ÂÌæ·¤æ = ÂÇUæ¥æ

Check your progress

Q.1 Explain the following sutras:

(a) Ø×éÙæØæ¢ ×SØ

(b) «¤ˆßæçÎáé Ìæð ÎÑ
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|. ßâçÌÖÚUÌØæðãüUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ßâçÌ -ÖÚUÌØæðÑ Ð ãUÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ßâçÌ-ÖÚUÌàæŽÎØæð ¥Øé€ÌSØ ÌÍæ ¥ÙæçÎÖêÌSØ Ì·¤æÚUSØ ãU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ
ØÍæ-

ßâçÌÑ ïï = ßâãUè

ÖÚUÌÑ ïï = ÖÚUãUæð

}. ÂýÎèŒÌ·¤Î�ÕÎæðãUÎðáé Îæð ÜÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÂýÎèŒÌ ·¤Î�Õ -ÎæðãUÎðáé Ð ÎÑ Ð ÜÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ÂýÎèÂ-·¤Î�Õ-ÎæðãUÎ-°áé àæŽÎðáé ¥Øé€ÌSØ ¥ÙæçÎÖêÌSØ Î·¤æÚUSØ Ü·¤æÚUæð

ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ

ÂýÎèŒÌ×÷ï ïï = ÂçÜžæ¢
·¤Î�ÕÑ ïï = ·¤Ü�Õæð

ÎæðãUÎÑ ïï= ÎæðãUÜæð

~. â¢�ØæØæ†¿Ð

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-â¢�ØæØæ×÷ï Ð ¿Ð

ßëçžæÑ - â¢�Øæßæç¿çÙ àæŽÎð Øæð Î·¤æÚUSÌSØ ÚðUÈ¤æÎðàææð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

°·¤æÎàæ ïï = °¥æÚUãU

Î÷ßæÎàæ ïï = ÕæÚUãU

˜æØæðÎàæ ïï = ÌðÚUãU

SAQ

1. Explain the following Sµutras:

(a) ·¤»¿ÁÌÎÂØßæ¢ ÂýæØæð ÜæðÂÑÐ

(b) Ø×éÙæØæ¢ ×SØÐ

(c) ßâçÌÖÚUÌØæðãüUÑÐ

2. Write the Prakrit equivalents of the following words:

Ù·é¤ÜÑ çßÂéÜ×÷ï, SÈ¤çÅU·¤Ñ, «¤ÌéÑ, ˜æØæðÎàæÑÐ

v®. Âæð ßÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÂÑ Ð ßÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - Â·¤æÚUSØ ¥Øé€ÌSØ ¥ÙæçÎßçÌüÙæð ß·¤æÚUÎðàææð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

àææÂÑ ïï = âæßæð

àæÂÍ ïïÑ = âßãUæð
©UÜÂÑ ïï= ©UÜßæð

Ò·¤»¿ÁÌÎÂØßæ¢ ÂýæØæð ÜæðÂÑÓ §ˆØÙðÙ âê˜æð‡ææùçÂ ¥Øé€ÌSØ ¥ÙæÎæñ ßÌü×æÙSØ Â·¤æÚUSØ

ÜæðÂÑ ÖßçÌ §çÌ ÎëàØÌðÐ ÂÚ¢UÌé ÌçS×Ù÷ï âê˜æð ÂýæØæð»ýãU‡ææÎ÷ï Ø˜æ Â·¤æÚUSØ ÜæðÂæð Ù ÖßçÌ

Ì˜æ ¥Ø¢ çßçÏÑ ÂýØé…ØÌðÐ
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vv. ©UžæÚUèØæÙèØØæð…Áæðü ßæÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-©UžæÚUèØ Ð ¥ÙèØÐ ØæðÑ Ð …ÁÑÐ ßæÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ©UžæÚUèàæàæŽÎðùÙèØÂýˆØØæ‹Ìð ¿ ØSØ …Áæð ÖßçÌ ßæ Ð ØÍæ-
©UžæÚUèØ×÷ï ïï = ©UžæçÚU…Á¢/©UžæÚUè¥¢

ÚU×‡æèØ×÷ï ïï= ÚU×ç‡æ…Á¢/ÚU×‡æè¥¢

vx. âÅUæàæ·¤ÅU·ñ¤ÅUÖðáé ÉUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-âÅUæ-àæ·¤ÅU-·ñ¤ÅUÖðáé Ð ÉUÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - âÅUæ-àæ·¤ÅU-·ñ¤ÅUÖ-°Ìðáé àæŽÎðáé ÅU·¤æÚUSØ ÉU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
âÅUæ ïï = âÉUæ

àæ·¤ÅUÑ ïï = â¥ÉUæð

·ñ¤ÅUÖUÑ ïï = ·ñ¤ÉUßæð

vy. ÆUæð ÉUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÆUÑÐ ÉUÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ - ¥Øé€ÌSØ ¥ÙæçÎÖêÌSØ ÆU·¤æÚUSØ ÉU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

×ÆU×÷ï ïï = ×É¢U

ÁÆUÚU×÷ï ïï = ÁÉUÚ¢U

·¤ÆUæðÚU×÷ï ïï = ·¤ÉUæðÚ¢U

vz. È¤æð ÖÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-È¤Ñ Ð ÖÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ - È¤·¤æÚUSØ ¥Øé€ÌSØ ¥ÙæçÎ ÖéÌSØ Ö·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

çàæÈ¤æ ïï = çâÖæ

àææðÈ¤æçÜ·¤æ ïï = âðÖæçÜ¥æ

v{. ¹ƒæØÏÖæ¢ ãUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¹-ƒæ-Í-Ï-Öæ×÷ïÐ ãUÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ - ¹æÎèÙæ¢ Â†ßæÙæ×÷ï ¥Øé€ÌæÙæ×÷ï ¥ÙæçÎßçÌüÙæ´ ãU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

×é¹×÷ï ïï = ×éã¢U

×ðƒæÑ ïï = ×ðãUæð

»æÍæ ïï = »æãUæ

ÚUæÏæ ïï = ÚUæãUæ

âÖæ ïï = âãUæ

v|. ãUçÚU¼ýæÎèÙæ¢ ÚUæð ÜÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ãUçÚU¼ýæÎèÙæ×÷ï Ð ÚUæðÐ ÜÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ãUçÚU¼ýæ §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æÎèÙæ¢ àæŽÎæÙæ¢ ÚðUÈ¤SØ Ü·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ãUçÚU¼ýæ ïï = ãUÜÎ÷Îæ
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¿ÚU‡æÑ ïï = ¿Ü‡ææð

ØéçÏçcÆUÚUÑ ïï= ÁçãUç_ïUÜæð

âé·é¤×æÚUÑ ïï = âé©U×æÜæð
¥XæÚUÑ ïï= §XæÜæð

v}. ¥æÎðØæðü ÁÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¥æÎðÑ Ð ØÑÐ ÁÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ¥ÙæÎðÑ §çÌ çÙßëžæ×Ð ¥æçÎÖêÌSØ Ø·¤æÚUSØ Á·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ØçcÅU ïï = Á_ïUè
ØàæÑ ïï = Áâæð

ØàæUÑ ïï = Áâæð

ØÿæUÑ ïï = Á·÷¤ï¹æð

v~. ÎæðÜæÎ‡ÇUÎàæÙðáé ÇUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÎæðÜæ-Î‡ÇU-ÎàæÙðáéÐ ÇUÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ - ÎæðÜæ-Î‡ÇU-ÎàæÙ-§ˆØæçÎáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æÎðÑ ß‡æüSØ ÇU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ÎæðÜæU ïï = ÇUæðÜæ

Î‡ÇUÑ = Ç¢UÇUæð

ØàæUÑ ïï = Áâæð

ÎàæÙÑ ïï= ÇUâ‡ææð

w®. ÂL¤áÂçÚUƒæÂçÚU¹æâé È¤ÑÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÂL¤á-ÂçÚUƒæ-ÂçÚU¹æâéÐ È¤ÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ÂL¤cæÑ, ÂçÚUƒæÑ, ÂçÚU¹æ-°Ìðáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æÎðßü‡æüSØ È¤·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ÂéL¤áÑU ïï = È¤L¤âæð

ÂçÚUƒæÑ ïï = È¤çÜãUæð

ÂçÚU¹æ ïï = È¤çÜãUæ

wv. áÅ÷Uïàææß·¤âŒÌÂ‡ææüÙæ¢ ÀUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-áÅ÷Uï-àææß·¤-âŒÌÂ‡ææüÙæ¢ Ð ÀUÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - áÅ÷Uï-àææß·¤-âŒÌÂ‡æü-°Ìðáæ×÷ï ¥æÎðÑ ß‡æüSØ ÀU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ácÆUè  ïï = ÀU_ïUè

Â‡×é¹Ñ ïï = ÀU�×éãUæð

âŒÌÂ‡æü ïï = ÀUžæß‡‡ææð
àææß·¤Ñ ïï = ÀUæß¥æð

ww. Ùæð ‡æÑ âßü˜æÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÙÑ Ð ‡æÑÐ âßü˜æÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ¥æÎðçÚUçÌ çÙßëžæ×Ð âßü˜æ Ù·¤æÚUSØ ‡æ·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
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ÙÎè  ïï = ‡æ§ü

·¤Ù·¤×÷ï ïï = ·¤‡æ¥¢

ß¿Ù×÷ï ïï = ß¥‡æ¢
×ÙçSßÙè ïï = ×‡æ¢çâ‡æè

Check your progress

Q. 1. Explain the following Sutras:

(a) ãUçÚU¼ýæÎèÙæ¢ ÚUæð ÜÑÐ

(b) ÎæðÜæÎ‡ÇUÎàæÙðáé ÇUÑ

wx. àæáæðÑ âÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-àæáæðÑ Ð âÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - âßü˜æ àæ·¤æÚU-á·¤æÚUØæðÑ â·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ âßü˜æ §çÌ àæŽÎSØ ¥çS×Ù÷ï âê˜æð

¥ÙéßëçžæÖüßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

àæŽÎÑ ïï = âÎ÷Îæð
çÙàææ ïï = ç‡æâæ

¥¢àæÑ ïï = ¥¢âæð

ßëáÖÑ ïï= ßâãUæð

·¤áæØ×÷ï ïï = ·¤âæ¥¢

wy. ÎàææçÎáé ãUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-Îàæ-¥æçÎáéÐ ãUÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ - Îàæ §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé àæ·¤æÚUSØ ãU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

Îàæ  ïï = ÎãU

°·¤æÎàæ ïï = °¥æÚUãU

mæÎàæ ïï = ÕæÚUãU

˜æØæðÎàæ ïï = ÌðÚUãU

SAQ

Q. 1. Explain the following Sµutras:

(a) Œææð ßÑ

(b) ¥æÎðØæðü ÁÑÐ

(c) Ùæð ‡æÑ âßü˜æÐ

Q. 2. Write the Sanskrit equivalents of the following word:

ÚU×ç‡æ…Á¢ ×É¢U, âãUæ, ãUÜgæ, È¤L¤âæð
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5.5 PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa :Third Pariccheda:

ÌëÌèØÑ ÂçÚU‘ÀðUÎÑ
(Øé€ÌçßÏæÙ×÷ï)

v.©UÂçÚU ÜæðÂÑ ·¤»ÇUÌÎÂáâæ×÷ïÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-©UÂçÚUÐ ÜæðÂÑÐ ·¤»ÇUÌÎÂáâæ×÷ïÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ¥çS×Ù÷ï ¥ŠØæØð Øé€Ìß‡ææüÙæ¢ ÂçÚUßÌüÙÑ ÜæðÂæðÑ ßæ çßáØð çßÏæÙ×÷ï ©UÂÜ�ØÌðÐ

·¤æÎèÙæ×÷ï ¥cÅUæÙæ¢ ß‡æüæÙæ¢ Øé€ÌSØ ©UÂçÚUçSÍÌæÙæ¢ ÜæðÂæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
·¤SØ ÜæðÂÑ - Ö€Ì×÷ï ïï= Öžæ¢

çâ·÷¤ïÍ·¤×÷ï = çâˆÍ¥¢

»SØ ÜæðÂÑ - ×é‚ÏÑ ïï= ×éhæð

çSÙ‚ÏÑ = çâç‡æhæð

ÇUSØ ÜæðÂÑ - ¹Ç÷Uï»Ñï ïï= ¹‚»æð

ÌSØ ÜæðÂÑ - ©UˆÂÜ×÷ï ïï= ©UŒÂÜ¢
©UˆÂæÌÑ = ©UŒÂæ¥æð

ÎSØ ÜæðÂÑ - ×é¼ýæÑ ïï= ×é‚»æ

×éeÚUÑ = ×é‚»ÚUæð

ÂSØ ÜæðÂÑ - âéŒÌÑ ïï= âéžææð

áSØ ÜæðÂÑ - »æðcÆUè ïï= »æð_ïUè

çÙcÆéUÚUïÑ = ç‡æ_ïäUÚUæð
âSØ ÜæðÂÑ - S¹çÜÌ×÷ï ïï= ¹çÜ¥¢

SÙðãUïÑ = ‡æðãUæð

w. ¥Ïæð ×ÙØæ×÷ïÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¥ÏÑÐ ×ÙØæ×÷ïÐ

ßëçžæÑ - ×·¤æÚU-Ù·¤æÚU-Ø·¤æÚUæ‡ææ¢ Øé€ÌSØ ¥ÏÑ çSÍÌæÙæ¢ ÜæðÂæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
àæéc××÷ï  ïï = âæðSâ¢

ÚUçà×Ñ ïï = ÚUSâè

Ù‚ÙÑ ïï = ‡æ‚»æð

âæñ�ØÑ ïï= âæð�×æð

Øæð‚ØÑ ïï= Áæð‚»æð

x. âßü˜æ ÜßÚUæ×÷ïÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-âßü˜æÐ ÜßÚUæ×÷ïÐ

ßëçžæÑ - Ü·¤æÚU-ß·¤æÚU-ÚðUÈ¤æ‡ææ¢ âßü˜æ ¥ÍæüÌ÷ï Øé€ÌSØ ©UÂçÚU ¥ÏÑ ßæ çSÍÌæÙæ¢ ÜæðÂæð

�æßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

©UË·¤æ ïï = ©U€·¤æ

çß·÷¤ïÜßÑ ïï= çß€·¤ßæð
Â€ß×÷ï ïï = çÂ€·¢¤
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¥·ü¤Ñ ïï = ¥€·¤æð
àæ·ý¤Ñ ïï = â€·¤æð

y. ¼ýð ÚUæð ßæÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¼ýð Ð ÚUÑÐ ßæÐ
ßëçžæÑ - ¼ýàæŽÎð ÚðUÈ¤SØ ÜæðÂæð ÖßçÌ çß·¤ËÂðÙÐ ØÍæ-
¼ýæðãUÑ ïï = ÎæðãUæð/¼ýæðãUæð
¿‹¼ýÑ ïï = ¿‹Îæð/¿‹¼ýæð
L¤¼ýÑ ïï = L¤gæð/L¤¼ýæð

z. âßü™æÌéËØðáé †æÑÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-âßü˜æ-ÌéËØðáé †æÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ - âßü˜æ ÌéËØðáé àæŽÎðáé †æ·¤æÚUSØ ÜæðÂæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
âßü™æÑ ïï = âÃßÁæð
§çXÌ™æ Ñ ïï= §çX¥…Áæð

{. à×Ÿæéà×àææÙØæðÚUæÎðÑÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-à×Ÿæé-à×àææÙØæðÑ ¥æÎðÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ - à×Ÿæé-à×àææÙ-àæŽÎØæðÑ ¥æÎðÑ ß‡æüSØ ÜæðÂæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
à×Ÿæé ïï = ×Sâé
à×àææÙ×÷ï ïï = ×âæ‡æ¢

|. ×ŠØæ±Ùð ãUSØÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-×ŠØæqïðUÐ ãUSØÐ
ßëçžæÑ - ×ŠØæqïU-àæŽÎð ãU·¤æÚUSØ ÜæðÂæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
×ŠØæqïUÑ ïï = ×…Ûæ‡‡ææð

}. ±Ù±Ü±×áé ÙÜ×æ¢ çSÍçÌL¤Šßü×÷ïÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-±Ù-±Ü-±×ðáéÐ ÙÜ×æ×÷ïÐ çSÍçÌÑÐ ª¤Šßü×÷ïÐ
ßëçžæÑ - ±Ù-±Ü-±×-§çÌ °áé ¥ÏÑ çSÍÌæÙæ¢ Ù·¤æÚU-Ü·¤æÚU-×·¤æÚUæ‡ææ¢ çSÍçÌL¤Šßü×÷ï
©UÂçÚUcÅUæÎ÷ï ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
ÂêßæüqïUÑ ïï = ÂéÃß‡ãUæð
¥ÂÚUæ±ÙÑ ïï = ¥ßÚU‡ãUæð
¥æ±ÜæÎÑ ïï = Ü÷ãUæ
Õýæ±×‡æÑ ïï = Õ�ãU‡ææð

~. Øé€ÌSØ
ßëçžæÑ - ¥çÏ·¤æÚUÑ âê˜ææðùØ×÷ï ¥çÏ·¤æÚUæðùØ×÷ï ¥æÂçÚU‘ÀðUÎâ×æŒÌðÑÐ ØÌ÷ï §Ì ª¤Šßü×÷ï
¥Ùé·ý¤ç×cØæ×æð Øé€ÌSØ §çÌ °ß¢ ßðçÎÌÃØ×÷ïÐ ØÍæ-
¥çSÍÑ = ¥_ïUè
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v®. cÅUSØ ÆUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-cÅUSØÐ ÆUÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - cÅU §çÌ °ÌSØ Øé€ÌSØ SÍæÙð ÆU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
ØçcÅUUÑ ïï= Ü_ïUè [ØçÆU>Øçn>Øç_ïU>Üç_ïU>Ü_ïUè]

ÎëçcÅUÑ ïï = çÎ_ïUè

SAQ

Q. 1. Explain the following Sutras:

(a) ©UÂçÚU ÜæðÂÑ ·¤»ÇUÌÎÂáâæ×÷ïÐ
(b) âßü˜æ ÜßÚUæ×÷ïÐ

(C) cÅUSØ ÆUÑÐ

Q. 2. Write the Sanskrit equivalents of the following word:

Öžæ¢, âæðSâ¢, ©U€·¤æ, ÎæðãUæð, ÂéÃß‡ãUæðÐ

vv. SÌSØ ÍÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-SÌSØÐ ÍÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - SÌ §çÌ °ÌSØ Øé€ÌSØ SÍæÙð Í·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

ãUSÌÑ ïï = ãUˆÍæð

â×SÌÑ ïï = â×ˆÍæð

SÌéçÌÑ ïï = Íé§ü

vw. SÌ�Öð ¹ÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-SÌ�ÖðÐ ¹ÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - SÌ�ÖàæŽÎð SÌ·¤æÚUSØ ¹·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

SÌ�ÖÑ ïï= ¹¢ÖæðÐ

vx. SÍæ‡ææßãUÚðUÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-SÍæ‡ææñ Ð ¥ãUÚðUÐ

ßëçžæÑ - SÍæ‡æé-àæŽÎð Øé€ÌSØ ¹·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌ, ç·¢¤Ìé ¥ãUÚðU ¥ÍæüÌ÷ï ãUÚðU (×ãUæÎðßçàæß)

¥çÖÏðØð Ù ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

SÍæ‡æéÑ ïï = ¹æ‡æêÐ

ãUÚUÑ ¥çÖÏðØð Ìé Íæ‡æê §çÌ

vy. ØüàæÄØæçÖ×‹Øéáé ÁÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-Øü-àæÄØæ-¥çÖ×‹ØéáéÐ ÁÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - Øü §ˆØSØ àæÄØæ -¥çÖ×‹Øé-àæŽÎØæðÑ ¿ Øé€ÌSØ Á·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

·¤æØü×÷ï ïï = ·¤…Á¢Ð
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àæÄØæ ïï = âð…Áæ

¥çÖ×‹ØéÑ ïï = ¥çãU×…ÁêÐ

vz. ÌêØüÏñØüâæñ‹ÎØæüpØüÂØü‹Ìðáé ÚUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÌêØü-ÏñØü-âæñ‹ÎØü-¥æpØü-ÂØü‹ÌðáéÐ ÚUÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ- ÌêØü-ÏñØü-âæñ‹ÎØü-¥æpØü-ÂØü‹Ì-°Ìðáé àæŽÎðáé Øü-§çÌ Øé€ØSØ SÍæÙð ÚðUÈ¤æð ÖßçÌÐ

Check your Progress

Q. 6. Explain the following Sutras:

(a) Øé€ÜSØ

(b) SÌ�Öð ¹Ñ

ØÍæ-

ÌêØü×÷ï ïï = ÌêÚ¢U

ÏñØü×÷ï ïï = ÏèÚ¢U

âæñ‹ÎØü×÷ï ïï = âé‹ÎðÚ¢U
¥æpØü×÷ï ïï = ¥‘ÀðUÚ¢U

ÂØü‹Ì×÷ï ïï = ÂðÚU‹Ì¢

v{. ¿æñØüâ×ðáé çÚU¥¢Ð

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¿æñØüâ×ðáéÐ çÚU¥¢Ð

ßëçžæÑ - ¿æñØüâ×ðáé ¥ÍæüÌ÷ï âÎëàæðáé Øü-§ˆØSØ çÚU¥×÷ï §çÌ ¥æÎðàææð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-

¿æñØü×÷ï ïï = ¿æðçÚU¥¢ (¿æñçÚ¥¢ù ¿æðçÚU¥¢)
àææñØü×÷ï ïï = âæðçÚU¥¢

ßèØü×÷ïï ïï = ßèçÚ¥¢

v|. ÌüSØ ÅUÑÐ

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÌüSØÐ ÅUÑÐ

ßëçžæÑ - Ìü §ˆØSØ Øé€ÌSØ ÅU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
·ñ¤ßÌü·¤Ñ ïï = ·ñ¤ß ï̂U¥æð

ÙÌü·¤Ñ ïï = ‡æ^ïU¥æð

v}. Ù ÏêÌæüçÎáé

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ÙÐ ÏêÌü-¥æçÎáéÐ

ßëçžæÑ -ÏéÌü §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé Ìü §çÌ °ÌSØ ÅU·¤æÚUæð Ù ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
ÏêÌüÑ ïï = Ïéžææð

·¤èçÌüÑ ïï = ç·¤çžæ

ßæÌæüÑ ïï = ßžææ

×êçÌü ïï = ×éžæè
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SAQ

Q. 1. Explain the following Sµutras:

(a) SÌSØ ÍÑÐ
(b) SÍæ‡ææßãUÚðUÐ
(C) ÌüSØ ÅUÑÐ

Q. 2. Write the Prakrit equivalents of the following word:

ãUSÌÑ, SÍæ‡æéÑ, ·¤æØü×÷ï, ÌêØü×÷ï, ÏêÌüÑÐ

v~. ˆØ‰Ølæ¢ ¿ÀUÁæÑÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-ˆØ-‰Ø-læ×÷ïÐ ¿-ÀU-ÁæÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ -ˆØ-‰Ø-l-§ˆØðÌðáæ¢ Øé€ÌæÙæ¢ SÍæÙð ØÍæâ¢�Ø¢ ¿-ÀU-Á §çÌ °Ìð Ößç‹Ì Ð
ØÍæ-
ˆØSØ-çÙˆØ×÷ï ïï= ç‡æ‘¿¢

ÂýˆØÿæ×÷ï ïï= Â‘¿‘À¢U
ŠØSØ-ÚU‰Øæ ïï= ÚU‘ÀUæ

ç×‰Øæ ïï= ç×‘ÀUæ
lSØ-çßlæ ïï= çß…Áæ

ßñlÑïï= ßð…Áæð

w®. ¥ÿØæçÎáé ‘ÀUÑÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-¥ÿØæçÎáéÐ ‘ÀUÑÐ
ßëçžæÑ -¥çÿæ §çÌ °ß×÷ï ¥æçÎáé ÿæ·¤æÚUSØ ÀU·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ ØÍæ-
¥çÿæÑ ïï = ¥‘ÀUè
Üÿ×è ïï = Ü‘ÀUè
§ÿæé ïï = ©U‘ÀêU
·é¤çÿæÑ ïï= ·é¤‘ÀUè

wv. àææðáæÎðàæØæðçmüˆß×ÙæÎæñÐ
ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ-àæðá-¥æÎðàæØæðÑ çmˆß×÷ïÐ ¥ÙæÎæñÐ
ßëçžæÑ -Øé€ÌSØ Øæñ àæðá-¥æÎðàæÖêÌæñ ÌØæðÑ ¥ÙæÎæñ ßÌü×æ‹ØæððÑ çmˆß¢ ÖßçÌÐ â¢Øé€Ì
ÃØ†ÁÙSØ ·¤SØæçÂ °·¤SØ ÜæðÂð ¥ßçàæcÑ àæðáÑ, ØÍæ-¥æˆ×÷ï §çÌ ÂÎð ̂ × §çÌ â¢Øé€Ìð Ì÷ï
ß‡æüSØ ÜæðÂð ¥ßçàæcÅUÖêÌÑ ×-ß‡æüÑ àæðáÑÐ ·¤SØæçÂ ÃØ†ÁÙSØ SÍæÙð ·¤SØæçÂ ÃØ†ÁÙSØ
¥æ»×Ù×÷ï ¥˜æ ¥æÎðàæÑÐ ØÍæ ¥æˆ×Ù÷ï §çÌ àæŽÎð ̂ ×-â¢Øé€ÌSØ SÍæÙð Â·¤æÚUSØ ¥æ»×Ù×÷ï
¥æÎðàæÑÐ ¥SØ âê˜æSØ ©UÎæãUÚU‡æ¢ ØÍæ-
àæðáSØ-Öé€Ì×÷ï = Öéžæ¢ [ÖéÌ¢>Öéžæ¢]

×æ‚æüÑ = ×‚»æð
¥æÎðàæSØ -ØçcÅU = Ü_ïUè [ØçÆU>ØçnïU>Øç_ïU>Üç_ïU>Ü_ïUè]

 ÎëçcÅU = çÎ_ïUè
Model Sµutra Explanation:

1. ¥æ â×ëŠlæçÎáé ßæÐ

¥æ¿æØü-ßÚUL¤ç¿-Âýæ‡æèÌSÌ Âýæ·ë¤ÌÂý·¤æàæ»ý‹ÍSØ ÂýÍ×ÂçÚU‘ÀðUÎð âê˜ææðùØ×÷ï ©UÂÜ�ØÌðÐ

ÂçÚU‘ÀðUÎðçS×Ù÷ï â¢S·ë¤ÌàæŽÎÙæ¢ Âýæ·ë¤ÌÖæáæ‹ÌÚUâ×Øð ÜæðÂÑ ¥æÎðàæÑ-¥æ»×Ñ -§ˆØæçÎ
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çßáØæ‡ææ¢ çÙØ×æÑ ©UÂÜ�Ø‹ÌðÐ ¥SØ âê˜æSØ ¥Ø×ðß ¥æàææØÑ ØÌ÷ï â×ëçh §çÌ °ß×÷ï,

¥æçÎáé àæŽÎðáé ¥æÎðÑ ¥·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð Âýæ·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæ×÷ï ¥æ·¤æÚUæð ÖßçÌÐ âé˜æðùçS×Ù÷ï ØlçÂ

Ò¥æÎðÑÓ Ò¥·¤æÚUSØÓ ¿ §çÌ àæŽÎmØSØ ÂýØæð»¢ ÙæçSÌ, ÌÍæçÂ Ò¥æÎðÚUÌÑÓ §çÌ Âêßüâê˜ææÌ÷ï
¥çÏ·¤æÚUM¤Âð‡æ ÂýæŒÌÑÐ âê˜æð ÒßæÓ ÂÎSØ ÂýØæð»æÌ÷ï âê˜ææðùØ¢ ßñ·¤çËÂ·¤Ñ, ¥ÙðÙ ™ææØÌð ØÌ÷ï

°áé àæŽÎðáé ¥æÎðÑ ¥·¤æÚUSØ SÍæÙð ·¤ÎæçÂ ¥æ·¤æÚUSØ ÂýØæð»æð ÖßçÌ, ·¤ÎæçÂ Ù ÖßçÌÐ

¥SØ ©UÎæãUÚU‡æ¢ ØÍæ-

â×ëçh = âæç×hè/âç×hè

Âý·¤ÅU×÷ï = Âæ¥Ç¢U/Â¥Ç¢

¥çÖÁæçÌÑ = ¥æçãUÁæ§ü/¥çãUÁæ§ü

Summing up

In this unit, you are acquinted with the first three chapters of the
PrŒk¾ta PrakŒÜa, written by Vararuci. You are aware with some
rules and regulations of the PrŒk¾ta Vyakarana. you are familier
with the rules related with the simple vowels, simple consonant
and conjunct consonants. You are also got some idea about the
formation of the PrŒk¾ta words some help of examples as de-
scribed in this unit.

Model Questions

1. Explain the follwoings Sutras:

a) ¥ÎæÌæð ØÍæçÎáé ßæÐ

b) §ÎëcØæçÎáé ßæÐ
c) ÀUæØæØæ ãUÑÐ

d) °ðÌ °Ì÷ïÐ

e) SÍæ‡ææßãUÚðUÐ

2. Write the Sanskrit equivalents of the following words:

»çãUÚ¢U, ÂéãUßè, ·ð¤çÚUâæð, Â©UÚUæð, ÁéçãUç_ïUÜæð, Ì‡ãUæÐ

3. Write the PrŒk¾ta equivalents of the following words:
×‹×ÍÑ, °ðÚUæßÌÑ, ¿ç‹¼ý·¤æ, ·¤èÎëàæÑ SÈ¤çÅU·¤Ñ, ¥XæÚUÑÐ

Suggested Readings

Pathak, Jamuna (ed) : PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa. Chowkhamba Krishnadas
Academy, Varanasi, 2007
Banerjee, Satya Ranjan : PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa of Vararuci, Sanskrit
Pustak Bhandar, Calcutta, 1975.
Hosinga, Jagannatha Sastri: PrŒk¾ta-PrakŒÜa, Chaukhambha San-
skrit Sansthan, Varanasi, 2001.
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UNIT - VI

ÃØßãUæçÚU·¢¤ â¢S·ë¤Ì×÷
Functional Sanskrit

çßáØ-âê¿è (Contents) :
1.1 ©UgðàØ×÷ (Objectives)

1.2 Öêç×·¤æ (Introduction)

1.3 Â˜æ-Üð¹Ù÷ (Letter Writing)

1.3.1 ÂçÚUßæÚU-â�Õ‹ÏèçÙ Â˜ææç‡æÐ

1.3.2 ç×˜æ-âãUÂæçÆU-â�Õ‹ÏèçÙ Â˜ææç‡æÐ

1.3.3 çÙ×‹˜æ‡æ-â�Õ‹ÏèçÙ Â˜ææç‡æÐ

1.3.4 ¥æßðÎÙ-(ÂýæÍüÙæ)-Â˜æ-Üð¹Ù×÷Ð

1.4 ¥ÂçÆUÌæ¢àææßÕôÏÙ×÷ (Unseen Reading Comprehension)

1.5 ¥àæéçhâ¢àæôÏÙ×÷

1.6 âæÚUæ¢àæÑ (Summing up)

1.7 ¥æÎàæü-ÂýoAæÑ (Sample Questions)

1.8 ¼ýCïUÃØ-»ý‹ÍæÑ Suggested Readings)

1.1 ©UgðàØ×÷ (Objectives)
Ò ¥SØ ¥ŠØæØSØ ¥ŠØÙðÙ Öß‹ÌÑ-

Ò â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáØæ çßçßÏÂ˜ææ‡ææ¢ Üð¹Ùð â×ÍæüÑ ÖçßcØç‹ÌÐ

Ò â¢S·ë¤ÌðÙ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜ææç‡æ (ÂýæÍüÙæÂ˜ææç‡æ) Üðç¹Ìé¢ ÂýÖçßcØç‹ÌÐ

Ò âÚUÜâéÚUç»ÚUæ çÙ×‹˜æ‡æÂ˜ææ‡ææ¢ Üð¹Ùð â×ÍæüÑ ÖçßcØç‹ÌÐ

Ò ÕôÏàæQð¤Ñ çß·¤æâ¢ ·¤ÌéZ ÂæÚUçØcØç‹ÌÐ

Ò ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎ¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ ÌÎÍZ ¿ çß™ææØ ÌÎæÏæçÚUÌæÙ÷ ÂýoAæÙ÷ ©UžæçÚUÌé¢ âæ×‰ØZ ÜŒSØ‹ÌðÐ
Ò Âl¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ ÌÎ‹ØØ¢ ·¤ÌéZ ÌeÌ¢ Öæßð´ ¿ ¥ß»�Ø ÌÎæÏæçÚUÌæÙæ¢ ÂýoAæÙæ×éžæÚUÎæÙð

âæÈ¤ËØ¢ ÂýæŒØç‹ÌÐ

Ò â¢S·ë¤Ìßæ€Ø»ÌæÙæ×÷ ¥àæéhèÙæ¢ â¢àæô¹Ùð ÎÿææÑ ÖçßcØç‹ÌÐ
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Ò â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæÑ ÃØßãUæÚðU âæãUæÄØ¢ ÂýæŒSØç‹ÌÐ

1.2. Öêç×·¤æ (Introduction)
¥S×æ·¢¤ âæ×æçÁ·¤ÁèßÙð Â˜æÜð¹ÙSØ Â˜æÃØßãUæÚUSØ ¿ ×ãUÌè ©UÂØôç»Ìæ çßlÌðÐ

Â˜ææç‡æ ¿ ÕãéUçßÏæçÙ Ößç‹ÌÐ ØÌ÷ ç·¤×çÂ Â˜æ¢ ÖïÌé Ùæ×, ÌæÎëàæ¢ Â˜æ×ðß ©UÂØôç» ×ãUˆß-

Âê‡æü×÷ ¥æ·¤áü·¢¤, ·¤æØüçâhõ ¿ âãUæØ·¢¤ ÖßçÌ, ØSØ Öæáæ àæéhæ âÚUâæ NUÎØ»ýæçãU‡æè ¿

ÖßçÌÐ ¥çÂ ¿ ØSØ Â˜æSØ ÖæßæÑ çßSÂCïUæÑ ¥õç¿ˆØ×ç‡ÇUÌæp Ößç‹ÌÐ ¥ÙØæ ÎëCïU÷Øæ

çßçß‘ØÌð ¿ðÌ÷ ßQé¢¤ Øé…ØÌð ØÌ÷ Â˜æÜð¹Ù¢ Ùæ× °·¤æ ·¤Üæ ÖßçÌ ØØæ Üð¹·¤æÙæ¢ Â˜æÜð¹Ù¢

Âýàæ¢âÙèØ¢ ÜæÖ·¤Ú¢U ¿ â¢ÁæØÌðÐ ¥Ì °ß â�ÂýçÌ Â˜æÜð¹ÙæØ çßçÖóææâé Öæáæâé çßçÖóææçÙ
ÂéSÌ·¤æçÙ Âý·¤æçàæÌæçÙ, ¥æÂ‡æðáé, ©UÂÜŽÏæçÙ ¿ âç‹ÌÐ Ìðáæ×ŠØØÙðÙ ÂæÆU·¤æÑ çßlæçÍüÙÑ

¥SØæ¢ ·¤ÜæØæ¢ çÙÂé‡ææÑ Ößç‹Ì ÌÍæ ¿ ¥æˆ×ÙÑ ¥‹Øðáæ¢ ¿ çãUÌ¢ âæÏØç‹ÌÐ

ç·¤‹Ìé â¢S·ë¤Ìð Â˜æÜð¹ÙçßáØ×çÏ·ë¤ˆØ ßÌü×æÙÚUèˆØæ çÜç¹ÌæÙæ¢ ÂéSÌ·¤æÙæ¢ â¢�Øæ

ÖêØâè ÙæçSÌÐ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæÑ Âýæ¿èÙâæçãUˆØð ØlçÂ ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷ ×éç¼ýÌæçÙ ·¤æçÙç¿“æ

¥Ùéç¼ýÌæçÙ ÂéSÌ·¤æçÙ çßl‹Ìð, Øðáé Â˜ææ‡ææ¢ Ùñ·ð¤ Âý·¤æÚUæÑ ßç‡æüÌæÑ âç‹ÌÐ °ß¢çßÏðáé

çßlæÂçÌÆUPé¤ÚU-çßÚUç¿Ìæ çÜ¹ÙæßÜè, ÕæÜ·ë¤c‡ææç˜æÂæçÆUçßÚUç¿Ìæ ÂýàæçSÌ·¤æçàæ·¤æ,
çâ¢ÏèÁñÙ-»ý‹Í×æÜæØæ¢ Âý·¤æçàæÌÑ çß™æç#-Üð¹â¢»ýãUpðçÌ ©U„ðU¹Øô‚ØæçÙ ßÌü‹ÌðÐ °Ìðáé

ÂéSÌ·ð¤áé ÃØæÂæÚU-àææâÙ-ÂçÚUßæÚU-Öêç×·ý¤Øçß·ý¤Ø-«¤‡ææçÖØô»æçÎ-â�ÕhæçÙ çßçßÏæçÙ

Â˜ææç‡æ âç‹ÌÐ °Ìðáé Â˜æðáé ·¤çÌç¿Ì÷ Â˜ææç‡æ Âl×ØæçÙ ·¤çÌç¿Ì÷ ¿ »l×ØæçÙ çßl‹ÌðÐ

ÂÚU‹Ìé â�ÂýçÌ Ù ¹Üé §×æçÙ ÂéSÌ·¤æçÙ âéÜÖæçÙ Ù ßæ âæ×çØ·¤ÎëCïU÷Øæ ©UÂØô»èçÙ âç‹ÌÐ

¥ÌÑ âæ×çØ·¤ÎëCïU÷Øæ Â˜ææ‡ææ¢ Üð¹ÙSØ ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ×ÙéÖêØ âÚUÜàæñËØæ ÂýæTÜÖæáØæ

¿ ¥ŠØæØðùçS×Ù÷ ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷ Â˜ææç‡æ çÜç¹ˆßæ ©UÂ‹ØSÌæçÙ âç‹ÌÐ ÌÍñß ÕãéUçßÏæÙæ×÷

¥æßðÎÙÂ˜ææ‡ææ×÷ (ÂýæÍüÙæ-Â˜ææ‡ææ×÷) ¥çÂ Üð¹ÙÂý·¤æÚUæÑ ÂýÎçàæüÌæÑ ßÌü‹ÌðÐ â¢S·ë¤Ìð
çÜç¹ÌæÙæ¢ »læˆ×·¤æÙæ×Ùé‘ÀðUÎæÙæ×÷ ¥ßÕôÏÙæØ ÂlæÙæ¢ ¿ ÕôÏàæQð¤Ñ çß·¤æâæØ ·ð¤¿Ü

»læÙé‘ÀðUÎæÑ ·¤çÌç¿Ì÷ ÂlæçÙ ¿ â×æßðçàæÌæçÙ âç‹ÌÐ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæ-ÂýØô»ð ÃØßãUæÚðU ßæ

â¢S·ë¤Ìßæ€Øðáé ÁæØ×æÙæÙæ×÷ ¥àæéhèÙæ¢ â¢àæôÏÙæØ ¥çÂ ©UÎæãUÚU‡æÂéÚUSâÚ¢U ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷ ßæ€ØæçÙ

â¢àæôŠØ ¥ŠØæØðùçS×Ù÷ ©UÂçÙßhæçÙ çßl‹ÌðÐ ¥æàææSâð °ðÌáæ×˜æ â×æßðçàæÌæÙæ¢ çßáØæ‡ææ×÷

¥ŠØØÙðÙ ¥�ØæâðÙ ¿ ÖßÌæ¢ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæÑ ÃØæßãUæçÚU·¤™ææÙð âõ·¤ØZ âõçßŠØ@

â¢ÂˆSØÌðÐ §çÌÐ

1.3 Â˜æ-Üð¹Ù×÷ (Letter Writing)
×æÙßÁèßÙð Â˜ææ‡ææ¢ ×ãUžß¢ âßüçßçÎÌ×÷Ð ßØ¢ SßÁèßÙð ÂýçÌçÎÙ¢ çßçßÏæÙæ¢ Â˜ææ‡ææ¢

Üð¹ÙSØ ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ×÷ ¥ÙéÖßæ×ÑÐ ÂæçÚUßæçÚU·¤-â×æ¿æÚUSØ ÂýÎæÙæØ, çßçÖóæðáé ¥ßâÚðUáé

àæéÖ·¤æ×ÙæçÎâ¢ÎðàææÙæ¢ Âýðá‡ææØ, ©UÂÙØÙ-çßßæãUæçÎáé çÙ×‹˜æ‡æ-ÎæÙæØ, ç×˜æ-âãUÂæçÆU-

â�Õç‹ÏÙæ¢ ßëžæSØ ¥æÎæÙæØ ¿ ÂýæØàæô ßØ¢ Â˜æÃØßãUæÚ¢U ·é¤×üÑÐ Ù ·ð¤ßÜ×ðÌÎðß, ¥çÂ Ìé
çßçßÏð�ØÑ ÁÙð�ØÑ, çßçÖóæðáé ·¤æØæüÜØðáé, çßçßÏðáé ÃØßâæØðáé ¿ ¥Ùð·¤æçÙ ÂýØôÁÙæçÙ

â×éçgàØ ßØ¢ çßçßÏÂý·¤æÚU·¤æç‡æ ¥æßðÎÙ-Â˜ææç‡æ çÜ¹æ×ÑÐ ÌÎðß¢ Â˜æSØ â×ßðÌÖæßðÙ

çmçßÏ¢ SßM¤Â¢ ÖßçÌÐ

(·¤) ßñØçQ¤·¢¤ Â˜æ×÷Ð

(¹) ·¤æØæüÜØèØ¢/ ÃØæßâæçØ·¢¤ Â˜æ×÷Ð
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ßñØçQ¤·¢¤ Â˜æ¢ ÂéÙÑ ÕãéUçßÏ¢ ÖßçÌÐ ÌlÍæ-ÂæçÚUßæçÚU·¢¤ Â˜æ×÷, çßlæÜØ-

×ãUæçßlæÜØ-çßEçßlæÜØ-â�Õç‹Ï Â˜æ×÷, ç×˜æ-âãUÂæçÆUâ�Õç‹Ï Â˜æ×÷,

çÙ×‹˜æ‡æâ�Õç‹Ï Â˜æ¢ ¿ðçÌÐ ·¤æØæüÜØèØ¢ ÃØæßâæçØ·¢¤ ßæ Â˜æ×÷ ¥æßðÎÙ-Â˜æÙæ×AæùçÂ
™ææØÌðÐ

ßñØçQ¤·¤-Â˜æSØ SßM¤Â×÷
(·¤) ×æ¢»çÜ·¤ ÂÎ×÷ ...

(¹) SÍæÙ¢ ... çÎÙæ¢·¤«¤ ¿...

(») â�ÕôÏÙ×÷

(ƒæ) Ù×S·¤æÚUÑ, ¥çÖß‹ÎÙ×÷, ¥æàæèßü¿Ù¢ ¿
(¾U) ·é¤àæÜâê¿Ùæ ...

(¿) â¢‹ÎðàæÑ - ..........................................................................

.............................................................................................

(ÀU) ©UÂâ¢ãUæÚUÑ ...

(Á) Âýðá·¤SØ ÂçÚU¿ØÑ

ãUSÌæÿæÚ¢U ¿

ÌÎðß¢ ßñØçQ¤·¤-Â˜æSØ ¥CïUõ Öæ»æÑ ¥˜æ ÎçàæüÌæÐ §ÎæÙè´ Ìðáé ÂýçÌÖæ»¢ ç·¤ç@ÎæßàØ·¢¤

çß¿æÚUØæ×ÑÐ

(·¤) ×æ¢»çÜ·¢¤ ÂÎ×÷ -

Ò ßñØçQ¤·¤-Â˜æSØ ÂýæÚU�Öð ×¢»Üâê¿·¢¤ ÂÎ×ÏôçÜç¹Ì¢ ÖçßÌé×ãüUçÌ -

Ò ŸæèÑ

Ò ¥ô×÷
Ò ª¡¤ Ù×Ñ, çàæßæØ/»‡æðàææØ/ãUÙé×Ìð/ÂÚU×ðEÚUæØ/»éÚUßðÐ ¥˜æ SßæçÖM¤¿ðÚUÙéâæÚ¢U çÖóæ×çÂ

ç·¤ç@Î‹ØÌ÷ ÂÎ¢ ÂýØôQé¢¤ àæ€ØÌðÐ §×æçÙ ÂÎæçÙ Â˜æSØ àæèáü·¤æM¤Âð‡æ çÜç¹ÌæçÙ

Ößç‹ÌÐ

(¹)SÍæÙ¢ çÎÙæVïUÑ ¿-

Ò àæèçáü·¤æ¢ çÜç¹ˆßæ Â˜æSØ Îçÿæ‡æ·¤ô‡æð çÎÙæVïUÑ Üð¹ÙèØÑ ÖßçÌÐ ÌÎÙé ØÑ Â˜æ¢

çÜ¹çÌ âÑ çÎÙæVïUSØ ¥ÏôÖæ»ð Sß·¤èØ¢ Â˜æâVïðUÌ¢ ¿ çÜ¹çÌÐ
(») â�ÕôÏÙ×÷

(ƒæ) ¥çÖßæÎÙ×÷, ¥æàæèßü¿Ù×÷/¥çÖß‹ÎÙ×÷, Ù×S·¤æÚUÑ ßæ

Ø¢ ÂýçÌ Â˜æ¢ çÜ¹æ×Ñ Ì¢ ÂýçÌ

Üð¹ÙèØ¢ ÖßçÌÐ

Stop to Consider

Ø¢ ÂýçÌ Â˜æ¢ çÜ�ØÌð â�ÕôÏÙ×÷ Ù×S·¤æÚUÑ/¥çÖß‹ÎÙ×÷/

¥çÖßæÎÙ×÷/¥æàæèßü¿Ù×÷ ßæ

Ò ç×˜æ¢ ÂýçÌ çÂýØ ßØSØ/çÂýØ ç×˜æ! âFðã¢U Ù×SÌð

Ò çàæcØ¢ ÂýçÌ çÂýØ çàæcØ/çÂýØ ßˆâ! àæéÖæçàæ‡æÑ
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Ò çÂÌÚ¢U ÂýçÌ ÂÚU×Âê…ØæÑ çÂÌë¿ÚU‡ææÑ! âæÎÚ¢U Âý‡æ×æç×

Ò ×æÌÚ¢U ÂýçÌ ÂÚU×Âê…Øð ×æÌÑ! âæÎÚ¢U Âý‡ææ×æÑ, âæÎÚ¢U ¿ÚU‡æß‹ÎÙæçÙ

Ò »éL¤ÁÙæÙ÷ ÂýçÌ ÂÚU×Âê…ØæÑ »éL¤ßØæüÑ! âæÎÚ¢U ¿ÚU‡æß‹ÎÙæçÙ, âæÎÚ¢U Âý‡ææ×æÑ

Ò ¥ÙéÁ¢ ÂýçÌ çÂýØ ¥ÙéÁ! ¥æàæèßæüÎæÑ

Ò Öç»Ùè´ ÂýçÌ çÂýØð Öç»çÙ! âFðã¢U Âý‡ææ×æÑ

Ò ¥»ýÁ¢ ÂýçÌ ×æ‹ØæÑ ¥»ýÁ×ãUæÖæ»æÑ! âæÎÚ¢U Âý‡æ¿ØÑ

Ò â¹è´ ÂýçÌ çÂýØð âç¹! Ù×SÌð

Ò çÂÌëÃØ¢ ÂýçÌ ¥æÎÚU‡æèØæÑ çÂÌëÃØ×ãUôÎØæÑ! âæÎÚ¢U Âý‡ææ×æÑ

Ò çÂÌæ×ã¢U ÂýçÌ Âê…ØæÑ çÂÌæ×ãUæÑÐ âæÎÚ¢U ¿ÚU‡æß‹ÎÙæçÙ

(¾U) ·é¤àæÜâê¿Ùæ -

(I) Â˜æSØ ÂýæÚU�Öð ¥ÏôçÙçÎüCïUM¤Âð‡æ ·é¤àæÜâê¿Ùæ ç·ý¤ØÌð, ØÍæ-

Ò ¥ãU×÷ ¥˜æ ·é¤àæÜè/ßØ×÷ ¥˜æ ·é¤àæçÜÙÑÐ

Ò ÖßæÙ÷/ÖßÌè/ˆß×÷ ¥çÂ â·é¤àæÜÑ â·é¤àæÜæ/â·é¤àæÜ §çÌ çßEçâç×/ÖæßØæç×/

×‹Øð/ç¿‹ÌØæç×Ð
Ò ¥˜æ ·é¤àæÜ¢/âßü â×è¿èÙ¢/àæ¢, Ì˜ææçÂ ¥SÌéÐ

Ò §üEÚUSØ ·ë¤ÂØæ ¥˜æ âßðü ·é¤àæçÜÙÑ/¥æàææSâð Ì˜ææçÂ âßðü ·é¤àæçÜÙÑ SØéÑ

Ò ·é¤àæÜè ¥ãU×÷/·é¤àæçÜÙÑ ßØ×÷/ÖßÌæ¢ ·é¤àæÜÌæØñ §üEÚ¢U â�ÂýæÍüØðÐ

(II) ·¤S×æç“æÌ÷ â·¤æàææÌ÷ Âýæ#SØ Â˜æSØ ©UžæÚðU ØÌ÷ çÜ¹æ×Ñ ÌÌ÷ °ß¢çßÏ¢ ÖçßÌé×ãüUçÌ-

ØÍæ -

Ò Ìß/ÖßÌÑ/ÖßˆØæÑ Â˜æ¢ Âýæ#×÷Ð

Ò ˆß¢/ÖßæÙ÷/ÖßÌè ÕãéU·¤æÜæÌ÷ ¥SßSÍÑ/ ¥SßSÍæ §çÌ çß™ææØ ÎéÑ¹×÷ ¥ÙéÖßæç×Ð
Ò Â˜æôžæÚðU çßÜ�ÕÑ â¢ÁæÌÑ ÌÎÍZ ÿæ×æÂýæÍèü ¥çS×Ð

Ò çßçßÏ·¤æØðüáé ÃØSÌÌæßàææÌ÷ çßÜ�ÕðÙ Â˜æôžæÚ¢U çÜ¹æç×Ð

Ò Â˜æ¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ ç¿‹Ìæ ÁæÌæ/ç·¤×çÂ çÙÎæÙæØ/â×æÏæÙæØ çÜ¹æç×Ð

Ò àæéÖâ‹Îðàæ¢/àæéÖ·¤æ×Ùæ¢/ ßÏæüÂÙæÂ˜æ¢, Âýæ#ßæÙ÷/Âýæ#ßÌèÐ

(¿) â‹ÎðàæÑ-
â‹Îðàæð çßçßÏæÙæ¢ â×æ¿æÚUæ‡ææ¢ âçóæßðàæô ÖßçÌÐ çßçßÏÂý·¤æÚUæ‡ææ¢ ßëžææ‹ÌæÙæ×÷ ¥æÎæÙ¢

ÂýÎæÙ¢ ¿ â¢ÁæØÌðÐ °ÌÎ÷ Öß‹ÌÑ SßØ×çÂ Üðç¹Ìé¢ àæ·Aé¤ßç‹ÌÐ ©UÎæãUÚU‡ææÍZ ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷

Â˜ææç‡æ ¥˜æ ÂýÎžææçÙ âç‹ÌÐ

(ÀU) ©UÂâ¢ãUæÚUÑ -

Â˜æSØ ©UÂâ¢ãUæÚUÑ (â×æÂÙ×÷) çÙ×AçÜç¹ÌçÎàææ ·¤ÌéZ àæ€ØÌð-
Ò âßðü�ØÑ Âý‡ææ×æÑ/âßðü�ØÑ ÂçÚUßæÚUâÎSØð�ØÑ Ù×S·¤æÚUæÑÐ

Ò ¥»ýÁð�ØÑ ×ð Âý‡ææ×Ñ/¥ÙéÁð�ØÑ àæéÖæàæ¢âÙæçÙÐ

Ò ¥ÙéÁæØ/¥»ýÁæØ Âý‡ææ×æÑ/¥ÙéÁæØñ/¥»ýÁæØñ àæéÖæàæèßæüÎæÑÐ
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Ò ×æÌë-çÂÌë-¿ÚU‡æðáé ×× Âý‡ææ×æÑ çÙßðÎÙèØæÑÐ

Ò çÂýØÖç»‹Øñ ×ð ¥æàæèßæüÎæÑ âê¿ÙèØæÑÐ

Ò Âê…Øð�ØÑ çÂÌæ×ãðU�ØÑ ×× Âý‡ææ×æTçÜÑ çß™ææéÂÙèØÑÐ
Ò ØÍæàæèƒæý¢ Ø˜æôžæÚ¢U Âýðá‡æèØ×÷Ð

Ò ¥ßàæðá¢ ÂéÙÑ Üç¹cØæç×Ð

Ò ·ë¤ÂØæ àæèƒæý¢ ÂžæôžæÚ¢U ÂýÎðØ×÷/ÂýðáØÌé/Âýð×Ø‹ÌéÐ

Ò ØÍæ·¤æÜ¢ Â˜æð‡æ Sß·é¤àæÜßëžææ‹Ì¢ âê¿ØÌé/âê¿Ø‹ÌéÐ

(Á) Âýðá·¤SØ ÂçÚU¿ØÑ ãUSÌæÿæÚ¢U ¿ -
Â˜æSØ ¥‹Ìð ¥Ïô Öæ»ð Îçÿæ‡æ·¤ô‡æð ØÑ Â˜æ¢ çÜ¹çÌ, âÑ SßÂçÚU¿Ø¢ çÜ¹çÌ ¥çÂ

¿ Sß ãUSÌæÿæÚU×çÂ ·¤ÚUôçÌÐ

Stop to Consider

ÂçÚU¿ØÑ ·¤Í¢ çÜ�ØÌð §çÌ çÁ™ææâæØæ×÷ ¥ÏSÌÙè ÌæçÜ·¤æ Âýç‡æÏæÙØô‚Øæ â×çSÌ-

Ø¢ ÂýçÌ Â˜æ çÜ¹æ×Ñ Â˜æ-Âýðá·¤SØ ÂçÚU¿ØÑ

Ò ¥ÙéÁ¢ ÂýçÌ ÖßÌÑ àæéÖæ·¤Ç÷Uÿæè ãUSÌæÿæÚU×÷ (ãU.) ...

Ò ç×˜æ¢ ÂýçÌ ÖßÎèØÑ çÂýØç×˜æ×÷/çÂýØâ¹æ/ÖßÎèØæ çÂýØâ¹è

(ãU.) ...

Ò ¥»ýÁ¢ ÂýçÌ ÖïßÌÑ ¥ÙéÁÑ/ ¥ÙéÁæ/ (ãU.) ...

Ò çÂÌÚ¢U ÂýçÌ/×æÌÚ¢U ÂýçÌ ÖïßÎèØÑ Âé˜æÑ/ÖßÎæˆ×ÁÑ/ÖßÎæˆ×Áæ/ÖßÎèØæ Âé˜æè (ãU.)

Ò »L¤ÁÙæÙ÷ ÂýçÌ/»éL¢¤ ÂýçÌ ÖßÎæ™ææ·¤æÚUè çàæcØÑ/ÖßÎæ™ææ·¤æçÚU‡æè çàæcØæ (ãU.) ...

Ò çÂÌæ×ã¢U/çÂÌëÃØ¢ ÂýçÌ ÖßÎæçàæáæ·¤æ¢ÿæè/ÖßˆFðãUæ·¤æ¢ÿæè (ãU.) ...

©UÎæãUÚU‡æM¤Âð‡æ ¥˜æ ·¤çÌ¿Ù Â˜æôÎæãUÚU‡ææçÙ ÎèØ‹ÌðÐ Öß‹ÌÑ ÌæçÙ â�Ø·¤÷ ÂçÚUàæèÜØ‹ÌéÐ

1.3.1 ÂçÚUßæÚU-â�Õ‹ÏèçÙ Â˜ææç‡æ
çÂÌ¢ÚU ÂýçÌ Âé˜æSØ Â˜æ×÷

H ŸæèÑH

çÎÙæ¢·¤Ñ Ñ v{-w-w-vw

vwz, ·ë¤c‡æ-ÂéÚU×÷

Ùß-ÎðãUÜè

Âê…ØæÑ çÂÌë¿ÚU‡ææÑ!

âæÎÚ¢U Âý‡ææ×æTÜØÑ
Ößˆ·ë¤ÂØæ ¥ãU×÷ ¥˜æ ·é¤àæÜè ¥çS×Ð ¥æàææSâð ¿ Öß‹ÌôùçÂ ·é¤àæçÜÙÑ SØéÑÐ

âê¿ÙèØ×÷ §Î¢ ßÌüÌð ØÌ÷ ×§ü×æâSØ çß¢àæçÌÌæçÚU·¤æÌÑ ×× »ýèc×æß·¤æàæÑ ÖçßÌæÐ ÂéÙÑ

ÁéÜæ§ü×æâSØ ¥CïU×ð çÎÙæVïðU ×ãUæçßlæÜØÑ ©UfçÅUcØÌðÐ ØlçÂ ¥ß·¤æàæ·¤æÜð âßðüáæ×çÂ

ÀUæ˜ææ‡ææ¢ »ëã¢U »‹Ìé¢ â×èãUæ ÖßçÌÐ ç·¤‹Ìé ×Øæ çß¿æçãUÌ×æâèÌ÷ ØÌ÷ »ýèc×æß·¤æàæð ¥˜æñß
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©Uçáˆßæ ¥ŠØØÙ¢ ·¤ÚUßæç‡æÐ ØÌô çãU ¥æ»æç×‹ØæÑ ·¤ÿææØæÑ ÂæÆK·ý¤×Ñ ¥Ìèß ·¤çÆUÙô

çßlÌðÐ ç·¤‹Ìé ¥˜æ °·¤æ ×ãUÌè ÕæÏæ §Ø¢ ßÌüÌð ØÌ÷ ÎðãUËØæ¢ ÌÎæÙè´ ¥âãUÙèØæ ©Uc‡æÌæ

ÖßçÌÐ ¥ÙðÙ â¢·¤ÅðUÙ ¥˜ææã¢U SÍæÌé¢ Ù àæ·A¤ôç×Ð ¥ÌÑ »ëãðU °ß â�Âê‡æüSØ »ýèc×æß·¤æàæSØ
ÂýˆØð·¢¤ ÿæ‡æ×÷ ¥ŠØØÙð ØæÂçâcØæç× §Ì çÙçpÌ¢ ×ØæÐ

¥Ì °ß ¥ãU×÷ §ÌÑ °·¤çß¢àæçÌÌæçÚU·¤æØæ¢ ÂýSÍæSØæç× mæçß¢àæð çÎÙæVïðU ¿ »ëã¢U

ÂýæŒSØæç×Ð âê¿ÙæØñ Â˜æç×Î¢ ÂýðáØæç×Ð âßðü�ØÑ …ØðDïðU�ØÑ ×× Âý‡ææ×æÑ ¥ÙéÁæØ ¿ àæéÖæçàæáÑ

çß™ææÂÙèØæÑÐ

ÖßÎæˆ×ÁÑ
çâhðàæ àæ×æü

¥ÙéÁ¢ ÂýçÌ ¥»ýÁSØ Â˜æ×÷
Ÿæè »‡æðàææØ Ù×Ñ

çÎÙæVïUÑ w{-x-w®vx

xz|, »ôçß‹ÎÙ»ÚU×÷
×é�Õ§ü, ×ãUæÚUæCïþU×÷

¥æÎÚU‡æèØæÑ ¥»ýÁ×ãUôÎØæÑ!

âæÎÚ¢U Âý‡ææ×æÑ

ÖßÎèØ¢ ÂýðÚU‡ææÎæØ·¢¤ Â˜æ×÷ ¥çÏ»Ì×÷Ð °ÌÌ÷ ÂçÆUˆßæ ×Øæ ÕãéUÂýðÚU‡ææ Âýæ#æÐ

â×æ¿æÚUÂ˜æðáé çß™ææÂÙæçÙ ¼ýCïä¢ U ÌÎÙéâæÚ¢U ¿ ¥æßðÎÙ¢ ·¤Ìéü×÷ ¥ã¢U ÖßÌæ ¥æçÎCïU ¥æâ×÷Ð

ÖßÎæ™ææÙéâæÚ¢U ×Øæ »Ìð ×æâð °·¤çS×Ù÷ â¢SÍæÙð ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æ¢ ÂýSÌéÌ×÷Ð Ö»ßÌÑ

·ë¤ÂØæ ¥ã¢U Ì˜æ âæÿææˆ·¤æÚUæØ ¥æãêUÌÑ ÌÍæ âæÿææˆ·¤æÚðU âæÈ¤ËØ×÷ ¥çÚU ÜŽÏßæÙ÷Ð
¥lñß çÙØéçQ¤Â˜æ¢ ×Øæ ÜŽÏ×÷Ð °ÌÌ÷ çÙØéçQ¤Â˜æ¢ ÎëCïU÷ßæ ×ÙÑ ¥Ìèß Âýâóæ×÷ ¥ÖßÌ÷Ð

âßüÂýÍ×¢ Öß‹Ì×÷ °ß âê¿çØÌé¢ Ï‹ØßæÎæÙ÷ ¿ ÎæÌé×÷ ¥ãU×÷ °ð‘ÀU×÷Ð ¥ÌÑ Ößˆ·ë¤Ìð Â˜æ¢

çÜ¹æç×Ð

°Ìˆâßü ÖßÌæ×÷ °ß ÂýðÚU‡ææØæÑ È¤Ü¢ ßÌüÌðÐ ØçÎ ÖßÌæ ÂýðÚU‡ææ Îžææ Ù SØæÌ÷ ÌçãüU

×Øæ Ìé ·¤Í×çÂ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æ¢ Ù Îžæ×÷ ¥ÖçßcØÌ÷ ÌÍæ ¿ °ÌæÎëàæ¢ ×ãUÌ÷ âæÈ¤ËØ×÷ ¥çÂ

Ù Âýæ#×÷ ¥ÖçßcØÌ÷Ð ÖßæÎëàæ¢ ÖýæÌÚ¢U ÂýæŒØ ¥ãU×÷ ¥æˆ×æÙ¢ »õÚUßæç‹ßÌ¢ ×‹ØðÐ ¥‹ØÌ÷ âßZ
»ëãUßëžæ¢ â×è¿èÙ×÷Ð àæðá¢ ÂéÙÑ Üðç¹cØæç×Ð

ÖßˆFðãUæ·¤æ¢ÿæè ¥ÙéÁÑ

¥àæô·¤ Öæ»ßÌèÐ

Âõ˜æ¢ ÂýçÌ çÂÌæ×ãUSØ Â˜æ×÷
H ŸæèÑH

çÎÙæVïUÑ w}-v-w®vx

ÂýàæçSÌ×æ»üÑ, »ôSßæç×âÎÙ×÷, ÌðÁÂéÚU×÷

çÂýØ ·¤ôçàæ·¤Ð

ÖêØæ¢çâ àæéÖæàæèßü¿ÙæçÙ

¥ã¢U ÂÚU×ðEÚUSØ ·ë¤ÂØæ â·é¤àæÜÑ ¥çS×Ð Ìß ¥æÚUô‚ØSØ ×¢»Ü×ØÁèßÙSØ ¿
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àæéÖ·¤æ×Ùæ¢ ·¤ÚUôç×Ð ̂ ß×÷ °·¤Ñ ×ðÏæßè Øô‚Øp ÀUæ˜æôùçâÐ ̂ ßØæ ÕæËØ·¤æÜæÎðß ÂýˆØð·¢¤
·¤ÿææØæ¢ ÂýÍ×æ Ÿæð‡æè ÜŽÏæÐ ¥Ì °ß ¥ã¢U ˆßçØ ÕãéU ¥æàææç‹ßÌÑÐ âßðüáæ×çÂ ÁÙæÙæ¢
SßÁèßÙSØ ç·¤×çÂ çÙØÌ×÷ ©UgðàØ¢ ÖßçÌÐ çÙçpÌ×÷ ©UgðàØ¢ çßÙæ ·¤ôùçÂ SßèØð ÁèßÙð
âæÈ¤ËØ¢ Ù ÜÖÌðÐ ¥Ì °ß ÂýæØð‡æ âßðü °ß ÀUæ˜ææÑ ÀUæ˜æ-ÁèßÙð °ß ©UgðàØ¢ çÙÏæüÚUØç‹ÌÐ
Ìðáé ·¤pÙ ¥çÖØ‹Ìæ ÖçßÌé×÷ §‘ÀUçÌ, ·¤çpÌ÷ ç¿ç·¤ˆâ·¤Ñ ÖçßÌé¢ ßæ†ÀUçÌ, ·¤ôùçÂ
Â˜æ·¤æÚUÑ ÖçßÌé¢ â×èãUÌðÐ ·¤SØç¿Ì÷ âßü·¤æÚUèØÑ ¥çÏ·¤æÚUè ÖçßÌé¢ â×èãUæ ÁæØÌð, ·¤SØç¿Ì÷
ÙðÌæ Öêˆßæ ÚUæCïþUâðßæ¢ çßÏæÌé×÷ §‘ÀUæ ÖßçÌÐ ·ð¤ÙæçÂ çàæÿææ-ÿæð˜æð °ß âðßæ çßÏæÙéç×cØÌðÐ
·ð¤Ùç¿Ì÷ ¿ SßÌ‹˜æM¤Âð‡æ Üð¹ÙæçÎ·¢¤ ·é¤ßüÌæ ÁèßÙØæÂÙSØ ©UgðàØ¢ çÙÏæüØÌðÐ

¥˜ææã¢U ™ææÌæç×‘ÀUæç× ØÌ÷ ˆßØæ ÁèßÙSØ ç·¤×égðàØ¢ çÙçpÌ×çSÌÐ ¥ŠØÙæÙ‹ÌÚ¢U
ç·¢¤ ·¤Ìéü Ìß ØôÁÙæ çßlÌðÐ °ÌÌ÷ âßZ çßçÜ�Ø àæèƒæý¢ Â˜æôžæÚ¢U Âýðá‡æèØ×÷Ð ¥˜æˆØæÑ âßðü
ÁÙæÑ Ìß ¥�ØéóæçÌ¢ ·¤æ×Ø‹Ìð àæéÖæçàæáp âê¿Øç‹ÌÐ

Ìß çÂÌæ×ãUÑ
»XïUæÏÚU »ôSßæ×èÐ

çÂÌæ×ã¢U ÂýçÌ Âõ˜æSØ Â˜æ×÷

çÎÙæVïUÑ v®-w-w®vx
·ñ¤ÜæàæÙ»ÚU×÷

·¤‡æüÂéÚU×÷, ©UžæÚU ÂýÎðàæÑ
ÂÚU×Âê…Øðáé çÂÌæ×ãU×ãUæÖæ»ðáé

àæÌàæÑ Âý‡æçÌÚUæàæØÑ
ÖßÎèØ¢ ·ë¤ÂæÂ˜æ¢ Âýæ#×÷Ð Â˜æ¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ ¥ã¢U çÙÌÚUæ¢ Âý×ôÎ×÷ ¥ÙéÖßæç×Ð
Sß·¤èØð Â˜æð Öß‹ÌÑ ×æ¢ ÂëDïUß‹ÌÑ âç‹Ì ÒÒˆßØæ ÁèßÙSØ ç·¤×÷ ©UgðàØ¢ çÙçpÌ¢ ·ë¤Ì¢

ßÌüÌð? ¥ŠØØÙæÙ‹ÌÚ¢U ç·¢¤ ·¤ÌéZ Ìß ØôÁÙæ ßÌüÌð?ÓÓ §çÌÐ
¥çS×Ù÷ çßáØð ×× ØÑ çß¿æÚUÑ ¥çSÌ Ì×ãU×˜æ ©UÂSÍæÂØæç×Ð ×× ÀUæ˜ææßæâð Øð

ç×˜ææç‡æ âç‹Ì Ìðáé ·¤pÙ ¥ŠØæÂ·¤Ñ ÖçßÌé×÷ §‘ÀUçÌ, ·¤çpÌ÷ ç¿ç·¤ˆâ·¤Ñ, ·¤ôùçÂ
Â˜æ·¤æÚUÑ, ·¤ôùçÂ ç¿˜æ·¤æÚUÑ ÖçßÌé¢ ßæ†ÀUçÌÐ ·¤ôùçÂ ÙðÌæ Öêˆßæ â×æÁ-âðßæ¢ ¿ çßÏæÌé¢
·¤æ×ØÌðÐ

¥ã¢U Ìé¢ ÂýàææâçÙ·¤âðßæØæ¢ âç�×çÜÌô Öê̂ ßæ ÎðàæSØ âðßæ×÷ ©UÂ·¤æÚU@ ·¤Ìéü×çÖÜáæç×Ð
ØÎæùã¢U ãUæ§S·ê¤Ü-·¤ÿææØæ×÷ ¥æâ×÷ ÌÎæÙè×ðß ×× NUÎØð ¥Ø¢ çß¿æÚUÑ â×æØæÌÑ ØÌ÷
ÒÒ¥ßâÚðU Âýæ#ð ¥ã¢U ÒçÁÜæçÏ·¤æÚUèÓ ÂÎ¢ ÂýæŒØ çÙcÂÿæ-ÖæßðÙ ÎðàæSØ Üô·¤æÙæ@ âðßæ¢
çßÏæSØæç×ÓÓ §çÌÐ

¥SØ ·ë¤Ìð ¥æ§ü.°.°â. §çÌ ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæ×÷ ©Užæè‡æüÌæ Âýæ#ÃØæ ÖßçÌÐ ¥Ì °ß
¥æ»æç×çÙ ßáðü ¥ãU×SØæ¢ ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæ¢ Öæ»¢ »ýãUècØæç×Ð ¥SØæ¢ çÎçàæ ÖßÌæ¢ ×æ»üÎàæüÙ¢
ßæ†ÀUæç×Ð ØÌô çãU ÖßçjÑ Âè.âè.°â. §çÌ Âýàææâ·¤èØæ ÂÚUèÿææ â×éžæè‡ææü ßÌüÌðÐ ¥ÌÑ
Öß‹ÌÑ SßèØðÙ ¥ÙéÖßðÙ ×× ×æüÎàæüÙ¢ âæãUæÄØ¢ ¿ ·é¤ßü‹Ìé §çÌ ×× çÙßðÎÙ×÷Ð ØÍæ·¤æÜ¢
ÂéÙÑ Üðç¹cØæç×Ð

Öæßˆ·¤Ñ Âõ˜æÑ
·¤õçàæ·¤ Ö^ïUæ¿æØüÑÐ
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ÖýæÌé …ØðDïUÖç»Ùè´ ÂýçÌ Â˜æ×÷

çÎÙæVïUÑ z-x-w®vx
¥æÚU.âè.âè. w ÀUæ˜ææßæâÑ

»õãUæÅUè çßEçßlæÜØÑ »éßæãUæÅUèÐ

¥æÎÚU‡æèØð Öç»çÙ çÙ×üÜð!

âæÎÚ¢U Âý‡æçÌÑ

·é¤àæÜÂêßü·¢¤ çÌDïUóæã¢U Ìß ·é¤àæÜÌæØñ Ö»ßÌèü ·¤æ×æ�Øæ¢ ÂýæÍüØðÐ ¥æÚU�Öð ØÎæùãU×÷

¥˜æ ¥æ»ÌßæÙ÷ ÌÎæ ×× ×ÙÑ Ù Ü»çÌ S×Ð ØÌôçãU ÀUæ˜ææßæâð Ù ·¤ôùçÂç ÀUæ˜æÑ ××
ÂçÚUç¿ÌÑ ¥æâèÌ÷Ð ç·¤‹Ìé àæÙñÑ àæÙñÑ ÀUæ˜æñÑ ¥ŠØæÂ·ñ¤Ñ âãUÂçÚU¿ØðÙ ×Ùçâ ÂçÚUßÌüÙ¢

ÁæÌ×÷Ð §ÎæÙè´ Ìé ·¤æùçÂ ÌæÎëàæè â×SØæ ÙæçSÌÐ

¥ã¢U ¥æÚU.âè.âè.w ÀUæ˜ææßæâð çÙßâæç×Ð ×× Âý·¤ôDïUâ¢�Øæ ¥CïUæÎàæ ßÌüÌðÐ

ÀUæ˜ææßæâSØ °·¤çS×Ù÷ ·¤ô‡æð ×× Âý·¤ôDïUSØ çSÍçÌÑÐ Âý·¤ôDïUcØ »ßæÿæð�ØÑ ÀUæ˜ææßæâÿæð˜æð

ÚUôçÂÌæÙæ¢ ßëÿæÜÌæÂécÂÎèÙæ¢ ÀUÅUæ SÂCïUM¤Âð‡æ ¼ýCïä¢ U àæ€ØÌðÐ

Öç»çÙ!  ·¤Îæç¿Ì÷ ÖïßÌè ¥çÂ »éßæãUæÅUè×÷ ¥æ»‘ÀUÌéÐ ¥˜æ ÕãêUçÙ ÎàæüÙèØæçÙ
SÍÜæçÙ âç‹ÌÐ ØÍæ ·¤æ×æ�Øæ×ç‹ÎÚU×÷, ©U×æÙ‹ÎÑ, Ÿæè»‡æðàæ-×ç‹ÎÚU×÷, ·¤Üæÿæð˜æ×÷,

Á‹ÌéàææÜæ, â¢»ýãUæÜØpðçÌ ÂýçâhæçÙ ÎâüÙèØæçÙ SÍæÙæçÙ âç‹ÌÐ ÂêßðüžæÚUÂýæ‹Ìðáé ¥»ý»‡ØSØ

»õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØSØ ×çãU×æ ¥ß‡æüÙèØÑ ¥çSÌÐ ÂçÚUßæÚUSØ ¥‹Øð�ØÑ …ØðDïUß»ðü�ØÑ

âæÎÚ¢U Âýæ‡ææ×æÑ ·¤çÙDïUß»ðü�Øp âFðã¢U àæéÖæçàæáÑ ßæ‘ØæÑÐ

ÎàæüÙôˆâé·¤Ñ ÌßæÙéÁÑ

™ææÙðàæ ×ðçÏÑ

Check Your Progress

¥ÏôçÜç¹Ìæ¢ ÌæçÜ·¤æ¢ ÂêÚUØ‹Ìé-

Ø¢ ÂýçÌ Â˜æ¢ çÜ�ØÌð â�ÕôÏÙ×÷ Ù×S·¤æÚUÑ/¥çÖß‹ÎÙ×÷/¥æàæèßæüÎæÑ ¿

¥»ýÁ¢ ÂýçÌ ...............

çÂÌÚ¢U ÂýçÌ ...............

¥ÙéÁ¢ ÂýçÌ ...............

×æÌÚ¢U ÂýçÌ ...............

Öç»Ùè´ ÂýçÌ ...............

»éL¢¤ ÂýçÌ ...............

çÂÌæ×ã¢U ÂýçÌ ...............

çÂÌëÃØ¢ ÂýçÌ ...............

â¹è´ ÂýçÌ ...............

ç×˜æ¢ ÂýçÌ ...............
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ç×˜æ-âãUÂæçÆU-â�Õ‹ÏèçÙ Â˜ææç‡æ

ÂÚUèÿææçßáØ·¢¤ Â˜æ×÷
H ª¡¤H

çÎÙæVïUÑ w-w-w®vx

ŒÜæÅU â¢yz, ×æ»üÑ-x

Îðßè ·¡¤ÜôÙè, ÁôÚUãUæÅU

çÂýØ ç×˜æ Âý×ôÎ!

âFðã¢U àæéÖæçàæáÑ
¥˜ææùã¢U ·é¤àæÜè °ßÐ ˆß×çÂ â·é¤àæÜÑ §çÌ ÖæßØæç×Ð ×‹Øð Ìß ÂÚUèÿææ â�ÂýçÌ

â×æ#æ SØæÌ÷Ð ÂÚUèÿææ ·¤Í¢ ÁæÌæ? ·¤æçÙ ·¤æçÙ ÂýoAÂ˜ææç‡æ â�Ø·¤÷ â×æçãUÌæÙ, ·ð¤áæ¢ ¿

ÂýoAæÙæ¢ â×æÏæÙð ˜æéçÅUÚUÁæØÌ, ·ð¤ ·ð¤ ¿ ÂýoAæÑ ¥ÙéžæçÚUÌæ °ß ÂçÚUˆØQ¤æÑ? ÂÚUèÿææÈ¤Üð ¿

Ìß ·¤èÎëàæÑ çßEæâ? §Î¢ âßZ ™ææÌéç×‘ÀUæç×Ð Â¼ýmæÚUæ àæèƒæý¢ âê¿ÙèØ×÷Ð çßÜ�Õô Ù

çßÏðØÑÐ Â˜æôžæÚUSØ ÂýÌèÿææØæ×÷Ð

Ìß ¥�ØéÎØæ·¤æ¢ÿæè

¥Üô·¤ ·é¤×æÚUÑ

çÕãêUˆâßð ¥»×ÙæØ ¥æ×‹˜æ‡æ×÷
H ŸæèÑH

çÎÙæVïUÑ vv-vw-w®vx
ÌM¤‡æ Ù»ÚU×÷,

»éßæãUæÅUè

â�×ñÙæãUæüÑ âéNUmÄØæüÑ!

âçßÙØ¢ Ù×S·¤ÚUôç×

â#æãUmØæÌ÷ Âýæ·¤÷ ÂýçáÌ¢ ̂ ßÎèØ¢ Â˜æ¢ â×æl ãUSÌ»Ì×ÖßÌ÷Ð ̂ ßÎèØ¢ Ìß ÂçÚUßæÚUSØ

¿ ·é¤àæÜßëžæ¢ ™ææˆßæ ÂýâóæÌæ ÁæÌæÐ
¥æ»æç×çÙ çÕãêUˆâßð ˆß¢ »éßæãUæÅUè×÷ ¥æ»ç×cØçÌ §çÌ çßçÎˆßæ ÂýÈé¤ç„UÌ¢ ×ð´ ×ÙÑÐ

ÕãUôÑ ·¤æÜæÌ÷ ¥æßØôÑ ×ðÜÙ¢ Ù ÁæÌ×÷Ð ÌðÙ ˆßæ¢ ¼ýCïä¢ U ×× ×ãUÌè ©Uˆ·¤‡ÆUæ ¥çSÌÐ §ÎæÙè´

Ìßæ˜æ ¥æ»×ÙðÙ, Âýð×æÜæÂðÙ ¿ ×× ×ãUæÙ÷ Âý×ôÎÑ ÖçßcØçÌÐ ×× ÂçÚUßæÚUSØæçÂ ÁÙæÑ

Âý×éçÎÌæÑ ÖçßcØç‹ÌÐ çÕãêUˆâßð ¥‹ØðùçÂ ·ð¤¿Ù âéNUÎÑ â�Õç‹ÏÙp ×× »ëãU×÷ ¥æ»‘ÀUç‹ÌÐ

¥ÌÑ ÌõÑ âãU ¥çÂ Ìß âæÿææˆ·¤æÚUÑ âé¹ÂýÎô ÖçßcØçÌÐ

¥˜æ ßØ¢ âßðü °ß Ìßæ»×Ù¢ ÂýÌèÿææ×æ‡ææÑ S×ÑÐ ¥çS×Ù÷ ·¤æØü·ý¤×ð ÂçÚUßÌüÙ¢ Ù
·¤ÌüÃØ×÷Ð ØÎñß ¥ß·¤æàæô ÖßðÌ÷ ÌÎñß ÂýSÍæÙ¢ çßÏæÌÃØ×÷Ð

Ìß àæéÖæ»×ÙÂýÌèÿææÚUÌÑ

ÂÚðUàæ ¿‹¼ý ÎæâÑ
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ÂéSÌ·¤æÙæ×÷ ¥ÙØÙæØ ¥ÙéÚUôÏÂ˜æ×÷
H Ÿæè »éÚUßð Ù×ÑH

çÎÙæVïUÑ |-z-w®vx
àæôÏ-ÀUæ˜ææßæâÑ

»õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØÑ

»éßæãUæÅUèÐ

çÂýØßÚU çÎÙðàæ!

âFðã¢U-Âý‡ææ×æÑ

â¹ðÎ¢ çÙßðÎØæç× ØÌ÷ »ëãUæÌ÷ ¥æ»×Ù·¤æÜð ˆßÚUæØæ¢ ×Øæ ¥Ùð·¤æçÙ ÂéSÌ·¤æçÙ »ëãðU
°ß ÂçÚUˆØQ¤æçÙÐ ÌðÙæ˜æ ¥ŠØØÙð ×ãUÌè ÕæÏæ ÁæØÌðÐ ¥ÌÑ ̂ ß¢ ×× »ëã¢U »ˆßæ ÌÌp ××

ÂéSÌ·¤æçÙ »ëãUèˆßæ ¥˜æ ¥æ»ç×cØçâÐ ÂéSÌ·¤æçÙ ×× »ëãUSØ ¥ŠØØÙ·¤ÿæð °ß °·¤˜æ

·¤æDïUÈ¤Üð·¤ SÍæçÂÌæçÙ âç‹ÌÐ ·ë¤ÂØæ §Î¢ ·¤Í×çÂ Ù çßSÌÌüÃØ×÷Ð

ˆßÎèØÑ ç×˜æ×÷

Âý‡æß ÇðU·¤æ

SßæS‰ØçßáØ·¢¤ Â˜æ×÷
H ÂÚU×æˆ×Ùð Ù×ÑH

çÎÙæVïUÑ ww-x-w®vx

çßc‡æéÂÍÑ, ÙÜÕæÚUèÐ

çÂýØ â¹ð!
âFðã¢U àæéÖæàæ¢âÙæçÙ

·¤SØç¿Ì÷ ç×˜æSØ ×é¹æÌ÷ §Î¢ ™ææˆßæ ×× ×ãUÌè ç¿‹Ìæ ÁæÌæ ØÌ÷ Ìß SßæS‰Ø¢

â�ÂýçÌ â×è¿èÙ¢ ÙæçSÌÐ ¥ÙðÙ ¿ ·¤æÚU‡æðÙ Ìß ÎéÕüÜÌæ ¥çÂ ÂýçÌçÎÙ¢ ßÏü×æÙæ ßÌüÌðÐ

¥SßSÍÌæ¢ »ÌSØ Ìß ×æâæçÏ·¤Ñ ·¤æÜÑ ÃØÌèÌÑ ÂÚ¢U ̂ ßØæ ¥læßçÏ ÌSØ âê¿Ùæ

×× âçßÏð Ù ÂýðçáÌæ §Ì ÎéÑ¹SØ ¥æpØüSØ¢ ¿ çßáØÑ ¥çSÌÐ ˆß¢ ¹Üé §Ìô ÕãéUÎêÚðU

çÙßâçâÐ Ì˜æ ·¤SØæçÂ »×Ùð ¥æ»×Ùð ßæ ×ãUæÙ÷ ÃØØÑ â¢ÁæØÌðÐ ¥SßæS‰ØÎàææØæ¢
ØÍæàæèƒæý¢ âê¿ÙæÂýÎæÙ¢ ÂÚU×æßàØ·¢¤ ·¤ÌüÃØ×÷Ð §Î¢ ˆßØæ ·¤Îæç¿ÎçÂ Ù çßS×ÚU‡æèØ×÷Ð

××ðÎ¢ Â˜æ¢ ÜŽŠßæ Ìˆ·¤æÜ¢ ˆßØæ ©UžæÚ¢U Âýðá‡æèØ¢ SßæS‰ØSØ ¿ çßSÌëÌ¢ çßßÚU‡æ¢

Üð¹ÙèØ×÷Ð ¥ã¢U ×ãUÌæ ¥õˆâé€ØðÙ Ìß ©UžæÚUSØ ÂýÌèÿææ¢ ·¤çÚUcØæç×Ð §üEÚU·ë¤ÂØæ Ìð àæéÖ¢

ÖêØæÌ÷Ð

Ìß ×XïUÜæ·¤æ¢ÿæè
·¤×Ü ÌæÜé·¤ÎæÚUÑ
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Check Your Progress

çÚUQ¤SÍæÙæçÙ ÂêÚUØ‹Ìé-

Â˜æSØ ÂýæÚU�Öð Â˜æSØ ©UžæÚðU

(·¤) Ì˜æ âßü ........ (·¤) Â˜æ¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ ..........

(¹)¥ãU×÷ ¥˜æ ....... (¹) ßÏæüÂÙÂ˜æ¢ ...........

(») ÖßæÙ× ¥çÂ ........ §çÌ (») ÖßÌÑ ÂÚUèÿææÂçÚU‡ææ×¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ

ÖæßØæç× ..........Ð

(ƒæ) §üEÚUSØ ·ë¤ÂØæ ......... (ƒæ) Â˜æSØ ©UžæÚðU ..........Ð

(¾U) ¥˜æ ·é¤àæÜ¢ .......... (¾U) ........... Â˜æ¢ Âýæ#×÷Ð

1.3.3 çÙ×‹˜æ‡æ-â�Õ‹ÏèçÙ Â˜ææç‡æ

âÚUSßÌèÂêÁæØæÑ çÙ×‹˜æ‡æ×÷
H ŸæèŸæè âÚUSßˆØñ Ù×ÑH

çÎÙæVïUÑ v}-w-w®vw
â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßÖæ»Ñ

»õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØ

×æ‹ØßÚU ×ãUôÎØ!

×ãUÌæ ãUáðü‡æ §Î¢ çßçÙßðlÌð ØÌ÷ Âêßüßáæü‡æèß ¥çS×Ù÷ ßáðü ¥çÂ »õãUæÅUè-

çßEçßlæÜØèØ-â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßÖæð» wz-®w-vw Ì×ð çÎÙæVïðU ÂêßæüqïðU ¥CïUßæÎÙð âÚUSßÌè-

ÂêÁæØæÑ â×æÚUôãUÑ ¥æØôçÁÌô ßÌüÌðÐ ÂêÁæÙ‹ÌÚU×÷ °·¤æ âÖæ ¥çÂ â×æØôçÁÌæ ÖçßcØçÌ
Ø˜æ ÕãêUÙæ¢ çß�ØæÌçßÎéáæ¢ â¢S·ë¤Ì-çàæÿææçßáØ×÷ ¥ßÜ�ŽØ Öæá‡ææçÙ ÖçßcØç‹ÌÐ

¥çS×Ù ¥ßâðÚU âéÖæ»×ÙðÙ ÎàæüÙÎæÙðÙ ¿ âßðü ¥çÂ ßØ¢ çßlæçÍüÙÑ ¥Ùé»ýsïæ §çÌ

âçßÙØ¢ çßçÙßðÎØÌð-

ÂêÁæâç×ÌðÑ âç¿ßÑ

çßEçÁÌ Ö^ïUæ¿æØüÑ

ÂýçÌDïUæçÎßâSØ/SÍæÂÙæçÎßâSØ çÙ×‹˜æ‡æ×÷

çÎÙæVïUÑ v®-w-w®vx

ÎêÚUô‹×éQ¤-çàæÿææ-ÂýçÌDïUæÙ×÷,

»õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØÑ

×ãUæ×æ‹ØæÑ!
âãUáü çßçÙßðlÌð ØÌ÷ »õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØèØ-ÎêÚUô‹×éQ¤-çàæÿææ-ÂýçÌDïUæÙSØ

ÂýçÌDïUæçÎßââ×æÚUôãUÑ ¥æ»æç×çÙ v{-®w-vx Ì×ð çÎÙæ¢·ð¤ àæé·ý¤ßæâÚðU ÂýçÌDïUæÙSØ âÖæ»æÚðU

×ãUÌæ â×é„UæâðÙ â×æØôçÁÌô çßlÌðÐ ÂýçÌDïUæÙSØ çÙÎðüàæ·¤æÑ â×æÚUôãUSØ ¥æŠØÿæˆß¢

çÙßüÿØç‹ÌÐ »õãUæÅUè çßEçßlæÜØSØ ×æ‹ØæÑ ©UÂæ¿æØæüÑ ×é�ØæçÌçÍM¤Âð‡æ â×æÚUôãU×‡ÇUÂ¢

×‡ÇUçØcØç‹ÌÐ ¥‹Øð Ùñ·ð¤ »‡æ×æ‹ØæÑ ×Ùèçá‡æÑ â×æÚUôã¢U â�ÕôÏçØcØç‹ÌÐ
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¥ßâÚðUùçS×Ù÷ ÖßÌæ¢ â×æ»×ðÙ â×æÚUôãUôùØ¢ âßüÍæ »õÚUßæç‹ßÌô ÖçßcØçÌÐ ¥ÌÑ

ØÍæâ×Ø×÷ ¥æ»ˆØ â×æÚUôãUSØ àæôÖæ â¢ßhüÙèØðçÌ ÂéÙÑ ÂéÙÑ ¥�ØÍüØðÐ

â×æÚUôãUSØ â¢ØôÁ·¤Ñ
©UˆÂÜ »ôSßæ×è

·¤‹ØæçßßæãUôˆâßð çÙ×‹˜æ‡æ×÷
H Ÿæè Ÿæè ÂýÁæÂÌØð Ù×ÑH

çÎÙæVïUÑ ®z-v-w®vx

çÙ×üÜæ-âÎÙ×÷
Ú¢Uç»Øæ

â�×æÙÙèØæÑ Õ‹ÏßÑ,

ÂýðØæ¢âÑ âéNU”æÙæp

ÂÚU×ãUáüSØæØ¢ çßáØæÑ ¥çSÌ ØÌ÷ ÂÚU×ðEÚUSØ ·ë¤ÂØæ ×× ·¤ÙèØSØæÑ ·¤‹ØæØæÑ/

Öç»‹ØæÑ çßßæãUÑ »éßæãUæÅUè çÙßæçâÙæ °ð·¤Ù ·é¤ÜèÙðÙ, ÜŽÏÁèçß·ð¤Ù ¿ ßÚðU‡æ âãU

çÙçpÌÑ â×çSÌÐ çßßæãUçÌçÍÑ ¥æçEÙ×æâð àæé€ÜÂÿæSØ Îàæ×è ÌÎÙéâæÚ¢U (v{-v®-
vx) çÎÙæ¢·¤Ñ ßÌüÌðÐ

°ÌçS×Ù÷ ×XïUÜ×Øð â×Øð ØÍæ·¤æÜ¢ â×æ»ˆØ Sß·¤èØñÑ àæéÖæàæèßü¿ÙñÑ ·¤‹Øæ ßÚUp

¥Ùé»ýãUèÌÃØõ ×‡ÇUÂSØ ¿ àæôÖæ ßhüÙèØ §çÌ ÖßˆâðßæØæ¢ çßÙØÂê‡ææü ×ð ¥�ØÍüÙæÐ

Âý‡æçÌÂêßü·¤×÷

ÖßÎèØÑ

»õÌ× ¥çÏ·¤æÚUè

ÚUæçCïþUØ-âXïUôDï÷UØæÑ çÙ×‹˜æ‡æ×÷

çÎÙæVïUÑ ®y-w-w®vx

â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßÖæ»Ñ

»õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØÑ

»éßæãUæÅUè
×æ‹Ø-×ãUæÙéÖæßæÑ,

âãUáü â¢âê‘ØÌð ØÌ÷ »õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØSØ â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßÖæ»ðÙ ÒÒÂêßôüžæÚU â¢S·ë¤çÌ-

âæçãUˆØØôÑ ÚUæ×æØ‡æ-×ãUæÖæÚUÌØôÑ ÂýÖæßÑÓÓ §çÌ çßáØ×çÏ·ë¤ˆß vw-®y-vx çÎÙæVïUÌÑ

vx-®y-vx çÎÙæVïUÂØü‹Ì¢ çmçÎßâèØæ ÚUæçCïþUØ-âXïUôDïUè â×æØôçÁÌæ ßÌüÌðÐ »õßæÅUè-

çßEçßlæÜØSØ ×æÙÙèØæÑ ©UÂæ¿æØü×ãUæÖæ»æÑ â¢»ôDï÷UØæ ©UfæÅUÙ¢ ·¤çÚUcØç‹ÌÐ ÙßÎðãUÜèSÍ-

Ú U æçC ï þ UØ-â¢S· ë ¤Ì-â¢SÍæÙSØ ©UÂæ¿æØ ü×ã UôÎØæÑ © UfæÅ UÙâ×æÚ U ôã ð U  × é�Ø-
Öæá‡æ×éÂSÍæÂçØcØç‹ÌÐ ç˜æÂéÚUæ-çßEçßlæÜØSØ â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßÖæ»æŠØÿææÑ ×é�ØæçÌçÍM¤Âð‡æ

©UfæÅUÙâ˜æSØ àæôÖæ¢ â¢ßhüçØcØç‹ÌÐ

¥çS×Ù÷ ¥ßâÚðU ÖßÌæ×÷ ©UÂçSÍçÌ¢ âæÎÚ¢U âÕãéU×æÙ¢ ¿ â¢ÂýæÍüØÌðÐ

ÖßÎèØÑ

¥æàæéÌôá ¿·ý¤ßÌèü
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©Uˆâßð ¥ÙéÂçSÍˆØñ ÿæ×æØæ¿Ùæ
çÎÙæVïUÑ w~-{-w®vw

â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßÖæ»Ñ
ÎÚ¢U»-×ãUæçßlæÜÑ, ÌðÁÂéÚU×÷

â�×æÙÙèØæÑ ¥ŠØÿæ×ãUôÎØæÑ,

ÖØæ¢çâ Ù×æ¢çâ

¥ã¢U ÖßÌÑ ×ãUæçßlæÜØSØ ßæçáü·¤ôˆâßð âç�×çÜÌô ÖçßÌ¢é Ù ¥àæ·A¤ß×÷ §çÌ

×ãUÌÑ ÎéÑ¹SØ çßáØÑ ¥çSÌÐ ÂÚU‹Ìé çßßàæÌæ °ß ¥˜æ ÂýÏæÙ¢ ·¤æÚU‡æ¢ Ù Ìé ×ÎèØæ ©UÂðÿææ,

Âý×æÎÑ, ¥çßÙØô ßæÐ °·¤SØæÑ ƒæÅUÙæØæÑ ¥·¤S×æÌ÷ ©UÂSÍæÙæÌ÷ »ëãðU ×× ©UÂçSÍçÌÑ Ù
·ð¤ßÜ×÷ ¥æßàØ·¤è ¥çÂ Ìé ¥ÂçÚUãUæØæü â¢ÁæÌæÐ ÌS×æÎðß ÖßÎéˆâßð ©UÂSÍæÌé¢

·ë¤ÌçÙpØôùçÂ ©UÂSÍæÌé¢ Ù ÂýæÖß×÷Ð °ÌÎÍZ ÖßÌæ ¥‹ØÍæ Ù ·¤ËÂÙèØ¢, ÿæ×æÂýÎæÙðÙ

¿æã¢U ¥Ùé·¤�ÂÙèØÑÐ ƒæÅUÙæØæÑ çßSÌëÌ¢ çßßÚU‡æ¢ ÂpæÌ÷ âê¿çØcØæç×Ð

ÖßˆFðãUæ·¤æ¢ÿæè

×ëÎéÜ ©UÂæŠØæØÑ

Check Your Progress
¥ÏSÌÙ¢ Â˜æ¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ Â˜æSØ àæèáü·¢¤ â�ÕôÏÙ¢ â×æŒˆØæçÎ·¢¤ çß¿æÚUØ‹Ìé-

.................. .................

.................. .................

.................

§Î¢ çß™ææØ ÖßˆØæÑ ÂÚU×Ñ Âý×ôÎÑ ÖçßcØçÌ ØÌ÷ ¥SØ ×çãUÜæ-×ãUæçßlæÜØSØ

âßæüçÖÑ ·¤‹ØæçÖÑ â�Öêß °·¤SØ ×çãUÜæ-â¢S·ë¤Ì-â�×ðÜÙSØ ¥æØôÁÙ¢ ·ë¤Ì×çSÌÐ
¥æ»æç×-×æ¿ü-×æâSØ çmÌèØâ#æãðU §Î¢ â�×ðÜÙ¢ ×ãUæçßlæÜØSØñß ÂýæXïU‡æð â¢ÂˆSØÌðÐ

°ÌçmáØ·¢¤ çßSÌëÌ¢ çßßÚU‡æ¢ ØÍæ·¤æÜ¢ âê¿çØcØæ×ÑÐ ÂÚU‹Ìé â�×ðÜÙSØ âæÈ¤ËØ¢ ÖßˆØæÑ

âãUØô»SØ ©UÂçÚU °ß çÙÖüÚ¢U ßÌüÌðÐ

¥ÌÑ ×çãUÜæÙæ¢ »õÚUßæßãðU ¥çS×Ù÷ â×æÚUôãðU ÖßÌè ¥S×æ·¢¤ ×æ»üÎàæüÙ¢ ·¤ÚUôÌé ÌÍæ

¿ âßüçßÏ-âãUØô» ÂýÎæÙðÙ â�×ðÜÙ¢ âæÈ¤ËØ×ç‡ÇUÌ¢ ·¤ÚUôÌé §çÌ ¥S×æ·¢¤ çßÙ×ý-

çÙßðÎÙ×÷Ð
ÖßÎèØæÑ °ß

....................

1.3.4 ¥æßðÎÙ- (ÂýæÍüÙæ) - Â˜æ-Üð¹Ù×÷ (Application Writing)
Ò Öß‹ÌÑ çßçßÏæçÙ ÃØçQ¤»ÌÂ˜ææç‡æ Üðç¹Ì¢ ™ææÌß‹ÌÑÐ ·¤çÌç¿Ì÷ Â˜ææç‡æ

ÃØæßâæØ·¤æçÙ ·¤æØæüÜØèØæçÙ ¿ Ößç‹ÌÐ ÌlÍæ-
Ò ÂýSÌ·¤Âýðá‡ææÍZ/ÂéSÌ·¤·ý¤Ø‡ææÍZ ÂéSÌ·¤çß·ýð¤ÌæÚ¢U/ÂéSÌ·¤Âý·¤æàæ·¢¤ ÂýçÌÐ

Ò Âç˜æ·¤æØæÑ »ýæãU·¤ÌæØñ â�ÂæÎ·¢¤ ÂýçÌÐ

Ò çßEçßlæÜØð/×ãUæçßlæÜØð ÂýßðàææÍZ ¥ŠØÿæ¢/çßÖæ»æŠØÿæ¢/©UÂæ¿æØZ ÂýçÌÐ

Ò ÀUæ˜ææßæâð SÍæÙ¢ Âýæ#é¢ ÀUæ˜ææßæâSØ ¥Ïèÿæ·¢¤ ÂýçÌÐ

Ò ¥ß·¤æàæ»ýãU‡ææØ çÙÎðàæ·¢¤/¥ŠØÿæ¢/çßÖæ»æŠØÿæ¢ Â¢ÁèØ·¢¤/¥çÏ·¤æçÚU‡æ¢ ÂýçÌÐ
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Ò Ù»ÚUSØ ÎéÚUßSÍæÂçÚUãUæÚUæØ/â×æ¿æÚUSØ Âý·¤æàæÙæØ ¿ â×æ¿æÚUÂ˜æSØ â�ÂæÎ·¢¤ ÂýçÌÐ

Ò àæéË·¤×éQ¤Øð â¢SÍæÙSØ ÂÎæçÏ·¤æçÚU‡æ¢ ÂýçÌÐ

Ò ÂýçÌæØôç»ÌæÑ/â×æÚUôãUSØ/·¤æØü·ý¤×SØ ¥æØôÁÙæØ ¥Ùé×çÌ»ýãU‡ææØ ¥ÙéDïUæÙSØ
ÂýçÌDïUæÙSØ ßæ ¥çÏ·¤æçÚU‡æ¢ ÂýçÌÐ

Ò ¿çÚU˜æÂý×æ‡æÂ˜æSØ/ˆØæ»Âý×æ‡æÂ˜æSØ ÂýæŒˆØñ ÂýæÍüÙæÂ˜æ×÷Ð

Â˜æ-ÂýæM¤Â×÷

(·¤) â·¤æàææÌ÷/mæÚUæ,
............................ Â˜æÜð¹·¤SØ âVïðUÌÑ

............................

............................

(¹) âçßÏð/âðßæØæ×÷

............................ Â˜æ-Sßè·¤ÌéüÑ âVïðUÌÑ

............................

............................

(») çßáØÑ................... çßáØSØ Ùæ×/Â˜æSØ çßáØÑ

(ƒæ) ............................ â�ÕôÏÙ×÷

(¾U) ........................................... Â˜æSØ ÂýçÌÂæl - çïßáØÑ

...........................................

...........................................

(¿) ..................... ©UÂâ¢ãUæÚU

(ÀU) ................... ãUSÌæÿæÚ¢U ÂÎ¢ ¿

(Á) ......................... SÍæÙ×÷, çÎÙæ¢·¤Ñ

ÌÎðß¢ ÃØæßâæçØ·¤Â˜ææç‡æ ·¤æØæüÜØèØæçÙ ßæ Â˜ææç‡æ ¥CïUâé çßÖæ»ðáé çßÖQ¤æçÙ Ößç‹ÌÐ

¥ÏéÙæ ÂýæçÌÖæ»¢ çß¿æÚUØ‹Ìé-
(·¤) Â˜æSØæÎõ ©UÂçÚUÌ×Öæ»ð Â˜æÜð¹·¤SØ âVïðUÌÑ çÜ�ØÌð ÌSØ ÂÎçÙÎðüàæÑ ¿ ç·ý¤ØÌðÐ

(¹)Â˜æÜð¹·¤SØ âVïðUÌSØ ¥ÏôÖæ»ð Â˜æSßè·¤ÌéüÑ âVïðUÌÑ ÌSØ ÂÎô„ðU¹Ñ ¿ ·¤ÚU‡æèØÑ

ÖßçÌÐ Sßè·¤ÌéüÑ Ùæ×Üð¹Ù×÷ ¥çÙßæØZ ÙæçSÌÐ

(») Sßè·¤ÌéüÑ âVïðUÌSØ ¥ÏôÖæ»ð °·¤ßæ€ØðÙ çÜ�Ø×æÙSØ Â˜æSØ çßáØÑ Üðç¹ÌÃØÑ

ÖßçÌÐ
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(ƒæ) Â˜æSßè·¤ÌéüÑ ÂÎSØ ©U„ðU¹¢ çßÏæØ ÌSØ â�ÕôÏÙ¢ ç·ý¤ØÌðÐ ØÍæ—

Ò ×æ‹ØæÑ çÙÎðàæ·¤×ãUôÎØæÑ,

Ò ¥æÎÚU‡æèØæÑ ×¢ç˜æ×ãUæÖæ»æÑ,
Ò ×æÙÙèØæÑ â�ÂæÎ·¤×ãUæàæØæÑ,

Ò ×ãUæ×æ‹ØæÑ ×ãUæ×çãU×ÚUæ…ØÂæÜ×ãUôÎØæÑ/×ãUæ×çãU×-ÚUæCïþUÂçÌ×ãUôÎØæÑ,

Ò ×æ‹ØæÑ çßÖæ»æŠØÿæ×ãUôÎØæÑ,

Ò ×æÙÙèØæÑ Â¢ÁèØ·¤-/©UÂæ¿æØü-/×ãUôÎØæÑ,

(¾U) çßáØçßÖæ»ð çßáØSØ ©UÂSÍæÂÙ¢ ÖßçÌÐ ¥˜æ ·é¤àæÜßëžææ‹ÌæçÎ·¢¤ Ù çÜ�ØÌðÐ

(¿) ©UÂâ¢ãUæÚUÑ §çÌ ÂýçßÖæ»ð âæÏæÚU‡ØðÙ ÖßÎèØÑ, ÖßÎèØæ, ÖßçˆßEæâ-Âæ˜æ×÷,
ÖßÎæ™ææ·¤æÚUè §ˆØæçÎÂÎæçÙ ÂýØé…Ø‹ÌðÐ

(Á) ¥˜æ Â˜æÜð¹·¤SØ ãUSÌæÿæÚðU‡æ âãU ÌSØ ÂÎçÙÎðüàæÑ ÖßçÌÐ

(Ûæ) Â˜æSØ ¥ÏÑ ßæ×Öæ»ð SÍæÙçÙÎðüàæÑ ç·ý¤ØÌð ÌÍæ ¿ Â˜æÜð¹ÙSØ/Â˜æÂýðá‡æSØ çÎÙæVïUÑ

çÜ�ØÌðÐ

Ò ©UÎæãUÚU‡ææÍü çÙ×AçÜç¹Ì¢ Â˜æ¢ ÂàØ‹Ìé-

â·¤æàææÌ÷

Ÿæè ÚUæÁèß ·é¤×æÚU àæ×æü

çßÖæ»èØÑ ÀUæ˜æÑ

â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßÖæ»Ñ, »õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØÑ

»éßæãUæÅUèÐ

âðßæØæ×÷,

â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»æŠØÿæÑ/â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»æŠØÿææ
»õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØÑ

»éßæãUæÅUè

çßáØÑ - ¥ß·¤æàææÍZ ÂýæÍüÙæ-Â˜æ×÷Ð

×æ‹ØæÑ çßÖæ»æŠØÿæ×ãUôÎØæÑ,

¥ã¢U â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»SØ çmÌèØ-áæ‡×æçâ·¤SØ ÀUæ˜æôùçS×Ð ×× »ëãðU Öç»‹ØæÑ çßßæãUÑ

v{-®z-vx çÎÙæVïðU âéçÙçpÌôùçSÌÐ ÌçS×Ù÷ ¥ßâÚðU â×æ»ÌæÙæ×÷ ¥çÌÍèÙæ¢ â�Õç‹ÏÙæ¢
¿ ©Uç¿ÌçÙßæâÃØßSÍæçÎ·¢¤ ·¤ÌéZ ·¤æØüÁæÌ¢ ¿ çßÏæÌé¢ ×× ©UÂçSÍçÌÑ »ëãðU ¥ˆØ‹Ì×æßàØ·¤è

çßlÌðÐ

¥ÌÑ ¥ã¢U Öß‹Ì¢/ÖßÌè´ âæÎÚ¢U ÂýæÍüØð ØÌ÷ ÖßÌæ/ÖßˆØæ çßßæãðU ©UÂSÍæÌé¢ Ì˜æ ¿

çÂÌéÑ âæãUæÄØ¢ çßÏæÌé¢ çÎÙ˜æØSØ (vz-®z-w®vx çÎÙæ¢·¤ÌÑ v|-®z-w®vx çÎÙæ¢·¤

ØæßÌ÷) ¥ß·¤æàæ¢ ÂýÎæØ ¥ãU×÷ ¥Ùé»ýãUèÌÃØÑÐ

»éßæãUæÅUè, ÖßÎæ™ææ·¤æÚUè ÀUæ˜ææÑ
vw-®z-w®vx Ÿæè ÚUæÁèß ·é¤×æÚU àæ×æü

Ò ¥ÏéÙæ ÖßÌæ×÷ ¥�ØæâæØ ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷ Â˜ææç‡æ ¥˜æ ÂýÎèØ‹ÌðÐ ¥˜æôÂ‹ØSÌæçÙ Â˜ææç‡æ

ÂÆU‹Ìé ÌÍæ ¿ SßØ¢ ÌæÎëàææçÙ Â˜ææç‡æ Üðç¹Ìé×÷ ¥�Øæâ¢ ·é¤ßü‹ÌéÐ
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àæéË·¤×éQ¤Øð ÂýæÍüÙæÂ˜æ×÷

×æ‹ØæÑ çÙÎðàæ·¤×ãUôÎØæÑ,

...............................

âçßÙØ¢ çÙßðÎçØÌéç×‘ÀUæç× ØÌ÷ ¥ã¢U ÖßÌæ¢ ÂýçÌDïUæÙð â¢S·ë¤Ìð FæÌ·¤ôžæÚU-çmÌèØ-

áæ‡×æçâ·ð¤ ¥ŠØØÙ¢ ·¤ÚUôç×Ð ×× ¥æÍü·¤è çSÍçÌÑ â×è¿èÙæ ÙæçSÌÐ ×ÎèØð »ëãðU ç·¤ç@Ì÷

·ë¤çá·¤æØZ ÖßçÌ, ÌðÙ ¿ ·¤Íç@Ì÷ Áèçß·¤æ-çÙßæüãUÑ ÖßçÌÐ ·¤çpÎçÂ ÁÙÑ âðßæØæ¢

ÙæçSÌÐ ¥ÌÑ ¥ã¢U ÂÚUèÿææ-àæéË·¤ÚUæàæðÑ ÂýÎæÙð âßüÍæ ¥â×ÍôüùçS×Ð

¥Ì ÖßÌÑ ÂýçÌ ×ÎèØæ ·¤ÚUÕhæ ÂýæÍüÙæ ßÌüÌð ØÌ÷ ÖßçjÑ ×× ÎØÙèØæ×÷

¥æçÍü·¤çSÍçÌ¢ çßÜô€Ø ÂÚUèÿææØæÑ àæéË·¤×éçQ¤Ñ çßÏæÌcØæ, ØðÙ ÂÚUèÿææÂýÎæÙð ×× ·¤ôùçÂ

¥ßÚUôÏÑ Ù SØæÌ÷Ð

¥SØæÑ ×ãUˆØæÑ ·ë¤ÂæØæÑ ·ë¤Ìð ¥æÁèßÙ¢ ÖßÌæ¢ ·ë¤Ì™æÑ SÍæSØæç×Ð

ÖßÎèØÑ ¥æ™ææ·¤æÚUè ÀUæ˜æÑ

.................... ..........................

....................

¿çÚU˜æÂý×æ‡æÂ˜æSØ ÂýæŒˆØñ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æ×÷

×æÙÙèØæÑ ¥ŠØÿæ×ãUæÖæ»æÑ,

........................

çßÙØÂêßü·¢¤ çßçÙßðÎÙ×çSÌ ØÌ÷ çß»Ìßáðü ×Øæ ÖßÌÑ °ß ×ãUæçßlæÜØæÌ÷ FæÌ·¤-

ÂÚUèÿææ ÂýÍ×Ÿæð‡Øæ¢ â×éžæè‡ææü ¥æâèÌ÷Ð °·¤çS×Ù÷ çßlæÜØð ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷ çàæÿæ·¤ÂÎæçÙ çÚUQ¤æçÙ

âç‹ÌÐ çÚUQ¤ÂÎæÙæ¢ ÂêÌüØð çß™ææÂÙ×çÂ âTæÌ×çSÌÐ Ì˜æ ¥æßðÎÙ¢ ·¤ÌéZ ×× âçßÏð âßüçßÏæ

¥ãüUÌæ ßÌüÌðÐ ç·¤‹Ìé ¥ŠØÿæð‡æ Âý×æç‡æÌ¢ ÂýÎžæ¢ ¿ °·¢¤ ¿çÚU˜æÂý×æ‡æ-Â˜æ¢ Ì˜æ ¥ÂðÿØÌðÐ ÌÎ÷

çßÙæ ·¤Í×çÂ çÙØéçQ¤Ñ Ù â�ÖßçÌÐ

¥ÌÑ ×Øæ âçßÙØ¢ çÙßðÎÙ¢ ç·ý¤ØÌð ØÌ÷ Öß‹ÌÑ ×× çÙØé€ˆØñ àæéÖæçàæØÑ ÂýÎæØ

¿çÚU˜æÂý×æ‡æÂ˜æÂýÎæÙðÙ ×æ×÷ ¥Ùé»ëöïU‹ÌéÐ

ÖßÎèØÑ çßEæâÂæ˜æ×÷

............................

.......................

.......................

ßæÎ-çßßæÎ-ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØñ ¥Ùé×çÌ»ýãU‡ææÍZ ÂýæÍüÙæÂ˜æ×÷

¥æÎÚU‡æèØæÑ çßÖæ»æŠØÿæ×ãUôÎØæÑ,

...........................................

Âý‡æçÌÂéÚUSâÚ¢U çÙßðÎÙç×Î×çSÌ ØÌ÷ ßØ¢ â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»èØæÑ ÀUæ˜ææÑ ¥çS×Ù÷ ßáðü

»ýèc×æß·¤æàæð °·¤æ¢ ÚUæ…ØSÌÚUèØæ¢ ßæÎ-çßßæÎ-ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ×÷ ¥æØôÁçØÌé×÷ §‘ÀUæ×ÑÐ ¥SØô
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ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæ×÷ ¥â×ÂýÎðàæSØ FæÌ·¤-Ÿæð‡ØæÑ FæÌ·¤ôžæÚU-Ÿæð‡Øæp ÀUæ˜ææÑÀUæ˜Øp Öæ»¢

»ýãUècØç‹ÌÐ §Ø¢ ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ »ýèc×æß·¤æàæð ¥æØôÁçØcØÌð, ÌS×æÌ÷ ¥S×æ·¢¤ Ÿæð‡æèÿæçÌÚUçÂ

Ù ÖçßcØçÌÐ ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæÑ ¥æØôÁÙð â¢ÖæçßÌSØ ÃØßSØæçÂ ÃØßSÍæ ¥S×æçÖÑ
·¤çÚUcØÌðÐ ·ð¤¿Ù â¢S·ë¤ÌæÙéÚUæç»‡æÑ ¥æçÍü·¢¤ âæãUæÄØ¢ ·¤ÌéZ â×æEæçâÌß‹ÌÑ âç‹ÌÐ

ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæÑ ¥æØôÁÙ¢ â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»ð °ß ·¤Ìéü×çÖÜáæ×ÑÐ ¥ÌÑ ÖßÌæ¢/ÖßÌèÙæ×÷

¥Ùé×çÌÑ ¥ˆØæßàØ·¤è çßlÌðÐ âãñUß ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæ¢ çÙ‡ææüØ·¤ˆßðÙ ·¤çÌÂØæÙæ¢ Ì˜æÖßÌæ¢

çßÖæ»èØæŠØæÂ·¤æÙæ×çÂ âãUØô»Ñ ×æ»üÎàæüÙ¢ ¿ ¥ÂðÿØÌðÐ

¥ÌÑ Öß‹ÌÑ/ÖßˆØÑ âæ»ýã¢U çÙßðl‹Ìð ØÌ÷ ¥SØæÑ ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæÑ ¥æØôÁÙæØ

¥Ùé×çÌ¢ ÂýÎæØ ×æ»üÎàæüÙ¢ ¿ çßÏæØ ßØ×Ùé»ýæsïæÑÐ
ÖßÎæ™ææ·¤æçÚU‡æÑ ÀUæ˜ææÑ

................. â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßÖæ»Ñ

................. »õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØÑ

¥ÙéÂçSÍˆØñ ÂýæÍüÙæÂ˜æ×÷

×æ‹ØæÑ ¥ŠØÿæ×ãUæàæØæÑ

....................

âçßÙØ¢ çÙßðÎçØÌéç×‘ÀUæç× ØÌ÷ ¥ã¢U »ÌçÎßâæÌ÷ …ßÚUÂèçÇUÌÑ àæÄØæ»ýSÌôùçS×Ð

ÕÜßÌè çàæÚUôßðÎÙæ ¿ âßü·¤æÜ¢ ×æ¢ ÃØÍØçÌÐ çÎÙmØ¢ âßüÍæ çßŸææ×Ñ ·¤ÚU‡æèØÑ §çÌ

ç¿ç·¤ˆâ·¤SØ ÂÚUæ×àæ üÑÐ ¥ÌÑ ¥ãU×÷ ¥æ»æç×çÎÙmØ¢ ×ãUæçßlæÜØ×÷ ¥»‹Ìé×÷

¥â×ÍôüùçS×Ð ×× ¥ÙéÂçSÍçÌ¢ ×áüçØˆßæ çÎÙmØSØ ¥ß·¤æàæ¢ ÂýÎæØ ×æ×Ùé»ýãUècØ‹ÌèçÌ

ÂýæÍüØÌð-
ÖßÎæ™ææ·¤æÚUè ÀUæ˜æÑ

..........................

â×æ¿æÚUSØ Âý·¤æàæÙæÍZ â�ÂæÎ·¤æØ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æ×÷

×æ‹ØæÑ â�ÂæÎ·¤×ãUôÎØæÑ,
............................

¥ÙðÙ ÂýæÍüÙæÂ˜æð‡æ âãU °·¤Ñ â×æ¿æÚUÑ ÖßÌæ¢ â�×æçÙÌæØæ¢ ÒÒâ�Öæá‡æ-â‹ÎðàæÑÓÓ

§çÌ Ùæ×ÏðØæØæ¢ ×æçâ·¤Âç˜æ·¤æØæ¢ Âý·¤æàæÙæÍZ ÂýðcØ×æ‡æÑ ¥çSÌÐ ·ë¤ÂØæ §×¢ â×æ¿æÚ¢U

Âç˜æ·¤æØæÑ ¥æ»æç×çÙ ¥VïðU Âý·¤æàØ ¥Ùé»ësïÌæ×÷Ð

ÖßÎèØÑ

..................... ...................

.....................

â×æ¿æÚUÑ
ÙßÎðãUÜèSÍ-ÚUæçCïþ UØ-â¢S·ë¤Ì-â¢SÍæÙSØ »õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØèØ-â¢S·ë¤Ì-

çßÖæ»SØ ¿ â¢ØéQ¤ÌžßæßÏæÙð ÒÒÂêßôüžæÚU-Âýæ‹ÌèØÖæáæ-âæçãUˆØðáé ÂõÚUæç‡æ·¤Ñ ÂýÖæßÑÓÓ
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§çÌ çßáØ×çÏ·ë¤ˆØ °ðá×ô w®vx ßáüSØ ×æ¿ü×æâSØ ®~-v® çÎÙæVïUØôÑ çmçÎßâèØæ

ÚUæCïþUèØæ âXïUôDïUè â×æØô…ØÌÐ »õãUæÅUè-çßEçßlæÜØSØ È¤ç‡æÏÚUÎžæ-âÖæ»æÚðU â×æØôçÁÌð

â¢»ôDï÷UØæ ©UfæÅUÙâ×æÚUôãðU ØæÎßÂéÚUçßEçßlæÜØSØ â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»æŠØæÿææÑ ×é�ØæçÌçÍM¤Âð‡æ

ÌÌæ ÂéÚUèSÍ-Á»óææÍ-â¢S·ë¤Ì-çßEçßlæÜØSØ ×æ‹ØæÑ ©UÂæ¿æØü×ãUæÖæ»æÑ ©UfæÅUÙÖæá‡æ¢

ÌÌæ ¿ çßÖæ»SØñß ÂýæQ¤ÙæÑ çßÖæ»æŠØÿæÑ ÚUæCïþUÂçÌÂéÚUS·¤æÚðU‡æ â�×æçÙÌæ ¥æ¿æØæü ¥àæô·¤-

·é¤×æÚU-»ôSßæç××ãUæÖæ»æÑ ×é�ØÖæá‡æ¢ ÂýSÌéÌß‹ÌÑÐ çßÖæ»èØÀUæ˜æñÑ ÀUæ˜æèçÿæp ©UÂSÍæçÂÌðÙ

ßñçÎ·¤×¢»Üæ¿ÚU‡æðÙ â×æÚUôãUSØ àæéÖæÚU�ÖÑ ¥ÖßÌ÷Ð çßÖæ»SØñß ÂýæŠØæçÂ·¤Øæ Ÿæè×ˆØæ

ÇU0 Á»Îèàæ àæ×ü‡ææ â×æÚUôãUSØ â@æÜÙ¢ ·ë¤Ì¢ ÌÍæ ¿ ÂýæŠØæçÂ·¤Øæ ÇU0 âéÁæÌæ

ÂéÚU·¤æØSÍ×ãUæÖæ»Øæ Ï‹ØßæÎ™ææÂÙ¢ ·ë¤Ì×÷Ð

¥SØæ¢ âXïUôDï÷UØæ¢ çßçßÏSÍæÙð�ØÑ â×æ»ÌñÑ çßçßÏñÑ Âç‡ÇUÌñÑ »ßðá·ñ¤Ñ ¥æ¿æØñüp

àæôÏÂ˜ææç‡æ ÂçÆUÌæçÙÐ âæ·¤ËØðÙ çß¢àæçÌÑ àæôÏÂ˜ææç‡æ ©UÂSÍæçÂÌæçÙ ¥ÖßÙ÷Ð â¢S·ë¤Ì-

çßÖæ»æŠØæÿææ‡ææ×ðß âÖæÂçÌˆßð ×æ¿ü×æâSØ Îàæ×ð çÎÙæVïð U ¥ÂÚUæqï ð U çmßæÎÙð

â×æÂÙâ×æÚUôãUÑ â×ÙéçDïUÌÑÐ ¥çS×Ù÷ â×æÚUôãðU â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»SØ ÂýæQ¤ÙæÑ çßÖæ»æŠØÿææÑ

ÚUæCïþUÂçÌâ�×æÙðÙ âÖæçÁÌæÑ ¥æ¿æØæüÑ ¥Âêßü¿‹¼ý ÕÚUÆUæ·é¤çÚUØæ ×ãUæÖæ»æÑ ×é�ØæçÌçÍM¤Âð‡æ

ÌÍæ ¿ ·é¤×æÚU-ÖæS·¤ÚUß×ü-â¢S·ë¤Ì-Âýæ¿èÙæŠØØÙ-çßEçßlæÜØSØ ©UÂæ¿æØüæÑ Ÿæè×‹ÌÑ

ÇU0 ÎèÂ·¤ ·é¤×æÚU àæ×ü×ãUôÎØæÑ çßçàæCïUæçÌçÍM¤Âð‡æ â×æÚUôãU×‡ÇUÂ¢ ×ç‡ÇUÌß‹ÌÑÐ âÖæØæÑ

â@æÜÙ¢ ¥ŠØæçÂ·¤Øæ Ÿæè×ˆØæ ÇU0 âéÎðc‡ææ-Ö^ïUæ¿æØü×ãUôÎØØæ ÌÍæ ¿ Ï‹ØßæÎ™ææÂÙ¢

ÂýæŠØçÂ·¤Øæ Ÿæè×ˆØæ ÇU0 ŸæéçÌÏÚUæ¿·ý¤ßçÌü×ãUæÖæ»Øæ ·ë¤Ì×÷Ð

ÀUæ˜ææßæâð SÍæÙ¢ Âýæ#é×÷ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æ×÷

â�×æ‹ØæÑ ¥Ïèÿæ·¤×ãUôÎØæÑ,

..........................

»õãUæÅUèçßEçßlæÜØSØ â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»ð ¥lÌÑ ×æâmØæÌ÷ ÂêßZ ×× ÂýßðàæÑ â¢ÁæÌÑ

¥æâèÌ÷Ð §ÎæÙè´ ØæßÌ÷ ¥ã¢U »éßæãUæÅUèØæ×ðß °·¤SØ â�Õç‹ÏÙÑ »ëãðU çÙßâæç×Ð ç·¤‹Ìé

çßEçßlæÜØæÌ÷ ×× °ÌÌ÷ çÙßæâSÍæÙ¢ ÕãéUÎêÚðU ÖßçÌÐ »×Ùæ»×Ùð °ß ×× ÖêØæÙ÷ ·¤æÜÑ

»‘ÀUçÌÐ Ì˜æ ¿ â�Õç‹ÏÙÑ ÂçÚUßæÚUæSØ ÕæÜæÑ ÕæçÜ·¤æp âßüÍæ ·¤ôÜæãUÜ¢ ·é¤ßüç‹Ì,

§ÌSÌÌÑ Ïæßç‹Ì, ·¤Îæç¿Ì÷ ©U“æñÑ ·ý¤‹Îç‹Ì, ØðÙ ¥ŠØØÙð ×× ×ãUÌè ÕæÏæ â¢ÁæØÌðÐ

¥ÌÑ ¥ã¢U çßEçßlæÜØSØ ÖßÎèØ-ÀUæ˜ææßæâð SÍæÙ¢ Âý#éç×‘ÀUæç×Ð çßEâ×èØâê˜æð‡æ

™ææÌ×çSÌ ØÌ÷ ÖßÌæ¢ ÀUæ˜ææßæâð °·¢¤ SÍæÙ¢ çÚUQ¢¤ ßÌüÌðÐ ÌÎÍü ¿æã¢U ¥ÂðçÿæÌ¢ ÀUæ˜ææßæâ-

àæéË·¤×çÂ ÎžæßæÙ÷ ¥çS×Ð

¥ÌÑ ÖßSÌé âæÎÚ¢U ×× ¥ÙéÚUôÏÑ ¥çSÌ ØÌ÷ ·ë¤ÂØæ ×sï¢ ÀUæ˜ææßæâð SÍæÙ¢ ÂýÎæØ

×æ×÷ ¥Ùé»ëöïU‹ÌéÐ

ÂýæÍèü

.................. .......................

..................
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Stop to consider ŠØæÌÃØ×÷
Ò ¥�ØæâæØ ÂýÎžæðáé ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æðáé ÂýæÍüÙæÂ˜æðáé ¿ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æSØ ÂýæM¤ÂæÙéâæÚ¢U A-

(â·¤æàææÌ÷ mÚUæ), B- (âçßÏð âðßæØæ×÷), C- (çßáØÑ), G- (ãUSÌæÿæÚ¢U ÂÎ¢ ¿),
H- (SÍæÙ¢ çÎÙæ¢·¤Ñ) ¿ðçÌ ÂýçßÖæ»æÑ çÙçÎüCïUæÑ ©U„ðUç¹ÌæÑ ßæ Ù âç‹ÌÐ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æSØ

Üð¹Ùâ×Øð Â˜æÂýæM¤ÂæÙéâæÚ¢U Ìð Öæ»æÑ Âýâ¢»æÙéâæÚ¢U SßæÙ·ê¤ËØðÙ ÖßçjÑ ¥ßàØ¢

ÂêÚU‡æèØæÑÐ ©U„ðU¹ÙèØæÑÐ ¥˜æ ©UÂ‹ØSÌæÙæ×÷ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜ææ‡ææ¢ àæèáü·¤×ðß Â˜æSØ çßáØÑ/

çßáØÙæ× ÖçßÌé×ãüUçÌÐ Â˜æSØ çßáØæÙéâæÚ¢U çßáØSØ ©U„ðU¹ô çßÏðØÑÐ ¥‹ØÖæ»æÙæ×÷

©ðU„U¹Ñ ¥çÂ Â˜æSØ çßáØ¢ ×Ùçâ çÙÏæØ °ß ·¤ÚU‡æèØÑÐ

1.4 ¥ÂçÆUÌæ¢àææßÕôÏÙ×÷ (Unseen Reading Comprehension)
Comprehension §ˆØéQð¤ ÒÒ¥ßÕôÏÙ×÷ÓÓ ¥Íßæ ÒÒÕôÏàæçQ¤ÑÓÓÐ §Î×÷

¥ßÕôÏÙ¢ çmçßÏ¢ ÖßçÌ (v) ÂçÆUÌ×÷ ¥çÂ ¿ (w) ¥ÂçÆUÌ×÷Ð ÂçÆUÌ×÷ ¥ÂçÆUÌ×÷ ¿

°ÌÌ÷ ¥ßÕôÏÙ¢ ÂéÙÚUçÂ çmÂý·¤æÚU·¢¤ ÖßçÌ (v) »læˆ×·¢¤ (w) Âlæˆ×·¢¤ ¿ðçÌÐ ç·¤‹ˆß˜æ

¥ÂçÆUÌ¢ »læˆ×·¢¤ Âlæˆ×·¢¤ ¿ðçÌ ¥ßÕôÏÙ×ðß ¥S×æ·¢¤ ÂæÆKˆßðÙ ¥S×æçÖÑ

Sßè·¤ÚU‡æèØ×÷Ð
»læˆ×·ð¤ ¥ßÕôÏÙð ·¤pÙ ¥ÂçÆUÌÑ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎÑ ÂýÎèØÌðÐ Âlæˆ×·ð¤ ÂéÙÑ ¥ÂçÆUÌ¢

ç·¤×çÂ Âl¢ ÂýÎžæ¢ ÖßçÌÐ Ì×÷ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎ¢ ÌÌ÷ Âl¢ ßæ ¥æÏæÚUè·ë¤ˆØ ·ð¤¿Ù ÂýoAæÑ ÎèØ‹Ìð,

Øðáæ¢ ©UžæÚUæç‡æ Üð¹ÙèØæçÙ Ößç‹ÌÐ

Üð¹·¤SØ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎð ·¤ßðÑ Âlð ßæ ßç‡æüÌSØ âçóæçãUçÌSØ ÖæßSØ çß¿æÚUSØ ¿

â�Ø·¤÷ ™ææÙ×ðß ¥ßÕôÏÙ¢ ÕôÏô ßæ ·¤‰ØÌðÐ ¥ÙðÙ ¥S×æ·¢¤ ÕôÏàæQð¤Ñ ÂÚUèÿæ‡æ¢ Ìé

ÖßˆØðß, âãñUß ÕôÏàæQð¤Ñ çß·¤æâôùçÂ â¢ÁæØÌðÐ ©UÎæãUÚU‡æÍZ ·ð¤¿Ù ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎæÑ ·¤çÌç¿Ì÷

ÂlæçÙ ¿ ÂýoAôžæÚñUÑ âæhZ ÖßÌæ×÷ ¥�ØæâæØ ¥˜æ ÂýÎèØ‹Ìð-

ÂýÍ× ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎÑ
ÒÒÕâØæÙðáé ¥æßæ»×Ù¢ çÎÙæÙéçÎÙ¢ ØæÌÙæÂýÎ×ðß ÂçÚU·¤ËÂÌðÐ ¥lˆßð ÕâØæÙðáé ¿æÜ·¤æÑ

Øæç˜æ�ØÑ ¥æÚUôãU‡æ¢ Ìé ¥çÌçÍßÌ÷ ŸæhØæ ·¤æÚUØç‹Ì, Ø˜æ Ì˜æ ÕâØæÙ×÷ ¥ßL¤ŠØ

»‹ÌæÚU×»‹ÌæÚ¢U ßæ ¥æÚUôãU‡ææØæuïUØç‹Ì, Ò¥çÌçÍ-Îðßô ÖßÓ §çÌ ÖæÚUÌèØÂÚU�ÂÚUæ@ â�Ø·¤÷

ÂçÚUÂæÜØç‹ÌÐ Øæç˜æ‡æÑ Sß·¤æØüSÍÜ¢ ÂýçÌ çßÜç�ÕÌæÑ Ößç‹Ì ¿ðÌ÷ Öß‹Ìé Ùæ×, Ìðáæ¢
×Ùçâ ̂ ßðÌÎðß çÌDïUçÌ ØÎçÏ·¤æçÏ·¤æçÙ Øæ˜ææ-Â˜ææç‡æ çß·ý¤èÌæçÙ SØéçÚUçÌÐ Üô·ð¤áé °·¤ßæÚ¢U

ÕâØæÙð ÂýçßCïðUáé âˆâé Ìðáæ×õÎæØZ ×æÏéØü@ Ù ÁæÙð ·é¤˜æ ØæçÌÐ Øæç˜æ‡ææ×ßÌÚU‡æâ×Øð Ìé

çßàæðáÌ °ÌæßÌèü àæèƒæýÌæ¢ ÂýÎàæüØç‹Ì ØðÙ ÂýæØàæô ÎéƒæüÅUÙæ ¥çÂ â¢ƒæçÅUÌæ ÁæØ‹ÌðÐ ÌS×æÌ÷

ÕâØæÙðáé Øæ˜ææ ×ãUˆØæ âæßÏæÙÌØñß çßÏðØæÐ S×ÚU‡æèØ@æS×æçÖÚðUÌÌ÷ âÎñß ØÌ÷ âæßÏæÙÌæ

ÎéƒæüÅUÙæÌÑ ŸæðØS·¤ÚUèÐÓÓ

ÂýoAæ Ñ
(v) Øæç˜æ‡æÑ ·¢¤ ÂýçÌ çßÜç�ÕÌæÑ Ößç‹Ì?

(w) ·¤æ ·¤S×æÌ÷ ŸæðØS·¤ÚUè?

(x) ¿æÜ·¤æÑ Øæç˜æ�ØÑ ¥æÚUôãU‡æ¢ ·¤Í¢ ·¤æÚUØç‹Ì?

(y) ¥æÚUôãU‡ææØ ·¢¤ ·¤×æuïUØç‹Ì?

(z) ¿æÜ·¤æÙæ¢ ×Ùçâ ç·¢¤ çÌDïUçÌ?
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({) ¿æÜ·¤æÑ ç·¢¤ â�Ø·¤÷ ÂçÚUÂæÜØç‹Ì?

(|) Ò·¤CïUÎæØ·¤×÷Ó §çÌ ÂÎSØ â×æÙæÍü·¢¤ ÂÎ×˜æ ç·¤×çSÌÐ

(}) ÒçßÜç�ÕÌæÑ Ößç‹ÌÓ ¥˜æ Ößç‹Ì §çÌ ç·ý¤ØæÂÎSØ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?
(~) Ò°ÌæßÌè´ àæèƒæýÌæ×÷Ó ¥˜æ çßàæðá‡æÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?

(v®) Ò¥æÚUôãU‡æâ×ØðÓ §çÌ ÂÎSØ çßÂÚUèÌæÍü·¢¤ ÂÎ×Ùé‘ÀðUÎæÌ÷ ç¿ˆßæ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð

©UžæÚUæç‡æ -
(v) Sß·¤æØüSÍÜ×÷Ð

(w) âæßÏæÙÌæ ÎéƒæüÅUÙæÌÑÐ

(x) ¥çÌçÍßÌ÷ ŸæhØæÐ
(y) »‹ÌæÚU×÷ ¥»‹ÌæÚU@Ð

(z) ¿æÜ·¤æÙæ¢ ×Ùçâ çÌDïUçÌ ØÌ÷ ¥çÏ·¤æçÏ·¤æçÙ Øæ˜ææÂ˜ææç‡æ çß·ý¤èÌæçÙ SØéÑÐ

({) ¿æÜ·¤æÑ Ò¥çÌçÍ-Îðßô ÖßÓ §çÌ ÖæÚUÌèØÂÚU�ÂÚUæ¢ â�Ø·¤÷ ÂçÚUÂæÜØç‹ÌÐ

(|) ØæÌÙæÂýÎ×÷Ð

(}) Øæç˜æ‡æÑÐ

(~) °ÌæßÌè×÷Ð
(v®) ¥ßÌÚU‡æâ×ØðÐ

çmÌèØÑ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎÑ
ÒÒ°·¤Îæ °·¤ô ßñÎðçàæ·¤Ñ ÂýÍ×ÚUæCïþUÂÌðÑ ŸæèÚUæÁð‹¼ý-ÂýâæÎSØ »ëã¢U Âýæ#ßæÙ÷Ð ÚUæCïþUÂÌðÑ

ÂçÚU¿æÚU·¤Ñ Ì×çÌçÍ»ëãðU ÂýÌèçÿæÌé×·¤ÍØÌ÷ Ì×âê¿Ø“æ Ø¼ýæCïþUÂçÌ×ãUôÎØæÑ â�ÂýçÌ ÂêÁæ¢

·é¤ßüç‹ÌÐ âôùçÌçÍÑ ™ææÌé×ñ‘ÀUÌ÷ ØÎ÷ ÚUæCïþUÂçÌÑ ·¤Í¢ ·¤ÚUôçÌ ÂêÁæ×÷? âVïUô¿¢ ·é¤ßæü‡æôùçÂ

âôù‹ÌÑ ÂêÁæ»ëã¢U ÂýçßCïUÑÐ ÚUæCïþUÂÌðÑ â×ÿæ¢ çßl×æÙ¢ ×ëçˆÂ‡Ç¢U âôùß‹ÎÌ ŸæhØæ ¿
Ì˜æôÂæçßàæÌ÷Ð ÂêÁæ¢ ÂçÚUâ×æŒØ ÚUæCïþUÂçÌ×ãUôÎØÑ ÂêÁæ»ëãðU Ì¢ ÎëCïU÷ßæ ÂýâóæôùÖßÌ÷ ââ�×æÙ@

Ì×‹ÌôùÙØÌ÷Ð ¥æ»‹Ìé·¤SØ ÜÜæÅðU çßl×æÙ¢ Öæß¢ çß™ææØ ŸæèÚUæÁð‹¼ý ÂýâæÎ ×ãUôÎØÑ ÌSØ

·¤õÌêãUÜ¢ ßèÿØ ÌS×ñ â×ÕôÏØÌ÷-°ÌÎ÷ ×ëçˆÂ‡Ç¢U ÖæÚUÌSØ Öê�ØæÑ ÂýÌè·¤×çSÌÐ °ÌðÙ

×ëçˆÂ‡ÇðUÙñß ÖæÚUÌèØæÑ ×ãUÌè×óææçˆ×·¤æ¢ â�ÂÎ¢ ÂýæÂAéßç‹ÌÐ ¥Ì °ß ßØ¢ ×ëçžæ·¤æØæÑ

·¤‡æðáé §üEÚUSØ ÎàæüÙ×çÂ ·é¤×üÑÐ ×æÙßðáé, ÂàæéÂçÿæáé, Âæáæ‡æðáé, ßëÿææçÎáé ç·¢¤ ßæ ¥¿ðÌÙðcßçÂ

§üEÚUSØ âžææ ¥SÌèçÌ ¥S×æ·¢¤ çß¿æÚUÑÓÓÐ
ÂýoAæÑ
(v) ¥æ»‹Ìé·¤SØ ·¤õÌêãUÜ¢ ç·¤×æâèÌ÷?

(w) §üEÚUSØ çßáØð ÖæÚUÌèØæÙæ¢ ·¤Ñ çß¿æÚUÑ ¥çSÌ?

(x) ÚUæCïþUÂçÌÑ ¥æ»‹Ìé·¤æØ ç·¢¤ â×ÕôÏØÌ÷?

(y) ç·¢¤ ·é¤ßüÙ÷ ¥æ»‹Ìé·¤Ñ ÂêÁæ»ëã¢U ÂýçßCïUÑ?

(z) ÖæÚUÌèØæÑ ·é¤˜æ §üEÚUSØ ÎàæüÙ¢ ·é¤ßüç‹Ì?
¸({) Òç¿qïU×÷Ó- §çÌ ÂÎSØ ·¤Ñ ÂØæüØÑ ¥˜æ ÂýØéQ¤Ñ?

(|) ÒÖæß×÷Ó §çÌ çßàæðcØÂÎSØ çßàæðá‡æ¢ ç·¤×÷?

(}) ÒÂýæÂAéßç‹ÌÓ- ¥SØæÑ ç·ý¤ØæØæÑ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?

(~) Òâôùß‹ÎÌÓ-¥˜æ ÒâÑÓ §çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·¤S×ñ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?

(v®) ÖæÚUÌÖê�ØæÑ ÂýÌè·¢¤ ç·¤×çSÌ?
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©UžæÚUæç‡æ-
(v) ÂêÁæ»ëãðU ÚUæCïþUÂÌðÑ â×ÿæ¢ çßl×æÙSØ ×ëçˆÂ‡ÇUSØ çßáØð ™ææÙæØ ¥æ»‹Ìé·¤SØ

·¤õÌêãUÜ×æâèÌ÷Ð
(w) ×æÙßðáé, ÂàæéÂçÿæáé, Âæáæ‡æðáé, ßëÿææçÎáé ç·¢¤ ßæ ¥¿ðÌÙðcßçÂ §üEÚUSØ âžææ ¥SÌèçÌ

ÖæÚUÌèØæÙæ¢ çß¿æÚUÑÐ

(x) ÚUæCïþUÂçÌ ¥æ»‹Ìé·¤æØ â×ÕôÏØÌ÷ ØÌ÷ °ÌÎ÷ ×ëçˆÂ‡Ç¢U ÖæÚUÌÖê�Øæ«¤ ÂýÌè·¤×çSÌÐ

°ÌðÙ ×ëçˆÂ‡ÇUÙñß ÖæÚUÌèØæÑ ×ãUÌè×óææçˆ×·¤æ¢ â�ÂÎ¢ ÂýæÂAéßç‹ÌÐ

(y) ¥æ»‹Ìé·¤Ñ âVïUô¿¢ ·é¤ßüÙ÷ ÂêÁæ»ëã¢U ÂýçßCïUÑÐ

(z) ÖæÚUÌèØæÑ ×ëçžæ·¤æØæÑ ·¤‡æðáé §üEÚUSØ ÎàæüÙ¢ ·é¤ßüç‹ÌÐ
({) ÒÂýÌè·¤×÷Ó-§çÌ ÂØæüØÑÐ

(|) Òçßlæ×æÙ×÷Ó-§çÌ çßàæðá‡æÂÎ×÷Ð

(}) ÒÖæÚUÌèØæÑÓ-§çÌ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ×÷Ð

(~) ÒâÑÓ §çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ßñÎðçàæ·¤æØ ¥æ»‹Ìé·¤æØ ÂýØéQ¤×÷Ð

(v®) Ò×ëçˆÂ‡ÇU×÷Ó-ÖæÚUÌÖê�ØæÑ ÂýÌè·¤×çSÌÐ

Stop to consider ŠØæÌÃØ×÷
Ò ÂýoAôžæÚUÎæÙæÌ÷ Âýæ·¤÷ ÂýÎžæÑ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎÑ ÂéÙÑ ÂéÙÑ (ßæÚUmØ¢, ßæÚU˜æØ¢, ßæÚU¿ÌéCïUØ×÷)

ÂÆKÌæ×÷Ð

Ò ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎð ßç‡æüÌÑ çßáØÑ, Üðý¹·¤SØ çß¿æÚUÑ, Öæßp â�Ø·¤÷ ¥ß»�ØÌæ×÷Ð

Ò ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎð ÂýØéQ¤æÙæ¢ ·¤Ìëü-·¤×ü-ç·ý¤ØæÂÎæÙæ¢ ™ææÙ×æßàØ·¤×÷Ð

Ò ·¤Ìëü-·¤×ü-ç·ý¤ØæÂÎæçÌçÚUQ¤ÌØæ çßàæðcØ-çßàæðá‡æÂÎæçÙ ¥çÂ ÂçÚUàæèÜÙèØæçÙÐ

Ò ØÍæçÙÎðüàæ¢ ÂýoAôžæÚUæç‡æ ÂýÎðØæçÙÐ
Ò ÂýoAôžæÚðU âÚUÜæØæÑ ÂçÚU×æçÁüÌæØæÑ àæéhÖæáæØæp ÂýØô»ô çßÏðØÑÐ

¥ÏéÙæ ¥ÏSÌÙ¢ Âlˆ×·¤×Ùé‘ÀðUÎ¢ ÂçÚUàæèÜØ‹Ìé-
ÂýÍ×¢ Âl×÷

ÚUÍÑ àæÚUèÚ¢U ÂéL¤áSØ ÚUæÁÙ÷
¥æˆ×æ çÙØ‹Ìðç‹¼ýØæ‡ØSØ ¿æEæÑÐ
ÌñÚUÂý×žæÑ ·é¤àæÜè âÎEñÑ
Îæ‹ÌñÑ âé¹¢ ØæçÌ ÚUÍèß ÏèÚUÑH

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ Ñ ÚUÍÑ àæÚUèÚU×÷ ÂéL¤áSØ ÚUæÁÙ÷

¥æˆ×æ çÙØ‹Ìæ-§ç‹¼ýØæç‡æ ¥SØ ¿ ¥EæÑÐ

ÌñÑ ¥-Âý×žæÑ ·é¤àæÜè âÎEñÑ

Îæ‹ÌñÑ âé¹×÷ ØæçÌ ÚUÍè §ß ÏèÚUÑÐ
¥‹ßØ Ñ ÚUæÁÙ÷! ÂéL¤áSØ àæÚUèÚ¢U ÚUÍÑÐ ¥æˆ×æ âæÚUçÍÑÐ §ç‹¼ýØæç‡æ ¥EæÑ Ößç‹ÌÐ ÌñÑ

§ç‹¼ýØM¤ÂñÑ âéçÙØç‹˜æÌñÑ ¥EñÑ ¥çß¿çÜÌÑ ·é¤àæÜè ÏèÚUÑ ÚUÍè §ß ¿ÌéÚUÑ

ÁÙÑ âé¹ðÙ Øæ˜ææ¢ ·¤ÌéZ àæ·A¤ôçÌÐ

ÂýoAæÑ
(v) àæÚUèÚUÍSØ çÙØ‹Ìæ ·¤Ñ?
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(w) ·¤æçÙ àæÚUèÚUÍSØ ¥EæÑ Ößç‹Ì?

(x) ÚUÍÑ ·¤SØ àæÚUèÚU×÷?

(y) ·¤èÎëàæÑ ÚUÍè âÎEñÑ âé¹¢ ØæçÌ?
(z) ÒâéçÙØç‹˜æÌñÑÓ-§çÌ ÂÎSØ ÂØæüØÑ ·¤Ñ?

({) ÒØæçÌÓ-§çÌ ç·ý¤ØæÂÎSØ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?

(|) ÒÌñÑÓ §çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·ð¤�ØÑ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?

(}) Ò¥SØÓ-§çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·¤SØ çßàæðá‡æ×÷?

(~) Ò¥Âý×žæÑÓ-§çÌ ÂÎSØ çßÜô×ÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?

(v®) Ò·é¤àæÜè ÚUÍèß ÏèÚUÑÓ-¥˜æ çßàæðcØÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?
(vv) ¥SØ ÂlSØ âæÚUæ¢àæÑ ·¤Ñ?

©UžæÚUæç‡æ-
(v) àæÚUèÚUÍSØ çÙØ‹Ìæ ¥æˆ×æÐ

(w) §ç‹¼ýØæç‡æ àæÚUèÚUÚUÍSØ ¥EæÑ Ößç‹ÌÐ

(x) ÚUÍÑ ÂéL¤áSØ àæÚUèÚU×÷Ð

(y) ¥Âý×žæÑ, ·é¤àæÜè, ÏèÚUp ÚUÍè âÎEñÑ âé¹¢ ØæçÌÐ
(z) ÒÎæ‹ÌñÑÓ §çÌÐ

({) ÂéL¤áÑÐ

(|) §ç‹¼ýØM¤Âð�ØÑ ¥Eð�ØÑÐ

(}) ÂéL¤áàæÚUèÚUSØ/àæÚUèÚUÍSØÐ

(~) ¥çß¿çÜÌÑÐ

(v®) ÚUÍèÐ

(vv) §ç‹¼ýØæ‡ææ¢ çÙØ‹˜æð‡æ ÁèßÙ¢ âé¹×Ø¢ ÖßÌèçÌ ¥SØ ÂlSØ âæÚUæ¢àæÑÐ

çmÌèØ¢ Âl×÷
ØSÌæÙ Ù ·ýé¤ŠØçÌ âßü·¤æÜ¢
ÖëˆØSØ ÖQ¤SØ çãUÌð ÚUÌSØÐ
ÌçS×Ù Öëˆßæ ÖÌüçÚU çßEâç‹Ì
Ù ¿ñÙ×æÂˆâé ÂçÚUˆØÁç‹ÌH

ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ Ñ ØSÌæÌ Ù ·ýé¤ŠØçÌ âßü·¤æÜ×÷

ÖëˆØSØ ÖQ¤SØ çãUÌð ÚUÌSØÐ

ÌçS×Ù÷ ÖëˆØæ ÖÌüçÚU çßEâç‹Ì

Ù ¿ °Ù×÷ ¥æÂˆâé ÂçÚUˆØÁç‹ÌH

¥‹ßØ Ñ ÌæÌ! ØÑ çÕÌð ÚUÌSØ ÖQ¤àØ ÖˆØSØ âßü·¤æÜ¢ Ù ·ýé¤ŠØçÌ, ÌçS×Ù÷ ÖÌüçÚU

ÖëˆØæÑ çßEâç‹Ì, °Ù¢ ¿ ¥æÂˆâé Ù ÂçÚUˆØÁç‹ÌÐ
ÖæßæÍü Ñ ØÑ Sßæ×è (ÚUæÁæ) çãUÌ·¤æçÚU�ØÑ ÖQ¤âðß·ð¤�ØÑ ·¤ÎæçÂ Ù ·ýé¤ŠØçÌ,

ÌæÎëàæð Sßæç×çÙ âðß·¤æÑ âÎæ çßEâç‹Ì, çßÂˆ·¤æÜð ¥çÂ Ì¢ Sßæç×Ù¢ Ùñß

ˆØÁç‹ÌÐ

ÂýoAæÑ
(v) ÖëˆØæÑ ·¤çS×Ù÷ çßEâç‹Ì?
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(w) ·¤èÎëàææØ ÖëˆØæØ ·ý¤ôÏÑ Ù ©Uç¿ÌÑ?

(x) ÖëˆØæÑ ¥·ýé¤ŠØ‹Ì¢ ÖÌæüÚ¢U ·¤æâé Ù ÂçÚUˆØÁç‹Ì?

(y) ÒÜèÙSØÓ-§ˆØÍðü ¥˜æ ç·¢¤ ÂÎ¢ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?
(z) ÒÌçS×Ù÷Ó-§çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·¤S×ñ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?

({) ÒÖëÌSØ ÖQ¤SØÓ-¥˜æ çßàæðcØÂÎ¢ ç·¤×çSÌ?

(|) ÒØÑÓ-§çÌç âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·¤S×ñ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?

(}) ÖëˆØæ ¥æÂˆâé ·¢¤ Ù ÂçÚUˆØÁç‹Ì?

©UžæÚUæç‡æ -
(v) ÖëˆØæÑ ÖÌüçÚU çßEâç‹ÌÐ
(w) âßüÍæ Sßæç×ÙÑ çãUÌð ÚUÌæØ ÖQ¤ÖëˆØæØ ·ý¤ôÏÑ Ù ©Uç¿ÌÑÐ

(x) ÖëˆØæÑ ¥·ýé¤ŠØ‹Ì¢ ÖÌæüÚU×÷ ¥æÂˆâé Ù ÂçÚUˆØÁç‹ÌÐ

(y) ÚUÌSØÐ

(z) Sßæç×Ùð/Ö˜æðüÐ

({) ÖëˆØSØÐ

(|) Sßæç×ÙðÐ
(}) Sßæç×Ù¢/ÖÌæüÚU×÷Ð

Stop to consider ŠØæÌÃØ×÷
Ò ÂlæÏæçÚUÌÂýoAæÙæ×÷ ©UžæÚUÎæÙð çßàæðáâæßÏæÙÌæ ¥ßÜ�ÕÙèØæÐ

Ò ÂýÍ×ÌØæ ÂlSØ ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎÑ ÌÎÙé ÌSØ ¥‹ßØÑ ·¤ÌüÃØÑÐ ÌˆÂpæÌ÷ ÌSØæÍZ ÖæßæÍZ ßæ

â�Ø·¤÷ çß™ææØ ÂýoAôžæÚ¢U ·¤æØü×÷Ð

Ò ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎðÙ ÂÎæÙæ×÷ ¥çÂ ¿ ¥‹ßØðÙ ·¤Ìëü-·¤×ü-ç·ý¤Øæ-çßàæðcØ-çßàæðá‡æÂÎæÙæ¢ ™ææÙ¢
ÖçßcØçÌ, ÌðÙ ¿ ©UžæÚUÎæÙ¢ âé·¤Ú¢U ÖçßcØçÌÐ

¥ÏéÙæ ¥ÏSÌæÌ÷ ·ð¤¿Ù »læˆ×·¤æÑ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎæÑ ÖßÌæ×÷ ¥�ØæâæØ ÂýÎèØ‹ÌðÐ ÌæÙ÷
â�ÂÆK ÂýÎžææÙ÷ ÂýoAæÙ÷ â×éžæÚU‹Ìé-

ÂýÍ×Ñ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎÑ
ÒÒ¥çSÌ ·¤çS×¢çpmÙôgðàæð ß…æýÎ¢CïþUô Ùæ× çâ¢ãUÑÐ ÌSØ ¿ÌéÚU·¤-·ý¤ÃØ×é¹Ùæ×æÙõ

oë»æÜßë·¤õ Öë̂ ØÖêÌõ âÎñßæÙé»Ìõ Ì˜æñß ßÙð ÂýçÌßâÌÑÐ ¥Íæù‹ØçÎÙð çâ¢ãðUÙ ·¤Îæç¿Îæâóæ-

Âýâßæ ÂýâßßðÎÙØæ SßØêÍæÎ÷ ÖýCïUæ ©UCïþUØéÂçßCïUæ ·¤çS×¢çpmÙ»ãUÙð â×æâæçÎÌæÐ ¥Í Ìæ¢

ÃØæÂæl ØæßÎéÎÚ¢U SÈ¤ôÅUØçÌ, Ìæß”æèß¡„UÏé ÎæâðÚU·¤çàæàæéçÙüc·ý¤æ‹ÌÑÐ çâ¢ãUôùçÂ ÎæâðÚU·¤Ñ

çÂçàæÌðÙ âÂçÚUßæÚUÑ ÂÚUæ¢ Ìëç#×éÂæ»ÌÑÐ ÂÚ¢U FðãUæÎ÷ ÕæÜÎæâðÚU·¢¤ ̂ ØQé¢¤ »ëãU×æÙèØðÎ×éßæ¿-

ÒÖ¼ýÓ! Ù ÌðùçSÌ ×ëˆØôÖüØ¢ ×žæô, Ùæ‹ØS×æÎçÂÐ ÌÌÑ Sßð‘ÀUæØæù˜æ ßÙð Öýæ�ØÌæ×÷Ð ØÌSÌð
àæVïäUâÎëàæõ ·¤‡æõü, ÌÌÑ àæVïU·¤‡æôü Ùæ× ÖçßcØçÌ¤ÓÓ §çÌÐ

ÂýoAæÑ
(v) ·¤õ ·¤SØ ÖëˆØÖêÌõ ßÙð ÂýçÌßâÌÑ?

(w) çâ¢ãðUÙ ·¤èÎëàæè ©UCïþUè ãUÌæ?
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(x) ÎæâðÚU·¤çàæàæéÑ ·é¤ÌÑ çÙc·¤æ‹ÌÑ?
(y) ©UCïþUè ·é¤˜æ ©UÂçßCïUæ ¥æâèÌ÷?
(z) çâ¢ãUÑ ·¢¤ »ëãU×÷ ¥æÙèÌßæÙ÷?
({) ÒÒÖ¼ý! Ù ÌðùçSÌ ×ëˆØôÖüØ¢ ×žæôÓÓ §çÌ ÂÎ¢ ·¤S×ñ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?
(|) ©UCïþUØæÑ Âé˜æSØ Ùæ× ç·¤×æâèÌ÷?
(}) Òâ×æâæçÎÌæÓ-§çÌ ç·ý¤ØæÂÎSØ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?
(~) ÒÌæ×÷Ó-§çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·¤S×ñ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?
(v®) oë»æÜßë·¤õ ·¤SØ ¥Ùé»Ìõ ¥æSÌæ×÷?

çmÌèØÑ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎÑ
ßñ™ææçÙ·¤æÑ â@æÚUâæÏÙðáé Âý çÌçÎÙ¢ ÙßèÙÌ×æÙ÷ ¥æçßc·¤æÚ UÙ ÷ · é¤ßüç‹Ì ØðÙ
â‹ÎðàæÂýðá‡æðùçÏ·¤Ì×¢ âõçßŠØ¢ SØæÌ÷Ð ¿ÜÖæçáÌØ‹˜æ×÷ (Mobile cellphone)
ÌæÎëàæ×ðßñ·¢¤ Üô·¤çÂýØØ‹˜æ×÷Ð ÕæÜßëhØéß·¤æÙæ¢ ×çãUÜæÂéL¤áæ‡ææ¢ Ùæ»çÚU·¤-»ýæ×è‡æ-
·¤×ü·¤ÚUæ‡ææ@ âßðüáæ×ðßñÌÌ÷ ·¤‡æüÖêá‡æ¢ âTæØÌðÐ ØæÙæçÙ ¥æM¤É¸UæÑ, ·¤æØæüÜØðáé ·¤æØü
·é¤ßü‹ÌÑ, ×æ»ðüáé »‘ÀU‹Ì ¥æ»‘ÀU‹ÌÑ, âÖæ»æÚðUáé Âýß¿Ù¢ ·é¤ßü‹ÌÑ Ÿæë‡ß‹Ìp ÁÙæÑ ¥SØ
ŠßçÙ×æ·¤‡Øü ßæÌæü×»AæÑ Ößç‹ÌÐ ¥çßßð·¤Âê‡æüÑ ÂýØô»ôùSØ ·¤æØðüáé ÃØßÏæÙ¢ çßÎÏæçÌÐ
×æ»ðüáé ÎéƒæüÅUÙæÑ Ößç‹ÌÐ ¥ÃØßSÍæ â¢ÂlÌð âÖæ»æÚðUáé, ·¤ÿææâé, ¥‹ØSÍæÙðáé ¿Ð ¥æçßc·¤æÚUÑ
·¤ÎæçÂ ãUæçÙ·¤ÚUô Ù ÖßÌèçÌ âˆØ×÷ ÂÚU‹Ìé ÌSØ ÎécÂýØô»ð‡æ ÁèßÙSØ àææç‹ÌÙüàØçÌÐ
ßSÌéÌSÌé Ø‹˜æ×S×æ·¤×ÏèÙ¢ SØæÌ÷, Ù ßØ¢ Ø‹˜ææÏèÙæÑ Ößð×ðçÌ ÌÎÍZ âßüÍæ ÂýØÌÙèØ×÷Ð
ÂýoAæÑ
(v) çß™ææÙSØôÂØô»¢ ·ð¤ ·ð¤ ·é¤ßüç‹Ì?
(w) ¥SØ Ø‹˜æSØ ¥çßßð·¤Âê‡æðüÙ ÂýØô»ð‡æ ç·¢¤ ÖßçÌ?
(x) ÒÜæÖ·¤ÚUÑÓ-§ˆØSØ çßÜô×ÂÎ¢ »læ¢àææÌ÷ ç¿ˆßæ çÜ¹Ìæ×÷?
(y) ·ð¤áæ×ÏèÙð ·ð¤ Ù ÖßðØéÑ?
(z) Ò¥SØ ¥çßßð·¤Âê‡æüÑ ÂýØô»ÑÓ-§ˆØ˜æ Ò¥SØÓ §çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·¤S×ñ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?
({) ¥lˆßð âßðüáæ¢ ·¤‡æüÖêá‡æ¢ ç·¤×÷?
(|) ÁèßÙSØ àææç‹ÌÑ ·¤Í¢ ÙàØçÌ?
(}) ÁÙæÑ ç·¢¤ ç·¢¤ ·é¤ßü‹ÌÑ ßæÌæü×»AæÑ Ößç‹ÌÐ
(~) ÒÙßèÙÌ×æÙ÷ ¥çßc·¤æÚUæÙ÷Ó-¥ÙØôÑ çßàæðá‡æÂÎ¢ ç·¤×çSÌ?
(v®) ¥SØ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎSØ àæèáü·¢¤ Üð¹ÙèØ×÷Ð

ÌëÌèØÑ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎÑ
ÒÒ°·¤Îæ àæèÌSØ Öèá‡æÑ Âý·¤ôÂôùÖßÌ÷Ð â×ýæÅU÷ ¿‹¼ý»é#çoAçpÌßæÙ÷ ØçóæÏüÙð�ØÑ

·¤�ÕÜæÙæ¢ çßÌÚU‡æ¢ çßÏðØ×÷Ð ÂýÏæÙ×¢˜æè Ìˆ·¤æØZ Sßè¿·¤æÚUÐ ÖëˆØæÑ âßæüÙ÷ ·¤�ÕÜæÙ÷
Ìˆ·é¤ÅUèÚðU SÍæÂØæ×æâéÑÐ ¿õÚUæp ·ð¤¿Ù ÚUæ˜æõ Ìˆ·¤�ÕÜæÙ÷ ¿ôÚUçØÌé¢ ÌSØ ·é¤ÅUèÚ¢U ÂýæçßàæÙ÷Ð
ÌðùÂàØÙ÷ ¿ ÂýçßàØ Ø“ææ‡æ€Ø °·¤çS×Ù÷ ·¤ÅðU ·¤�ÕÜ¢ çßÙñß âé#ÑÐ ÌçS×óæðß ÿæ‡æð
ÂÎŠßçÙ×æ·¤‡Øü ÂýÕéhpæ‡æ€ØÑÐ ¿õÚUæSÌ×Âë‘ÀUÙ÷-ÒÒÖßÌæ¢ âçßÏð ·¤�ÕÜæÙæ¢ ÚUæçàæÚUçSÌ
ÌÍæçÂ ·¤�ÕÜ¢ çßÙñß SßçÂçÌ ÖßæÙ÷ÓÓÐ ¿æ‡æ€ØôùßÎÌ÷-Òoë‡æéÌ! °Ìð ÂýæßæÚU·¤æÑ ·ð¤ßÜ¢
çÙÏüÙð�Øô çßÌÚU‡ææÍü×ðß ßÌü‹ÌðÐ ØlãU×ðÌðcßð·¢¤ Sßè·¤ÚUôç× ÌçãüU ×ØæùçÂ ¿õÚðU‡æñß
ÖçßÌÃØ×÷Ð ÒÒÙÌ×SÌ·¤æÑ ¿õÚUæÑÓÓ ÌˆÂæÎØôÑ ÂçÌˆßæ ÿæ×æØæ¿Ùæ@·ý¤ÌéÑÓÓÐ
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ÂýoAæÑ
(v) çßÙæ ·¤�ÕÜ¢ ·¤Ñ ·é¤˜æ àæðÌð S×?

(w) ç·¤×÷ ¥‹ØÌ÷ ·¤�ÕÜSØ ÂØæüØÂÎ×˜æ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?
(x) ÖëˆØæÑ ·¤�ÕÜæÙ÷ ·é¤˜æ SÍæçÂÌß‹ÌÑ?

(y) àæèÌSØ Âý·¤ôÂ¢ ßèÿØ ¿‹¼ý»é#Ñ ç·¤×÷ °ð‘ÀUÌ÷Ð

(z) ¿õÚUæÑ ¿æ‡æ€Ø¢ ç·¤×÷ ¥Âë‘ÀUÙ÷?

({) ÒÌðùÂàØÙ÷Ó- §ˆØ˜æ ÒÌðÓ §çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·ð¤�ØÑ ÂýØéQ¤×÷Ð

(|) ¿‹¼ý»é#SØ ÂýÏæÙ×¢˜æè ·¤Ñ ¥æâèÌ÷?

(}) ÒŸæë‡æéÌÓ- §çÌ ç·ý¤ØæÂÎSØ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?
(~) ¿æ‡æ€ØpõÚUæÙ÷ â�ÕôŠØ ç·¤×÷ ¥·¤ÍØÌ÷?

(v®) ¥SØ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎSØ ©UÂØéQ¢¤ àæèáü·¢¤ çÜ¹Ìæ×÷Ð

¿ÌéÍüÑ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎÑ
ÒÒÌSØ ß¿Ù×ŸæhðØ¢ ×ˆßæ ×ÎôhÌæÑ ·¤ÂØÑ ÂýãUSØ ¥ßÎÙ÷ - ÒÖô! ç·¤ç×Î×é‘ØÌð? Ù

ßØ¢ Sß»üâ×æÙôÂÖô»æÙ÷ çßãUæØæÅUÃØæ¢ ÿææÚU-çÌQ¤-·¤áæØ-·¤ÅéU-L¤ÿæÈ¤ÜæçÙ ÖÿæçØcØæ×ÑÐ
°Ì‘ÀéUˆßæ âæŸæéÙØÙô ØêÍÂçÌÑ â»eÎ×éQ¤ßæÙ÷Ó -ÚUâÙæSßæÎÜéŽÏæÑ ØêØ×SØ ·é¤ÂçÚU‡ææ×¢

Ù ÁæÙèÍÐ ¥ã¢U ßÙ¢ »‘ÀUæç×ÐÓÓ

¥Íæ‹ØçS×ÙãUçÙ â ×ðáô ØæßÌ÷ ×ãUæÙâ¢ ÂýçßàæçÌ ÌæßÌ÷ âêÂ·¤æÚðU‡ææÍü…ßçÜÌ·¤æDïðUÙ

ÌæçÇUÌÑÐ ª¤‡ææüÂý¿éÚUÑ ×ðáÑ ßçqïUÙæ Áæ…ßËØ×æÙàæÚUèÚUÑ çÙ·¤ÅUSÍæ×EæàææÜæ¢ ÂýçßàæçÌ

ÎæãUßðÎÙØæ ¿ Öê×õ ÜéÆUçÌÐ ÌSØ çÿæÌõ ÂýÜéÆUÌÑ Ìë‡æðáé ßçqïU…ßæÜæÑ â×éçˆÍÌæÑÐ

ÂýoAæÑ
(v) ·¤ÂØÑ ·¤èÎëàææÑ ¥æâÙ÷?

(w) ßçqïU…ßæÜæÑ ·é¤˜æ â×éçˆÍÌæÑ?

(x) ØêÍÂçÌÑ ç·¤×·¤ÍØÌ÷?

(y) ×ðáÑ ·é¤˜æ ÂýçßàæçÌ? ·¤S×æhðÌôàØ Öê×õ ÜéÆUçÌ?

(z) ¥ÅUÃØæ¢ ·¤èÎëàææçÙ È¤ÜæçÙ ÂýæŒØ‹Ìð?

({) ÕçqïU…ßæÜæÑ ·¤Í¢ â×éçˆÍÌæÑ?
(|) ßæÙÚUæÑ ç·¢¤ ÂçÚUˆØ…Ø ßÙ¢ »‹Ìé¢ Ùð‘ÀUç‹Ì?

(}) ÒL¤ÎÙ¢ ·ë¤ˆßæÓ §ˆØSØ ÂSØSØ çßÂÚUèÌæÍü·¤×Ùé‘ÀðUÎæÌ÷ ç¿ˆßæ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð

(~) ÒÌSØ ß¿Ù×ŸæhðØ×÷Ó-§ˆØ˜æ ÒÌSØÓ §çÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·¤S×ñ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?

(v®) ÒÌæçÇUÌÑÓ -§çÌ ç·ý¤ØæÂÎSØ ·¤×üÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?

¥ÏéÙæ ¥ÏôçÜç¹ÌæÙ÷ Âlæˆ×·¤æÙ÷ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎæÙ÷ ÂÆU‹ÌéÐ ÂlSØ ÂÎ‘ÀðUÎ¢ ·é¤ßü‹ÌÐ
ÌSØ ¥‹ßØ¢ çßÏæØ ÖæßæÍZ ¿ çß™ææØ ÌÎæÏæçÚUÌæÙ÷ ÂýÎžæÂýoAæÙ÷ ©UžæÚU‹Ìé-

ÂýÍ×¢ Âl×÷
¥æÚU�Ö»éßèü ÿæçØ‡æè ·ý¤×ð‡æ

Üƒßè ÂéÚUæ ßëçh×Ìè ¿ ÂpæÌ÷Ð
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çÎÙSØ Âêßæühü-ÂÚUæhüçÖóææ

ÀUæØðß ×ñ˜æè ¹Ü-â”æÙæÙæ×÷H

ÂýoAæÑ

(v) ÀUæØæ çÎÙSØ Âêßæühðü ·¤èÎëàæè ÖßçÌ?

(w) ÎéÁüÙæÙæ¢ ç×˜æÌæ çÎßâSØ ÂýÍ×æÏðü ·¤èÎëàæè ÖßçÌ?

(x) â”ææÙæÙæ¢ ç×˜æÌæ ·¤èÎëàæè ÖßçÌ?

(y) çÎÙSØ ©UžæÚUæhüSØ ÀUæØæ §ß ·ð¤áæ¢ ç×˜æÌæ ÖßçÌ?

(z) ÒÀUæØæÓ-§çÌ ÂÎSØ çßàæðáÂÎæçÙ ÂlæÌ÷ ç¿ˆßæ çÜ¹‹ÌéÐ

({) Âlð ÎéÁüÙ-â”æÙæÙæ¢ ç×˜æÌæ ·ð¤Ù ©UÂç×Ìæ ¥çSÌ?

(|) ¥SØ ÂlSØ °·¤×éÂØéQ¢¤ àæèáü·¢¤ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð

(}) ·¤çßÑ çÎÙSØ ÂêßæühðüÙ ¹ÜæÙæ¢ ç×˜æÌæ¢ ·¤Í×÷ ©UÂ×æçÌ?

(~) ÒÎèƒææüÓ-§çÌ ÂÎSØæÍðü Âlð ç·¢¤ ÂÎ¢ ÂýØéQ¤×çSÌ?

çmÌèØ¢ Âl×÷

Âkæ·¤Ú¢U çÎÙ·¤ÚUô çß·¤¿è·¤ÚUôçÌ

¿‹¼ýô çß·¤æâØçÌ ·ñ¤ÚUß¿·ý¤ßæÜ×÷Ð

Ùæ�ØçÍüÌô ÁÜÏÚUôùçÂ ÁÜ¢ ÎÎæçÌ

â‹ÌÑ SßØ¢ ÂÚUçãUÌðáé ·ë¤ÌæçÖØô»æÑH

ÂýoAæÑ

(v) âêØüÑ ·¢¤ çß·¤æâØçÌ?

(w) â”æÙæÑ ·¤èÎëàææÑ Ößç‹Ì?

(x) ¥ÂýæçÍüÌôùçÂ ¿‹¼ýÑ ç·¢¤ ·¤ÚUôçÌ?

(y) ·¤èÎëàæÑ ßæçÚUÎÑ ÁÜ¢ ÎÎæçÌ?

(z) ¥æÂýæçÍüÌÑ âóæçÂ ·¤Ñ ·¤Ñ ç·¢¤ ç·¢¤ ·¤ÚUôçÌ?

({) ¥çS×Ù÷ Âlð ·ð¤áæ¢ Âýàæ¢âæ ·ë¤Ìæ ßÌüÌð?

(|) ·¤èÎëàææÑ ÁÙæÑ ÂÚUôÂ·¤æÚðUáé SßØ×ðß â¢Ü»AæçSÌDïUç‹Ì?

(}) Ò·é¤×éÎÓ-§çÌ ÂÎSØæÍðü ¥˜æ ç·¢¤ ÂÎ¢ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?

ÌëÌèØ¢ Âl×÷

ÁæÇK¢ ãUÚUçÌ, çâ@çÌ ßæç¿ âˆØ¢

×æÙôóæçÌ¢ çÎàæçÌ, ÂæÂ×Âæ·¤ÚUôçÌÐ

¿ðÌÑ ÂýâæÎØçÌ, çÎÿæé ÌÙôçÌ ·¤èçÌZ

âˆâXïUçÌÑ ·¤ÍØ ç·¢¤ Ù ·¤ÚUôçÌ Âé¢âæ×÷H
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ÂýoAæÑ
(v) Òß¿ÙðÓ-§ˆØÍðü Âlð ç·¢¤ ÂÎ¢ ÃØßãUÌ×çSÌ?

(w) âˆâXïUçÌÑ ·ð¤áæ¢ ·¤¨ ÎêÚUè·¤ÚUôçÌ?

(x) âˆâXïUçÌÑ ç·¢¤ ÙæàæØçÌ?

(y) âˆâXïUÌð ·ð¤ ·ð¤ ÜæÖæÑ ÁæØ‹Ìð?

(z) Òç·¢¤ Ù ·¤ÚUôçÌÓ- §çÌßæ€Øæ¢àæðÙ ·¤ßðÑ ·¤ôùçÖÂýæØôùçSÌ?

({) ¥çS×Ù÷ Âlð ·¤SØæÑ ×çãU×æ ßç‡æüÌôùçSÌ?
(|) ÒÌÙôçÌÓ-§çÌ ç·ý¤ØæÂÎSØ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ¢ ç·¤×çSÌ?

(}) ·¤Øæ ×ÙâÑ (NUÎØSØ) ÂýâæÎÙ¢ ÖßçÌ?

(~) Ò×‹ÎÌæ×÷Ó, Ò¥™ææÙÌæ¢Ó ßæ ·¤SØ ÂÎSØæÍüÑ ÖçßÌé×ãüUçÌ?

(v®) âˆâXïUçÌÑ ¥S×æ·¢¤ ·é¤˜æ ç·¢¤ çßSÌæÚUØçÌ?

¿ÌéÍZ Âl×÷
¥â¢àæØ¢ ×ãUæÕæãUô ×Ùô ÎéçÙü»ýã¢U ¿Ü×÷Ð

¥�ØæâðÙ Ìé ·¤õ‹ÌðØ, ßñÚUæ‚Øð‡æ ¿ »ësïÌðH

ÂýoAæÑ
(v) Ò×ãUæÕæãUôÓ-§ˆØÙðÙ ·¤Ñ â�ÕôŠØÌð?

(w) ×ÙÑ ·¤Í¢ ßàæè·¤ÌéZ àæ€ØÌð?
(x) ×ÙÑ ·¤èÎëàæ¢ ÖßçÌ?

(y) Ò»ësïÌðÓ-§çÌ ç·ý¤ØæÂÎSØ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ¢ ç·¤×çSÌ?

(z) ×ÙÑ ·¤æ�Øæ¢ »ësïÌð?

({) Ò×ÙÑÓ-§çÌ ÂÎæØ ÂýØéQ¢¤ ç·¤×çÂ çßàæðá‡æÂÎ¢ ÂlæÌ÷ ç¿ˆßæ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð

(|) Ò¥ÙéÚUæ»ð‡æÓ-§ˆØSØ çßÂÚUèÌæÍü·¢¤ ÂÎ¢ ÂlæÌ÷ ç¿ˆßæ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð

(}) ·¤SØ ßàæè·¤ÚU‡æ¢ ·¤çÆUÙ¢ ÖßçÌ?
(~) ÒØSØ ßàæè·¤ÚU‡æ¢ ·¤çÆUÙ×÷Ó-§ˆØSØ ¥ÍüSØ â×æÙæÍü·¢¤ ç·¢¤ ÂÎ×˜æ ÂýØéQ¤×çSÌ?

(v®) ¥SØ ÂlSØ ©UÂØéQ¢¤ àæèáü·¢¤ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð

v.z ¥àæéçhâ¢àæôÏÙ×÷
àæéhæ ÂçÚU×æçÁüÌæ ÂçÚUçÙçDïUÌæ ¿ Öæáæ âÎñß ÂýÖæßôˆÂæçÎ·¤æ ÖßçÌÐ àæéhÖæáæ¢ âßðü

Âýàæ¢âç‹ÌÐ ÂýØô»- ·¤ÌéüÚUçÂ â×éˆâæãUÑ ¥æˆ×çßEæâp â¢ßhüÌðÐ ¥ÌÑ ÖæáæØæÑ àæéhÌØæ
ÂýØô»ð çßàæðáæßÏæÙ×æßàØ·¤×÷Ð â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæÑ ÂýØô»ÿæð˜æðùçÂ °ÌÌ÷â×æÙM¤Âð‡æñß ÂýØé…Ø×÷

¥ßÏðØ¢ ¿æçSÌÐ

¥àæéhØô Ùñ·¤çßÏæÑÐ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæÂýØô»ð ÂýæØàæÑ â¢™ææ-âßüÙæ×-â�Õç‹Ï‹ØÑ,

çßàæðcØ-çßàæðá‡æçßáØ·¤æÑ, çÜXïUâç‹Ï‹ØÑ â×æâ-Âý̂ ØØ-çßÖçQ¤â�Õç‹Ï‹ØÑ ¥àæéhØÑ

ÁæØ‹ÌðÐ ¥ÌÑ ¥çS×Ù÷ çßáØð âæßÏæÙÌØæ ÂéÙÑ ÂéÙÑ ¥�ØæâÑ ·¤ÚU‡æèØÑ ÖßçÌÐ ¥�ØæâæØ

¿ ÌØæ ÖæáØæ Õæ‚ÃØßãUæÚUÑ, ßæÌæüÜæÂÑ Â˜æ-çÙÕ‹ÏæÎèÙæ¢ ¿ Üð¹Ù¢ âãUæØ·¢¤ ÖßçÌÐ
ÂçÆUÌ-çßáØæ‡ææ¢ ÃØæßãUæçÚU·¤-ÁèßÙð ÂýØô»ð‡æ ×ãUæÙ÷ ÜæÖÑ ÖßçÌÐ ©UÎæãUÚU‡ææÍü×Ïô

çÜç¹ÌæçÙ ßæ€ØæçÙ ÂàØ‹Ìé-
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¥àæéh-ßæ€Ø×÷

(v) ¥ãUô çßçÏßüÜßÌè

(w) ØØæ ·¤æØæü‡æè çâŠØç‹Ì
â Üÿ×èˆØçÖÏèØÌðÐ

(x) Îðàæð ç·¤�ßÎ‹Ìè ØÌ÷ âéÖæáßâé-
ÚUlæçÂ ÁèçßÌôùçSÌÐ

(y) âÖæ ÖçßÌÃØæÐ

(z) ßÏüÙ¢ ßæùÍæ â�×æÙ¢ ¹ÜæÙæ¢
ÂýèÌØð ·é¤ÌÑÐ

({) çÂÌæ ÚU%æ·¤ÚUô ØSØ Üÿ×èØüSØ
âÎôÎÚUèÐ

(|) ·¤Í¢ ßëÍæ Âý·é¤ŒØçâ »éÚUõÐ

(}) Øôùl çßãUÚU çÌ âÑ ÌÎæçÂ
¥çßãUÚUÌ÷Ð

(~) çßÇUæÜôùØ¢ çÙˆØ¢ ÖôÁÙâ×Øð
©UÂçÌDïUçÌÐ

(v®) Ù ÁæÌé ÎéCïUÑ ·¤ÎæçÂ SßÖæß¢
ˆØÁçÌÐ

àæéh-ßæ€Ø×÷

(v) ¥ãUô çßçÏÕüÜßæÙ÷Ð

(w) ØØæ ·¤æØæüç‡æ çâŠØç‹Ì

âæ Üÿ×èçÚUˆØçÖÏèØÌðÐ

(x) Îðàæô ç·¢¤ßÎ‹Ìè ØˆâéÖæáßâéÚU-
læçÂ ÁèçßÌôùçSÌÐ

(y) âÖØæ ÖçßÌÃØ×÷Ð

(z) ßÏüÙ¢ ßæùÍ â�×æÙÑ ¹ÜæÙæ¢
ÂýèÌØð ·é¤ÌÑÐ

({) çÂÌæ ÚU%æ·¤ÚUô ØSØ Üÿ×èØüSØ
âãUôÎÚUæÐ

(|) ·¤Í¢ ßëÍæ Âý·é¤ŒØçâ »éÚUßðÐ

(}) Øôùl çßãUÚU çÌ âÑ ÌÎæçÂ
ÃØãUÚUÌ÷Ð

(~) çßÇUæÜôùØ¢ çÙˆØ¢ ÖôÁÙâ×Øð
©UÂçÌDïUÌðÐ

(v®) Ù ÁæÌé ÎéCïUÑ SßÖæß¢ ̂ ØÁçÌÐ

Stop to consider (ŠØæÌÃØ×÷)
(v) ©UÂØéüQ¤ ÂýÍ×ð ßæ€Øð ÒçßçÏÑÓ, §çÌ àæŽÎÑ Âé¢çÜXïðU ¥çSÌÐ ¥ÌÑ Ìçmàæðá‡æˆßðÙ

ÒÕÜßæÙ÷Ó §çÌ àæéhÂýØô»ô ÖçßcØçÌÐ
(w) ÒÜÿ×èÓ àæŽÎÑ Îèƒæðü·¤æÚUæ‹ÌÑ ¥õ‡ææçÎ·¤ÑÐ ¥˜æ ÒâéÓ §ˆØSØ ÜôÂô Ù ÖßçÌÐ

ÂýÍ×ñ·¤ß¿Ùð ÒÜÿ×èÑÓ §çÌ M¤Â¢ ÁæØÌðÐ
(x) ÌëÌèØð ßæ€Øð Ò×ôùÙéSßæÚUÑÓ §çÌ Âæç‡æçÙâê˜æð‡æ ¥ÙéSßæÚUÑ ÖßçÌÐ ¥Ì Òç·¢¤ßÎ‹ÌèÓ

§çÌ àæéh¢ M¤Â×÷Ð
(y) ÒÖêÓ ÏæÌéÑ ¥·¤×ü·¤ÑÐ ÒÌÃØÌ÷Ó ÂýˆØØSØ ¿ ÂýØô»Ñ ·¤×üßæ‘Øð Öæßßæ‘Øð ßæ ÖßçÌÐ

ÒÖêÓ ÏæÌôÑ ¥·¤×ü·¤ˆßæÌ÷ Öæßð ÂýØô»ÑÐ
(z) Â@×ð ßæ€Øð ÂýØéQ¤Ñ Òâ�×æÙÓ-§çÌ ÂÎ¢ ƒæ†æ ÷ÂýˆØØ-â¢Øô»ðÙ çÙcÂlÌðÐ

ƒæ†ÂÚUˆØØæ‹ÌàæŽÎæÑ Âéç„UXïðU Ößç‹ÌÐ
({) ÒâãUôÎÚUÓ àæŽÎæÌ÷ �èçÜXïðU ÒÅUæÂ÷Ó §çÌ Âý̂ ØØâ¢Øô»ðÙ ÒâãUôÎÚUæÓ §çÌ àæéhM¤Â¢ ÖßçÌÐ
(|) â#×ð ßæ€Øð ÒÒ·ýé¤Ï¼ýéãðUcØæüâêØæÍüÙæ¢ Ø¢ ÂýçÌ·¤ôÂÑÓÓ §çÌ âê˜æð‡æ ÒÂý·é¤ŒØçâÓ §ˆØÙðÙ

âãU ¿ÌéÍèü çßÖçQ¤ÖüßçÌ Ò»éÚUßðÓ §çÌÐ
(}) Ò¥çßãUÚUÌ÷Ó §ˆØ˜æ ¥ÅU÷-©UÂâ»üÑ ÏæÌôÑ ÂêßZ ÒçßÓ §ˆØSØ ¿ ÂÚ¢U ÂýØé…ØÌðÐ ¥ÌÑ

ÒÃØãUÚUÌ÷Ó §çÌ àæéh¢ M¤Â¢ Ü¾÷UÜ·¤æÚðUÐ
(~) ÒÒ©UÂægðßÂêÁæâ¢»Ì·¤ÚU‡æç×˜æ·¤ÚU‡æÂçÍçcßçÌ ßQ¤ÃØ×÷ÓÓ §çÌ ßæçÌü·ð¤Ù ©UÂ-Âêßü·¤-

SÍæ-ÏæÌé ¥æˆ×ÙðÂÎè ÁæØÌðá
(v®) ÒÁæÌéÓ ÌÍæ ¿ Ò·¤ÎæçÂÓ §ˆØÙØôÑ àæŽÎØôÑ ¥ÍüÑ °·¤ (â×æÙÑ) °ß ÖßçÌÐ

¥ÌÑ ©UÖØôÚðU·¤SØñß ÂýØô»ô çßÏðØÑÐ
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¥ÏéÙæ ÖßÌæ×÷ ¥�ØæâæØ ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷ ßæ€ØæçÙ ¥ÏÑ ©UÂSÍæŒØ‹ÌðÐ Ìðáæ×÷
¥�ØæâÑ ·¤ÚU‡æèØÑ, ÎñÙç‹ÎÙÁèßÙð ¿ ÌˆÂýØô»æØ ØÌÙèØ×÷-

¥àæéh-ßæ€Ø×÷
v. ÎàæÚUÍSØ ·¤ôâËØæØæ ÚU æ×ô Ùæ×

Âé˜æÚU%×ÁçÙÐ

w. Îðßè ¹Ç÷U»ðÙ àæé�ÖSØ çàæÚUôùÂýãUÚUÌ÷Ð

x. ×× ç×˜æÑ ×ê¹üÑ ¥çSÌÐ

y. ¥ç»AÑ àæèÌÜæ ¥çSÌÐ

z. ¥SØæÑ ßæÌæüØæÑ ç×‰ØæÖßÙð Ù ·¤ôùçÂ
â‹ÎðãUÑÐ

{. ßëÿæñÑ ©UlæÙÑ àæôÖÌðÐ

|. ¥ŠØÿæÑ ç˜æ¢àæçjÑ ÀUæ˜æñÑ (ÀUæ˜ææçÖÑ)

âãU ¥æ»ÌÑÐ

}. âãUdæÑ ÁÙæÑ Ïæßç‹ÌÐ

~. ÂØÑ ×ÏéÚUÑ ÖßçÌÐ
v®. çÕãê U ¥â×Âýæ‹ÌSØ ÂýçâhÑ ÂßüÑ

¥çSÌÐ

vv. »ôÂæÜÑ ×× FðãUÂæ˜æÑÐ

vw. ÌÚUç‹Ì â‹Ìô Á»Ìô ×ãUæ‹ÌÑÐ

vx. ¥Ø¢ Á»Ì÷ ¿ÚUæ¿ÚUæˆ×·¤×÷Ð

vy. © UÂçÙáˆâé  §Î×÷  °·¢ ¤ Âý çâh×÷
©UÂçÙáÌ÷Ð

vz. §Ø×æáæ ü  Öç‡æ çÌÑ ·¤SØ ¿ðÌô

ÜæßÁüØçÌÐ

v{. âé‹ÎÚUØæ ¥ÙØæ ÕæÜØæ ·¤ô Ù Øéß·¤ô

çßS×æçÂÌÑÐ

v|. ÎéÁüÙæÑ ÂÚU·¤æØðüáé ÕãêUçÙ çßÏAæçÙ
·é¤ßüç‹ÌÐ

v}. âèÌæ ÚUæ×SØ çÂýØ×æâèÌ÷Ð

v~. »é‡æßæÙ÷ ÁÙÑ ÂýèçÌÂæ˜æÑ ÖßçÌÐ

w®. ÃØæçÏÑ ÖØ¢·¤ÚUæ ¥çSÌÐ

wv. Ï×üÑ ¥æ¿ÚU‡æèØ×÷Ð

ww. ·¤æØü·ý¤×Ñ ÖçßÌÃØÑÐ
wx. çÂÌæ Âé˜æ¢ ·ýé¤ŠØçÌÐ

wy. ·¤ ô ç·¤ÜæØæÑ ·¤‡Æ USßÚ U×çÌ-

×ÏéÚU×çSÌÐ

wz. EÑ ÂýæÌ °ßæ»‘ÀUÐ

àæéh-ßæ€Ø×÷
v. ÎàæÚUÍSØ ·¤ôâËØæØæ¢ ÚUæ×ô Ùæ×

Âé˜æÚU%×ÁçÙÐ

w. Îðßè ¹Ç÷U»ðÙ àæé�ÖSØ çàæÚUÑ ÂýæãUÚUÌ÷Ð

x. ×× ç×˜æ¢ ×ê¹üÑ ¥çSÌÐ

y. ¥ç»AÑ àæèÌÜÑ ¥çSÌÐ

z. ¥SØæÑ ßæÌæ üØæÑ ç×‰Øæˆßð Ù
·¤ôùçÂ â‹ÎðãUÑÐ

{. ßëÿæñÑ ©UlæÙ¢ àæôÖÌðÐ

|. ¥ŠØÿæÑ ç˜æ¢àæÌæ ÀUæ˜æñÑ

(ÀUæ˜ææçÖÑ) âãU ¥æ»ÌÑÐ

}. âãUd¢ ÁÙæÑ Ïæßç‹ÌÐ

~. ÂØÑ ×ÏéÚU¢ ÖßçÌÐ
v®. çÕãêU ¥â×Âýæ‹ÌSØ Âýçâh¢ Âßü

¥çSÌÐ

vv. »ôÂæÜÑ ×× FðãUÂæ˜æ×÷Ð

vw. ÌÚUç‹Ì â‹Ìô Á»Ì÷ ×ãUæ‹ÌÑÐ

vx. §Î¢ Á»Ì÷ ¿ÚUæ¿ÚUæˆ×·¤×÷Ð

vy. ©UÂçÙáˆâé §Î×÷ °·¤æ Âýçâhæ

©UÂçÙáÌ÷Ð
vz. §Ø×æáèü Öç‡æçÌÑ ·¤SØ ¿ðÌô

ÙæßÁüØçÌÐ

v{. âé‹ÎØæü ¥ÙØæ ÕæÜØæ ·¤ô Ù Øéß·¤ô

çßS×æçÂÌÑÐ

v|. ÎéÁüÙæÑ ÂÚU·¤æØðüáé ÕãêUÙ÷ çßÏAæÙ÷

·é¤ßüç‹ÌÐ
v}. âèÌæ ÚUæ×SØ çÂýØæ ¥æâèÌ÷Ð

v~. »é‡æßæÙ÷ ÁÙÑ ÂýèçÌÂæ˜æ¢ ÖßçÌÐ

w®. ÃØæçÏÑ ÖØ¢·¤ÚUè ¥çSÌÐ

wv. Ï×üÑ ¥æ¿ÚU‡æèØÑÐ

ww. ·¤æØü·ý¤×ð‡æ ÖçßÌÃØ×÷Ð

wx. çÂÌæ Âé˜ææØ ·ýé¤ŠØçÌÐ
wy. ·¤ôç·¤ÜæØæÑ ·¤‡ÆUSßÚUÑ ¥çÌ

×ÏéÚUÑ ¥çSÌÐ

wz. EÑ ÂýæÌÚðUßæ»‘ÀUÐ
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w{. mõ mõ ¿ˆßæÚUô Ößç‹ÌÐ

w|. çßEðùçS×Ù÷ ¥ÙëÌæÌ÷ ÂÚUÌÚ¢U ÂæÌ·¢¤

ÙæçSÌÐ
w}. ©Ußüàæè Ùæ×æŒâÚUæ Sß»üSØæÜVïUæÚUÑÐ

w~. ßè‡ææØæÑ Ì‹˜æè çßç‘ÀUóææÐ

x®. §ÌÚ¢U ÙæçSÌ ·¤æÚU‡æ×SØÐ

xv. ÙæçSÌ ×ð ×ÚU‡æSØ ÖØ×÷Ð

xw. ÕãéUÂ‹Íæ ¥Ø¢ »ýæ×ÑÐ

xx. ÙÎè�Øô »XïUæ ŸæðDïUæÐ
xy. âêØüSØ ÌðÁðÙ Öê×‡ÇUÜ¢ Ì#×÷Ð

xz. ç˜æáé ÀUæ˜ææâé ÚU×æ Øô‚ØæÐ

x{. Ö»ßæÙ÷ °ß ×× àæÚU‡æÑÐ

x|. âðß·¤Ñ Sßæç×Ù¢ âðßçÌÐ

x}. ×æÌæ ÖôÁÙ¢ Âç¿cØç‹ÌÐ

x~. ×éÙØÑ ¥æŸæ×ð ØçÁcØç‹ÌÐ
y®. ×ëÌÖÌæü §Ø¢ ÙæÚUèÐ

yv. ÂßüÌð ¥çßSÍˆßæ ÚUæç˜æ¢ ØæÂØÐ

yw. ·ë¤c‡æÑ ·¢¤â×ãUÙÌ÷Ð

yx. Ùæã¢U Üß‡æçÂýØÑÐ ÙæçSÌ ×ð Üß‡æSØ

ÂýØôÁÙ×÷Ð

yy. ßË»æ¢ â¢çÙØ�Ø ×‹Îè·é¤L¤

ÚUÍßð»×÷Ð
yz. Ö»ßÌÑ àæÂÍðÙ ·¤ÍØæç×,  ÙñÌ‹×Øæ

·¤ÎæçÂ ·ë¤Ì×÷Ð

y{. Sßæç×Ù¢ ÂýæÍüçØˆßæ »ëã¢U »‘ÀUÐ

y|. ·¤çßÑ mõ o£ô·¤õ çßÚU‘Ø

ÂýðçáÌßæÙ÷Ð

y}. ßæ¾U÷×ÙôÌèÌæØ Õýræï‡æð Ù×ÑÐ
y~. ÂéÚUæ‡æèØ¢ ·¤çÜÙñüáæ àæ€Øæ

àæ×çØÌé×÷Ð

z®. ÚU×æ Ù»ÚðU °ß ßçâcØçÌÐ

zv. ×æÜæ ·¤×ÜæçÙ ÜçÖcØçÌÐ

zw. ¥ã¢U Ìé�Ø¢ ß�¢ Ù Øç‘ÀUcØæç×Ð

zx. ÕæÜ·¤æÑ ¿Üç¿˜æ¢ ÎçàæücØç‹ÌÐ
zy. ¥ã¢U Sß·¤×Z âÎæ çÙDïUØæ ·¤ÚUôç×Ð

zz. ¥ãUôùçS× ÂÚU×ÂýèÌô ØSØ ×ð ˆßæÎëàæÑ

â¹æÐ

z{. ÂêßüSØæ¢ çÎçàæ âêØüÑ ©UÎðçÌ Âçp×SØæ¢

¿æSÌ×ðçÌÐ

w{. mð mð ¿ˆßæçÚU Ößç‹ÌÐ

w|. çßEçS×Ù÷ ¥çS×Ù÷ ¥ÙëÌæÌ÷ ÂÚUÌÚ¢U

ÂæÌ·¢¤ ÙæçSÌÐ
w}. ©Ußüàæè Ùæ×æŒâÚUæÑ Sß»üSØæÜVïUæÚUÑÐ

w~. ßè‡ææØæÑ Ì‹˜æè çßç‘ÀUóææÐ

x®. §ÌÚUÌ÷ ÙæçSÌ ·¤æÚU‡æ×SØÐ

xv. ÙæçSÌ ×ð ×ÚU‡ææÌ÷ ÖØ×÷Ð

xw. ÕãéUÂÍôùØ¢ »ýæ×ÑÐ

xx. ÙÎèáé »XïUæ ŸæðDïUæÐ
xy. âêØüSØ ÌðÁâæ Öê×‡ÇUÜ¢ Ì#×÷Ð

xz. çÌâëáé ÀUæ˜ææâé ÚU×æ Øô‚ØæÐ

x{. Ö»ßæÙ÷ °ß ×× àæÚU‡æ×÷Ð

x|. âðß·¤Ñ Sßæç×Ù¢ âðßÌÐ

x}. ×æÌæ ÖôÁÙ¢ ÂÿØçÌÐ

x~. ×éÙØÑ ¥æŸæ×ð ØÿØç‹ÌÐ
y®. ×ëÌÖÌëü·¤æ §Ø¢ ÙæÚUèÐ

yv. ÂßüÌð ¥ßSÍæØ ÚUæç˜æ¢ ØæÂØÐ

yw. ·ë¤c‡æÑ ·¢¤â×ãUÙ÷Ð

yx. Ùæã¢U Üß‡æçÂýØÑÐ ÙæçSÌ ×ð

Üß‡æðÙ ÂýØôÁÙ×÷Ð

yy. ßË»æÑ â¢çÙØ�Ø ×‹Îè·é¤L¤

ÚUÍßð»×÷Ð
yz. Ö»ßÌ àæÂðÐ ÙñÌ‹×Øæ ·¤ÎæçÂ

·ë¤Ì×÷Ð

y{. Sßæç×Ù¢ Âýæ‰Øü »ëã¢U »‘ÀUÐ

y|. ·¤çßÑ mõ o£ô·¤õ çßÚU¿ÄØ

ÂýðçáÌßæÙ÷Ð

y}. ßæ¾U÷×ÙâæÌèÌæØ Õýræï‡æð Ù×ÑÐ
y~. ÂéÚUæ‡æôùØ¢ ·¤çÜÙñüáæ àæ€ØÑ

àæ×çØÌé×÷Ð

z®. ÚU×æ Ù»ÚðU °ß ßˆSØçÌÐ

zv. ×æÜæ ·¤×ÜæçÙ ÜŒSØÌðÐ

zw. ¥ã¢U Ìé�Ø¢ ß�¢ Ù ÎæSØæç×Ð

zx. ÕæÜ·¤æÑ ¿Üç¿˜æ¢ ¼ýÿØç‹ÌÐ
zy. ¥ã¢U Sß·¤×ü âÎæ çÙDïUØæ ·¤ÚUôç×Ð

zz. ¥ãUô ¥çS× ÂÚU×ÂýèÌô ØSØ ×ð

ˆßæÎëàæÑ â¹æÐ

z{. ÂêßüSØæ¢ çÎçàæ âêØüÑ ©UÎðçÌ

Âçp×æØæ¢ ¿æSÌ×ðçÌÐ
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z|. Ìß ÁèßÙæØ çÏ·¤÷Ð

z}. ·¤ÎæçÂ ×ëáæ¢ ×æ ßÎðÌ÷Ð

z~. ×æÌëçÂÌëãUèÙÑ ÕæÜôùØ×÷Ð
{®. Ìð ßæ€Ø¢ ×× Ù ÚUô¿ÌðÐ

z|. Ìß ÁèßÙ¢ çÏ·¤÷Ð

z}. ·¤ÎæçÂ ×ëáæ ×æ ßÎðÌ÷Ð

z~. ×æÌëçÂÌëãUèÙÑ ÕæÜôùØ×÷Ð
{®. Ìð ßæ€Ø¢ ×sï¢ Ù ÚUô¿ÌðÐ

Check Your Progress (¥æˆ×çÙÚUèÿæ‡æ¢ ç·ý¤ØÌæ×÷)

Ò ¥ÏôçÜç¹ÌæçÙ ¥àæéhßæ€ØæçÙ â¢àæôŠØ çÚUQ¤SÍæÙð ÂéÙÑ çÜ�Ø‹Ìæ×÷-

¥àæéh-ßæ€Ø×÷ àæéh-ßæ€Ø×÷

v. ÖßÌÑ ç·¤×ÍZ ç×DïUæóæ¢ Ù ÚUô¿ÌðÐ v. ........................

w. çÏ·¤÷ Ìð�ØÑ ·¤ÌüÃØçß×é¹ð�ØÑÐ w. ........................

x. ·¤ÿææØæ×÷ °·¤çß¢àæÌØÑ ÀUæ˜ææÑ âç‹ÌÐ x. ........................

y. Âé˜ææÑ ×æÌÚ¢U âðçßcØç‹ÌÐ y. ........................

z. ÚUæ×Ñ ÎàæÚUÍSØ çÂýØ×æâèÌ÷Ð z. ........................

{. ç˜æ¢àæçjÚUçÂ ßáñüÙðüÎ¢ àæ€Ø¢ âæÏçØÌé×÷Ð {. ........................

|. ¥ÌèÌð ×ãUæØéçÏ Üÿæàæô ØôÏæÑ ×ëÌæÑÐ |. ........................

}. ØæÎëàæè àæèÌÜæ Îðßè ÌæÎëàæô ßæãUÙÑ ¹ÚUÑÐ }. ........................

~. »�ÖèÚUç×Î¢ ÁÜæàæØ¢ Ùæ˜æ FæÌÃØ×÷Ð ~. ........................

v®. àææ�ÂæÚUXïUÌÑ â ¥æ¿æØü¿ÚU‡ææÌ÷ v®. ........................

çßlæßæ¿SÂçÌÂÎ¢ ÜðÖðÐ

vv. ÂýæÌ °ß ÏèßÚUæ Ì˜æ ¥æ»‘ÀUÙ÷Ð vv. ........................

vw. Â@æàæçjÑ L¤ŒØ·ñ¤Ñ ãU×ð »ý‹ÍæÑ ·ý¤èÌæÑÐ vw. ........................

v.{ âæÚUæ¢àæÑ (Summing up)
...........Ñ ØÌ÷ ¥â×æ·¢¤ â×SÌ×çÂ Âý¿èÙ¢ ßæ¾÷U×Ø¢ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæ×æçŸæˆØñß ¥ßçÌDïUÌðÐ

Âýæ¿èÙæÙæ×÷ ............, ×ãUáèü‡ææ¢, ·¤ßèÙæ×÷, ¥æÜ¢·¤æçÚU·¤æ‡ææ¢, ÙæÅKÌžßçßÎæ¢, Ìžß™ææÙæ¢
¿ ¥€Üæ‹ÌÂçÚUŸæ×SØñß °ÌÎ÷ È¤Ü¢ Øˆ °ß¢çßÏ¢ âéçßÂéÜ¢ â¢S·ë¤Ì-ßæ¾÷U×Ø×÷ ¥S×æ·¢¤

ÎëçCïUÂÍ×æØæçÌÐ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæ™ææÙ¢ çßÙæ ¥SØ çßÂéÜSØ ßæ¾÷U×ØSØ ™ææÙ¢ Ù â¢ÖßçÌÐ

ßSÌéÌSÌé â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæÑ ™ææÙ¢ ÌæÎëàæ×ð·¢¤ âé‹ÎÚ¢U âéßæçâÌ¢ ¿ çÌÜ·¤×çSÌ ØÎ÷ çßÙæ

ÖæÚUÌèØçßÎéáæ¢ çßàæðáÌÑ ¥S×æ·¢¤ â¢S·ë¤ÌæÙéÚUæç»‡ææ¢ â¢S·ë¤ÌçßlæçÍüÙæ¢ â×éóæÌ×çÂ ÜÜæÅ¢U

àæôÖæØ×æÙ¢ Ù ÖßçÌÐ §Ø×ð·¤æ §üÎëàæè ‹ØêÙÌæ ßÌüÌð ØSØæÑ ÂêçÌüÑ ¥‹ØðÙ ·ð¤ÙæçÂ çß·¤ËÂmæÚðU‡æ

Ù â¢ÖßçÌÐ
ÃØßãUæçÚU·¤-â¢S·ë¤Ì-™ææÙæØ ¥çS×Ù÷ ¥ŠØæØð ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷ ÂæçÚUßæçÚU·¤-Â˜ææç‡æ,

ÃØæßâæçØ·¤Â˜ææç‡æ, ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜ææç‡æ ¿ â¢·¤çÜÌæçÙ âç‹ÌÐ â¢S·ë¤Ìð ÕôÏàæQð¤Ñ çß·¤æâæØ

·ð¤¿Ù »læˆ×·¤æÑ Âlæˆ×·¤æp ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎæÑ ©UÂ‹ØSÌæÑ ßÌü‹ÌðÐ âãñUß ÌžæÎÙé‘ÀðUÎæÏæçÚUÌæÑ

ÂýoAæÑ ¥çÂ â×éÂçÙÕhæÑ çßl‹ÌðÐ â¢S·ë¤Ìßæ€ØÂýØô»ð âæ×æ‹ØÌØæ çÜXïU-çßÖçQ¤-ß¿Ù-

·¤æÚU·¤-ßæ‘Ø-ÂýˆØØæçÎâ�Õç‹Ï‹ØÑ ØæÑ ̃ æéÅUØÑ ÁæØ‹Ìð, Ìðáæ â¢àæôÏÙæØ ¥çÂ ·¤æçÙç¿Ì÷

ßæ€ØæçÙ â¢àæôÏÙÂéÚUSâÚ¢U ßç‡æüÌæçÙ âç‹ÌÐ
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Öæáæ Öæá‡ææÎæØæçÌÐ ÂæÚUSÂçÚU·ð¤ Â˜ææ¿æÚðU, ßæÌæüÜæÂð, »ëãðU, ÀUæ˜æßæâð, ×æ»ðü, çßÖæ»ð,

çßEçßlæÜØð, ×ãUæçßlæÜØð ¿ â¢S·ë¤ÌSØ ÂýØô»Ñ ·¤ÌüÃØÑÐ ÂæÚUSÂçÚU·ð¤ ÃØßãUæÚðU

â¢S·ë¤ÌÂýØô»æØ â¢·¤ËÂÑ ·¤æØüÑÐ ÂÚUSÂÚ¢U â¢S·ë¤ÌðÙñß ÃØßãUæÚUSØ ÂýçÌ™ææ ·¤æØæüÐ ÌSØæÑ
ÂýçÌ™ææØæÑ, ÌSØæ â¢·¤ËÂSØ ßæ Âê‡æüÌØæ çÙßæüãUÑ ·¤ÚU‡æèØÑÐ

ç€ÜCïUæ, ÎéÕôüÏæ, ÎéM¤ãUæ ¿ðØ¢ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáðçÌ ×çÌÑ ¥ÂÙðØæÐ §Ø¢ Ìé âßüÍæ âÚUÜæ,

âéÕôÏæ, ÂýØô…Øæ ÃØßãUæØæü ¿ðçÌ ×çÌÑ SÍæÂÙèØæÐ çßçßÏæâé Öæáæâé ÂýØé…Ø×æÙæÑ

ÙßÖæßæßÕôÏ·¤æÑ ÙêÌÙæÑ àæŽÎæÑ â¢S·ë¤ÌSßM¤ÂýÎæÙðÙ ¥æˆ×âæÌ÷ ·¤ÚU‡æèØæÑÐ ¥S×æçÖÑ

¥˜ææßÏðØ¢ ØÌ÷ âñß Öæáæ ÁèçßÌæ â×ëhæ ¿ ÖßçÌ Øæ Üô·ð¤ ÃØßçNUØÌð ÂýØé…ØÌð ¿Ð

¥ÌÑ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæÑ ÂýØô»æØ ÖæáæØæ¢ ¿ ÙñÂé‡ØÜæÖæØ ¿ ÖßçjÑ â¢S·ë¤Ì×æçŸæˆß
¥ßàØ¢ ÃØßãUÌüÃØ×÷Ð Öæá‡æð Üð¹Ùð ßæÎð çßßæÎð â¢ÜæÂð Â˜æÃØßãUæÚðU ¿ â¢S·ë¤Ì×ðß

ÂýØôQ¤ÃØ×÷Ð ¥ÙðÙ Öæáæ™ææÙ¢ ¥ßàØ×ðß âãUÁ¢ âé·¤Ú¢U ¿ ÖçßcØçÌÐ

ÃØßãUæçÚU·ð¤ â¢S·ë¤Ìð ·ð¤ ·ð¤ çßáØæÑ â×æßðàæÙèØæÑ §çÌ çß¿æÚðU ÕãéUçßÏæÑ çßáØæÑ

×Ùçâ â×æØæç‹ÌÐ ç·¤‹Ìé çßSÌæÚUÖØæÌ÷ ¥˜æ ·ð¤¿Ù ×ãUžæßÂê‡ææüÑ çßáØæÑ °ß â×æßðçàæÌæÑ

ßÌü‹ÌðÐ çßáØçßßð¿Ù¢ ™ææÙâ¢ßhüÙðÙ Âýæ×æç‡æ·¢¤ ÖßðÌ÷, Öæáæ ¿ âãUÁÌØæ NUÎØXïU×æ

SØæÌ÷ ÌÎÍZ ÂýØçÌÌ×çSÌÐ çßáØôÂSÍæÂÙæØ Øæ àæñÜè â×æçŸæÌæ ¥çSÌ, ÌØæ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáæØæÑ
¥ŠØØÙð ¥ÙéàæèÜÙð ÃØßãUæÚðU ¿ ÖßÌæ¢ ÂýßëçžæÑ ÖçßcØçÌ ¥çÖL¤ç¿p ßçÏücØÌðÐ ¥SØ

¥ŠØæØSØ ¥ŠØØÙðÙ ÂéÙÑ ÂéÙÑ ÂçÚUàæèÜÙðÙ ÂýØô»ð‡æ ¿ â¢S·ë¤Ìð çßçßÏæçÙ Â˜ææç‡æ

Üðç¹Ìé¢, SßèØæ¢ ÕôÏàæçQ¢¤ çß·¤æâçØÌé×÷, ¥àæéh-ßæ€ØæçÙ â¢àæôÏçØÌé¢ ¿ ÂýðÚU‡ææ â×é̂ ÂˆSßÌð,

×æ»üÎàæüÙ¢ ¿ Öß‹ÌÑ ÙêÙ¢ ÜŒâØ‹Ìð §çÌ ¥S×æ·¢¤ çßEæâÑÐ

v.| ¥æÎàæü-ÂýoAæÑ (Sample Questions)
v. ÖßæÙ÷ Üô·ð¤àæÑÐ ÖßÌÑ ç×˜æ¢ »õÚUßÑ ÀUæ˜ææßæâð ßâçÌÐ âÑ ¥SßSÍÑÐ SßæS‰ØÚUÿæ‡ææØ

Ì¢ ÂýçÌ °·¢¤ Â˜æ¢ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð

w. ÖßÌè ÚUçà×ÑÐ ÖßˆØæÑ …ØðDïUÖç»‹ØæÑ çßßæãUÑÐ çßßæãðU çÙ×‹˜æçØÌé¢ â¹è´ ÂýçÌ °·¢¤

Â˜æ¢ çÜ¹ÌéÐ

x. Öß‹ÌÑ ÎêÚUô‹×éQ¤çàæÿææÂýçÌDïUæÙSØ ÀUæ˜ææÑ ÖßçjÑ °·¤æ ÚUæçCï þ UØæ âXïUôçDïUÑ

â×æØôçÁÌæùçSÌÐ â¢»ôDï÷UØæ ©UfæÅUÙâ˜æð ×é�ØæçÌçÍM¤Âð‡æ â×éÂSÍæÌé¢ ÂýçÌDïUæÙSØ

çÙÎðüàæ·¢¤ ÂýçÌ Â˜æ×ð·¢¤ çßçÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð
y. ÖßæÙ÷ ¥‡æüßÑÐ ÖßÌÑ ¥æçÍü·¤è çSÍçÌÑ ÎéÕüÜæÐ ÂÚUèÿææàæéË·¤-×é·¤ˆØÍü×÷ »õãUæÅUè-

çßEçßlæÜØSØ ©UÂæ¿æØZ ÂýçÌ °·¤×÷ ¥æßðÎÙÂ˜æ¢ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷Ð

z. â¢S·ë¤ÌçßÖæ»æŠØÿæ¢ ÂýçÌ â¢S·ë¤ÌÖæáØæ °·¢¤ Â˜æ¢  çßÚU‘ØÌæ×÷, Ø˜æ ÚUæÁÙèçÌ-

àææ�-çßÖæ»SØ ÀUæ˜æñÑ âæhZ ·¤‹Îé·¤-·ý¤èÇUæ-ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæÑ ¥æØôÁÙæØ ¥Ùé×çÌÑ

ÂýæçÍüÌæ SØæÌ÷Ð

{. ÖßÌÑ çßÖæ»ð âlÑ â¢ÂóææØæÑ Ì·ü¤ÂýçÌØôç»ÌæØæÑ â×æ¿æÚ¢U Âý·¤æàæçØÌé¢ â×æ¿æÚUÂ˜æSØ
â¢ÂæÎ·¢¤ ÂýçÌ âßßÚU‡æ¢ âÚUÜâéÚUç»ÚUæ °·¢¤ ÂýæÍüÙæÂ˜æ çßÚU‘ØæÌæ×÷Ð

|. ¥ÏôçÜç¹Ì×÷ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎ¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ ÌÎæÏæçÚUÌæÙ÷ ÂýoAæÙ÷ ©UžæÚUÌé Ñ-

ÒÒÁèßÙð ÏÙSØ ¥ˆØçÏ·¢¤ ×ãUžß×÷Ð ÂÚU‹Ìé ÜôÖðÙ ¥‹ÏæÑ Öêˆßæ ßØ¢ ØçÎ

¥çÏ·¤æçÏ·¢¤ ÏÙ×çÖÜáæ×Ñ ÌÎÍü×Ùéç¿ÌâæÏÙæÙæ¢ ¿ ÂýØô»¢ ·é¤×üÑ, ©Û ·¤ô¿¢ »ëöïUè×Ñ,

Ìçã¡U ÌðÙ ÏÙðÙ ÎéÑ¹×ðß ÁæØÌðÐ Ì¼ýÿæ‡æð °ß ÖêØæÙ÷ â×ØÑ ÃØÌèÌÑ ÖßçÌÐ ·¤ôùçÂ
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ÌÎ÷ ãUçÚUcØÌèçÌ ç¿‹Ìæ ÂýçÌÂÎ¢ ÂýçÌÂÜ¢ ¿ ÂçÚUßÏüÌðÐ çßßð·¢¤ ÙæàæØçÌ ¥çÖ×æÙÑÐ

Âý‘ÀUæÎÙæØ ¿ ·ë¤c‡æÏÙSØ ×ãUæÙ÷ €ÜðàæÑ ÖßçÌÐ ¥ÌÑ ©Uç¿ÌâæÏÙñÑ °ß ÏÙæÁüÙ¢

·é¤Øæü×, ·¤S×ñ ¥çÂ ßØ×÷ §ücØæZ Ù ·é¤Øæü×, ¥âãUæØæÙ÷ ÚUÿæð×, Ìðáæ¢ âæãUæÄØ¢ ¿
·é¤Øæü×Ð ˆØæ»ðÙñß â¢ÚUÿæ‡æ¢ ÏÙSØÐ ˆØæ»ðÙôÂÖô»ðÙ ¿ñß ßØ×æÙ‹Î×çÏ»‹Ìé¢

ÂýÖßæ×ÑÐÓÓ

ÂýoAæÑ
v. ßØæ¢ ·ð¤áæ¢ âæãUæÄØ¢ ·é¤Øæü×?

w. ÏÙæÁüÙ¢ ·¤Í¢ ·¤ÚU‡æèØ×÷?

x. Ò©UÎ÷ƒææÅUÙæØÓ §ˆØSØ ÂÎSØ ç·¢¤ çßÜô×ÂÎ×˜æ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?
y. ·¤èÎëàæè ç¿‹Ìæ ÂýçÌÂÜ¢ ÂçÚUßÏüÌð?

z. ßØ¢ ·¤ôÙ ¥‹ÏæÑ S×ÑÐ ¥‹ÏæÑ â‹ÌÑ ßØ¢ ç·¤×çÖÜáæ×Ñ?

{. €ÜðàæÑ ç·¤×ÍZ ÖßçÌ?

|. ßØ¢ ·¤Í×æÙ‹Î¢ ÜŽÏé¢ àæ·Aé¤×Ñ?

}. ·¤èÎëàæðÙ ÏÙðÙ ÎéÑ¹¢ ÖßçÌ?

~. °ÌSØ ¥Ùé‘ÀðUÎSØ ·ë¤Ìð â×éç¿Ì¢ àæèáü·¢¤ çÜ¹‹ÌéÐ
v®. ÒÒÌSØ ÚUÿæ‡æð °ß â×ØÑ ÃØÌèÌÑ ÖßçÌÓÓ ¥˜æ ÌSØðçÌ âßüÙæ×ÂÎ¢ ·¤S×ñ ÂýØéQ¤×÷?

(}) çÙ×AçÜç¹Ì¢ Âl¢ ÂçÆUˆßæ ÌÎÍü@ çß™ææØ ÂýÎžæÂýoAæÑ â×æÏðØæÑ-

àæ·A¤ôÌèãñUß ØÑ âôÉé¢U Âýæ·¤÷ àæÚUèÚUçß×ôÿæ‡ææÌ÷Ð

·¤æ×·ý¤ôÏôjß¢ ßð»¢ â ØéQ¤Ñ â âé¹è ÙÚUÑH

ÂýoAæÑ
v. ØéQ¤Ñ ÙÚUÑ ç·¢¤ ·¤ÌéZ àæ·A¤ôçÌ?

w. âé¹è ÁÙÑ ·¤èÎëàæ¢ ßð»¢ âãUÌð?
x. ßð»SØ ©UˆÂçžæÑ ·¤æ�Øæ¢ ÖßçÌ?

y. ·¤SØ çß×ôÿæ‡ææÌ÷ Âýæ·¤÷ ßð»Ñ âôÉ¸UÃØÑ?

z. ÒÒ¥çS×Ù÷ â¢âæÚðUÓÓ §çÌ ·¤SØ ÂÎSØæÍüÑ?

{. ÒÒÂêßZÓÓ §çÌ SÍæÙð ç·¤×÷ ¥ÃØØÂÎ×˜æ ÂýØéQ¤×÷Ð

|. Òàæ·A¤ôçÌÓ §çÌ ç·ý¤ØæÂÎSØ ·¤ÌëüÂÎ¢ ç·¤×÷?

}. ç·¢¤ âôÉ¸÷Ußæ ÙÚUÑ âé¹è ÖçßÌé×ãüUçÌ?
~. ¥ÏôçÜç¹ÌæçÙ ¥àæéhßæ€ØæçÙ â¢àæôŠØ ©UžæÚUÂéçSÌ·¤æØæ¢ ÂéÙÑ çÜ�ØÌæ×÷-

(v) Ìð ÕæÜ·¤æÑ »ëãUSØ ÕçãUÑ ·ý¤èÇUç‹ÌÐ

(w) ×æÌæ ÕæçÜ·ð¤�ØÑ ·ýé¤ŠØç‹ÌÐ

(x) âßðüáæ ¿ÌécÂÎæÙæ¢ …ßÜÙæÌ÷ ÖØ¢ ÁæØÌðÐ

(y) ¥l ÂýæÌ °ß ßëçCïUÚUÖßÌ÷Ð

(z) ÚUæÁæÙÑ Öê×‡ÇUÜæçÙ àææâç‹ÌÐ

v.} ¼ýCïUÃØ-»ý‹ÍæÑ (Suggested Readings)
v. ÕëãUÎ÷ ¥ÙéßæÎ-¿ç‹¼ý·¤æ, ¿·ý¤ÏÚU ÙõçÅUØæÜ ã¢Uâ, ×ôÌèÜæÜ ÕÙæÚUâèÎæâ, ßæÚUæ‡æâèÐ

w. ¥ÙéßæÎ-·¤Üæ, ¿æL¤Îðß àææ�è, ×ôÌèÜæÜ ÕÙæÚUâèÎæâ, çÎ„UèÐ
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x. ¥ÙéßæÎ-·¤õ×éÎè, Îé»æüÎžæ àææ�è, ×ôÌèÜæÜ ÕÙæÚUâèÎæâ, çÎ„UèÐ

y. ÙßèÙ ¥ÙéßæÎ ¿ç‹¼ý·¤æ, Ùðç×¿‹¼ý àææ�è, ×ôÌèÜæÜ ÕÙæÚUâèÎæâ, çÎ„UèÐ

z. çßÎéÚU‡æèçÌàæÌ·¤×÷, ÜçÜÌ ·é¤×æÚU ç˜æÂæÆUè (â�ÂæÎ·¤Ñ), àææçàæÂýÖæ »ôØÜ
(Üðç¹·¤æ), ÚUæçCïþUØ-â¢S·ë¤Ì-â¢SÍæÙ×÷, ÙßÎðãUÜèÐ

{. â¢ÿæðÂÚUæ×æØ‡æ×÷, ßð�ÂçÅU ·é¤ÅéU�Õàææ�è, ÚUæçCïþUØ-â¢S·ë¤Ì-â¢SÍæÙ×÷, ÙßÎðãUÜèÐ

——— ::: ———
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